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Preface 

This volume contains the invited and contributed papers to the Colloquium on Atomic 
Spectra and Oscillator Strengths for Astrophysics and Fusion, which was held in Amsterdam from 
August 28 to 31, 1989 as part of the colloquium program of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts 
and Sciences. The colloquium, which was attended by about 70 participants from 12 countries, 
was the third in a series which was started in Lund, Sweden, 1983 .and continued in To1edo, USA, 
in 1986. 

The titles of the lectures reflect the purpose of the meeting: to bring together consumers 
and producers of atomic data in order to exchange information about what data are most urgently 
needed and wh at can be supplied at this point in time. The proceedings includes all the lectures 
presented at the colloquium as well as extended abstracts of the posters. The astrophysicists 
were asked to talk about present problems in astrophysics in which atomic data is used or is 
needed and the atomic physicists about what is known and what can be measured or calculated at 
the moment and with wh at precision. 

It was clear from the lectures that the astrophysical needs for atomic data at this time, 
when several new space telescopes and space labs are close to being 1aunched, are very large 
particu1arly in the ultraviolet. Whi1e considerable advances have been made regarding the 
computationa1 possibilities for supplying reliable data, it was obvious from the talks that the 
possibilities for providing the data from so called "traditional analysis of spectra" is rapidly 
disappearing and severa1 astrophysicists expressed their concern about this development both 
orally and in their written contributions. 

The spirit of cooperation that permeated the colloquium made the organization most 
rewarding. One small incident during the conference captures something of the atmosphere. During 
the very witty talk given by Prof. Blackwell, Oxford we we re told that the electricity price 
for one measured gf value in his experiment is about 300 dutch guilders. At this point Prof. 
Kurucz, Harvard Smithsonian, interrupted and clutching 300 guilders in one hand announced his 
personal willingness to pay for the next value. It must be hoped that this attitude will spread 
to the wider community and in particular to the funding agencies before it is too late. 

The colloquium was, as mentioned above, part of the colloquium program of the Royal 
Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences. It is a pleasure to thank the Academy for having 
selected the colloquium for the 1989 program and for the friendly and professional way in which 
the Academy, in particular in the person of Mrs. A. Muller, helped to ru.n the meeting in the 
Academy building in Amsterdam. 

I am grateful to my col leagues on the Scientific Commitee, especially Se. Johansson, H. 
Henrichs and R.J. Rutten, for their help and advice in setting up the program, and to the 
members of the Atomic Physics group at the Zeeman Laboratory for their help with the practical . 
arrangements, in particular to Mrs. I. Brouwer for keeping the paperwork under control, and to 
Drs. M. Landtman for his help with the collection of the manuscripts. 

The colloquium was further sponsored by Control Data Corporation and by the Leids 
Kerkhoven-Bosscha Fonds and their support ie gratefully acknowledged. I would like to thank Mrs. 
R. Zeippen and Mrs. J. Seaton for adding to the appearance of the proceedings by putting their 
private sketches from the conference and from Amsterdam at my disposal. 

VII 

J~rgen E. Hansen 
Amsterdam, June 1990 
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Astrophysies and atomie data 





David S. Leckrone, Sveneric Johansson, 
Robert L. Kurucz and Saul J. Adelman 

High resolution ultraviolet speetroseopy 
from spaee observatories - what atomie 
physies and astrophysies ean do for 
eaeh other 

ABSTRACT 

Stellar spectra obtained with the IUE 
satellite demonstrate the complexity and 
richness in information of the 1150 -3300 A 
region . Ultraviolet astrophysical 
spectroscopy will reach a new plateau of 
resol~tion and precision with the launch of 
the Hubble Space Telescope in 1990. The 
atomie data base required for the accurate 
analysis of IUE and HST data lags well behind 
our observational capabilities in 
completeness and quality. We describe a 
project to assess the currently available 
atomie data, particularly for the lower 
ionization states of the iron-group and 
lighter elements. We illustrate the 
capabilities of the HST/GHRS instrument, and 
provide examples of transitions of special 
interest for early HST research . 

INTRODUCTION 

The sharp-lined, ultraviolet, photospheric 
absorption spectra of slowly rotating early
type stars contain a wealth of astrophysical 
information about the cosmie abundances of 
the elements and about physical processes 
occurring in the stellar surface layers . The 
effective temperature range 8500 K to about 
20000 K encompasses young, normal A and B
type stars, a variety of chemically peculiar 
stars, and several types of very old, highly 
evolved stars . High resolution spectroscopy 
of these objects in the 1100 to 3000 A range 
provides access to lines of many atomie 
species not weIl represented in ground-based, 
optical spectra and to intrinsically strong 
resonance and low excitation lines which are 
of ten less susceptible to non-LTE effects 
than are their more highly excited congeners , 
observed at optical and near-infrared 
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wavelengths. These spectra are also a rich 
"laboratory" for the study of atomie spectra, 
particularly those of the first few 
ionization states of the iron group and 
lighter elements . The density of lines of 
observable strength is great (up to tens of 
lines per Angstrom) for reasons that are 
described by Johansson (1984) . This creates 
both opportunities and problems: 
opportunities to obtain substantial new 
information about the atomie structure of 
many species , and problems in obtaining 
quantitatively accurate astrophysical 
information from the spectra, because of 
serious line blending and difficulties in 
locating the line-free continuum. Thus, 
ultraviolet spectrum synthesis is hindered by 
the compounding of three sourees of 
uncertainty related to atomie data : 1 . 
uncertainty in the wavelengths, oscillator 
strengths and broadening parameters of the 
primary lines being analysed; 2 . uncertainty 
in the identity and atomie parameters of the 
lines with which the primary lines are 
blended ; and 3 . uncertainty in the position 
of the reference level relative to which 
absorption line strengths are measured, the 
continuum . 

Fortunately, the massive, semi-empirical 
atomie data bases calculated originally by 
Kurucz and Peytremann (1975) and Kurucz 
(1981) have provided a rational starting 
point from which to attack these problems, 
converting UV spectrum synthesis fr om the 
hopeless to the very difficult. Over the past 
four years Kurucz has recomputed predicted 
energy levels, wavelengths, oscillator 
strengths and broadening parameters for the 
first nine ionization states of elements z -
20 to 28 . His preliminary new data base for 
the first four ions of these elements, of 
greatest relevanee here, now contains data 
for about 25 million predicted lines. 
However, only those lines involving 
transitions to experimentally determined 
levels have sufficiently accurate wavelengths 
to be used in spectrum synthesis. This limits 
the currently applicable data set to about 
half a million lines . The on-going term 
analysis of iron-group spectra by Johansson 
and others, based on laboratory observations, 
is the critical process which allows the 
conversion of lines fr om the predicted 
category to the "good" (i.e . accurate) 
category . 

Good quality co-added stellar spectra 
obtained with the International Ultraviolet 
Explorer satellite at moderate resolution and 
signal-to-noise (À/6À - 12000, S/N - 50, 



Leckrone and Adelman, 1989) provide the 
opportunity to begin to assess the 
completeness and accuracy of the available 
atomie data base applicable to the 
ultraviolet . We report here the initial 
results of a detailed examination we have 
undertaken of the spectral content of the 
normal, Al V star, omicron Pegasi (0 Peg), in 
five test intervals within 1700 - 1900 A. We 
compare the IUE observations, line-by-line, 
with synthetic spectra , calculated using the 
new Kurucz data base, supplemented with data 
for the lighter elements from Kurucz and 
Peytremann and other sourees . The match is 
good enough to indicate that we are on the 
right track, both observationally and 
computationally . Each specific discrepancy is 
then assessed in terms of the accuracy of 
energy levels and transition probabilities of 
the theoretically calculated lines, in terms 
of what is known from laboratory spectra, and 
in terms of phenomena of atomie physics, such 
as configuration interactions, which are 
difficult to predict theoretically. 

With the launch of the Hubble Space 
Telescope (HST) and its Goddard High 
Resolution Spectrograph (GHRS) next year, UV 
astrophysical spectroscopy will undergo a 
quantum jump in precision and resolution 
(~/6~ - 25000 to 90000; SIN up to 400 at the 
lower resolution and up to 80 at the higher) . 
We illustrate in this paper the potentialof 
the GHRS with examples of simulated stellar 
spectra at this resolution . Currently the 
state of the atomie data needed to 
quantitatively analyse GHRS (and IUE) data is 
lagging weIl behind our observational 
capabilities. We face the bleak prospect of 
attempting to analyse spectra of 1% 
precision, obtained at great expense, with 
atomie parameters that can be inaccurate by 
factors of 2 or 10, if they exist at all. The 
GHRS will be relentiess in highlighting this 
problem . Two general types of activity are 
needed: continued development of the very 
large atomie data bases needed to accurately 
treat UV line blending and to synthesize wide 
spectral intervals for continuum placement; 
and determination of accurate wavelengths , 
oscillator strengths and broadening 
parameters for individual UV lines critical 
to specific astrophysical problems, examples 
of which are given here . In turn, atomie 
physics will reap a substantial benefit in 
terms of the feedback of information about 
the atomie structure of many species, 
including those difficult to observe in the 
laboratory . 
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ANALYSIS OF TEST INTERVALS IN 0 PEG SPECTRUM 

We have selected five wavelength intervals 12 
to 15 A wide for a detailed comparison 
between IUE observations and synthetic 
spectra calculated with the new Kurucz iron
group data base. These are listed in table 1 . 
The "quality" designations A through D are 
very rough indicators of our expectations 
prior to the study about the completeness and 
quality of the atomie data within each 
interval . Currently, we have 

Table 1 . Test intervals for evaluation of 
quality and completeness of atomie data base 

Wavelength (A) Quality 

1857 1872 B 
1838 1851 A 
1751 - 1765 D 
1740 - 1752 C 
1728 - 1741 C 

completed the initial calculations and 
evaluations with respect to atomie physics 
for each interval. We have also iterated the 
calculations once to determine the effect of 
modifications made, on the basis of these 
evaluations, to log gf values and wavelengths 
and the effect of the addition of "new" lines 
omitted from the initial calculations . This 
work is still very much in progress, and 
several additional iterations of the 
calculations will be necessary before we are 
satisfied that all possibilities to improve 
the fit, based on current knowiedge, have 
been exhausted . At that point, the remaining 
discrepancies between observations and 
calculations should give an indication of the 
work remaining to be done on the atomie data 
base in this wavelength region . Note that the 
calculations utilize a line-blanketed, LTE 
model atmosphere, abundances, and 
microturbulent velocity derived by Adelman 
(1988) in a very thorough ground-based study 
of this star . For elements for which the 
optical reg ion abundances are poorly known, 
we adopt solar abundances . Some of the 
discrepancies we find in this comparative 
study may reflect errors in the assumed 
abundances, which will later be resolved by 
abundance work in the UV . In such cases, 
however, we would expect to find systematic 
discrepancies in many lines of the same 
element. 
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In the following discussion, we illustrate 
in detail the initial evaluation of one test 
interval, 1740 - 1752, and present selected 
results from several others . Figure 1 shows 
the observed spectrum and figure 2 the 
initial theoretical calculation , unaffected 
by instrumental broadening or by the 
broadening of lines due to the star's 
rotation. In figure 3 the theoretical 
spectrum has been broadened to the 
instrumental resolution of 0 . 15 A and to a 
projected stellar rotational velocity of 9 km 
s-l . The latter is then superposed on the 
observed spectrum in figure 4 . The N land 

• IUE SPECTRUW oç 0 PEG (A, v. TIH-9eco. locJ 9-3.5) 
[-11 

· (-11 

· (-11 

, 
(-11 

17';;,.~--"~7";;;---;'f.,,:;-, ---.."t.. .. ,--;;" .. =---;'~7 .. ;;---;';;,..;;--.",,=-.,-.....,,!. 
""""""" <11 

Fig. 1. IUE spectrum of 0 Peg, obtained by 
co-addition of nine large-aperture images. 

C I lines labeled in figure 3 illustrate 
lines of particular astrophysical interest, 
which appear to be reasonably "clean" in the 
observations. (The N abundance has been 
adjusted to achieve a good fit, as part of 
another study, and in fact is about 0 . 5 dex 
below solar in these illustrations). 

Inspection of figure 4 immediately shows a 
reasonably good match between calculation and 
observation for some absorption features , but 
also numerous examples of missing opacity and 
discrepant line strengths. The line-by-line 
investigation of each disparity between 
observation and calculation revealed three 
general classes of problems in all the test 
intervals : missing lines; apparent 
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Fig . 2. Theoretical spectrum for 0 Peg , 
calculated with new Kurucz atomic data . 
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Fig . 3 . Theoretical spectrum of figure 2, 
convolved with instrumental broadening and 
stellar rotational broadening functions . 

discrepancies in the Kurucz oscillator 
strengths or wavelengths with respect to line 
strengths or wavelengths observed in 
laboratory data; and some very interesting 
examples of the effects of level mixing. 



OBSERVED AND THEORETICAL SPECTRA OF 0 PEG 
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Fig. 4. Observed spectrum normalized to the 
estimated position of the line-free continuum 
and superposed on the theoretical spectrum of 
figure 3. 

Lines Missing From The Atomie Data Base 

Figure 5 shows a 4 A subsection of a test 
interval with the positions marked of 15 
lines which did not appear in the original 
set of "good" Kurucz lines and were, 
therefore not contained in the original 
calculation . Those labeled "new FeIl" are 
lines found in the set of predicted Kurucz 
lines , arising in transitions to upper levels 
which Johansson has recently identified from 
experimental term analysis . Their wavelengths 
are now known with good accuracy and Kurucz 
has already calculated their oscillator 
strengths and damping parameters, so that 
they could be included in the first iteration 
of the spectrum synthesis , labeled "revised 
calculation" in figure 5 . Lines labeled "new 
Fel" have also been identified in laboratory 
spectra and their lower level excitation 
potentials are known. However, we can only 
estimate their log gf values by similarity to 
other Fel lines of similar strength . Those 
rough estimates will be refined in subsequent 
iterations . The numerous lines labeled "unk" 
(an abbreviation of "unknown") in figure 5 ' 
are known to exist in laboratory spectra of 
the denoted element, although the ionization 
state is not always known with certainty . 
Since their excitation potentials and 
oscillator strengths are presently not known, 
they could not be included in the revised 
calculation . lt is encouraging that these 
"unk" lines correspond in several cases to 
positions where line opacity is clearly 
missing fr om the calculations, suggesting 
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possible identifications for the missing 
lines. lt is also gratifying that several of 
the "new" lines added to the calculation 
clearly improved the match to the 
observations . 

" 2 
S 

~ cr 
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reil 
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'". e, 
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LlNES MISSING FROM ORIGINAL KURUCZ DATA 

'"' II ren ... 
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.... 
r .. , 

__ OBSERVAT1ON 
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.... RE\1SED CALCULAnQN 

~7L.'2~----~'7~'~J------~'~7~~------7-'7t'~5------~'~7'. 
WAVELENGTH (~) 

Fig. 5. Examples of lines seen in laboratory 
spectra which were not included in the 
original calculation . 

"Discrepancies " In The Atomie Data Base 

A segment of the 1858 - 1870 test interval 
shown in figure 6 illustrates the situation 
where there are apparent disagreements 
between the relative strengths of lines of 
similar excitation seen in laboratory spectra 
and the relative strengths one would infer 
from Kurucz's log gf values . For example, two 
Fel lines at 1863.548 and 1865.309 A (labeled 
"stronger in lab." in figure 6) have 
calculated log gf's -3.11 and -3.71, 
respectively . These lines , arising fr om 0 . 00 
eV, are seen in absorption in laboratory 
spectra with a strength comparable to other 
Fel lines for which Kurucz has calculated 
larger log gf's. Our initial estimate was 
that log gf for 1863 . 548 should be in the 
range - 1 . 5 to -2 , while that for 1865 . 309 
should be near - 1 . 0 to -l . S . In both cases 
the substitution of log gf ' s in our revised 
calculation resulted in lines that are 
stronger than observed in the stel lar 
spectrum . Further iterations will allow us to 
test how "discrepant" the Kurucz log gf's 
might beo One expects the calculated log gf's 
for Fel to have rather large uncertainties 
because of its complex atomie structure, 
which has many interacting series converging 
towards the lowest limit . The majority of Fel 
lines below 2000 A are unclassified, and the 
levels from which they arise are unknown. 



Thus, stellar and laboratory absorption 
spectra should, in principle, be especially 
useful in establishing the relative strengths 
of Fel lines in the far UV . 

0.8 

0.2 __ ''1101< 

__ ..oRIGI!W. C-'I.C. 

......... RE\IISU) C-'I.C. 

reU 
not __ 

In lob. 

11 
F ... Feil _fit 

r .. 
not_ 
in lob. 

r .. ~ -lom'" 

• ~ etrength. t" lob. 

~8~~~------~1~88~.--------~1~8~=-------~18~~~------~1867 
w,vru:NCTH (l) 

Fig. 6 . Examples of apparent "discrepancies" 
between the Kurucz atomic data base and 
laboratory data . 

Two FeIl lines, at 1864 . 357 and 1865 . 530 
A, are not seen in laboratory spectra, 
although with the excitation potentials and 
log gf's given by Kurucz (E . P . - 2 . 34 and 
2 . 28 eV; log gf - -3.25 and -2.75, 
respectively) they are calculated to be 
moderately strong lines in 0 Peg . The 
1864 . 357 A line is observed to be weaker than 
calculated in the stellar spectrum (figure 
6). Eliminating the line entirely from the 
synthetic spectrum, as illustrated in the 
revised calculation, is clearly going too 
far o A more accurate log gf for this line 
should be obtainable fr om further iterations 
of the spectrum synthesis. Such arefinement 
of log gf may not be possible for the 
1865 . 530 A line , since it is unresolved in 
these observations fr om another FeIl line, 
1865.545 A, which also has a serious problem, 
discussed below . 

Two FeIl lines, at 1865 . 212 and 1865 . 545 
A, arise fr om the same upper level and have 
wavelengths given by Kurucz (1865 . 221 and 
1865.554 A, respectively) that we have 
revised slightly due to a small revision in 
the experimental level value . Hore 
significantly, in the laboratory data 
1865 . 545 is stronger than 1865 . 212 . The 
reverse is true in Kurucz's log gf's (-0.65 
for 1865.212, -1 . 83 for 1865 . 545) . We have 
not attempted to modify the log gf's in the 
revised calculation in figure 6 . The 
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discrepancies in these log gf's , together 
with unresolved blending with the other 
problematical lines discussed previously, 
results in the poor fit to the observed 
profiles of these lines illustrated . lt will 
require the resolution of the HST/GHRS to 
disentangle the blended lines and to obtain 
further astrophysical information about their 
relative strengths. 

To conclude this discus sion of examples of 
"discrepancies" in the Kurucz atomic data 
base, we note that the observed feature at 
1864 . 70 A, a blend of two FeIl lines and one 
Fel line, is already rather well fit by the 
original calculations , using the Kurucz data 
as given . Clearly, the Cowan (1968) code used 
by Kurucz is capable of providing accurate 
data, limited primarily by the quality of the 
input energy level information and by the 
knowledge of configuration interactions . 

Problems of atomic physics 

The most remarkable spectral interval that we 
have investigated is illustrated in the 
sequence of figures 7 through 9. There are 
two (and perhaps three) different examples of 
interesting phenomena of atomic physics 
affecting the spectrum synthesis here . Figure 
7 illustrates the initial calculation . We 
note that, from 1857 to 1869 A, the 
computational match to the observations is as 
good as, or better than, that in any other of 
the test intervals, with occasional 

SPECTRUM SYNTHESIS OF 0 PEG, ORIGINAL KURUCZ OATA 
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Fig. 7 . lnitial calculation for a portion of 
the 1857 - 1872 A test interval. 

instances of missing line opacity and other 
discrepancies as discussed previously. But 

1872 



>< 

from about 1869 . 1 to about 1871 . 2 A the 
quality of the spectrum synthesis becomes 
espec ially bad . In iterating the calculation , 
we first introduced "new" Fel lines at 
1869 . 260 and 1870 . 352 A, with roughly 
estimated log gf ' s , based on relative 
laboratory intensities . Four "new" FeIl lines 
were added at 1869 . 553, 1870 . 534, 1871 . 004 
and 1871.056 A. Only the first of these has a 
known Kurucz log gf . Classification of the 
other three FeIl lines is not complete, and 
estimated log gf's were also adopted for 
them . These lines are labeled in figure 8 . 
Also shown are the positions of four Sill 
lines, belonging to multiplet UV 9 . 02 , the 
lower, 3s3p2 2D , term of which is known to 
strongly interact with 3s23d 2D (Froese 
Fischer , 1968 ; Artru, et al , 1981). Since 
Kurucz and Peytremann did not include this 
configurati on interaction in their 
calculations , their log gf's for these Sill 
lines are in error by about 2 dex (Lanz and 
Artru, 1985). Therefore, we substituted the 
Sill log gf's from Artru, et al , in the 
revised calculation shown in figure 8 . 

The quality of the fit between observation 
and calculation in figu~e 8 is somewhat 
better than in figure 7 . However, several 
serious discrepancies remain . Of particular 
interest is the observed feature at 1870 . 6 A. 
In addition to the "new" FeIl line , 

REVISED Sill log gl 's, NEW Fe LINES 
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Fig . 8 . Spectrum synthesis including "new" Fe 
lines and Sill log gf's which take account of 
configuration interactions . 

1870.534 A, mentioned previously, two other 
FeIl lines found in the Kurucz data base 
contribute to this feature - 1870.607 A (b2p 
- x6p) and 1870 . 697 A (b2p - w2P) . In the 
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1950's Edlen found that the accidental 
coincidence of these two upper levels, 
separated by 2.4 cm- l , results in astrong 
mixing between them , even though they are 
otherwise completely unrelated (Johansson , 
1984) . lf we assume a 50-50 mixture , then the 
original Kurucz log gf's , -6.50 and -1 . 76, 
respectively , become -2.10 for both lines . 
Substituting this value into the calculation 
results in the synthetic profile plotted in 
figure 9 . Clearly, the qualitative shape of 
the calculated profile now more closely 
resembles the observed profile than in 
figures 7 and 8 . Further adjustments to the 
total gf-value for the combined transitions, 
1870 . 607 and 1870 . 697, as well as adjustments 
to the originally estimated log gf for the 
"new" FeIl line at 1870.534 A might yield an 
acceptable match to both the shape and 
strength of the observed feature . However, 
the preferred course is to attempt to resolve 
these components with the HST/GHRS. 

, REVISED Feil log gl's, CONFIGURATION INTERACTION, 50-50 MIX 
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Fig . 9. Spectrum synthesis accounting for 
mixing due to accidental coincidence of FeIl 
upper levels. 

In general,. theoretical calculations are 
not sufficiently accurate to reliably predict 
mixing due to the accidental coincidence of 
levels . Laboratory and astrophysical data are 
essential in finding and evaluating short 
range effects of this kind in complex 
spectra. 

One remaining concern about the spectrum 
synthesis shown in figure 9 is the grossly 
excessive absorption predicted at 1870 . 1 A. A 
major contributor to the feature is FeIl 
1870 . 169 A, about which there is a mystery . 
This line , which in 15 coupling should be one 



of the strongest members of its multipIet, 
4s a40-4p y4F, does not appear at this 
wavelength in laboratory spectra, but rather 
another component of the same multipIet, 
predicted by Kurucz to have a log gf value 
two orders of magnitude less. From both the 
calculated log gf's and the relative 
labo ra tory intensities for all the lines in 
the multipIet, we know that LS relative 
intensities do not apply. Moreover, the 
agreement between relative calculated log 
gf's and relative laboratQry strengths for 
many of the lines in the multiplet is not 
good. Johansson notes that several lines in 
the multipIet, though not 1870.169, have 
different log gf's in the new Kurucz 
calculations than in Kurucz (1981), 
suggesting that new configuration 
interactions were included in the more recent 
calculations . But the configuration 
interactions directly relevant to this 
multiplet ~ included in 1981. He 
speculates that mixing in the theoretical 
calculations between the 4F upper term of 
this multiplet and a higher lying 4F term of 
the same parent configuration may result in 
changes in predicted log gf's for this 
multipIet, if the higher lying 4F term is 
perturbed by newly included configuration 
interactions. The simple question for atomie 
theorists is, is this mixing between terms 
having the same type of LS parent term (3d63 F 
in FeIII) correct or not? The next iteration 
of our calculations wil 1 utilise a log gf -
-5.5, rather than the value, -3.64, listed at 
this wavelength by Kurucz. 

We conclude the discussion of the 
assessment of the test intervals, by 
illustrating in figure 10 the current 
theoretical fit (af ter one iteration) to the 
observations in our "A-quality" interval, 
1838 - 1851 . Here the qualitative match to 
the shapes of some obviously complex blends 
is remarkably good, and there are numerous 
features which we come close to matching in 
absolute quantitative terms as weIl . On the 
other hand, even in this the best interval, 
there are still examples of missing line 
opacity, discrepancies in line strengths and 
perhaps even anomalies in transition 
wavelengths. Note for example the good fit to 
the detailed profile of the complex feature 
near 1846.7 A, while next to it, at 1846.0 A, 
is another blend for which the fit is 
strangely poor. It is clear from this 
exercise that the information content of 
these spectra is high, from both an 
astrophysical and an atomie physics 
viewpoint. It will be much higher still in 
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Fig. 10. First iteration of spectrum 
synthesis of test interval in which atomie 
data were expected to be relatively complete . 

the HST/GHRS spectra. 

OBSERVATIONAL CAPABILITIES OF THE GHRS 

The GHRS, scheduled to be launched on the HST 
in 1990, wil 1 be photometrically superior to 
the IUE, as weIl as capable of higher 
spectral resolution. With its 512-diode 
digicon detectors, it will provide a highly 
linear photon counting capability over a very 
wide dynamic range . lts chief shortcoming 
will be the time required to cover wide 
spectral intervals with its one-dimensional 
detector arrays . In the high resolution mode 
it will measure wavelength intervals ranging 
from 5 to 16 A in a single observation. In 
the IUE observations of 0 Peg illustrated in 
this paper, the primary determinant of 
spectral resolution is the resolving power of 
the instrument. In GHRS observations of 
sharp-lined stars, resolution will be limited 
primarily by the doppIer broadening of 
spectral lines by stellar rotation. For 0 Peg 
we have adopted a projected rotational 
velocity vsini = 9 km sol (it may actually be 
a bit lower). Other early-type stars, 
especially in the chemically peculiar HgMn 
sequence, have unmeasurably small rotational 
veloeities and will appear exceedingly sharp
lined in GHRS data. Figure 11 shows a five 
angstrom segment of the theoretical spectrum 
of 0 Peg, broadened to the resolution of the 
IUE . In figure 12 we show the spectrum as it 
might appear in data obtained with the GHRS, 
assuming the stellar vsini - 9 km sol . For a 
similar star with slower projected rotation 
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(either because the star is intr i nsically 
slowly rotating or because it is seen pole
on) , the spectrum might appear as shown in 
figure 13 . Ambiguities and quantitative 
inaccuracies in spectrum syntheses, caused by 
unresolved blending, will at least be 
improved, if not remedied, by data of this 
quality . Moreover, one will be able to 
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Fig . 11 . Calculated 0 Peg spectrum broadened 
to the resolution of the IUE . 

resolve closely spaeed lines , whose relative 
strengths need to be accurately measured, 
such as the FeIl 1870 . 607 and 1870.697 A 
lines discussed previously. Astrophysicists 
will need atomie data of quality commensurate 
with the quality of these observations . This 
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Fig . 12. The same spectrum as in figure 11 , 
broadened to the resolution of the GHRS. 
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means an atomie data base which is 
essentially complete with respect to the 
stronger transitions in the first four 
ionization states of the more abundant 
elements, with well determined wavelengths, 
and log gf values that are accurate to at 
least 0.1 dex . The process of creating such a 
data base , however, will be an interactive 
one, involving direct working relationships 
among experimental and theoretical atomie 
physicists and spectroscopie astrophysicists . 

1 THEORETICAL SPECTRUM AT GHRS RESOLUTION (92000), VSINI=3 
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Fig . 13. The same spectrum as in figure 12 
with reduced stellar rotation . 

NEEDS FOR PRlMARY ATOMIC DATA 

~ 

Two classes of accurate atomie data are 
needed for the quantitative analysis of 
ultraviolet stellar spectra. If we are 
attempting to derive the abundance of an 
element from specific, well observed lines, 
we need wavelengths, oscillator strengths and 
broadening parameters for those lines . We 
denote these as "primary" data . Of nearly 
equal importance, however, are a complete 
knowledge of what lines of other elements, or 
what weaker lines of the same element, are 
contributing significant opacity to the 
primary line and accurate atomie data for 
those blending contaminants. We denote these 
as "secondary" data. Our previous discussion 
has focused on the large atomie data base 
needed as the souree of secondary data . Here 
we briefly describe some specific examples of 
primary data that are needed for the analysis 
of our own HST/ GHRS and IUE data. 

17 



A substantial literature exists about the 
spectrum and oscillator strengths of N I . In 
a study just completed, Roby, Leckrone and 
Adelman (1989, in preparation) used IUE 
spectra (inc1uding that of 0 Peg , il1ustrated 
in this paper) to derive nitrogen abundances 
fr om the multiplets near 1742 . 7, 1745.2 and 
1411 . 9 A. When the experimenta1 log gf va1ues 
were used (e.g. from Wiese et al . , 1966, 
renorma1ized according to Lawrence and 
Savage, 1966, or from Dumont et al. , 1974) a 
systematic difference of 0.5 to 1.2 dex was 
found between abundances from the 1411 A 
feature and those from 1742 and 1745 A. The 
situation is comp1icated by the usual 
uncertainties in the background blending, 
which we have treated as careful1y as 
possible . (We believe the random uncertainty 
in the abundance from a single 1ine to be 
about ±0 . 3 dex . ) Interestingly, this 
systematic discrepancy was great1y reduced or 
went away entire1y when we adopted the 
ca1cu1ated N I log gf's from Kurucz and 
Peytremann . Since all recent1y pub1ished 
oscillator strengths for 1742 and 1745 A, 
both theoretical and experimental, agree to 
within 0.1 dex, this resu1t suggests that 
there is a problem with the expermental log 
gf's for the lines near 1411 . The resolution 
of this discrepancy is very important, 
because the astrophysical interpretation 
hinges on which N abundance we adopt . The 
1742/1745 abundances are below solar and 
be10w the values derived from high-excitation 
near infrared lines, whi1e the 1411 va1ues 
are close to solar and to the near-IR va1ues. 
On the other hand we view the 1742/1745 
abundances as the more reliab1e and have a 
ready astrophysical exp1anation for the 
dis agreement with the near-IR values and 
solar va1ues . 

We have attempted to derive stellar oxygen 
abundances from the 10w excitation 
intersystem 1ines of 0 I at 1356, 1359 and 
1641 A. Oxygen 1ines observed in the red or 
near-IR are either very weak or are 
susceptib1e to large non-LTE effects . The 
1ines of the oxygen resonance multipIet, 
1302 , 1305 and 1306 A, are broad, strong1y 
saturated and difficu1t to measure accurately 
in our IUE data. Leckrone and Adelman (1986) 
reported a pre1iminary, and somewhat 
controversia1, oxygen abundance for the 
high1y evo1ved, horizontal branch star 
HD109995, based on the 1356 A line. But the 
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1iterature is somewhat ambiguous about 
whether the log gf for this 1ine from 
Zeippen, et al . (1977) or from Froese Fischer 
(1987) shou1d be viewed as the more re1iab1e 
(they differ by 0.5 dex, an astrophysica1ly 
critical uncertainty) . Moreover, Zeippen et 
~ did not compute a gf va1ue for the 1641 A 
transition, a project that would be of great 
interest for the interpretation of IUE and 
GHRS observations. 

Hg I. 11, 111 and Au 11 

Lines of the first three Hg ions wi1l be 
extensively studied in GHRS spectra of the 
Hg-rich chemica1ly pecu1iar stars. These 
stars exhibit isotope anoma1ies - the hotter 
members of the group having a terrestrial 
isotope mixture and the cooler members being 
deficient in the 1ighter Hg isotopes (the Hg 
1ines in the most extreme case

Ó 
the star chi 

Lupi, arise from near1y pure 2 4Hg). The on1y 
astrophysica1 model current1y offered to 
exp1ain this anomaly invokes the diffusion of 
the lighter isotopes to high stellar 
atmospheric layers, where they "hide" in the 
form of Hg 111. To test this hypothesis, one 
has to search for the Hg 111 lines in the 
ultraviolet, and hopefu1ly measure abundances 
from them. They have not been found in IUE 
spectra. But we do not know their oscillator 
strengths and cannot predict how strong they 
shou1d be. Similarly, one wants to measure 
abundances using lines of Hg land Hg 11 for 
comparison. In a re1ated area, GHRS will be 

Tab1e 2 . Lines of Hg and Au for which 
oscillator strengths are needed 

Ion 

Hg I 

Hg II 

Hg III 

Au II 

Wavelength (A) 

2537 
1849 

1942 
1650 

2354 
1678 
1379 
1335 
1331 

2082 
1801 
1783 
1740 



used to look for ultraviolet lines of Au 11 
in these stars , searching for the abundance 
pattern as a function of atomic number ( the 
stars are of ten Pt-rich as well) . Extremely 
weak Au lines have been detected in two or 
three stars in ground-based spectra, but one 
would get more positive detections and more 
accurate abundances from ultraviolet lines . 
Table 2 lists the Hg and Au lines that we are 
planning to observe with the GHRS . 
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Sveneric Johansson 

The iron group elements and the 
'missing' opacity in ultraviolet and 
optical spectra of stars 

ABSTRACf 

The present knowledge of the spectra of iron 
group elements - the three lowest stages of ioni
zation - is discussed in view of the needs for 
ato~c ~ata in stellar spc:ctroscopy. Possible 
contnbut~ons fr~m unkn<?~ lmes in these spectra 
to the ,res~dual hne opacIty m stars are examined. 
The hkehhood of such an explanation of the 
"missing" opacity is illustrated by some recent 
exam1?les of identifications of new kinds. Future 
work m laboratory astrophysics is outlined. 

INTRODUCTION 

The strong interaction between atomic and steil ar 
spectroscopy has been natural and obvious ever 
smce the flr~t line spectra of atoms and stars were 
recorded. Lme spectra of atoms provide the data 
w,e nee~ tI? es~ablish the energy levels and they 
glye an Inslght mto dynamic processes of the atom. 
Lme spectra of stars contain indirect information 
about t~e chemical composition as weIl as other 
prop~rtles of a stellar atmosphere. The ultimate 
goal m the~e two branches of spectroscopy is that 
the analysls of the observed spectrum will give 
unambiguous explanations of all observed 
features, which have areasonabie emission 
intensity or absorption depth. However th is goal 
has been achieved only in a very small ~umber of 
cases. 

The relative cosmic abundance, deduced from 
stellar spectra, decreases quite rapidly for 
elemen~s beyond nickel in the periodic tab Ie. 
Accordmg to the adopted theory for steil ar 
evolution th is is a consequence of the fusion 
processes active in the creation of the different 
elements. The 4p-elements, gallium to krypton, 
are thus about three orders of magnitude less 
abundant than nickel, and the 4d-elements the 
palladium group, another order of magnitud~ less 
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abun,dant. Even if th ere is a great interest in the 
heaVler elements for studies of e.g. chemically 
peculiar. stars, ,the primary common field of 
mterest ,m atonuc and stellar spectroscopy is the 
fust thlrd of tbe periodic tab Ie. Here the 
astrophysical needs require in general 'more 
complete term analyses, which incIude highly 
excited conflgurations. 

The number, of transitions in a ~iven 
spectrum, for whlch we set reasonable linuts in 
line strengt~ and excitation energy, de1?ends on 
tbe co~pleXlty of the structure of the enutting (or 
absorbmg) atom or ion. This complexity is deter
mined by the number of valence electrons and 
deviations from pure coupling condition~ for 
these valence electrons further increase the 
num~er of lines. This means that the simp lest 
?Se IS th~ spectrum of hydrogen or hydrogen-like 
IOns haVlng regular spectral series witb single 
lines (obseryationally), while the most complex 
~d lme nch spectra of the astrophysically 
Important eleme~ts are d~e to the iron group 
members. The high cosmlc abundance of iron 
allows the spectra of its neutral (first spectrum) 
sin~ly ionized (second spectrum) and doubly 
ioruzed (third spectrum) atorns - Fe I, Fe 11, and 
Fe III - to account for the bulk of lines in 
photospheric spectra of stars and the sun. 

In r~cent years there has been a great 
progress m the work on laboratory spectra of iron 
group elements mainly due to developments of the 
experimental techniques, computerized routines 
in the data handling and complementary methods 
in t~e analysis work. In spite o~ that, spectra of 
the Iron group elements are still believed 10 be 
responsible for most of the unexplained or "mis
sing" 0fac~ty ~n line-rich spectra of st31rs. In th is 
paper WIll dlscuss the reasons for th IS suspicion 
m view of the present knowledge of the atomic 
structure of the relevant atorns and ions and with 
reference to curren~ work in laboratory and steil ar 
spect~osc~py. I WIll concen!rate on plausible 
contnbutlOns from unknown lmes, i.e. transitions 
to or from energy levels, which are not experi
ment~lIy known. Rough values of the wavelengths 
and lme strengths for such transitions can be 
predicted from theoretical caIculations or from 
regularities along iso-ionic or iso-electronic 
sequences. Missing opacity that may depend on 
large uncertainties in the values of different 
atomic parameters for already known transitions 
will only be mentioned in passmg. 

TIIE MISSING OPACITY IN STEllAR 
SPECTRA 

Severa~ astronomers working on spectra of high 
resolutlon of the sun and other stars have realized 



that atomic data of sufficient quantity and quality 
are lacking for complete and satisfactory 
analyses. This will certainly be even more 
apparent when spectra from the GHRS (Goddard 
High Resolution Spectrograph) on board the HST 
(Hubble Space Telescope) will be available for 
analysis. Missing data in the form of unknown 
lines or uncertain oscillator strengths due to 
theoreticalor experimental difficulties may be 
responsibie for the residual absorption that 
sometimes is referred to as the missing opacity. 
The origin of th is missing opacitr is probably not 
the same in all wavelength regions of a stellar 
spectrum and is certainly different for stars th at 
differ in temperature, i.e. there is not a unique 
solution or a single missin~ element. 

Information about missing opacity in the sun 
can be extracted from detailed studies of the solar 
spectrum, either from matching a synthetic and 
an observed spectrum or from the long lists with 
line identifications. These tables give wavelengths 
and widths of observed absorption features, which 
are counted and used for statistics. The ratio 
between the number of unidentified and observed 
lines gives a very rough estimate of the missing 
information. It is of course difficult to es ti mate 
whether a proposed identification of asolar line is 
alo ne responslble for the tot al absorption - some 
features may still be blended by unknown lines. 
One way to check th at is to caIculate the absorp
tion depth by means of a model atmosphere and 
relevant atomic data. 

The knowledge about the solar spectrum as 
~udged from the statistics of the analysis is still 
lOcomplete. In the region 2935-8730 A twenty
seven percent of the 24000 measured absorption 
features remained unidentified in the analysis by 
Moore et al (1966). In a later analysis (Moore et 
al, 1982), covering the region between 3069 and 
2095 A., about 20% of the 6150 solar lines lack 
identification. As much as 62% of alllines have 
single identifications, i.e. are unblended. Finally, 
in the VVV region, 1175 - 1710 A, Sandlin et al 
(1986) managed to identify only 51% of the 3250 
lines by means of the data bank available about 
five years ago. The analysis of the optical region is 
based mainly on the data in the Multiplet Tables 
(Moore, 1962, Moore, 1972) while later analyses 
in the ultraviolet region also include recent 
laboratory data, discussed in the next section. 

The completeness of an analysis of a stellar 
spectrum is not easy to assess from the percentage 
of identified lines. A line list with hundreds of 
lines and a seemingly complete analysis may 
result if large line widths, intrinsic or instrumental, 
or bad wavelengths allow every observed feature 
to be identified on the basis of wavelength 
coincidences with laboratory or predicted lines. 
The frequent departure from LS coupling in 
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excited configurations of the iron-group elements 
makes the traditional criterion of consistency in 
form of complete LS multipiets unreliable. 
Intercombination lines could be as likely as LS
allowed transitions because of serious mixing of 
different spin states. 

A flora of problems with missing data for 
analyses of stellar spectra has been presented at 
this meeting and I refer the reader to the papers 
by e.g. Artru, Kurucz, Leckrone and others. 

THE PRESENT KNOWLEDGE OF IRON
GROUP SPECfRA 

The present status of the analysis for the spectra 
of the three lowest ionization stages of the iron 
~oup elements has recently been reviewed 
(Johansson and Cowley, 1988), where the work on 
these spectra during the past 35 years was 
emphaslzed. The reason for th at was to stress that 
much new data have become available since the 
time when the Multiplet Tables were issued. The 
progress has been measured by comparing the 
number of atomic ener~ levels, reported in the 
Atomic Energy Levels (AEL) by Moore (1971), 
with the number of levels given in the new 
compilation by Sugar and Corliss (1985). Of the 
tot al of 24 spectra, Sc I-lIl to Ni I-lIl, there are 
only three, V I, Co I and Ni I, for which no new 
levels have been reported. The largest relative 
progress applies to third spectra, where the 
relative increase in five of them is more than 100 
percent. However, we find the largest absolute 
mcrease for the second spectra, wh ere nearly 2000 
of the presently known 3464 levels are new and 
therefore not included in AEL. This means that 
transitions that involve any of these new levels are 
not present in the Multiplet Tables. As regards 
first spectra, the number of reported levels is 
about 3350, and the main part of the about 500 
new levels, reported af ter 1950, belong to Rydberg 
series, observed in absorption spectra. The 
standard compilations of atomic data used in 
steIl ar spectroscopy, the Multiplet Tables, thus 
lack a great portion of the atomlc transitions, that 
are presently known in spectra of the iron group 
elements. There are later compilations that 
contain these new data, but they are arranged as 
finding lists and not as tab les of LS muitipiets. 
The two sets of tables by Kelly (1979, 1987) in the 
UV and VVV regions provide complementary 
laboratory data for the elements hydrogen to 
krypton, sorted by spectrum in each element and 
sorted by wavelength in a total finding list. 
Unfortunately, some lines that were reported as 
unidentified in the ori~nal papers have been 
given erroneous identifications in these compi
lations. Another valuable source of wavelengths 



for a bulk of lines is the updated tables by Kurucz 
(1988). Here, the spectrallines are based on tran
sitions between experimentally established levels, 
and the tables therefore also inc1ude predicted 
lines, th at have not been observed in the labo
ratory. However, tbe user is here guided by 
calculated oscillator strengths, which may help to 
confirm proposed identifications. The uncertain
ties of the calculated log gf-values are somewhat 
dependent on the LS purity of the combining 
levels, which in practice means the excitation 
potential (E.P.) of the upper level. At high 
excitation energies the large level density compli
cates the labelling of the levels and large uncer
tainties in the level composition can be expected. 

The completeness of the analysis of the first 
three spectra of the iron group elements was also 
graded in the review mentioned above. The data 
were arranged in eight different groups according 
to the different types of one-electron transitions, 
3d-4p, 4s-4p, 4p-4d etc, that have been observed in 
two systems of configurations (see next para
graph). The status today, the presence in the 
Multiplet Tables, the wavelength region and the 
excitation potential were given for all eight groups 
in all spectra. The different groups are of course 
of different importance in stellar spectroscopy, 
but most of them are represented in astrophyslcal 
spectra, at least for iron. It should be pointed out, 
bowever, that even if the progress in the analysis 
of iron group spectra has been considerable sm ce 
the time the Multiplet Tables came out, the 
strongest and most prominent transitions were of 
course known at th at time, particularly in the 
optical region. For abundance work the strongest 
lines are not always the most important ones, 
because of saturation effects. 

It is of ten suitable to divide the electronic 
configurations in the iron group spectra in two 
different systems, the singly-exclted (SE) system 
and the doubly-exci~ed (DE) system. The sin~ly 
excited system, 3d nl, dominates the thlrd 
spectra, whereas the DE system, 3dk-14snl, is 
dominant in first spectra. In second spectra the 
two systerns overlap to a great extent and are of 
equal importance. In general, the SE system is 
well established in second and third spectra but 
far from complete in first spectra. The analysis of 
the DE system on the other hand is quite complete 
in first spectra, fragrnentary in second spectra, 
but, with a few exceptions, completely unknown in 
third spectra. 

The major part of photospheric absorption 
due to iron group elements can be ascribed to 3d-
4p and 4s-4p transitions. Valence electrons in a 
3d- or 4s orbitaL bave the largest binding energy 
and the (3d+4s) complex of configurations com
prises therefore the ground state in all spectra, 
discussed here. These transitions appear in the 
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optical region in fust spectra, which explains the 
dominance of Fe lover Fe n in th is part of the 
solar spectrum. From the statistics in Table 12 in 
(Moore et al 1966) we can see that the Fe I/Fe 11 
ratio is almost 10, as regards the number of 
identified lines. For the second spectra the 4s-4p 
transitions in the SE system appear in the region 
2000-3000 A. whereas the 3d-4p transitions are 
spread from vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) to infra
red (IR). In the sol ar spectrum between 2000 and 
3000 A the number of identified lines from first 
and second spectra, of any iron group element, are 
nearly the same. In third spectra the 3d-4p tran
sitions are most important, since the relatively 
high excitation potentialof the 4s configt!ration 
reduces the Boltzmann factor (exp -E/kT) for the 
4s-4p transitions. The bulk of the 3d-4p transitions 
in third spectra appears weIl below 2000 A Nearly 
all data associated with the transitions discussed in 
this paragraph are known and compiled. 

The situation for tbe DE system in second and 
third srectra, where a great portion of the funda
ment a 4s-4{> and 3d-4p transitions is unknown, is 
far from satlsfactory. This fact will be discussed in 
detail below, as these transitions are presumptive 
candidates for u!lÏdentified stellar lines. 

The next groups of transitions of astrophysical 
relevance emanate from the 4p configurations, 
which are the lowe~ configuration of opposite 
parity to the (3d+4s) complex. The 4p-ns and 4p
nd transitions in first spectra appear in the optical 
region for ns=5s and nd=4d and in the UV region 
for higher values of n. These are promine"nt in the 
solar spectrum and will be discussed later. In 
second spectra the 4p-4d and 4p-5s transitions in 
the SE system fall in the line-rich resonance 
region between 2000 and 3000 A 

The so-called highly-excited lines, i.e. tran
sitions between highly-excited configurations like 
4d-4f, 5s-5p, 5p-5d etc, have been observed in the 
optical and infrared regions of stellar sfectra and 
the solar spectrum. Some examples wil be given 
in the next section. 

SOME EXAMPlES OF NEW KINDS OF 
STELlAR IDENTIFICATIONS 

Before I go into a more detailed discussion of 
where we can expect to find unknown lines, which 
can explain some of the missing opacity, I will give 
some examples of recent laboratory analyses th at 
bave yielded new stellar identifications. All 
examples concern absorption spectra and the E.P. 
we refer to should always be assigned to the lower 
level in an atomic transition. Highly-excited lines, 
found in emission in stellar spectra, are of ten a 
result of selective excitation processes in the line
forming plasma and can hardly be predicted" or 
forese en. They are therefore exc1uded from this 



discussion (see e.g. the paper by Jordan). 
At the first meetin~ in th is series Baschek 

(1984) discussed the cnteria for observing very 
faint lines of iron group elements in terms of 
element abundance, excitation potential and 
oscillator strength. He emphasized the equal pro
babilities to find faint lines of Fe 11 and strong 
lines of elements with lower abundance in stellar 
spectra. A couple of years later this was illu
strated in new findings of doubly-excited Fe 11 
lines around 1800 A in the IUE spectrum of 21 
Peg (Adam et al 1987). The E.P for these tran
sitions was as high as 7 e V and the observed 
absorption depths required, according to model 
atmosphere calculations, log-gf values of the 
order of 0 to 1. Independent ab initio calculations 
of the oscillator strengths yielded values of that 
order of magnitude, which thereby confirmed the 
identifications. Similar types of transitions in Fe 
11 are present in the spectra discussed by 
Leclaone at this meeting. . 

The first identification of hi~h-level tran
sitions of iron-group elements m absorption 
spectra of stars was made in the optical spectrum 
of \I Sgr (Johansson, 1978). The presence of 4d-4f 
transitions of Fe 11 indicated th at levels with an 
E.P. of more than 10eV were populated sufficient
ly to give observabie absorption features. That 
study was later followed up by a closer exami
nation of these transitions in chemically peculiar 
(CP) stars (Johansson and Cowley, 1984), for 
which a preliminary check by means of wave
length coincidence statistics gave a positive 
response. A similar work is in progress on the 4d-
4f transitions of Cr 11 (Johansson et al, 1986). 
They appear clearly in optical spectra of CP stars 
that have an enhanced abundance of chromium. 

Similar high-level transitions have been 
found in the infrared spectrum of the sun, where 
newly identified 4d-4f transitions of Fe I appear 
stron~ly (Johansson and Leamer, 1989). These 
identIfications imply an E.P. of about 6 e V, which 
is the highest levels found populated in the sun 
for a neutral iron group element. However, pre
liminary studies at longer wavelengths show also 
the presence of 4f-5g transitions of Fe I in the 
solar spectrum, which means an EP of 7 e V, i.e. 
80% of the ionization potential. A similar study in 
Ni I, includin~,new identifications of solar lines in 
the infrared, IS reported by IJtzén at this meeting. 

A recent laboratory study of the absorption 
spectrum of Fe I in the UV region has yielded 
data, which allow a reasonably complete analysis 
in th is region (Brown et al, 1988). The laboratory 
plasma source was capable of populating meta
stabie states up to about 2.5 eV, which should be 
sufficient for the astrophysical needs in the VUV 
region. The richness of observed lines below 1900 
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A is due to a mixture of more than 25 different 
spectral series, which converge towards 9 series 
hmits, located within 0.2 eV. It will be a 
challenging task to provide accurate oscillator 
strengths for all these lines. 

HOW CAN WE FIND EXPlANATIONS FOR 
TIIE REMAINING MISSING OPACITY? 

The general conception that the iron-group 
elements are responsibie for the main part of the 
remaining missing opacity in steil ar spectra may 
be examined in view of our present knowledge of 
iron-group spectra, discussed in the previous 
section. In this contribution I prefer to discuss 
different wavelength regions, with a special 
emphasis on the satellite ultraviolet. 

Satellite ultraviolet. below 2000 A. 

It has been shown by Leckrone at this meeting 
th at there is a lot of unexplained absorption in 
IUE spectra of early-type stars below 2000 A. One 
of the critical regions seerns to be the 1700 - 1800 
A interval, which happens to coincide with the 
interval, where the strongest unidentified lines in 
the laboratory spectrum of iron occur. Current 
work on Fe 11 in this wavelength region (Baschek 
and Johansson, 1988) leads to the suspicion that 
many lines can be e"Elained as 4s-4p transitions 
in the doubly-excited (DE) system between 3d54s2 

and 3d54s4p, i.e. transitions similar to that of the 
strong UV 191 multiplet around 1780 A. The five 
lowest tenns of 3d54s2 in Fe 11, a6S, b4G, d4P, 
c4D and 21, have E.P.:s lower than 8 eV. The 
relative Boltzmann factors for these terms at 
T= 10000 K are 1.00,0.012,0.008,0.005 and 0.003. 
If we assume th at the oscillator strengths are of 
the same order of magnitude as for transitions 
from b4G, which have been observed in 0 Pe~ 
(T=9600 K) (in the paper by Leckrone et al m 
these proceedmgs), there should be areasonabie 
probability for transitions from higher 3d54s2 

terrns to appear in the spectrum. No 4s-4p 
transitions from these higher terms have so far 
been identified in the laboratory spectrum. It 
should be noted, th at the doubly-excited Fe 11 
lines identified in theregion 1750-1900 A by Adam 
et al (1987) in 21 Peg (T = 10,500 K), arise from 
levels with Boltzmann factors of 0.014 and 0.004 ' 
on the scale used above. Similar transitions in 
other second spectra should also be of 
astrophysical relevance. They are supposed to 
occur between 1700 and 200~ A. 

The large span of the 3d -14s4p configuration 
in most second spectra gives rise to a considerable 
overlap with the 3dknp series of the SE system. 



The interaction between these configurations 
yields an increased number of transitions, which, 
depending on the degree of mixing, complicates 
the analysis of the laboratory and steil ar spectra. 
The level mixing, which affects the calculated gf
valu~s, . is very sensitive to t~e accuracy of the 
predictIOns of level values In the calculations. 
Some accidental coincidences have very low 
chances to be revealed from calculations but their 
effect on the spectrum may be drastic (see e.g. 
Brage et al, 1987, and the paper by Leckrone et 
al in these proceedings). 

For cooler stars, where the ionization balance 
favours the neutral elements, the contribution 
from first spectra to the opacity should primarily 
be from the 4s-np and 3d-np series in the SE and 
DE systems. The ionizatton potentials of the 
neutral iron-group elements define the series 
limits to range from 1900 A (Sc) down to 1430 A 
(Ni). The Fe I case has been discussed in the 
previous section. 

The contributions from third spectra concern 
mainly 3d-4p and 4s-4p transitions. According to 
Johansson and Cowley (1988), all relevant data 
are known for the SE system, but very little is 
know.n. for t.he DE system. The bulk of the 3d-4p 
transItIOns In the DE system are predicted to 
occur below 1000 A for all third spectra. They 
should be of the same significance in th is region 
as the 4s-4p transitions of the SE system are in 
the 1000-2500 A region. Thus, the E.P. of the 
strongest 3d-4p transitions of Fe III at 640 A is 
the same as for the UV multiplet 34 around 1900 
A 

The 4s-4p transition in the DE system of third 
spectra is only known in Ti III at 1818 A and 
should go towards shorter wavelengths in the iso
ionic sequence. In Fe III the corresponding lines 
are predicted at about 1550 A It should be 
pointed out that the Boltzmann factor is conside
rably smaller for the 4s-4p transition than for the 
3d-4p transition in the DE system of third 
spectra. . 

The 3d-4p transitions in the DE system of 
second spectra are also very plausible as 
candidates for unidentified lines In the 1000-2000 
A region, where the bulk of lines appears at the 
short-wavelength side. These transitions are far 
from completely analysed, as can be seen in Table 
2 of the review by Johansson and Cowley (1988). 
It is important to emphasize the low E.P. for these 
transitions, which makes them very strong candi
dates for unidentified lines in stellar spectra. 

Satellite ultravjolet. 2000-3000 A. 

This is the strong resonance region of second 
spectra of the iron-group elements, where in 
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principle everything is experimentally known. It is 
also the region for the 4s-4p transitions in third 
spectra, where the data are complete as weil. The 
missing opacity may here have two different 
origins among the iron-group elements, which 
require quite different steil ar conditions. 

For sol ar-type and cooler stars the contri
bution from first spectra may be considerable. 
The transitions identified as st rong lines in the 
solar spectrum are of the type 4p-nl, where nl is 
5d,6d ... ,6s,7s .... The 4p-nd,ns series terminate at 
about 2250 A in the DE system and at 3100 A in 
the SE system. I believe th at the majority of the 
missing opacity in the solar spectrum is due to 
these spectral series of first spectra, particularly 
Fe I (see e.g. Johansson, 1984). 

For hotter stars the 4p-5s and 4p-4d tran
sitions of second spectra could be possible in 
this region. The excltation potentialof the lowest 
4p levels is about 5 eV. In a recent laboratory 
study of 4p-4d transitions in Fe 11, the super
multiplets of most probable astrophysical impor
tance have been studied (Johansson and Baschek, 
1988). Since they fall in a region where the 
spectral response of IUE is quite low, the presence 
of these lines has not yet been systematically 
studied. 

The optical and jnfrared re~ions. 

In the ultraviolet part of the optical region of the 
solar spectrum the dominance of first spectra is 
overwhelming, in particular Fe 1. There are still 
unidentified lines In th is region and many of them 
can certainly be identified with Fe land other 
spectra of neutral iron group elements. The 4p-nl 
transitions discussed both in the previous . sub
section and the previous section should account 
for that. The presence of 4d-4f Hnes of Fe 11 in 
steil ar spectra (see above) suggests that such 
transitions from other second spectra could be of 
relevance as weil. They are supposed to appear in 
the 4000-8000 A region. Other highly-excited lines 
th at could be possible are due to 5s-5p, 5p-5d and 
5p-6s transitions in the red and infrared regions. 
SImilar transitions of first spectra dominate the 
extra-photographic infrared region of the solar 
spectrum and should also be of importance in 
steil ar spectra. Complementary data are still 
needed for these types of transitions. 

FUTURE WORK ON TIlE MISSING 
ATOMICDATA 

In th is concluding section I will discuss some 
possible ways to get hold of some of the missing 
data for the iron-group elements, particularly in 



the VUV region. As concerns term analysis work, 
the accuracy of wavelength measurements is 
critical for the level search in complex spectra. 
The introduction of FIS measurements In this 
wavelength region is the most important step for 
future work. The FIS data from Kitt Peak in the 
infrared and optical regions from stabie hollow
cathode lamps have been ideal for analysis of first 
spectra. The first FIS data on iron In the UV 
region from Imperial College have already been 
used for term analysis of Fe 11 (Johansson and 
Baschek, 1988). IC the wavelength region can be 
extended down to 1100 ft.. say, the combined data 
from these two FIS facilities will be of extreme 
value for analr.sis of second spectra. In addition, if 
it will be posslble to run a pulsed light source, the 
observed spectrum will not be dependent on the 
selective excitation through charge transfer th at 
now determines the excitation of the ions in the 
hollow-cathode lamp. The FIS data can also be 
used for a determination of branching ratios, 
which, together with accurate life time measure
ments, will produce a large set of gf-values 
(discussed by Thorne at this meeting). This 
method has already been applied to Mo I 
(Whaling et al, 1989) and current work is in 
progress on Fe I by WhaHng and coworkers. 

Since the only powerful sources for absorp
tion spectroscopy on ions are the stars, the use of 
the hlgh-resolution spectrograph (GHRS) on the 
Hubble Space Telescope will be another instru
ment to hope for in both stellar and atomic 
spectroscopy. As has been discussed by Leckrone 
at th is meeting the process of matching synthetic 
and observed spectra iteratively, where theoreti
cal, experimental and observational data are 
involved, may eventually give accurate values both 
for stellar and atomic parameters. Stellar spectra 
can be used in term analysis as discriminators 
between Hnes from different ionization stages and, 
within an ion, between Hnes having different 
excitation energies. 

Laser experiments, devoted to particular 
problems in laboratory astrophysics, can be used 
for selective excitation of hi~hly-excited states in 
neutral atoms. The even-panty Rydberg states in 
neutral atoms can be reached through a two-step 
excitation by means of one tuned and one 
scanning laser. The state is found by opto
galvanic detection. Prelirninary works on Fe I 
have been performed (Johansson and Axner, 
1988) and all the newly found levels have com
binations that give rise to strong Hnes in the solar 
spectrum. When this technique is developed 
further it would also be worth trying on IOns 
either with a frequency-doubled or tripled tuned 
laser for the first excitation or perhaps by means 
of monochromatic synchrotron radiation. The 
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obstacle will certainly be to find an ion-source 
with sufficient ion density. 

CONCLUSION 

A brief review of the spectra of the three lowest 
ionization stages of iron group elements implies 
that there are predicted transitions with 
sufficiently high intensity to be present in stellar 
spectra. However, the experimental wavelengths 
for the corresponding lines are unknown. This 
means that the atomic data base for stellar 
spectroscopy still lacks important information 
even for elements with a high cosmic abundance, 
which hampers a satisfactory analysis. Plausible 
explanations of some of the missing opacity can 
be oresented but much experimental and theo
retical work has to be performed in order to 
improve the situation. Some developments on the 
technical side provide good experimental con
ditions for data recording but the small number 
of people working on these problems is still the 
Hmiting factor. 
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Robert l. Kurucz 

Why I study the solar spectrum 

ABSTRACT 

Time and money should be spent to observe 
the apectra of the sun and bright stars at 
high resolution and high signal-to-noise. 
This should have higher priority than observ
ing stars at low signal- to-noise and low 
resolution because interpreting sueh spectra 
is beyond the state of the art. High quality 
spectra are needed to determine and to test 
the line data and the physics that go into 
model atmosphere and spectrum synthesis pro
grams which then can be used to interpret 
faint spectra. The sun and bright stars 
should be considered spectroscopic sources 
for atudying atoms and molecules. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF STUDYING THE SOLAR SPECTRUM 

In the search for new results, the usual 
observational strategy of astronomers is to 
minimize signal-to-noise and resolution by 
observing objects as faint as possible . When
ever a naw telescope or a bet ter detector is 
built it is used to observe fainter objects 
instead of trying to understand the spectra 
of objects that can be well-observed. The 
actual spectra consist of many thousands of 
lines blended together . Even at infinite 
resolution and signal-to- noise ths blanda are 
difficult to interpret . At low resolution and 
signal-to-noise a spectrum does not cantain 
enough information for interpretation . With
out a priori information trom ether sourees, 
the analysis of such a spectrum is usually 
incorrect . A significant fraction of tele
scope time around the world is wasted on low 
quality observations. 

I believe that the best strategy is to 
study the brightest stars with the highest 
possible resolution and signal-to-noise. We 
can Iearn more about, say, globular clusters 
and the evolution of the galaxy by studying 
the brightest stars well, rather than by 
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numerous poor observations. The sun is the 
brightest star available to us. It is possi
ble to observe the 501ar spectrum with a sig
nal-to-noise of 10000 and a resolving power 
of 1000000 at insignificant cost compared to 
most space projects. But nobody does. In the 
sun we can 5.tudy contributions to blends at 
the 1 per mil level . Such lines can be better 
observed in the sun than lines that are 1000 
times stronger in a globular cluster star. In 
stars such lines might be much stronger and 
affect or dominate a crucial abundance deter
mination, or might appear where you expect a 
Zeeman component from giant starspots. Th. 
sun is a150 a good spectroscopic source for 
atudying atoms and molecules. There are many 
cases wh.re linea can ba •• en in ths Bun that 
have been difficult or impossible to see in 
the laboratory . Below I discuss the solar and 
stellar atlases that are available. There is 
very little available compared to what could 
he easily obtained, and there is very little 
compared to what is needed. The situation is 
disgraceful. 

To be evenhanded, let me say that the 
laboratory aituation i. disgraceful as well. 
There ia not one metal or molecule spectrum 
that I consider to be well analyzed. By that 
I mean that there are lines from that spec
trum that appear in the sun or stars, and 
that matter in some way, but that are uniden
tified or unclassified . Half the lines in the 
solar spectrum are unidentified or unclassi
fied. For relatively small amounts of money 
for modern spectrographs, lasers, and comput
ers, one could make the analyses and even 
measure the oscillator strengths and damping 
constants along the way . I know there are 
people at this meeting who would like to try, 
but who barely receive support. I also know 
that this research historically has been very 
labor intensive, but computers are ideal for 
working with large masses of data, as I am 
sure I demonstrate below. Why is everyone 
afraid to he enthusiastie about basic scienee? 
Why is everyone a slave to the fads of fund
ing agencies? Do everything. Then when we 
need data for our project of the moment, they 
will already have been published. 

I have developed computer programs for 
producing model stellar atmospheres and tor 
synthesizing spectra. I am eollecting and 
computing data on all relevant atomic and 
molecular lines. 1 check the line gt values 
and damping constants by comparing the com
puted spectra to the observed spectra. Onee I 
can compute realistic spectra tor the sun and 
the brightest stars these programs and data 
can be used to predict the spectra of stars 
that are too faint to observe well (or even 
stars trom the early universe that no longer 
exist) . All the stellar parameters can be 
varied to determine the most sensitive and 



easily measurable diagnostics. Then observing 
programs ean be designed to meaaure these 
diagnostic features. The integrated spectra 
of clusters and galaxies can be treated in 
the same way. Below I discuss these computer 
projects and the line data. 

SPECTRUM SYNTHESIS PROGRAMS 

The spectrum synthesis computer programs have 
been under development since 1965 and have 
been described by Kurucz and Furenlid (1981) 
and by Kurucz and Avrett (1981). The algo
rithms for computing the total line opacity 
are extremely fast becausa maximum use is 
made of temperature and wavelength factori
zation and pretabulation. On a Cray computer 
a 500,000 point spectrum can be computed in 
one run. The same programs run on a VAX only 
much more slowly. There is no limit to the 
number of spectrum lines that can be treated 
in LTE. I currently have 58,000,000. At pre
sent I can treat 50,000 lines including non
LTE effects. The line data are described 
below. 

The spectrum calculations require a pre
existing model atmosphere that can be empir
ical, such as the Vernazza, Avrett, and 
Loeser (1981) solar models, or theoretical, 
such as the ones I describe below. The 
"model atmosphere" does not have to be stel
lar. It can be a disk, a planetary atmosphere, 
a laboratory source, etc. Quantities that 
need be computed only once for the model 
atmosphere are pretabulated. There can be a 
depth-dependent microturbulent velocity or a 
depth-dependent Doppler shift. 

Line data are divided into two groups for 
treatment. In the first group, the lines must 
have a source function that is either the 
Planck function or some function that approx
imately accounts for non-LTE effects in the 
outer layers. The first group of lines is 
processed to produce a summed line absorption 
coefficient for the wave leng th interval of 
interest, including radiative, Stark, and van 
der Waals broadening. The line center opacity 
is also saved for each line for Bubsequent 
computation of the central depth. 

In the second group of lines, each line 
has it. individual souree function, which is 
taken to be the Planck function if the calcu
lation is LTE, and which is determined from 
the departure coefficients in the model in a 
non-LTE calculation. This group of lines is 
processed by directly computing the line opa
city and source function at every wavelength 
point. 

The spectrum is computed with aversion 
of the model atmosphere program ATLAS (Kurucz 
1970) in which departure coefficients have 
been ins.rted in the partition functions, in 
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the Saha and Boltzmann equations, and in the 
opacities. Departure coefficients for levels 
that are higher than have been computed are 
assumed to be the same aB those for the 
ground state of the next higher stage of ion
ization. If the model atmosphere is in LTE 
the departure coefficients are all set to 
unity. The program computes the non-LTE 
opacity and source function, adds in the LTE 
opacity and source function, adds the con
tinuum opacity and source functions, and then 
computes the intensity or flux at each wave
leng th point and for each line center. Photo
ionization continua are put in at their exact 
positions, each with its own cross-section 
and with the series of lines that merge into 
each continuum included so that there are no 
discontinuities in the spectrum. 

Hydrogen line profiles are computed using 
a routine from Peterson (1979) that approxi
mates the Vidal, Cooper, and Smith (1973) 
profiles, works to high n, and includes Dop
pler broadening, resonance broadening, van 
der Waals broadening, and fine-structure 
splitting. Autoionization lines have Shore
parameter Fano profiles. Other lines have 
voigt profiles that are computed accurately 
for any value of the parameter a. A few 
strong lines can be treated with approximate 
partial redistribution effects but the com
puter cost increases dramatically. 

To compute a rotationally broadened flux 
spectrum I first compute intensity spectra at 
17 angles and then pass them through the rota
tion program. A grid of points is defined on 
the disk and, for the given V sin i, the Dop
pler shift and angle are computed for each 
point. The intensity spectra are interpolated 
and summed over the disk to obtain the flux. 
In the rigid-body spherical approximation, 
symmetries are used to reduce the number of 
calculations, but the method works in the 
case of differential rotation as well. 

To compute macroturbulent or instrumental 
broadening the broadening function is defined 
at integral values of the point spacing. Then 
the spectrum is re ad in, one wavelength at a 
time, redistributed among neighboring wave
lengths, and added to a buffer for the new 
spectrum. 

I also have a series of programs for com
puting the transmisaion of the spectrum 
through the Earth's atmosphere. 

The most important step in the spectrum 
synthesis work is the final preparation of 
plots because I can display enough informa
tion to study the spectrum as a whole, to 
compare with one or more observed spectra, to 
study individual features in detail, and to 
identify lines and the relative composition 
of blends. 



ATLASES 

I have made a considerable effort to obtain 
observed spectra of the sun and bright stars 
for testing my calculations. I have all the 
published atlases. Fortunately Delbouille and 
Roland for the sun and the Griffins for the 
bright stars are committed to producing high 
quality atlases. I have many solar FTS spec
tra from James BrauIt at Kitt peak. In many 
cases I have had to take or reduce the spec
tra myself (Kohl, Parkinson, and Kurucz 1978; 
Kurucz and Avrett 1981; Kurucz and Furenlid 
19811 Kurucz, Furenlid, BrauIt, and Testerman 
1984), and projects are now underway for 
Sirius, Vega, and the sun with a number of 
collaborators. Here I will describe a few of 
these atlases to give an impression of what 
is available. In every case the wavelength 
coverage is incomplete and higher quality is 
possible and needed . 

The solar flux spectrum is important for 
its effects on other objects and on us, 
rather than for solar physics. In the flux 
spectrum much of the spatial and DoppIer in
formation about the solar atmosphere has been 
integrated away leaving a spectrum broadened 
and blended by the 2 km/s solar rotation. 
The flux spectrum is quite important for 
stellar physics, hovever, because the sun 
serves as the "standard star". We can deter
mine its properties much better than those 
of any other star. Solar flux spectra are re
quired for planning and interpreting stellar 
and planetary observations because they have 
the resolution and signal-to-noise to show 
what is actually being observed. 

Observations made from ground-based obser
vatories include the atmospheric transmission 
spectrum so it is necessary to consider blend
ing and blocking by terrestrial lines and to 
have resolution high enough to resolve their 
profiles. A solar flux spectrum observed from 
the ground is useful for indicating these 
problems. The spectrum should have a resolv
ing power greater than 1000000 and a signal
tc-nei •• greater than 10000. For atmospheric 
chemistry and planetary and cometary atmos
pheres, and for space-based stellar observa
tions, hovever, the true flux spectrum above 
the atmosphere is required. 

The solar flux atlas by Kurucz, Furenlid, 
Brauit, and Testerman (1984) plots residual 
flux for 296 to 1300 nm and also gives a 
table to convert to the absolute irradiance 
calibration by Neckei and Labs (1984). The 
spectrum was observed at Kitt peak using the 
Fourier Transform Spectrograph on the McMath 
telescope. The resolving power is 522000 in 
the red and infrared and 348000 in the ultra
violet. The resolution is not high enough to 
resolve the terrestrial lines so there is 
some ringing. The atlas was fitted together 
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from 8 overlapping scans that have reasonable 
signal-to-noise at the center but fall off in 
the region of overlap. In the final spectrum 
the signal-to-noise varies from 2000 to 9000 . 
Ideally an atlas should be made from many 
more overlapping scans so that only naar max
imum regions need be used. The wavelength 
scala was set from a terrestrial 02 line. 
The continuum level was estimated from high 
points and it is uncertain, especially in the 
ultraviolet. There are also problems caused 
by broad structures in the atmospheric trans
mission produced by ozone and 02 dimer. 

The flux spectrum has been poorly observed. 
The existing atlas covers only the ground 
based spectrum in the visible. It is very 
high quality by astronomical standards but 
still leaves considerable room for improve
ment. There are no high resolution flux 
atlases covering other wave leng th regions or 
above the atmosphere. I do not expect there 
to be any improvement this century. In the 
meantime there are three approaches to approx
imating the flux spectrum. The first is to 
model the atmospheric transmission and then 
to divide the ground based spectrum by it. 
This should work quite weIl as long as the 
signal-to-noise is very high and the trans
mission is not near zero. Th. seeond method 
is semiempirical. fitting a central intensity 
spectrum computed from a model to th. ob
served centra 1 intensity spectrum and then 
using the derived line parameters to generate 
the flux spectrum. The problem is that a 
significant fraction of the lines in the 
spectrum have not been identified so they 
would have to be guessed. The third method is 
to compute a purely theoretical flux spectrum 
from the existing line data. At present 
computing a realistic spectrum is beyond th. 
state of the art. 

Intensity spectra are better for spectro
scopy because there is no rotational broad
ening and so less blending. They are better 
for solar physics because they are determined 
by conditions in only aamall region of the 
disk. Spectro-spectraheliograms show the 
spectrum at each resolution element, but they 
give almost too much information because they 
emphasize the instantaneous velocity field. 
The existing intensity atlases are space and 
time averages over a small area on the disk. 

The best central intensity spectrum in 
the visible is the Jungfraujoch atlas by 
Delbouille, Roland, and Neven (1973). The 
spectrum was observed in small wavelength 
sections from 300 to 1000 nm using a rapid
scanning double-pass monochrometer. The 
resolving power is about 750000 at 500 nm and 
the signal-to-noise is about 10000 by my 
guess . The wavelengths were set from Pierce 
and Breckinridge's (1973) line list. The wave
lengths are not accurate in the 900 nm region 



because of lack of wavelength standards. I 
am reducing Brault's FTS spectra that will 
provide good wavelengths in this regfon. 

The ~itt peak infrared central intensity 
atlas by Delbouille, Roland, Brault, and 
Testerman (1981) is the best available spec
trum in the infrared. It is the combination 
of 9 FTS scans on the McMath telescope with 
resolving power about 400000 at 1 um decreas
ing to about 130000 at 5 um. The signal-to
noise varies from 3200 to 5200. Delbouille 
and Roland are redoing the atlas from Jung
fraujoch to improve the resolution and signal
to-noise and especially to reduce the water 
vapor which is very bad on ~itt Peak. They 
will also produce a limb spectrum. 

The JPL ATMOS experiment (Farmer 1987) was 
flown on the shuttle to obtain infrared FTS 
spectra of the atmosphere at sunset from 
which to measure trace molecules. Before sun
set, solar intensity spectra were recorded. 
Wavelength coverage is 2 to 16 um, resolution 
is 0.0147 cm-I, and signal-to-noise varies 
from 1000 to 3000. Breckinridge and OUmont 
are preparing an atlas of the solar spectrum 
that will be available this fall. 

The central intensity spectra taken by the 
Ultraviolet Spectrometer and Polarimeter on 
the Solar Maximum Mis.ion .pacecraft (SMM/ 
UVSP) are the best in the ultraviolet but 
will not be ready for publication until some 
time in 1990. Richard Shine et al. at 
Lockheed have reduced the reg ion from 129 to 
177 nm. I am working on the reg ion from 180 
to 350 nm. The instrument failed before the 
spectrum was completely scanned so there is 
a gap between the two sections. The resolu
tion and signal-to-noise are low by visible 
standards but are still much better than 
previous work in the ultraviolet. Better 
spectra are not likely to be produced this 
century. 

I plan to publish or republish atlases for 
the sun and bright stars with the lines label
led, including terrestrial linea from the 
AFGL HITRAN line list (Rothman et al. 1987). 
I am synthesizing each spectrum and should be 
able eventually to deconvolve the blends and 
to deconvolve the atmospheric transmission 
where it is not near zero. 

MODEL ATMOSPHERES 

land my coworkers have developed techniques 
for statistically including the opacity of 
millions of lines in model atmosphere cal cu
lations (Strom and ~urucz 1966; ~urucz 1970; 
Kurucz, peytremann, and Avrett 1975, Kurucz 
1979a,b). The inclusion of line opacity 
brought about a tremendous improvement in the 
quality of the models. Systematic errors in 
the determination of stellar effective temper-
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atures, gravities, and abundances have been 
greatly reduced, although further improvement 
is still required. The fluxes computed from 
these models can be compared directly to 
stellar observations, or can be convolved 
with various photometric bandpasses to cali
brate the photometric systems in common use 
(Relyea and Kurucz 1978; Buser and Kurucz 
1978). The models I have been able to compute 
thus far have been based upon the atomie line 
data computed by Kurucz and peytremann (1975). 
These include solar abundance models for tem
perature ranging from 5500 K to 50000 ~ and 
1/10 and 1/100 solar abundance (of elements 
heavier than helium) models for temperatures 
5500 K to 10000 K (Kurucz 1979a), and newer 
grids of models for A and B stars (8000 ~ to 
20000 ~) with enhanced (3 and 10 times solar) 
and reduced (1/3 and 1/10 solar) abundances 
and a comprehensive grid for the temperature 
range 5500 ~ to 8500 K for abundances 10, 3, 
1, 1/3, 1/10, 1/30, 1/100, 1/300, 1/1000, and 
o times solar. As all these models have been 
computed with scaled solar abundances and 
assuming a 2 km/s microturbulent velocity, 
they can be used only as a first guess for 
peculiar-abundance Am and Ap stars, and for 
stars with enhanced turbulence . These models 
have been widely distributad, I can now sup
ply a tape with data for 1200 models. I have 
also supplied numerous copies of the model 
atmosphere programs, tha line opacities, the 
line lists, colors, programs tor computing 
abundances, line profiles, and spectra. 

Unfortunately, there are systematic errors 
in the cooler models because molecular line 
opacity was not included. My theoretical 
model for the solar photosphere has several 
per cent error in the flux in the red and, of 
course, cannot reproduce the molecular fea
tures in the ultraviolet. There are also sys
tema tic errors in the models at all tempera
tures caused by missing atomie line opacity. 

I have been working to improve atomie and 
molecular line data as described below. In 
late 1988 I used these line data to compute 
new solar abundance opacity tables for use in 
my modelling. The calculations involved 
58,000,000 lines, 3,500,000 wavelength points, 
56 temperatures, 21 pressures, and 5 micro
turbulent veloeities, and took a large amount 
of computer time. The opacity is tabulated 
both as 12-step distribution functions for 
intervals on the order of 1 to 10 nm, and as 
opacity sampling where, simply, every hun
dredth wavelength point in the calculation 
was seved. 

I have rewritten my model atmosphere pro
gram to usa the new line opacities, addi
tional continuous opacities, and an approxi
mate treatment of convective overshooting. It 
will soon be ready for distribution. Tha opa
city calculation was checked by computing a 



solar model which is a tremendous improvement 
over my earlier ealeulations. It matches both 
the observed irradiance and the observed eon
tinuum limbdarkening. 1 am beg inning to com
pute a whole grid of solar abundance models 
for a range of microturbulent veloeities. 

I have now eompleted ealculations for 
1/100 and 1/10 solar abundance opacities. 
Eaeh abundanee takes two to three months (100 
to 125 Cray hours). I plan to compute opaei
ties for abundanees ranging from 1/l0000 
solar to 10 times solar. For eaeh abundanee I 
will eompute a grid of model. for tempera
tures ranging from ~ stars to 0 stars, for 
gravities down to the radiation pressure 
limit, for a range of microturbulent veloci
ties. 1 will eompute fluxes for each model 
and prediet the eolors in all photometrie 
systems . This should allow ealibrations con
sistent for both cool and hot stars. lexpeet 
to ba able to eompute a complete, full-re.o
lution spectrum for any of the models whieh 
ean ba eompared direetly to high resolution 
observations, or degraded to low resolution, 
aay, 1 A. 

Additional projects are computing model 
atmospheres for metallic line and peeuliar 
stars with .elf-consistent abundanc •• , and 
eomputing models for cool stars with abun
dance and isotopic variations. Grids of 
models will also ba produeed that go to very 
large optieal depths so that they can provide 
surface boundaries for stellar interior 
modeIs. 

ATOMIC ABD MOLECULAR DATA 

All the ealeulations deseribad above depend 
on having reliable gf values and damping eon
stants for atomie and moleeular lines, photo
ionization cross-sections, and, for non-LTE 
problem., colli.ion cro •• -aections. 

My earlier model ealeulations used the 
distribution-funetion line opacity computed 
by ~urucz (1979a,b) from the line data of 
~uruez and Peytremann (1975). We had eomputed 
gf values for 1.7 million atomie lines for 
sequenees up through niekel using scaled
Thomas-Fermi-Dirac wavefunctions and eiqen
veetors determined from least squares Slater 
parameter fits to the observed energy levels. 
That line list has provided the basic data 
and has sinee been eombined with a list of 
additional lines, eorreetions, and deletions . 
The line data are being constantly, but slow
ly, improved . I eolleet all published data on 
gf values and inelude them in the line list 
whenever they appear to be more reliable than 
the eurrent data. I have prepared lists for 
H , CO (~uruez 1977), SiO (~uruez 1980), and 
F~ 11 (~uruez 1981). Lucio Rossi of the 
Istituto Astrofisica Spaziale in Frascati, 
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John Dragon of Los Alamos, and I have eomput
ed line lists for eleetronie transitions of 
CH, NR, OH, MgH, SiH, CN, C

2
, and TiO. In 

addition to lines batween known levels, these 
lists inelude lines whose wavelengths are pre
dieted and are not good enough for detailed 
spectrum eomparisons but are fine for statis
tical opaeities. Work is eontinuing on other 
molecule., and molecular ions, and on th. in
frared vibration-rotation spectra. I also 
have data for terrestrial atmospheric mole
cules. 

In 1983 I reeomputed the opaeities using 
the additional atomie and moleeular data de
scribed above. These new opacities were used 
to produce improved empirical solar models 
(Avrett, ~urucz, and Loeser 1984), but were 
found to still not have enough lines. For 
example, th.re are aeveral ragions between 
200 and 350 nm where tbe predieted solar in
tensities are several times higher than ob
served, say 85' bloeking instead of the 95' 
observed. The integrated flux error of these 
regions is several per cent of the total. In 
a flux constant theoretieal model this error 
is balanced by a flux error in the red. The 
model predict. the wrong colors. In detailed 
ultraviolet spectrum ealculations half the 
intermediate strength and weak lines are 
missing. Af ter aany experiments, I determined 
that this discrepaney is caused by missing 
iron group atomie lines that go to exeited 
eonfigurations that have not been observed in 
the laboratory. Most laboratory work has been 
done with emission sourees that cannot strong
ly populate these configurations. stars, how
ever, show lines in absorption without diffi
culty. Including these additional lines will 
produce a dramatie inerease in opacity, both 
in the sun and in hotter stars. A stars have 
the same lines as the sun but more flux in 
the ultraviolet to block. In B stars and in 0 
stars there will be large effects from third, 
fourth, and fifth iron group ions. Envelope 
opacities that are used in interior and pul
sation models will also be strongly affected. 

I was fortunate to have been granted a 
large amount of computer time at the San 
Diego Supercomputer Center by NSF to carry 
out new ealculations. To compute the iron 
group line lists 1 determined eigenvectors 
by combining least squares fits for levels 
that have been observed with computed Hartree
Fock integrals (scaled) for higher configura
tions including as many configurations as I 
can fit into a Cray. My computer programs 
have evolved from Cowan's (1968) programs. 
All configuration interaetions are included. 
The following table is an example for Fe 11, 



even 
d6 4s d6 4d d5 4s2 d5 4s4d 

5s 5d d6 5g 4.5s b5d 
6s 6d 6g 4s6s 4s6d 
7s 7d 7g 
8s 8d d5 4p2 
9s d7 

22 Configurations 5723 levels 
largest Hamiltonian 1102 x 1102 
Slater parameters 729 
(many fixed at scaled Hartree-Fock) 

odd 
d6 4p d6 4f d5 4s4p d5 4s4f 

5p 5f 4s5p 
6p 6f 4s6p 
7p 4s7p 
8p 4s8p 
9p d4s2 4p 

16 Configurations 5198 levels 
largest Hamiltonian 1049 x 1049 
Slater parameters 541 
·(many fixed at scaled Hartree-Fock). 

The laboratory data are from the computer 
tapes that NBS uses to print its energy level 
compilations (Sugar and Corliss 1985). Transi
tion integrals are computed with scaled
Thomas-Fermi-Dirac wavefunctions and the 
whole transition array is produced for each 
ion. The forbidden transitions are computed 
as well. Radiative, Stark, and van der waals 
damping constants and Lande 9 values are 
automatically produced for each line. 

The least squares fits to determine the 
energy levels are now complete for the first 
10 ions of the Fe group. The most complex 
spectra were done first before moving toward 
the simpler Ca end of the iron group. Fe XX 
has been redone several times in collabora
tion with Sveneric Johansson from Lund 
(Johansson and Baschek 1988). We have added 
many more known levels, so the line lists 
will include many more Fe XX lines with 
accurate poaitiona. Johanaaon haa givan .e 
revised levels for Fe X (Brown et al. 1988) 
so X will also re do those calculations . 

The following table shows the line lists 
completed at the present time with the number 
of electric dipole lines saved for each ion, 

X XX XXX XV V 
Ca 48573 4227 11740 113121 330004 
Sc 191253 49811 1578 16985 130563 
Ti 867399 264867 23742 5079 37610 
V 1156790 925330 284003 61630 8427 
Cr 434773 1304043 990951 366851 73222 
Mn 327741 878996 1589314 1033926 450293 
Fe 789176 1264969 1604934 1776984 1006385 
Co 546130 1048188 2198940 1569347 2032402 
Ni 149926 404556 1309729 1918070 1971819 
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VX VXX VUX XX 
Ca 217929 125560 30156 22803 
Sc 456400 227121 136916 30587 
Ti 155919 356808 230705 139356 
V 39525 160652 443343 231753 
Cr 10886 39668 164228 454312 
Mn 79068 14024 39770 147442 
Fe 475750 90250 14561 39346 
Co 1089039 562192 88976 15185 
Ni 2211919 967466 602486 . 79627. 

The forbidden lines have not yet been tabu
lated. The files fill 28 tapes. Most of these 
lines have uncertain wavelengths because they 
go to predicted levels. I have produced a 
single tape edition of these data that has 
all the lines with reliable wavelengths 
between laboratory determined energy levels. 

Xn general the calculations are greatly 
improved over my earlier vork and shov con
siderably less scatter. Some of the calcula
ted lifetimes agree perfectly with the best 
measurements. Fe II lifetimes are about 15' 
shorter than observed. There can still be 
considerable scatter for lines that occur 
only because of configuration interactions . X 
found a few typographical errors in the input 
energy data· because the output line list had 
lines in the wrong positions . Those spectra 
Vere recomputed. 

Several of these calculations have already 
been revised. X have already redone Ti I 
using the thesis by Forsberg (1987). This 
process will continue into the future. X vill 
recompute the energy levels and line lists 
when new analyses become available and I will 
make the predictions available to laboratory 
spectroscopists. X plan to continue on with 
the heavier and lighter elements as a back
ground project. 

Diatomic molecules are also poorly ana
lyzed. Stars are very high temperature 
sources by laboratory standards. High V and 
high J levels are populated and produce sig
nificant opacity, but in current laboratory 
studies only low V and low J levels have 
been observed. Many excited electronic states 
that could produce significant opacity have 
not been analyzed at all. Thorough laboratory 
analyses are required. X have obtained James 
Brault's rTS CN spectra but have not yet 
reduced them. They will provide a tremendous 
advance in our knowledge of CN and should 
account for many weak features in the solar 
spectrum (stronger in cool stars). X have the 
Air rorce atmospheric line list, but there 
are many weak atmospheric lines that are 
clearly present in our high quality solar 
spectra but that are not in the line list. I 
am also trying to get all the old Los Alamos 
molecular line data into shape for use in 
opacity calculations. 

X eventually need line lists for the tria-



tomic molecules so that I can work on M stars, 
but I hope that other people will do the work 
before 1 have to learn the physics. I am 
working on the low temperature bands now, 
however, for atmospheric transmission. 

I plan to distribute my computed line data 
on tapes. I am setting up a print-on-demand 
system for the atomie data where I will pro
vide tables of all laboratory measurements, 
usually a meager amount, together with my 
computed energy levels, damping constants, 
Lande 9 values, branching ratios, and line 
gf values. These should be of useful to both 
laboratory and astronomical spectroscopists. 
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Keith Butler 

Atomie data requirements for stellar 
atmospheres: work in Munieh on hot star 
atmospheres and winds 

ABSTRACT 

Recent work on hot stars in Munich is 
discussed with particular emphasis on the atomic 
data requirements necessary . 

INTRODUCTION 

The great improvements in the quality of 
spectra in recent years are amply illustrated in 
fig . I where optica I observations of two B stars 
fl'om Gehren et al. (1985) are shown. Although 

!l 11: 1 I I I 1 1\ lUl 
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Fig.1 Optical Spectra for two B stars, BS 2<J28 (up
ped, S 285-6 {lowed . Gehren et al (1985) 

the signal to noise ratios are comparable, the 
object in the lower plot is more than 100 times 
fainter than that in the upper one. Similar advances 
have been made in other spectral regions . To 
make adequate use of suc~ good quality material 
it has become necessary to construct theoretical 
models of similar accuracy , firstly to determine 
astrophysical stellar parameters (temperatures, 
densities, number fractions) as weil as possible 
and secondly to put tighter constraints on the 
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models themselves . In the case of stellar atmo
spheres this requires a large amount of atomic 
data as wilt be seen from the examples that 
follow, taken from recent work in Munich . 

'STANDARD' MODEL NON-LTE LINE FORMATION 
CALCULATIONS 

'Standard' means that the atmospheres are 
plane-parallel and are in hydrostatic and radiative 
equilibrium. While the run of temperature and 
density with depth is held fixed (line formation), 
the number densities of the ions in question are 
allowed to adjust freely to this structure and are 
not fixed to their thermodynamic values (non-L TEl. 
All of the reported calculations were carried out 
using the DETAIL, SURFACE, ANAL YS suite of 
programs written by Giddings (198\), the advantage 
being that the computer time scales Iinearly with 
the number of frequency points in the grid so 
that a large number may be included in the 
model. 

Fig. 2 Model atom for 011 calculations <Becker 
and Butler (1988al. NB. The quartet system was 
also included in the model. 

There are many lines belonging to 0 11 to be 
seen in fig. 1. Becker and Butler (1988a,bl performed 
calculations for this ion using the model atom 
shown in fig. 2. To do this f-values, photoionisa
tion cross sections, collisional excitation and 
ionisation rates for ALL the levels shown we re 
needed , plus additional data for a few levels of 
o land 0 111. To synthesise the final spectra 
radiative and collisional damping parameters were 
also required. The success of the calculation is 
shown by the fact that the new results show 
(al most) no sensitivity to the value of the 'microtur-



buIence' adopted, 'Microturbulence' is an ad hoc 
additional broadening usually necessary to make 
LTE calculations match the observations, Further 
details may be found in the cited papers , A 
similar picture was found for N " (see Becker 
and Butler t988c,t989) where again a large amount 
o f atomic data was input. 

There has long been a problem with the 
abundance derived in L TE from the C " 4267 A 
line, it was consistently much below solar. Our 
new calcu lations (Eber and Butler 1988) removed 
this discrepancy. The atomie model was once 
more on the same scale as shown previous ly but 
in addition it was found that dielectronic recombi
nat ion also plays a significant role. This was 
incorporated in the models in the manner sugges
ted by Mihalas and Hummer (1973) whereby the 
resonances are treated as pseudo-bound states . 
Oscillator strengths were therefore requ ired in 
this approximation. The solid curve in f ig 3. 
shows the good agreement obtained with the 
observed points when solar abundance is assumed. 

_ 1_ _ 
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Fig. 3 Comparison of CII calculations (full curve) 
with observations (points) . (Eber and Butler (1988) 

These calculations were all designed to allow 
the abundances in hot stars to be determined 
with some accuracy . Of course before this can be 
done it is essential that the other stellar parame
ters, temperature and density (gravity) also be 
known accurately . The gravity is usually determined 
from the shape of the wings of the hydrogen 
lines whieh are density sensitive as they are 
Stark- broadened . On the other hand, the tempera
ture in the range of interest (15000- 3S000K) is 
usually found from the ratios of strengths of the 
lines of ions of Si. Unfortunately, these lines 
al so depart from the LTE prediet ions. Becker and 
Butler (1990) have managed to obtain a consis t ent 
picture through similar ly e xtensi ve calculations to 
those described above except that this time Si 
II/Ill and IV are all treated simultaneously in the 
same thorough fashion . This consistency is demon
strated in fig . 4. where all the curves cross in a 
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small region . The smallness of this I'egion deter
mines how good a fit may be obtained. 

1l0ll0 _ 2_ 
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Fig. 4 Fit for various Si (broken) and H (full) lines 
for Tau Sco (Becker and Butler 1990) 

Fig. 5 LTE line blanketing for the B star BS 2928 

Admittedly not all the problems have been 
solved. Some lines are still troublesome . One 
idea as to where improvements might still be 
made was the observation that the ionisation 
thresholds of the levels involved all lie between 
1000 and 3000 A. There are many spectra I lines 
in this range that might be e xpected to affect the 
lines of interest (see fig . SJ. Tests so far indicated 
that th is is not the case but the atomic data 
(f-values, damping parameters) are of dubious 
quality . 

As a final example , we have just started 
gathering data for a non-L TE calculation of Fe in 
order to determine the iron abundance in stars 
with temperatures of 40000K and upwards. As 
a first step we have used relatively inaccurate 
data to generate the spectrum shown in fig . ó . 
This might give some indieation of the magnitude 
of the problem. 

WhiJe only line formation calculations have 
been described here , progress in radiative transfer 
techniques (Anderson 1989, Werner 1986) makes it 
likely that models of similar complexity (with the 
same demanding use of atomic data) will soon be 
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Fig. 6 A synthesised Fe IV IV lVI spectrum for a 
60000 K. log g = 6 star 

made in which the temperature and density are 
also allowed to react to this additional opacity 
(non-LTE line blanketing) . 

APPLICATIONS 

The main goal of the ca1culations just des cri
bed was to provide tools to determine accurate 
stellar parameters. These tools have been put 
into action in a number of cases. For example. 
Schoen berner et al. (1<)88) analysed a number of 
hot stars which had been designated as being 
strong in nitrogen. The analysis showed this to 
be correct. quantified the overabundance and 
showed helium and carbon to be also overabundant, 
thus demonstrating that nuclear processed material 
has been brought to the surface of these stars in 
conflict with current steil ar evolution theories. 
This point is fully discussed in the paper. 

The supernova in the Large Magellanic Cloud 
in 1987 caused a great deal of excitement. In 
particular, the spectral type of the pre-cursor was 
not at all what had been expected . The group in 
Munich had been studying similar objects (though 
unfortunately not the SN itselfl as part of a 
program to look at abundances in the LMC land 
SMC) and since the tools were at hand, were 
able to obtain the abundances shown in Table 1 
{Kudritzki et al. 19871. Again there is c1ear evidence 

Table 1 Log abundances relative to the sun for two 
B supergiants and HlJregions in the LMC. (Kudritz
ki et al 1987) 

element Sk 21-65 Sk 41-68 UC/HII 

He +0.41:!:0.OS -0.28.0.05 -0.07 

C :s; -0.9 , -0.7 -0 . 7HO.15 

N +0.S:!:0.2 +0 . 2:!:0.1 -1.02.0.1 

0 -0.7.0.2 0.0 . 0.2 -0 . 49,0 . 08 

<Xl :s; -0.4 , -0.2 -0.59 

Si -0 . 6.0.2 +0.1 :t0.2 

Hg -1.HO.2 -0.9.0.2 

AI , -0.7 , -0 . 6 
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for the presence of nuclear processed material. 
once more showing some disagreement with 
stellar evolution time scales. 

In fact, all of the models had been developed 
to re-analyse the spectra obtained by Gehren et 
al. (1<)85) an example of which is shown in fig . I. 
Their LTE analysis showed no evide,nce for a 
galactic abundance gradient as can be seen for 
nitrogen and oxygen in fig . 7. This disagrees with 
results for H 11 regions (Shaver et al 1985) where 
an abundance gradient is observed . If confirmed by 
the proposed non-LTE investigation this means that 
theoreticians considering galactic evol utionary mo
deis must reconsider their results . 

0' 
IN/ Hl 

· 0.5 

1.0 

["Il O) 

0.' .... ... • .. ., ..... . 

' 0 ., 
Fig . 7 Log abundances for 0 and N as a function 
of galactocentric distance. Note the lack of a gra
dient . (Gehren et al 1<)85) 

STELLAR WINDS AND UNIFIED MODELS 

In the previous section only successful calcu
lations were described. Butler (1<)84) made ca1cula
tions for N 111 which were also in agreement with 
observation for stars of high gravity (see fig . 81. 
However, Butler and Simon (1<)85) 
using the identical model found a nitrogen overabun
dance of a factor of six in rough agreement with 
theoretica I estimates but this result must be 
treated with some scepticism. In particular the 
value of the microturbulence used is supersonic 
for a star of this temperature and gravity . This, 
together with the pattern of the deviations in the 
line strengths shows the need for stellar wind cal
culations, in fact for 'unified' models in which the 
wind and photosphere are treated simultaneously. 

The success of the stellar wind ca1culations 
alone may be seen from fig . <) taken from Puls 
(1987). The fit is almost perfect but there are no 
adjustable parameters involved. Another beautiful 
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Fig. 8 Fit for the N III 1885 line in AE Aur. Full 
curve - three times sol ar abundance, broken - solar. 
(Butler 1984) 
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Fig . 9 Fit for the N V resonance line in Zeta Pup 
(Puls 1987) 

example is to be seen in the work of Pauldrach 
et al. (1989>. Walborn and Panek U984a,b ,198S) 
had observed strong trends in the strengths of 
the Si IV UV resonance lines with gravity while 
Hnes of other ions showed no similar effects. 
The calculations show exactly the same trends as 
observed. The reader is referred to the cited 
papers for details. 

Gabier et al (1989) have recently obtained 
'unified' photospheric and wind models in which 
the change in H alpha from astrong absorption 
Hne to a very strong emission line can be clearly 
seen and understood as a consequence of the 
velocity field . The models mayalso be able to 
explain the 'Zanstra discrepancy' in Planetary 
Nebuia as they produce orders of magnitude 
more flux shortward of the He II Lyman edge 
than do pIane-parallel modeis. 
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In making these wind modeis. non-LTE 
ca1culations have been made for a very large 
number of ions (see Pauldrach 1987 for details) 
the data for which have been begged, borrowed 
and generally acquired by every means possible. 
In addition the winds are assumed to be radiatively 
driven . i.e . ions absorb photons thereby gaining 
momentum with a net component away from the 
star thus forming the wind. To derive the force 
given to the matter by the radiation integrations 
over spectra similar in complexity to that shown 
in fig 6. are necessary throughout th~ wind . For 
this once more a huge number of f-values and 
damping parameters are needed . The current data 
have been taken from the work of Abbott (1982) 
but this was intended for temperatures less than 
50000K. To extend the wind ca1culations to 
higher temperatures f-values and energy levels . in 
particular are needed for Fe, Mn , Ni , Ti , Cr, Cu , 
Zn for all ionisation stages but especially for 
those with more than four electrons removed. 
The data need only have statistieally good accuracy 
but should not be in LS-coupHng . 

SUMMARY 

I hope that it is clear from these few 
examples that any atomie data you may ca1culate 
will always find a good (and usefull home in 
Munich. There is relatively urgent need for the 
oscillator strength data described in the last 
paragraph and all data on iron. preferably not in 
LS-coupling, would be greatly appreciated. 
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B. Baschek 

How many lines make a model 
atmosphere? 

ABSTRACT 

prgsent l~ne lists contain of the order of 
10 to 10 lines to be included in model 
atmospheres. On the other hand. this number 
is far too large to be considered in the 
quantitative analysis of atmospheres of 
supernovae and accretion disks which exhibit 
differèntial motions. The question of how 
many lines are needed to construct reliable 
model atmospheres is discussed using the 
distribution of Fe 11 lines in the ultra
violet as typical example. Estimates of the 
completeness of line lists are desirable. 

LINE ABSORPTION IN MODEL ATMOSPHERES 

Most of the information about stellar atmo
spheres. nebulae etc. is based upon the anal
ysis of spectral lines. The role of the lines 
is twofold (see e.g. Baschek. 1984): On the 
one hand. the detailed comparison of observed 
with synthetic spectra requires the treatment 
of many individuallines. Accurate atomic 
data as weIl as a good model atmosphere are 
vital e.g. to the determination of reliable 
element abundances. Since lines usually are 
blended. complete knowledge of all possible 
contributors and their atomic data to the 
line considered is needed . On the other hand. 
the lines contribute to the - absorption 
coefficient and hence determine the atmo
spheric stratificat~on. Fo? the bulk of lines 
(of the order of 10 to 10 ) only modest ac
curacy of their wave leng th positions and 
atomic data is required. but completeness of 
the line lists (down to a given line strength) 
is essential. 

The twofold role of lines in the model 
analysis of a spectrum leads to a conflict of 
interests regarding the need for atomic data. 
As has been emphasized in many contributions 
to this Colloquium. clearly more identifica-
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tions of line transitions. oscillator 
strengths and other atomic parameters are 
needed. in particular in the ultraviolet 
spectral range. On the other hand the ques
tion arises how far the enormous number of 
lines can be reduced to keep the computa
tional effort feasible. 

While the modelling e.g. of comgact st,tic 
stellar atmospheres in LTE with 10 to 10 
lines poses no serious problem. the analysis 
of differentially moving media in particular 
leads to involved radiative transfer prob
lems. Model atmospheres e.g. of supernovae 
(Hauschildt et al •• 1989 a.b) and of accre
tion disks (Baschek et al •• 1988) require 
considerabIe numeri cal effort which makes the 
inclusion of a very large number of lines 
prohibitive. A model maker's nightmare would 
be to go on revising his models whenever a 
new. more extended line list should become 
available. 

In this contribution. I would like to 
address the question of how many lines are 
needed to construct model atmospheres. not 
systematically but rather by discussing Bema 
relevant aspects on the basis of the distri
bution of the ultraviolett Fe 11 lines. 

A discussion of the pros and cons of the 
various methods to deal with larger numbers 
of spectral lines. the direct approach and 
statistical methods such as opacity sampling 
and opacity distribution functions. is given 
e.g. by Mihalas (1978). In this context. it 
should be pointed out that opacity distribu
tion functions cannot be utilized for dif
ferentially moving atmospheres since here 
not only information on the line strengths 
but also on the line distances (DoppIer 
shifts) is required. 

DISTRIBUTION OF LINE STRENGTHS 

As a typical example we consider the Fe 11 0 

spectrum in the resonance region 2200-2600 A. 
Photographic laboratory spectra of hollow
cathode discharges obtained at the National 
Bureau of Standards. Gaithersburg. which are 
used for the term analysis of Fe 11 contain 
about 1800 Fe 11 lines and 800 as yet un
identified lines. i.e. at most 2600 Fe 11 
lines of reliably measurable strength. This 
corres~vds to a line density A = 4.5 or ~6.5 
lines A / .respectively. in the resonance 
region. The recent line list of Kurucz (1988). 
utilizing the laboratory analysis by Johansson 
and Baschek (1988). contains altogether 
1265000 Fe 11 lines of which 71800 are in_rhe 
resonance range. yielding A = 180 lines 1 . 

A simple expression for the strength of an 
absorption line is ç = gf exp(-X/kT) where f 
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Fig. 1. Lin e density A of Fe 11 line s in th e ultraviolet as function of the " stre ngth 
factor" Z; = gf exp (-x/kT) for T = 104 K accordlng to the lln e ll sts of Kurucz (19 88; 
so lid curves) and Kurucz and Peytremann (1975; broken curve ). A refers to the interval 
of line strengths between 10z; and Z;. 

is the oscillator streng·th, 9 the statistical 
weight, and X the excitation energy of the 
lower level. The distribution of the Fe 11 

lines in the resonance range as a function of 
ç is s~own in Fig. 1 for a temperature 
T = 10 K. Comparison of the recent list of 
Kurucz (1988) with that of Kurucz and 
Peytr~mann (1975) demonstrate~6the progress 
for l~nes fainter than ç ~ 10 • 

In their calculation of supernova spectra 
Spies et al. (1989) use an opacity sampling 
method taking into account lines for which 
the ratio ~ of line absorption coefficient in 
the center to continuous absorption exceeds a 
given value ~ • ~ is proportional to ç and 
inversely pro~ortional to the DoppIer width 
6Ào' Typical parameters, e.g_ for SN 1987 A 
during4the first days af ter outburst, are 
T ~ 10 K18nd ~~ electron density 
n ~ 2.10 cm • For the microturbulent 
v~locity w~ich determines 6À a value of 
1000 km s- , i.e. about 1/1000f the expansion 
velocity, had been adopted. For the model 
analysis of this supernova spectrum 4700 
Fe 11 lines in the resonance reg ion had been 
included, corresponding to a (cumulative) 
density of 12 lines 1-1 ('diamond' in fig. 
1). Note that the sum over the "strength 
factor" ç is determined b~ the strenger 
lines, already at ç ~ 10- convergence to 
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within 1 per cent of its value is reached 
('asterisk' in fig. 1)_ This emphasizes the 
need to achieve complete lists for lines 
with large ç. 

In order to estimate how many lines can be 
resolved in the spe*trum we define a satura
tion line density A = l/óÀ by setting the 
separation óÀ of lines (considering a group 
of comparable strength) equal to their half 
half-widths. For Gaussian profiles 

with 6À = À • v/c, v being the most probabIe 
thermalOplusomicroturbulent velocity. The 
characteristic order of magnitude for stellar 
atmospheres, novae_f"d supernovae is v = 10, 
100, and 1000 km s ,respectively. At À = 
2400 1 this cor4esponds to 6Ào = 0.08, 0?8, 
~~~ 8 lor to A = 15, 1.5, and 0.15 lines 

A • * 
As long as the actual line density A < A , 

the lines have to be treited individually. On 
the other hand, if A > A the lines form a 
quasi-continuum which may be added to the 
other continuous opacities. The fluctuating 
part of this quasi-continuum is proportional 
to the square root of the line density, with 
amplitudes and wavelength positions showing 
little resemblance to the individuallines. 



The comparison of A* with the Fe 11 line 
distribution (fig. 1) indicates that e.g. 
supernova models_for a microturbulent veloc
ity of 1000 km s would not need very many 
lines (of Fe 11 in the resonanee region) to 
be included~1Stellar model atmospheres with 
v ~ 10 km s ,however, require consideration 
of the lines almost to the present limit of 
Kurucz' list. A systematic study of the de
pendance of the line distribution with 
wavelength for all relevant atoms and ion 
would be desirable. 

The above estimates of the contribution of 
lines in terms of ~ (or ~) and 6~0 are too 
simplified. Besides these parameters the 
atmospheric structure influences the line 
strength~e.g. via temperature or velocity 
gradients/and hence the detectability of 
lines. 

How can now atomie spectroscopy provide 
information on bulk line strengths and their 
completeness in accord with the astrophysical 
criteria? A systematic evaluation e.g. of the 
sums over gf exp(-X/kT) for all important 
elements and ionization stages in a set of 
wavelength intervals would be very valuable, 
possibly using f sum rules and the dependenee 
of f on the quantum number n. It may be 
helpful to di vide the level diagram into 
series with the same ionization limit in 
order to extrapolate from the known lines of 
lower n towards the limit. The confluence of 
lines before the limit to an effective con
tinuum is determined either by the Ooppler 
width or by the Stark broadening. In this 
context, it should also be realized that the 
continua of more complex atoms are not smooth 
functions (as is frequently assumed in model I 
atmosphere codes) but exhibit marked structure · 
due to resonances, e.g. in the case of Fe I 
(Hansen et al., 1977). Some of these struc
tures might be observable, e.g. in the ultra
violet continua of neutral atoms in A stars, 
in spite of the crowding of lines. 

CONCLUSION 

Quantitative analysis of atmospheres ·with 
differential motions, e.g. of supernovae and 
accretion disks, involves considerabie effort 
for the construction of models and the treat
ment of radiative transfer. This raises the 
question to what extent the number of lines 
contributing to the opacity can be reduced. 
This problems deserves a systematic investi
gation of line distributions and their com
pleteness by combining astrophysical criteria 
with methods of atomie physics. 
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Fiorella Castelli and Piercarlo Bonifacio 

A computed spectrum for the normal 
star, Her (8.3 IV) in the Region 
1228-1950 A 

ABSTRACT 

We have compared high resolution IUE and 
Copernicus spectra of the sharp-lined normal 
star \ Her (B3 IV) in the region 1228-1950 A 
with an LTE synthetic spectrum, in order to 
investigate to what extent we are able to 
reproduce observations of B stars in far UV 
with the available line data and modeis. We 
have found that in spite of the great number 
of lines used for computing the spectrum, 
more lines must be added. Furthermore, we 
have obtained a large scatter in the 
abundances for nearly all the elements 
investigated, in agreement with the results 
of Peters and Polidan (1985) for the same 
star. 

THE DATA AND THE DATA ANALYSIS 

The observational data · used for this study 
are the following: a) The Copernicus 
ultraviolet spectral Atlas by Upson and 
Rogerson (1980) from 1228 to 1467.7 A. b) 
The IUE HR images SWP5720 from 1228 to 1950 A 
and SWP3243 from 1467.7 to 1950 A, taken from 
the IUE archive. SWP5720 was reprocessed 
with the new software IUESIPS2. 

We have compared the spectra in the whole 
range studied by superimposing two different 
images normalized to the continuum. This 
comparison, as weIl as the comparison with 
the synthetic spectrum, have shown that the 
resolution of the reprocessed IUE image 
SWP5720 is comparable with that of the second 
order Copernicus spectrum (nominal resolution 
0.05 A from 999.3 to 1422.2 A), while the 
FWHM in SWP3243 is larger. 

The model parameters Teff-17180±110 X 
and log g-3.43±0.02 for \ Her have been 
derived with a fit of the observed 
Strömgren indices c -0.290 and 
~-2.661 to the computed ongs of the grid of 
Lester et al. (1986). The index c 1-O.294 
has been dereddened by means of the UVBYBETA 
code (Moon, 1985), which makes use of 
empirical calibrations. The values of the 
observed indices cl and ~ have been taken 
from Hauck and MermIlliod (1980). 

A model computed with the ATLAS 8 code 
(Xurucz,1970) and the atomic line lists 
provided by Xurucz (1988) have been used in 
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the SYNTHE code (Xurucz and Avrett,1981) to 
obtain a synthetic spectrum. We have made 
some changes in the log gf of Cl, CII, SiII, 
SiIII of Xurucz's line lists. 

The input line lists for computing the 
synthetic spectrum in the region 1228-1950 A 
have a total number of about 76000 lines . 

As a first step we have adopted, for all 
elements, the photospheric solar abundances 
of Anders and Grevesse (1989). 

SOME RESULTS FROM THE COMPARISON 

1) Broadening Veloeities: By comparing 
large reglons of the observed spectrum with 
spectra computed with different values of 
macrovelocity V (rotationa1 +macroturbulent+ 
instrumental) and microturbulence ~, we have 
found that the best agreement is given by ~
o xmjs and V- 15 Xmjs for Copernicus and IUE 
swp5720 spectra and V -20 Xmjs for the IUE 
SwP3243 image. 

2) Identification: A very high number of 
the observed features can be readily 
identified, and at first glance the agreement 
between observed and computed spectra seems 
good. However, some st rong features are 
still unidentified and several blends require 
either more predicted components or different 
log gf for the predicted lines. We have 
compared our identification with those made 
by Upson and Rogerson (UR)(1980) for \ Her 
and by Artru et al. (1989) for the B stars 
n Ceti and v Capricorni. We have found 
that some lines are missing in Xurucz's 
lists. Furthermore, the SiII lines 
identified by Artru (1986), some lines of 
Moore's tables (1950), and all the CuIII 
lines are also missing. However,numerous 
lines correctly predicted by using our line 
data and model are not considered by upson 
and Rogerson (1980) and by Artru et al. 
(1989). We have inserted in Xurucz's lists 
the lines for which we have found the 
corresponding atomie data in the literature; 
the most important are the lines of Ga 111 at 
1495 and 1534 A. 

3) Abundances: To determine the 
abundances we have compared, for each image, 
the observed profiles of several lines with 
the profiles computed by changing the 
starting solar abundance at steps of about 
0.25 dex. Nearly always the abundances 
derived from the same lines of different 
images agree remarkably weIl. We have found 
that different ionisation states of the same 
element and different lines of the same 
ionisation state can yield different 
abundances. 

In Table 1 we compare our results with those 
of Peters and Polidan (PP)(1985), who 
analysed both the UV and visual spectra of 
\ Her . The solar abundances from Anders and 
Grevesse (AG) (1989), relative to the total 
number of atoms, are also given for 
comparison. The large errors in the derived 
abundances given by Peters and Polidan 
confirm the scatter found by us. However, 
for PIl, PIII and SiIV, our results clearly 
disagree with those of Peters and Polidan 
(1985) . 



Table 1: Abundances logt for some elements. 

Sun (AG) \ Her(This paper) \ Her (PP) 

B -9.44 
C -3.48 

N -3.99 

o -3.11 

Mg -4.46 
Al -5.57 

si -4.49 

P -6.59 

BIl -10 . 00 
Cl -4.75 to -4.00 
CII -3 . 75 
CIlI -3.48 
NI -4.50 to -5.00 
NIl 
Ol ~-3 . 11 
Oll 
MgIl -4.46 
A1II -5 . 75 to -6 . 0 
AlIIl -5 . 75 
SiII -4.49 to -4 . 75 
SiIIl -4.49 
SiIV -4.00 
PIl -7.5 to -6.59 
PIlI ~-6.59 

-3.62±0.46 
-3.13 

-4.15±0.39 
-3 . 05±0.15 
-3.38±0.44 
-4.62±0.09 

-5 . 62±0.24 
-5.00±0.47 
-4 . 63±0.44 
-4.65 
-5.67±0.55 
-7.02±0.60 

The close analogy with the results of an 
abundance analysis performed by Caste1li et 
al . (1985) from the UV spectrum of the 
peculiar Bp star HR 6000 seems to indicate 
that the scatter in the abundances is 
probably due to the model and to the atomie 
data available , rather than to the quality of 
the data and to stellar peculiarities . 
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Marie-Christine Artru 

Atomie data and stellar chemical 
peculiarities tor the elements Z=6 to 20 

ABSTRACf 

Current studies of main-sequence stars showing chemical 
anomalies, are briefly presented from the point of view of 
their connection with atomic spectroscopy. Analysis of 
their observed spectra and theoretical interpretation of their 
chemical peculiarities are shown to he strongly dependent 
on the amount of available atomic data and, to a lesser 
extent, on the acèuracy of these data. We review the recent 
compilations available for laboratory wavelengths and 
transition probabilities of the elements Z=6 to 20. It is 
pointed out that some incornpleteness may occur even for 
these light elements. A few examples conceming Si 11 are 
detailed to stress the astrophysical importance of progress 
in the study of high-excitation transitions and 
autoionisation. 

1. INTRODUcnON 

Investigation of steIlar atrnospheres requires a lot of atomic 
data from laboratory physics and, conversely, the stellar 
plasmas allow to observe experimental conditions that can 
not he reached in experiments. We will review some 
aspects of current studies of chemical peculiarities in main
sequences stars. 

The scope of this paper is limited to the elements Z=6 to 
20, from carbon to calcium. This avoids questions which 
are specific to the lighter elements and the severe problems 
raised by the heavier elements. The intermediate elements 
have generally welI-established spectroscopic properties 
and they are favourable cases for constructing refined 
astrophysical models about stellar atmospheres, such as 
non-L1E transfer, abundance inhomogeneity, macroscopic 
movements and radiative diffusion. We will consider main
sequence stars of spectra! types A and B (effective 
temperatures from about 7000 to 20000 K), with emphasis 
on those (about 20%) which show chemical anomalies by 
reference to a "normal" composition, close to the solar one. 
1be proceedings of Cowley et al. (1986) review recent 
progress in understanding these peculiar stars. A great 
variety of chemica1 anomalies are found, often varying with 
time according to the steIlar rotational phases. Therefore 
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they offer the opportunity of differential studies, and, 
thanks to the continuous improvell1ent of the observational 
performances, they may even appear as natura! 
spectroscopic experiments. 

Section 2 presents some astrophysical problems which 
are closely connected to atomic data. We give some details 
concerning the identification of the numerous observed 
lines in the UV spectra of hot stars. Then we briefly review 
the determination of elemental abundances and the 
theoretical computation of radiative forces acting on atoms 
and ions. These two steps are important to develop models 
of radiative diffusion to explain the chemical separation of 
elements. Section 3 reca1ls the available updated 
compilations of basic spectrocopic data and discuss some 
recent progress. Section 4 reports a few examples from our 
studies about Si 11 in steIlar spectra, in order to illustrate 
their connexion with atomic physics. 

2. ASTROPHYSICAL QUESTIONS ABOUT CHEMICALL Y 
PECULIAR STARS 

Identification of ultra-yiolet lines in stellar spectra 
The ultra-violet spectra of A and B stars contains numerous 
absorption lines of atoms and ions, their density being 
much larger than in the visible range at similar wavelength 
dispersion. High-resolution spectra! observations in the 
ultra-violet have already been obtained by the Copernicus 
satellite and by the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE), 
much more is expected soon from the Hubble Space 
Telescope (see the contribution of Leckrone et al, in these 
proceedings). Since its launch in 19~8, the ~ satellite 
has recorded thousands of steIlar spectra covenng the range 
115-320 nm, with a resolution of 104. Therefore it has 
alreadY contributed greatly to extend the observational basis 
for many detailed investigations of physical processes in 
stellar atmospheres (see Kondo et al., 1987). 

To interpret the new ultra-violet stellar spectra, one must 
correctly identify the species which account for the 
observed lines or features. This task is of ten difficult 
because of the large number of observed lines and the 
frequent occurrence of blends. For exarnple there is a 
controversy about the appearance of the C IV and Si IV 
resonance lines in the UV spectra of some B stars: if 
present they may reveal superionization processes in the 
steIlar atmospheres, but Huheny et al (1985) have pointed 
out the risk of erroneous identifications due to blending 
lines, underlining the importance of careful identification 
work. In Ap stars the enhancement of rare elements may 
be detected by observing ultra-violet resonance lines of 
their ions, but these are generally weak and of ten blended: 
a correct identification is crucial and generally requires that · 
all the lines of abundant elements have previously been 
recognized in the studied range. 

A detailed line identification is also an important 
preliminary step when studying low dispersion spectra, 
especially to determine the origin of observed absorption 
features. An illustration is given in Fig. 1 which shows the 
rotational variation observed in a low-dispersion ultra
violet spectrum of a peculiar star (Artru and Freire, 1988): 
several absorption features appear to vary differently from 



one phase to tbe otber. This revea1s inhomogenous surface 
abundances of tbe corresponding absorbers. At low 
resolution, single resonance lines (C 11, Si 11, Ga 11) are 
readily recognized, but otber features are not easily 
identified when they correspond to a local accumulation of 
medium lines from a complex spectrum. For instance, a 
large variation occurs at 142 nm (Fig. I) which can be 
attributed to titanium, since four Ti III Iines has previously 
been identified at this wavelengtb by inspecting high
resolution spectra. These Iines appears on tbe spectra of 
two stars witb similar effective temperature (see Fig.2). 

Much work has a1ready been done to provide extensive 
lists of identified ultra-violet lines in various types of stellar 
spectra. Severai published atlases of A and B stars are 
based on observations from tbe Copemicus satellite (one 
of Sirius by Rogerson, 1987, otbers are referenced 
tberein). The lUE spectra displayed in Fig.2 are taken from 
our recent atlas of two normal B stars (Artru et al, 1989). 
It gives an identification for about 80% of 1460 lines 
measured in tbe short spectra! range (125-198 nm). Most 
of tbe Iisted transitions (about 75%) belong to elements 
heavier tban Z=20 (Fe 11 and Fe III being preponderant) 
and this proportion is expected to be even larger in tbe long 
wavelengtb range of lUE. 

Systematic procedures of line identification must be 
based on a suitable list of laboratory wavelengtbs, 
inc1uding tbe most complete up-to-date data, but restricted 
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to tbe atomic transitions which have a reasonable chance to 
give an observable stellar line. Because of tbe high 
probability of fortuitous wavelength coincidences in tbe 
ultra-violet, it is necessary to use otber criteria of 
identification, usually based on predicted line intensities. 
This would require tbe knowledge of all oscillator strengths 
in tbe line list, which is generally far from being tbe case. 

Metbods of wavelength coincidence statistics (see 
Cowley and Merritt, 1987 and references tberein) 
overcome tbe difficuIt identification of each individualline 
of complex spectra. They allowan -objective and quick 
detection of rare elements from tbe crowded ultra-violet 
stellar spectra. However tbey also require complete atomic 
line lists, at least for tbe studied species, and even oscillator 
strengths in tbeir most sophisticated versions. 

Abundance detcnnjnatjon 
The quantitative abundance studies have always provided 
tbc basic observational constraints on tbc tbeoretical 
intopretation of chemica1 anomalies in stars. They must be 
further developped to fully benefit from numerous recent 
progress: modem detectors, ultra-violet observations, 
refined atmosphere models and accurate atomic data. 

A review of abundances in A stars, including tbe Am and 
Ap peculiar stars, was given by Wolf (1983). Also Cowley 
and Adelman (1983) have discussed tbe different 
techniques to increase tbc accuracy of stellar abundance 
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Fig. 1. Low-resolution spectrum of tbe star lID25823 
(upper curve a) and ratio of two spectra recorded at 
different phases (Iower curve b). From Artru and Freire
Ferrero (1988) 
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Fig .2. High-resolution spectra of two B stars: IUE 
observation (solid line) and LTE syntbetic calculation 
(dotted lines). Prom Artru et al (1989) 

determinations. Recent results are summarized in tbe 
proceedings of Cowley et al (1986) by Sadakane for hot 
stars (p.369), by Dworetsky for Hg-Mn stars (p.397), and 
by Boyarchuk and Savanov for Am stars (p.433). There is 
still a need for collecting reliable abundances for many 
elements in extended samples of peculiar and cornparison 
stars. Such a study was done for Hg-Mn stars by Guthrie 
(1984). Series of consistent data are available from 
systematic abundanee determinations in A and B stars by 
Adelman (1988) and Kocer et al (1987), earlier references 
being given tbcrein. A recent workshop (Adelman and 
Lanz, 1988) achieved a decisive step towards c1arifying tbe 
difficulties of tbis task, by means of a tborough 
cornparison between independent elementaI analyses of tbc 
same observational data (co-added visible spectra of two 
peculiar stars, 0 Peg and. Her). Abundance of tbc 
elements C, Mg, Al, Si, S and Ca were determined witb 
basically tbe same set of atomie data and tbe largest 
discrepancies obtained Were typically about 0.2-0.3 dex. 

The intcrpretation of ultra-violet spectra by syntbetic 
computation rcquires preliminary reliable abundances. For 
instance Sadakane and Ueta (1989) have carefu1ly 
redetermined abundances of 14 elements in Sirius from 
photographic spectra. Convcrsely, some ultra-violet lines, 
especially tbe strong resonance ones, can be used to 
determine abundances. This has been done for aluminum 
by Sadakane et al (1983) who confinn tbc gencral 
underabundance of this element in Ap star. Because of tbe 
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heavy line blending in tbe ultra-violet, abundances must be 
derived by means of syntbetic computations, often dOlle in 
tbc L TE approximation. Then one or sevcral abundances 
are adjusted as parameters to fit tbe observed spectrum. 
Such an exhaustive study of IUE spectra was done by 
Castelli et al (1985) for tbc He-weak star HR6000. 

A numbcr of abundances have been derived by Lanz 
(1987) in a sample of silicon stars,both from visible and 
ultra-violet spectra. The study of silicon in tbc ultra-violet 
is detailed by Artru and Lanz (1987). The silicon 
ovcrabundances were found significandy smaller (2 to 5 
times) tban tbose deduced from tbe visible lines. These 
discrepancies are only pardy explained by underestimates 
of tbe line damping in tbe visible (Lanz et al, 1988) and a 
strong departure from tbc L TE populations is expected. 

The abundant elements, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen 
suffer from a severe lack of reliable abundance data 
altbough tbeir study is of special importance in tbe context 
of tbe diffusion tbeory (Michaud, 1976, 1987). In tbe 
optical range tbey have been observed mainly by red or 
infra-red high-excitation transitions of tbc neutra! atoms 
(Lambert et al, 1982; Faraggiana et al, 1988; Roby, 1987), 
while tbeir stronger blue or UV lines may be affected by 
non-LTE effects (Lennon 1983, Lanz 1987). These 
elements are also essential in many stellar investigations 
related to tbe chemical history of tbe galactic materiaI. For 
instance, Adelman et al (1986) have studied tbem in 
horiwntal-branch stars. 



Computation of radiative forces 
The tbeory of radiative diffusion of elements gives a 
convincing explanation of chemical peculiarities observed 
in main-sequence stars: as a result of tbe competition 
between stellar gravity and radiative acceleration, a given 
element may be pushed up and accumulate on tbc stellar 
swface. Michaud (1976) gives tbc basic equations which 
alIow to evaluate radiative accelerations. Further 
developments of tbe diffusion tbeory have been reviewed 
in Cowley et al (1986): in particular Alecian (p.381) 
discuss tbe role of magnetic fields and Michaud (p.459) tbe 
effects of stellar hydrodynamics, such as mass loss. 

The fust step of any diffusion model is tbc calculation of 
radiative accelerations: it involves tbe probabilities of all 
photoabsorption processes (lines and photoionisation) for 
every populated states of every ion, at each deptb of tbe 
stellar atmosphere. Moreover tbe radiative acceleration due 
to a saturated line depends strongly on tbe broadening 
effects and on possible blends witb otber strong lines. 
Therefore, as recently pointed out by Michaud (1987), 
tbere are important needs for atomic data (up to high 
ionization stages) to calculate tbe radiative accelerations 
witb sufficient accuracy (typically 30%). 
Altbough tbe light elements are favourable cases, detailed 
calculations of tbeir radiative acceleration in stellar 
atmospheres are still scarce. Complete non-LTE 
computations have been performed by Borsenberger et al 
(1981,1984) for $Ome oftbe alkaline-i:arths. The radiative 
diffusion of silicon bas been calculated by Alecian and 
Vauclair (1981) who found tbat its accumulation is 
sensitive to tbe magnetic field. 

3. SOURCES OF BASIC ATOMIC DATA 

A great number of atomic lines should be introduced in any 
refined calculation conceming tbe stellar atmospheres of 
normal and peculiar stars. Therefore all exhaustive up-to
date compilations of basic atomic data are invaluabie tools 
to insure tbc completeness and tbe quality of tbe 
astrophysical interpretations. Compared witb heavier 
elements, tbose we consider here (Z= 6 to 20) are 
favourable cases, since tbeir spectra have relatively simple 
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structures and most of them have already been tboroughly 
studied. 

The original NBS tables of atomic energy levels and 
multipiets still provide a basic source of spectroscopic data, 
tbanks to tbe exceptionally good quality of tbese early data. 
They have been up-dated for a number of light elements as 
summarized in tbc following tabie. A finding list bas been 
prepared by Adelman et al (1985). 

Fairly complete data in tbe ultra-violet range are now 
available tbanks to tbe new publications of Kelly (1979, 
1987) who provides invaluabie lists of classified lines 
(witb convenient access to tbe original references, updated 
to 1977 and 1981) and tbeir finding lists including all 
spectra of elements up to Z=36. Therefore at tbe moment 
tbe main need for updated finding lists is actually in tbe 
optical region. The NBS report from Reader and Corliss 
(1980) has tbe advantage of coverlng tbe whole spectra! 
range and of including all heavy elements, but it gives a 
limited list of lines, selected on tbe basis of tbeir intensity 
in emission spectra, and it does not provide any 
classification or excitation energy of tbe transitions. 

Compiling transition probabilities is quite a difficult task 
because tbere is a wide variety of methods of determination 
and tbe true accuracy of published results is of ten hard to 
estimate. The NBS compilations ofWiese et al 
(1966,1969) are still widely used. A new list of critically 
evaluated transition probabilities bas been published by 
Wiese and Martin (1980) for selected atomic and ionic 
transitions. Other compilations exist for tbc Li-like spectra 
(Martin and Wiese, 1976) and for Si n (Lanz and Artru, 
1985). One is in preparation for tbe Be-like ions of carbon, 
nitrogen and oxygen (Allard et al, 1989). For exarnple, to 
compiIe tbe gf-values of cm published since 1966, 45 
new references were found with tbeoretical results, and 13 
witb lifetime measurements, allowing us to list oscillator 
strengths for one hundred new multipiets. 

The NIST (NBS) bibliographical data base is a major 
help in extracting tbe best updated results from tbe 
literature. Commission 14 of tbe lAU gives regular lists of 
references, selected for tbeir usefulness in astrophysics: tbe 
last one (Swings, 1988) contains hundreds of new 
publications from 1984 to 1987; a large part of tbem is still 
devoted to extended spectra! analyses or new oscillators 
strengths, even for light elements. 

Extensive computations of tbeoretical atomic data are 
very promising for many stellar applications. Their 
importance has been proved by tbe continuing use of tbe 
early data of Kurucz and Peytremann (1975) by 
astrophysicists. The international collaboration on tbe 
OPACITY project of Seaton (1987) is producing a lot of 
very accurate data (sec his contribution to tbis colloquium). 

4. EXAMPLES CONCERNING Si n IN THE SPECTRA OF Ap 
STARS 

The Si Il spectrum is an important contributor to tbe 
opacity in tbe photosphere of A and B stars and all its 
features are enhanced in the case of peculiar silicon stars. 
From our studies related to tbis spectrum, we will borrow 
$Ome illustrative examples showing tbe close interaction 
between stellar and atomic spectroscopy. 

The Si Illines appear $0 strongly in tbe IUE ultra-violet 



spectra of A and B stars, even with nonnal abundance, that 
we can identify additional transitions whlch were not 
previously listed, neither in the laboratory lists (Kelly, 
1987), nor in the list due to Kurucz and Peytreman (1975). 
For instance the stellar spectra shows a new doublet 
(3s3p2 20--3s21Of 2Fo) for which wavelengths can be 
predicted from known levels. A few such identifications 
have been made in our stellar atlas (Artru et al, 1989) for 
Si n and Ca n; others may still be missing for very 
abundant species. A new Si 11 identification in IUE spectra 
of Ap stars was given by Artru (1986, Fig.I): in this case 
the upper levels 3s3p(IP)3d 200 were previously 
unknown and we have established the identification 
simultaneously on laboratory and stellar spectra. 

Our second Si 11 example concerns the autoionising 
transition 3s23d20 -3s3p(IP) 2Fo which explains the wide 
depression, observed at 140 nm in silicon stars (Artru, 
1986). This transition comes from a known excited level 
(3s23d 20 at 9.84 eV) to an upper level which is 
theoretically predicted as strongly autoionising. Figure 3 
shows its effect on the calculated spectrum of a silicon star. 
This identification was confinned by synthetic calculations 
applied to several peculiar stars and compared to the IUE 

1 0.2 dex 

Waveleng1h Ä 

1600 

Fig. 3. Synthesis of the Si 11 autoionizing line ( lower 
spectrum, solid line) and observed lUE spectrum of the 
silicon star HD34452 (upper spectrum). From Artru (1986) 
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observations (Artru and Lanz, 1987). It is also consistent 
with the ncw theoretical energies of the 3s3p(IP)3d states, 
computed by Le Ooumeuf et al (1989). Nevertheless there 
exists no laboratory measurement of thls photoionisation 
resonance which has actually been located at 140 nm by 
means of stellar observations. 

In Fig.3 the strong observed Si 11 blend at 148.5 nm is 
badly reproduced by the calculation. This has been 
corrected later, as detailed in Artru and Lanz (1987), by 
revising the autoionisation width of the high-excitation 
transition to 3s3p(3P)3d 2Fo. In a cooler star this blend is 
dominated by the other Si 11 transition of lower excitation 
(3d-7f) and, taking this into account, we have obtained a 
satisfactory interpretation by correctly re-evaluating the 
Stark broadening. This underlines the importance of 
correctly introducing line broadening in the synthesis of 
strong stellar lines. 
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D.E. Holmgren 

Determination of stellar and interstellar 
abundances from weak absorption lines 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper we discuss how accurate interstellar gas 
phase element abundances may be derived using weak 
absorption lines in the spectra of early-type stars, pro
viding both the interstellar line strength and the corre
sponding f-value have been reliably deterrnined. We also 
discuss an analogous method for estimating cosmic abun
dances using weak stel/ar absorption lines in the spectra 
of main sequence early-type stars. Such stellar atmo
spheres should be uncontaminated by the products of in
terior nuelear reactions. As the stars will also have short 
lifetimes, the stellar abundances should refiect the cur
rent chemical composition of the solar neighborhood. 

INTRODUCTION 

A major area of astronomical research for several decades 
has been the study of the diffuse interstellar medium (see, 
for exarnple, Cowie and Songaila 1986, Harns 1988 and 
references therein), which consists of gas and dust grains. 
One important method for observing the gas phase ma
terial is through the absorption lines i t produces in the 
optical and UV spectra of early-type stars (Bohlin et al. 
1983, Joseph et al. 1985). Of particular interest is the 
chemical composition of the dust, which may be inferred 
from the depletions of the elements observed in the gas 
phase (see, for example, York et al. 1983). The depletion 
di of an element is defined by (ShullI986): 

log di = log(N;/NH) -log (N;/NH)® 

where (N;/NH) and (N;/NH)® are the relative abundance 
of element i to hydrogen in the interstellar medium, and 
the cosmic abundance, respectively. Values of NH can be 
determined to an accuracy of approximately 10% from 
La and H2 absorption lines (Bohlin et al. 1978, Savage et 
al. 1977, Shull and Van Steenberg 1985). In this paper 
we discuss how reliable interstellar and cosmic (stellar) 
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abundances may be estimated through the analysis of 
absorption lines with small oscillator strengths. 

INTERSTELLAR ABUNDANCES 

Interstellar abundances are normally estimated using a 
curve of growth with a single Maxwellian velocity distri
bution, in which the derived abundance depends on the 
absorption line strength (denoted by the equivalent width 
W Á), the velocity distribution of the line of sight inter
stellar material (characterised by a Doppier width b), and 
the oscillator strength f of the transition under consider
ation (Spitzer 1978). However for absorption lines with 
small oscillator strengths (f ~ 10-2), the derived element 
abundance for most sightlines depends exelusivelyon the 
measured interstellar absorption line strength and f-value 
and not on the adopted b-value. To deterrnine accurate 
abundances one therefore needs reliable estimates of these 
two quantities. 

Bohlin et al. (1983) have published a survey of ul
traviolet interstellar absorption lines in the spectra of 88 
early-type stars, obtained with the Princeton high resolu
tion ( "'0.05Á FWHM) spectrometer on board the Coper
nicus satellite (Rogerson et al. 1973). These observa
tions cover the wavelength range 950-1370Á, and inelude 
highly reliable equivalent widths for many weak absorp
tion lines in species such as N I and 0 I. For example, for 
the N I 1161Á line in the line of sight to IJlSco, Bohlin et 
al. find W Á = 3.2±0.5mÁ, while for 0 I 1356Á towards 
K Ori, W Á = 3.1±0.3mÁ. More recently, Van Steenberg 
and Shull (198830) have extended the work of Bohlin et 
al. by publishing a survey of interstellar line strengths in 
the wavelength range 1097-2605Á towards 261 early-type 
stars, obtained with the lower resolution (",0.2Á FWHM) 
spectrographs on board the International Ultrafliolet Ez
plorer (IUE) satellite (Boggess et al. 1978). Although 
the IUE observational data are not as good as these !rom 
Copernicus, due to lower resolution and signal-to-noise 
capabilities, IUE can observe much fainter stars. More
over in the future very high qua.lity observations of faint 
stars should be available !rom the very high resolution 
(",O.OIÁ FWHM) spectrometers on board the Space Tele
scope (see Gull et al. 1986 and references therein). 

Over the past few years there have been several stud
ies of interstellar abundances using the absorption lines 
in the Bohlin et al. (1983) Copernicus and Van Steen
berg and Shull (198830) IUE surveys. These inelude York 
et al. (1983) for the elements N and 0, Harns and Bro
mage (1984) for Cl, Jenkins et al. (1986) for Mg, P, 
Cl, Mn, Fe, Cu and Ni, Harns and Mas Hesse (1986) 
for S, Hanis (1987) for Fe, P and S, and Van Steenberg 
and Shull (1988b) for Si, Mn, Fe, S and Zn. However 
in general these authors used oscillator strengths taken 
from the literature (and particularly the compilation of 
Morton and Smith 1973). In many cases, the wavefunc-



tion had not been optimised for the transition of interest 
and hence the correspondingf-value was not re1iable. At 
Queen's University Be1fast we therefore embarked on an 
extensive project in 1983 to calculate accurate f-values 
using the CIV3 code of Ribbert (1975) for the transitions 
observed by Bohlin et al. (The methods employed by 
Hibbert to determine f-values are discussed by him else
where in these proceedings). To date, interstellar abun
dances accurate to normally ±0.1 dex have been derived 
for magnesium (Murray et al. 1984), nitrogen (Ribbert 
et al. 1985), oxygen (Keenan et al. 1985) and phospho
rous (Dufton et al. 1986), while work on chlorine is in 
progress. Our results are significantly different from those 
of previous authors, and imply effectively zero depletions 
for low density sightlines, consistent with such sightlines 
generally having little interstellar dust content (Keenan 
et al. 1986). 

In the future we intend to extend our work to calcu
late f-values for other species in the Bohlin et al. (1983) 
survey, inc1uding Fe 11, Cu 11 and Ni 11. We also plan to 
produce atomic data relevant to Spo.ce Te1eac:ope obser
vations. 

COSMIC ABUNDANCES 

As noted in the previous Section, the combination of high 
quality interstellar absorption line strengths and accurate 
f-values allows extremely re1iable interstellar abundances 
to be derived. For example, towards ( Oph the oxygen 
abundance is known to ±0.04 dex (Keenan et al. 1985). 
However as pointed out in the Introduction, an important 
quantity in interstellar medium studies is the element de
p1etion, as from this the gréÛn composition is inferred. 
Hence an accurate knowledge of the cOlll7lic abundance 
value of the element under consideration is also required. 
Unfortunately, C08miC abundances employed in interstel
lar work are usually determined from the sun and me
teorites, and are of ten uncertéÛn (Grevesse 1984, Meyer 
1985a, b ), thereby vi tiating the accuracy of the interstellar 
depletions. Furthermore, cosmic abundances determined 
in this way apply to the interstellar medium as it was in 
the solar neighbourhood some 5 X 109yrs ago, and hence 
are not necessarily appropriate to studies of current de
pletions. 

At Queen's we have therefore recently undertaken a 
programme to derive accurate contemporay cosmic abun
dances using a similar approach to that employed in the 
interstellar work described above. Weak Btellar absorp
tion lines (with typical equivalent widths of 5mA) are ob
served in the spectra of méÛn sequence early-type stars. 
Due to their weakness, these lines have equivalent widths 
which are very sensitive to the element abundance, but 
not to the assumptions made in the model atmosphere 
analysis. 
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We have initially observed weak lines of argon as as 
the cosmic abundance of this element is particularly un
certéÛn (Grevesse 1984, Meyer 1985a,b), and it has been 
extensively detected in the interstellar medium through 
absorption lines of A 1 at 1066.7 and 1048.2Á (see Duley 
1985 and references therein). Observational data were 
obtéÛned using the coudé spectrograph with a CCD de
tector on the Coudé Feed Telescope at the Kitt Peak 
National Observatory in December 1988 (see Keenan et 
al. 1990 for more details) . For i Peg, 6 Cet and HR 1765 
the 4587-46UÁ wavelength region was observed, which 
inc1udes the A 11 line at 4589.98Á. In addition, spectra 
covering the wavelength interval 464 7- 4672Á (which con
téÛns the A 11 line at 4657.94Á) were obtéÛned for i Peg. 
In Figure 1 we show the spectrum of i Peg from 4585-
4605Á to illustrate the high quality of the observational 
data. The equivalent widths found for the A 11 4590 and 
4658Á lines were in the range 5-7mA, with errors of typ
ically ±0.5mA. 

The observational data were analysed by comparing 
measured stellar Strömgren colours (effective tempera
ture indicators), IJ indices (surface gravity indicators) and 
A 11 equivalent widths with those predicted by local ther
modynamic equilibrium (LTE) model atmosphere codes. 
All theoretical results were deduced using the line blan
keted grid of models of Kurucz (1979), or new models 
calculated with Kurucz's program. The derivation of ef
fective temperatures and surface gravities have been dis
cussed in detail by Keenan et al. (1990). 

Using the stellar atmospheric parameters, argon abun
dances were deduced by comparing the observed A 11 
line strengths with those predicted from LTE model at
m08phere calculations (see Brown et al. 1986 for more 
detéÛls). A microturbulent velocity V, = 5±5kms-1 was 
adopted for the all the stars, as this value has been found 
to be appropriate for LTE analyses ofnear méÛn sequence 
early-type stars (see, for example, Hardorp and Scholz 
1970; KodéÛra and Scholz 1970); however for the pro
gramme stars the derived Allabundances are effectively 
independant of the choice of V, (see below). Oscillator 
strengths for the A 11 4590 and 4658 Á transitions were 
taken from Garcia and CampOl (1985), who measured A 
11 lifetimes (and jlence f-values) to an accuracy of better 
than 10% using the delayed-coincidence method. 

In Table 1 the derived argon abundances log [A) (on 
the scale log [H) = 12) are summarised, along with the 
changes in log [A) (&og [A)) found when all the observa
tional uncertéÛntiea (equivalent widths and atm08pheric 
parameters) are taken into account. An inspection of the 
table shows that the result. are relatively inaeDBitive to 
the obaervational uncertéÛnties, and the derived values of 
log [A) should he accurate to approximately ±O.05 dex. 
Support for thi. comes from the fact that for the three 
stars the derived argon abundances are in excellent agree-
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Fig. 1. The spectrum of"( Peg from 4585-460SÁ. which 
clearly shows the weu A II line at 4S90Á (marked with 
an asterisk). This feature has an equivalent width of W,\ 
= 6.3±0.SmÁ. 

ment. with discrepancies of typically 0.05 dex. while for 
"( Peg the values of log (A) estimated from the two A II 
linea differ by only 0.07 dex. 

For the three stars we obtain a mean abundanee oflog 
[A) = 6.49±0.04. where the error bar refers to the sam
ple standard deviation. There is also an uncertainty in 
log [A) which arises from possible non-LTE effects. How
ever very recent non-LTE calculations for A II performed 
by us (Holmgren et ol. 1990) indicate that these effects 
should be small (:50.02 dex) for the transitions under 
consideration. In view of this. and the fact that there is 
a possible 10% uncertainty in the adopted A II f-values 
(Garcia and Campos 1985). we therefore conclude that 
our mean argon abundance should be accurate to ±0.05 
dex. 

Table 1. Derived ste1lar argon abundances. on the scale 
log [H) = 12 

(Star Line (A) log (A) älog (A) 

"(Peg 4590 6.50 ±0.03 

"(Peg 4658 6.43 ±0.09 

HR 1765 4590 6.53 ±0.08 

6 Cet 4590 6.49 ±0.03 

As the stars under consideration are on or near 
the main sequence. their atmospheres should he uncon
taminated by the products of interior nuclear reactions 
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(Brown et ol. 1986). and hence any derived abundances 
should rell.ect those of the interste1lar material from which 
the stars formed some 1(J6-107yrs &go. During these short 
lifetimes it is unlikely that the stars have moved signifi
cantly from their places of origin. and as they lie within 
typically 500pc of the sun (Savage et ol. 1985).our result 
of log [A) = 6.49±0.05 therefore represents an accurate 
evaluation of the CUlTe1It C0817lÎc abundance value of ar
gon in the solar neighborhood. 

As argon is not present in the solar photospheric spec
trum (800, for example, Grevesse 1984). previous esti
mates of the cosmic abundance value have been deter
mined from emission lines formed in the solar corona. 
which are detected in the X-ray region of the spec
trum. In these analyses most authors have calculated 
argon abundance ratio" (for example A/Fe; Doschek et 
ol. 1985). and nsed the solar abundance ofthe denomina
tor to infer that for argon. Using this method. Withbroe 
(1971). Walker et ol. (1974) and Doschek et ol. have de
terrnined values for log [A) of 6.65. 6.78 and 6.44. respec
tively. with error estimates of approximately ±0.2-().3 
dex. According to Meyer (1985b). the only ab"olute argon 
abundance determination is that of Veck and Parkinson 
(1981). who found log [A) = 6.38~:~ from an analysis 
of solar lI.are data from the 050-8 satellite. These au
thors were able to measure the absolute abundance as 
they analysed not only the A XVII line emission at ...... 4Á. 
but also the continuum emission. which is dominated by 
free-free and free-bound processes in hydrogen. We note 
that our result is in good agreement with that of Veck 
and Parkinson. and also with the recent measurement by 
Doschek et ol. However the error estimate in our argon 
abundance is 12% or less, as opposed to the ~75% un
certainty in those of Veck and Parkinson and Doschek et 
ol. 

It is interesting to note that although up to now the 
most reliable cosmic argon abundance estimate is the log 
[A) = 6.38 of Veck and Parkinson (1981). many work
ers have adopted the Withbroe (1971) value of log [A) 
= 6.65 in interste1lar depletion studies of argon (800. for 
example. York 1983. Duley 1985). For the sightlines to 
À Sco and a Vir. York (1983) and York and Kinahan 
(1979) found argon depletions of ...... 0.20 and ...... 0.15 dex. 
respectively. using the Withbroe cosmic abundance value. 
However adoption of the present result implies that argon 
is effectively undepleted in these sightlines. which is to be 
expected as they are unreddened and hence contain few 
interste1lar grains (800 Keenan et ol. 1986). 

In the future we plan to extend our work by observing 
weu absorption lines of P II in early-type ste1lar spectra. 
as this species is extensively observed in the interstel
lar medium (Duf ton et ol. 1986). and accurate oscilla
tor strength calculations performed at QUB are available 
(Bibbert 1988). 
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Emile Biémont(§) 

Oscillator strength determination for 
heavyelements 

ABSTRACT 

Some important developments during the years 
19BO-1989 concerning the determination of 
atomic oscillator strengths for the heavy 
elements (l > 28) are presented. Hore 
particularly, we focus attention here on the 
progress concerning f value determination in 
the copper to krypton sequences and also 
concerning li fetime measurements for neutral 
and singly ionized refractory elements. 
Astrophysical implications are also 
mentioned. 

INTRODUCT ION 

Calculations of atomic structure and radia
tive transition rates for heavy atoms and 
ions (l > 28) have become more tractable 
during recent years mostly due to the advent 
of large supercomputers which make the 
simultaneous consideration of correlat10n and 
relati vistic effects more feasible snd more 
reslistic. The calculation of trsnsition 
probabilities have also benefited from the 
increase 1n experimental data concerning the 
atomic structure of moderately or highly 
ionized elements (laser produced plasmas _ 
Tokamak devices - beam-foil spectroscopy) 
which of ten makes the use of semi-empirical 
methods for calculating oscillator strengths 
more reliable. 

During the past decade, a significant 
change of orientation in the experiment al 
determination of oscillator strengtha for 
heavyelements has consiated in the fact that 
the activities in this field, which were 
previously concentrated upon the use of 
absorption and emission techniques, have 
progressively moved to radiative lifetime 
measurements and to branching ratio determi
nations • This change is related directly to 
the intensive and general use of pulsed dye 
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lasers for selective excitation and to 
the development of powerful beam-laser 
techniques. 

It is not the purpose of this limited 
review to discuss all the aspects of the pro
gress realized in the whole field but we want 
to focus here on two speci fic subfields • In 
the first section of this paper, we will 
concentrate up on the oscillator strength 
determination along the copper to krypton 
sequences and spotlight some specific 
characteristics of these results. The second 
section will present a summary of lifetime 
and branching ratio measurements for heavy 
refractory elements (neutral or singly 
ionized) which remain of major interest in 
astrophysics for the determination of the 
chemical composition of the sun. 

THE COPPER TO KRYPTON SEQUENCES 
THE ART 

STATE or 

The knowledge of the atomic structure of 
moderately or strongly ionized elements along 
the Cu to Kr sequences has progressed subs
tantially in the recent past. The state of 
the analysis of atomic spectra for the 
elements Cu to W is illustrated in Table 2. 
This table updates a previous compilation of 
Cowan (1981a). These developments have given 
an important impulse to the determination of 
transit ion probabilities (or related 
quantities), although the available data 
remain very fragmentary. The main references 
containing f values (or related quantities) 
are summarized in Table 1. They concern 
allowed (E1) or forbidden (H1, E2) 
transitions. 

Table 1 - Recent progress in f value or life
time determinations along the Cu to Kr 
sequences (period 1980-1989). 

Ions 

Cu E1 
Cu to Ho E1 
Cu E1 
Cu E1 
Cu 
Cu 
Cu 
Cu 
Cu 
Cu 
Ga 
Ga,Ge 
Ge 

E1 
E1 
E1 
E1 
E1 
E1 
E1 
E1 
E1 

Reference 
Cu Sequence 

Bezuglov et al. (1982) 
Curtis (1981) 
Hannaford and lowe (1983a) 
Osherovich et al. (1981) 
Kono snd Hattori (1982) 
Cederquist et al. (1984) 
Carlsson et al. (1987) 
Carlsson (1988) 
Carlsson et al. (1987) 
lettl et al. (1984) 
lindgBrd et al. (1982) 
Ryabtsev and Wyart (1987) 
Pinnington et al. (1981a) 



As E1 Pinnington et al. (1981b) 
As to Br E1 Ryabtsev et al. (1984) 
Ge to Mo E1 Wyart et al. (1984) 
Se E1 Bahr et al. (1982) 
Cu to Mo E1 Victor and Taylor (1987) 
Cu to In E1 Lindg~rd et al. (1980) 
Cu to Kr E1 Pinnington et al. (1982) 
Kr E1 Livingston et al. (1980) 
y to Ag E1 Klapisch et al. (1981) 
Mo E1 Denne and Poulsen (1981) 
Sr to Nd E1 Biémont (1988) 
1 E1 Johnson et al. (1985) 
Xe E1 Breton et al. (1988) 
Pr E1 Finkenthal et al. (1986) 
Tm to Pt E1 Mandelbaum et al. (1983) 
Cu to Bi E1 Curtis (1989) 
Cu to U E1 Curtis and Theodosiou ( 1989) 

Zn Seguence 

Zn E1 Afaneseva (1982) 
Zn E1 Bruneau (1984) 
Zn to U E1 ,M1, Anderson and Anderson (1983) 

E2 
Zn E2 Beck (1981) 
Zn E1 Ueda et al. (1981) 
Zn to Mo E1 Victor and Taylor (1987) 
Mo, Ag E1 Träbert (1989) 
Mo E1 Finkenthal et al. (1981) 
Zn to Kr E1 Pinnington et al. (1982) 
Zn to W E1 Biémont and Godefroid (1980) 
As E1 Pinnington et al. (1981b) 
Kr E1 Pinnington et al. (1984) 
Rb to Xe E1 Biémont et al. (1989a) 
Xe E1 Breton et al. (1988) 
Pr E1 Finkenthal et al. (1986) 
Rb to W E1 Biémont (1989) 
Tm to Pt E1 Mandelbaum et al. (1983) 

Ga Seguence 

Ga to Kr E1 Aashamar et al. (1983) 
Ga E1 Brage et al. (1987) 
Ga E1 Tursunov and Eshkobilov (1984) 
Ga E1 Lindg~rd et al. (1982) 
Ge E1 Milier and Bengtson (1980) 
As E1 P~nnington et al. (1981b) 
Ga to Se E1 Migdalek (1983) 
Br to In E1 Biémont and Quinet (1989) 
Mo E1 Finkenthal et al. (1981) 
Xe E1 Breton et al. (1988) 
Ga to Xe M1,E2 Biémont and Hansen (1987) 

Ge to Ag M1,E2 
Kr E1 
Rb E1 
Sr 
Zr 
Ru to 

E1 
E1 

Pd E1 

E. Biémont 

Ge Seguence 

Biémont and Hansen (1986b) 
Fawcett and Bromage (1980) 
O'Sullivsn (1989) 
O'Sullivsn and Maher (1989) 
Chaghtsi et al. (1980) 
O'Suliivan et al. (1988a) 
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Xe 

As to 
As 
Kr 
Sr 
Zr 

E1 

Ag M1,E2 
E1 
E1 
E1 
E1 

Br to Mo E1 
E1 
E1 

Xe 
Ru,Rh 

Se to Ag M1,E2 
Kr E1 
Xe E1 
Ru,Rh,Pd E1 

Br to Xe M1,E2 
Kr E1 
Kr E1 
Kr E2 
Kr E1 
Kr E1 
Cd E1 
Xe E1 

Kr E1 
Kr E1 
Kr to Mo E1 
Rb E1 
Cd E1 
Xe 
Pr,Dy 

E1 
E1 

Breton et al. (1988) 

As Seguence 

Biémont and Hansen (1986b) 
Lotrian et al. (1980) 
Fawcett and Bromage (1980) 
O'Suliivan and Maher (1989) 
Khan et al. (1980) 
O'Suliivan (1989) 
Breton et al. (1988) 
O'Suliivan and Kane (1989) 

Se Seguence 

Biémont and Hansen (1986a) 
Coetzer et al. (1982) 
Breton et al. (1988) 
O'Suliivan et al. (1988b) 

Br Seguence 

Biémont et al. ( 1988) 
Blagoev (1981) 
Brandt et al. (1982) 
Fonseca and Campos (1982) 
Wsrd et al. (1985b) 
Schade et al. (1989) 
Costello and O'Suliivan ( 1984) 
Breton et al. (1988) 

Kr Seguence 

Brandt et al. (1982) 
Fonseca and Campos (1980) 
Sureau et al. (1984) 
Ceyzeriat et al. (1980) 
Costello and O'Suliivan (1984) 
Breton et al. (1988) 
Finkenthal et al. (1986) 

A) The experimental results 

Although the experimental determinat~on of 
oscillator strengths mostly concerns the 
first ionization degrees (up to 8), some 
results have been obtained by beam-fo~l 
spectroscopy for Mo XIV (Denne and Poulsen, 
1981) and for I XXV (Johnson et al., 1985) in 
the copper sequence. In fact, the Cu, Zn and 
Ga sequences have been investigated mostly by 
beam-foil spectroscopy up to Kr VIII 
(Pinn~ngton et al., 1981a,b; 1982, 1984; Bahr 
et al., 1982; Cederquist et al., 1984; 
Liv~ngston et al., 1980). Some laser excita
tion results have been reported by Hannaford 
and Lowe (1983a) (Cu 1) and by Ward et al. 
(1985b) (Kr 11). Results obtained by 
different "classical" techniques (hook 
method, wall-stabilized arcs, shock tube, 



Table 2. Status of the analysis of atomic spectra (July 1989) 

~ A : Analysis essentially complete; B : the lowest configurations and 
portions of some higher on es known; C : two dozens or so levels known; 
D : about a dozen levels known; E : very fragmentary analysis, 2 to 5 
levels known. Due to limited space available, the references used for 
preparing this table sre not quoted here. 

2 

Cu A 
Zn A 
Ga A 
Ge A 
As A 
Se A 
Br A 
Kr A 
Rb 
Sr 
Y 
Zr 
Nb 
Mo 
Tc 
Ru 
Rh 
Pd 
Ag 
Cd 
In 

19 20 21 

In E C C 
Sn C 
Sb 
Te 
I 
Xe E E E 
Cs 
Ba 
La 
Ce 
Pr 
Nd 
Pm 
Sm 
Eu 
Gd 
Tb 
Dy 
Ho 

22 

E E 

Er 
Tm 
Yb 
Lu 
Hf 
Ta 
W 

D D C 
D D 

D 
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E C 
D 

C D 
D 

D C 
D C D 

E D 
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C 
E 
D 
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delayed coincidences, .•. ) have been reported 
for Cu I, Cu II, ln I, Ge II, Kr I, Kr Il, As 
I (see e.g. Hiller and Bengston, 1980; 
Lotrian et al., 1980; Ueda et al., 1981; Kono 
and Hattori, 1982, Fonseca and Campos, 1980, 
1982; Blagoev, 1981; lettl et al., 1984). 

B) The theoretical results 

The choice of a theoretical method for per
forming calculations of atomic structure in 
heavyelements is essentially determined by a 
compromise between the wanted accuracy and 
the computer t1me needed. 

Large HCDF codes (e.-g. Oesclaux, 1975; 
Grant et al., 1980) are available and allow a 
"fully" relativistic treatment of the heavy 
atoms or ions but their use is, in practice, 
limited by the "complex1ty" and the number of 
configurations to be introduced 1n the 
calculations. Nevertheless, extensive results 
have been obtained recently slong the zinc 
sequence (Biémont, 1989) and more lim1ted 
data along the Ge, As and Se sequences 
(O'Sull'ivan et al., 1988a,b; O'Sullivan, 
1989; O'Suliivan and Haher, 1989; O'Suliivan 
and Kane, 1989). 

The model potential (PH) techniques look 
also promising and their potential has been 
discussed recently by Hibbert (1989). Among 
the recent results obtained by such 
techniques, let us quote here the data 
published by Higdalek (1983), by Aashamar et 
al. (1983) (Ga sequence) and by Victor and 
Taylor (1987) (Cu and ln sequences). 

The parametric potential method of 
Klapisch et al. (1977) in its relativistic 
version (RPPT) has been used frequently as 
support for experiments concerning mode
rately or highly 10nized elements (see e.g. 
Handelbaum et al., 1983; Wyart et al., 1984; 
Finkenthal et al., 1986; Ryabtsev and Wyart, 
1987) . 

The relativistic Hartree-Fock (HXR, HFR) 
method of Cowan (1981b) is among the tech
niques widely used both for allowed (see e.g. 
Biémont, 1988; Biémont and Quinet, 1989; 
Biémont et al., 1989a) and for forbidden 
transitions (see e.g. Biémont and Hansen, 
1986a,b; 1987; 1988) while the non relativis
tic HCHF technique has provided results for 
zinc-like (Biémont and Godefroid, 1980) and 
gallium-like atoms (Brage et al., 1987). 

A limited comparison between the HFR, 
HCDF, and PH results obtained along the zinc 
1soelectronic sequence is presented in Table 
3. 
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Table 3 - Compariaon between recently repor
ted f values slong the zinc sequence; If'"R : 
Biémont et al. (1989a); PH : Victor and 
Taylor (1987); HCDF-EAL this work 
(Babushkin Gauge). 

4s2 15 _ 4s4p 1po 

Rb VIII Y X Ho XIII Sn XXI Xe XXV ------
HFR 
PH 
HCDF 

1. 718 
1.722 
1.692 

1.629 
1.718 
1.615 

1.510 
1.489 
1.509 

1.282 

1.291 

4s4p 1po _ 4p2 15 

1.205 

1.217 

HfR 0.211 0.199 0.185 0.164 0.155 
PH 0.213 0.207 0.185 
HCDF 0.210 0.199 0.186 0.165 0.160 

4s4p 1po _ 4p2 10 

HFR 0.169 0.171 0.166 0.136 0.115 
PH 0.262 0.255 0.316 
HCDF 0.169 0.168 0.162 0.131 0.115 

HFR 
PH 

4s4p 1po _ 4s4d 10 

1.659 
1.683 

1.527 
1.630 

1.361 
1.384 

1.061 0.975 

HCDF 1.656 1.540 1.386 1.095 1.006 

4s4p 3po _ 4s4d 30 

HfR 1.038 0.974 0.884 0.708 0.639 
PH 1.010 0.936 0.880 
HCOF 1.020 0.963 0.878 0.705 0. 648 

4s4p 3po _ 4p2 3p 

HFR 0.465 0. 432 0.339 0.344 0.315 
PH 0.577 0.576 0.502 
HCDf 0.343 0.344 0.332 0.299 0.287 

The agreement between HCDf and HFR data is 
excellent for the ions Rb vlir to Xe XXV. 
Larger differences are observed between MCDf 
(or HFR) and PH data particularly for the 

4s4p 1po _ 4p2 10 transition. 
We shall now briefly spotlight some 

general characteristics which are encountered 
when calculations of atomic structure and 
intensities are carried out along isoelectro
nic sequences. These general considerations 
will be illustrated by so~e specific examples 
chosen among recent HXR and MCDF results 
reported along the zinc sequence for the ions 
Rb VIII to W XLV (Biémont, 1989; Biémont et 
al.. 1989a) : 



- change of the percentage compositions 
(and the corresponding difficulties for the 
designation of the levels) when Z increases 
along the sequence. The HXR cOlllposition is 
i llustrated for three specific cases on 

IC I~ "1--------::;;;;;0----, 
Q -... .. 
&80 
E 
Q 
Col 

• :60 ... 
IC • 
~ • a. 40 

20 

"4'( 1/2,712) 

--0--- "4'( 1/2,5/2) 

f\ ~n .equencî 

f \ q =l-N+l 
o+---~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ 

o 10 20 30 40 

Fig. 1. Percentsge composition (jj 
coupling) of the 4p4f(1/Z, 7/Z)1 levels 
along the zinc isoelectronic sequénce. 

g 100 ,----u-=;-------------, -... .. 
Q 
a. 
E 
Q 
Col 

• ca • ... 
IC • Col 
~ • a. 

110 --0--- 4f23F 

4f216 

60 

40 

20 

q=l-N+l 

O+---~--~-r----~--~~--~ 
o 10 20 30 40 

Fig. Z. 5ue as Fig. 1 for the 4fZ 3F 4 

level. 4f2 3F is written for 4,z 3F• 
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Figures 1 to 3 which show respectively the 
strong intersction between. 4p4f(1/Z, 7/Z)3 

and 4p4f(1/Z, 5/Z)3 at around q = Z-N+1 111 15 

(Fig. 1), the smooth change of composition 

for the 4fZ 3F4 level (Fig. Z) (more correc

tly designsted as 4fZ 1G4 st q ~ 30) snd the 

sudden change of composition for 4p4f(3/Z, 

5/Z)4 (which is bet ter designsted as 4dZ 3F4 
at q :t 16 (Fig. 3); 

100 

11: 
0 -.. 
ii 80 
0 
a. 
E 
0 
Col 

• 60 
Q 

• .. 
11: • u 40 
L. • a. 

20 

0 
0 10 20 

Fig . 3 • Same as Fig. 

5/Z)4 or (4dZ 3F4) 

written for 4dZ 3F• 

41123F 

"4f(3/2,512) 

"4f( 1/2,712) 

q =Z-III+I 

30 40 50 

1 for the 4p4f(3/Z, 

level. 4dZ 3F is 

- the increasing importance of relati
vist1C effects when Zand the ionization 
degree increase along the sequence and, con
sequently, the need for a "fully" relativia
tic approach for very high electric charges. 
This lS illustrated on Figures 4 and 5 which 
show the differences (in ~) between HCOF-EAL 
and HXR ab initio values for the even levels 

be~ongin?z to the configurations 4sZ + 4pZ + 
4d + 4f + 4s4d + 4p4f in In XX and Tm XL 
respectively . It appears (Figure 5) thst the 
differences tend to become systematically 
positive for Tm XL due to the fact that the 
relativistic effects are considered in a more 
accurate way in the HCOf approach than in the 
HXR method; 

- the appearance of level crossings. This 
iSZ illustrated on Fig. 6 i n the case of the 
4d + 4p4f configurations for the ions Rb 



0.8 

~ In XX 
~ 0.6 Even levels x 
:z: 
I 

"-
Cl o.~ u z:: 

0.2 

0.0 

Levels 

-o.~ ~--~--------_.....I 

Fig. 4. Comparison beheen MCOF -EAL and 

HXR . ab initio values of the even parity 

energy levels of In XX (configurations 

4s2 + 4p2 + 4d2 + 4~ + 4s4d + 4p4f). 

3 

~ 
IK Tm XL IC :z: Even levels I 2 
"-
Cl 
U 
r: 

Levels 

-1+-------------------------.. 
Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4 for TM XL. 

VIII to Cs XXVI . The level crossings are 
frequently responsible for noticeable irregu
larities sppesring in the curves showing the 
behav iour of f vslues ss a function of Z. 
Some examples hsve been illustrated recently 
by Biémont and Quinet (1989) in the case of 
the galliUl sequence . 
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~l<m ·llT--;:::=====::;---------;T-;r, 
q EVEN LEVELS 

98,000 

96,000 

94,000 

XVI 

Fig. 6. Zinc isoelectronic sequence 
theoretical energy level values divided by 
q = Z = N + 1 as a function of q. 

RADIATIVE LifETIHES AND OSCILLATOR STRENGTHS 
fOR HEAVY REFRACTORY ELEMENTS (Z > 39) 

It has appeared, in the beginning of the 
eighties, that our knowledge of the radiative 
transition probabilities for the heavy 
refractory elements was still very incom
plete. This situation was essentially related 
to the fact that it is very difficult by 
conventional thermal means to produce a 
vapour pressure sufficient for the measure
ment of radiative lifeti.es and, on the other 
hand, that the calculation of accurate 
theoretical data for these neutral and singly 
ionized eleMents requires a detailed 
consideration of correlation and of 
relativistic effects. 
The use of selective laser excitstion 
by different groups (Clsyton, Berlin, Kiel, 
Wisconsin, Aarhus, ••• ) combined with 
brsnching ratio measurements (mostly by 

file:///s/jt/r


Fourier transform spectroscopy) has given a 
definitive boost to the determination of 
accurate transition probabili ties for these 
elements. 

We have summarized in Table 4 the diffe
rent lifetime measurements concerning neutral 
or singly ionized elements present in the 
solar photospheric spectrum obtained with 
techniques based on laser excitation • These 
elements have been classi fied as refractory 
or siderophile according to the classi fica
tion adopted for the meteorites. This table 
updates a review published by Richter (1984) 
a few years ago. 

Table 4 - Heavy refractory (and siderophile) 
elements lifetime and branching ratio 
determinations (period 1980-1989). In the 
last column, are given the solar abundances 
as derived from the lifetime measurements 
(starred reference) and the di fference (A) 
between photospheric and meteoritic abun
dances (in the usual logarithmic scale where 
the hydrogen abundance is = 12.00). 

A) Refractory 

Reference Solar abundance 

*2.18+0.12 (Y 1) 
*2.2S+0.03 (Y 11) 

A =-0.03 

Y I-YII 
*Hannaford et al.(1982) 
Hannaford and Lowe (1982) 
Rudolph and Helbig (1982b) 
Hannaford and Lowe (1983a) 
Gorahkov and Komarovskii (1986) 
Wännström et al. (1988) 

lr I-lr II 
* Biémont et al. (1981) *2.57+0.07 (lr I) 
Hannaford and Lowe (1981) *2.56+0.05 (lr 11) 
Poulaen et al. (1981) A= 0.04 
Duquette et al. (1982a) 
Poulsen et al. (1982) 
Rudolph and Helbig (1982a) 
Hannaford and Lowe (1983a) 

Nb I-Nb II 
Duquette and Lawler (1982) *1.42+0.06 (Nb 11) 
Kwiatkowski et al. (1982a) A-;: 0.02 
Rudolph snd Helbig (1982c) 
*Hannaford et al. (1985) 

Mo I-Mo II 
Duquette et al. (1981b) *1.92~0.05 (Mo I) 
Kwiatkowski et al. (1981) A= 0.04 
Rudolph and Helbig (1982c) 
*Biémont et al. (1983) 
Hannaford and Lowe (1983s) 
Hannaford and Lowe (1983b) 
Schnehage et al. (1983) 
Whaling et al. (1984) 
Pleklotkina and Verolainen (1985) 
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Whaling et al. (1986) 
Whsling and Brauit (1988) 

Ru I 
*Biémont et al. (198~ *1.84+0.07 (Ru I) 
Salih and Lawler (1985) A -;: 0.02 

Rh I 
*Kwiatkowski et al.(1982a) *1.12+0.12 (Rh I) 
Salih et al. (1983) A -;: 0.03 
Duquette and Lswler (1985) 

Ba II 
Gaillsrd et al. (198~ 

Nd I - Nd 
Marek and Stahnke (1980) 
*Ward et al. (1984) 

II 
*1.47+0.07 (Nd 11) 

6 -;: 0.00 
Ward et al. (1985a) 

Sm I - Sm II 
Brand et al. (1980) 
Vogel et al. (1988) 
*Biémont et al. (1989b) 

*1.01+0.06 (Sm 11) 
A -;: 0.04 

Eu I - Eu II 
Klimkin and Prokofiev(1980) *0.51+0.08(Eu 11) 
Meyer et al. (1981) 6 -;: 0. 03 
*Biémont et al. (1982b) 
Karner et al. (1982) 
Arnesen et al. (1983) 

Gd I - Gd II 
Marek and Stahnke (1980) *1.12+0.04 (Gd 11) 
*Bergström et al. (1988) 6 -;: 0.05 

Er I - Er 11 
Marek and Stahnke (1980) *0.93+0.06 (Er 11) 
Gorshkov and Komarovskii (1981) -6 = 0.02 
Bentzen et al. (1982) 
*Biémont and Youssef (1984) 

Lu I 
Kwiatkowski et al. (1980) 

Hf I 
Duquette et al. (198~ 

WI-WII 
Duquette et al . (1981a) *1.11+0.15 (W I) 
Kwistkowski et al. (1982b) 6-;: 0.43 
*Holweger and Werner (1982) 
Obbarius and Koek (1982) 
Kwiatkowski et al. (1984a) 
Pleklotkina and Verolainen (1985) 
Den Hartog et sI. (1987) 

Os I 
*Kwiatkowski et al.(1984b) *1.45+0.10 (Os I) 

A -;: 0.07 
Ir I 

*Gough et al. (1983)-
Hannaford and Lowe (1983a) 
*Youssef and Khalil (1988) 

Pt 1 
*Gough et al. (1982) 
Hannaford and Lowe (1983a) 
*Youssef and Khalil (1987) 

*1.38+0.05 (lr I) 
6-;: 0.01 

*1.74+0.05 (pt I) 
A -;: 0.06 

B) Siderophile 
Pd I 

*Biémont et al. (198~ *1.69+0.04 (Pd I) 
A-;: 0.30 



Au I 
*Hannaford et al. (19ë1l! 
Bezuglov et al. (19B2) 
Hannaford and lowe (1983a) 

*1.3+0.12 (Au 1) 
A-; 0.30 

From the numerous comparisons performed 
with the different sets of lifetimes, it has 
appeared that : 

- the results obtained with laaer excita
tion are much more accurate than those publi
shed previously (i.e. basically before 19BO) 
and they di ffer sometimes considerably from 
them; 

- the di fferent sets of li fetimes publi
shed af ter 1980 are generally consistent 
within a few percent. 

These two conclusions are illustrated on 
Fi gures 7 and B where we have plotted the 
ratio bet ween different sets of lifetimes for 
a number of selected elements. As seen on 
Fig . 7, this ratio is close to unity wh en 
comparing two sets of measurements obtained 

1.2 0 Zr 
0 • Nb -... • 0 W 
~ 

• 1.1 E 
• Sm • - 0 ... • .. -~ • • •• -0 0 0 

1.0 0 0 
0 0 0 • 

0
0

0 • ••• o. .. 
0 • • o 0 

• • 
0.9 

Le"els 
0.8 

o 10 20 30 

Fig. 7. Ratio of lifetime measurements for 
different refractory elements. We have 
plotted ~(Hl)/~(Ol) for lr I, ~(Kl)/~(OS) 
for Nb I, 1: (KH)/-dDU) for W I and ~ (BG)/-C 
(VE) for Sm 1I. 
The symbols hsve the following meaning : 
Kl : Kwiatkowski et al. (1982a); OS : 
Ouquette and lawler ( 1982) ; KH 
Kwiatkowski et al. (1982b):Ol : Ouquette 
et al. (1982a); BG : Biémont et al. 
(1989b); VE : Vogel et sI. (1988); Hl : 
Hsnnaford and lowe (1981); OU : Duquette 
et al. (1981a). 
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from laser experiments while the dispersion 
of the results is much greater (Fig. 8) when 
compsring these lifetimes with those obtained 
by different techniques . 

We give in the last column of Table 4 the 
solar photospheric abundances as they have 
been deduced on the basis of the li fetime 
measurements quoted in the same table (star
red references) snd also the di fference (d, 
on the logarithmic scale) between photosphe
ric and meteoritic abundances, the meteoritic 
results being taken from a recent compilation 
by Anders and Grevesse (1989). 

As appears from Table 4, there is now, on 
the basis of the new atomic data, sgreement 
within the respective error bars bet ween the 
carbonaceous chondrites and the photosphere 
for all the hesvy refractory elements if we 
except Wand Au. Though the large difference 
observed for W could be resl sccording to the 
careful solsr analysis csrried out by 
Holweger and Werner (1982), it is more 
probable that W is only a small contributor 
to the two weak absorption lines used for the 
solsr analysis. Similar conclusions are vslid 
for Au. 

1.8...--------------, 
o 

0 1.6 0 Mo -... • • Pt 
~ 

• 1.4 
0 Sm E -... • 1.2 0 .. - • ~ 

0 

1.0 00 0 • 
0 

0.11 
0 • 0 0 

0.6 • 
Le"els 

0.4 
0 10 20 

Fig. 8. Same legend as for Fig. 7. Here 
are plotted : "l: (KH)/-c(Bl) for Ho I, 
"t(RA)/~(GH) for Pt 1 and "l: (BG)/"t(B) for 

Sm 11, where : 
KH Kwistkowski et al. (1981); Bl : 
Baumann et al. (1978); RA : Ramanujam and 
Andersen (1978); GH : Gough et al. (1983); 
BG : Bi émont et al. (1989b) ; B : Blagoev 
(1978) • 



The overall agreement sun-meteorites, 
which is now observed for all these elements, 
was hidden until recently because large un
certainties were affecting the atomic data 
(mostly the oscillator strengths) used for 
the solar analyses. 
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E. Biémont, C. Froese Fischer, 
M. Godefroid, N. Vaeck and A. Hibbert 

Accurate t values tor N land 
astrophysical implications 

ABSTRACT 

Two independent and accurate theoretical methods have been 
used (CIV3 and MCHF) for firmly establishing the oscillator 
strength scale of the infrared ~n = 0 transitions of N I. A re
fined value of the solar abundance of nitrogen is deduced from 
the CIV3 results: A(N) = 7.99 ± 0.04, in the usuallogarithmic 
scale where the H abundance is 12.00. 

INTRODUCTION 

An accurate knowledge of CNO abundances in the sun is im
por tant for several reasons. Beside of the fact th at they con
stitute a critical test of steil ar evolution, the solar abundances 
remain the primary source of information for cosmic abun
dan ces and are often considered as standards for stellar com
position. Moreover, due to the fact that these elements are ba
sically volatile and incompletely condensed in meteorites, the 
sun remains the only source of information for the solar system 
abundances. The abundance value of nitrogen deduced in pre
vious investigations (Lambert, 1968, 1978) suffered from the 
lack of an accurate 8cale of oscillator strengths. The main aim 
of th is study is to provide such an accurate scale of f values 
for the ~n = 0 transitions of sol ar intere8t and hence to assess 
definitely the sol ar abundance value derived from allowed N I 
transitions. 

CIV3 CALCULATIONS 

The 12 lines used for the solar analysi8 (see Table 1) involve 
the 3 configurations 2s22p2n i (nl = 3s,3p,3d) . The Cl cal
culation8 have been performed using an orthogonal basis set 
(ls ,28,38,4s,5s, 2p,3p,4p,3d,4d,5d,4f,5f,5g) which , except for the 
Slater type orbitals 4p,5f, had al ready been obtained previ
ously (Hibbert et al., 1985) . Configuration interaction has 
been considered for the configurations 2s22p2ns, 2822p2nd, 
2s22p3pns,2p4n d (n=3-5), 2s22p25g, 2p4 ns (n=2-5), 2s2p3 np 
(n=3,4) and 2s2p3 4f for the even parity. For the odd parity, 
the configurations 2s22p3, 2s22p2np, 2p4 np (n=3,4) , 2.22p2nf 
(0=4,5), 2s2p3 n8 , 282p3 n d (n=3-5) and 2p5 have been re
tained. This gives rise to 157 and 151 CSF's respectively in
cluding all the coupling schemes. Another approach allowed 
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in CIV3 and adopted here consists in making adjustments to 
the diagonal matrix elements to achieve an accurate energy 
spitting bet ween the energy states. The inclusion of relativie
tic effects is done in the Breit-Pauli approximation including 
the spin-orbit, spin-other-orbit, spin-spin, mass correction and 
Darwin terms, and keeping the same adjustments as thoee 
found in the LS coupling. 

MCHF RESULTS 

The wave functions obtained with the CIV3 code include near
degeneracy and semi-internal correIation but do not retain ex
ternal correlation effects. With the MCHF package, we used 
the not ion of" reference set" for generating the wave function 
expansion, considering all p088ible single and double excita
tions which can he generated from the (2p,3s,3p,3d,4s,4p,4d,4f, 
5s ,5p,5d) virtual orbital basis set . The expansion sizes are 
quite large reaching 1333 CSF's for the 3p 2 DO wave functions . 
Another major difference with CIV3 lies in the form of the 
radial distributions defining the one--electron orbitals, which 
are numerical (instead of analytical) and found by solving the 
MCHF equations. The Breit-Pauli caIculations (MCHF+BP) 
of the transition probabilities will he performed in the near fu
tu re and more details about the CIV3 and MCHF caIculations 
themselves will be published at that time. 

SOLAR ANALYSIS 

The sample of the 12 infrared lines which was retained for the 
solar analysis is presented in Table 1 together with the relevant 
atomic (CIV3 gf values in the length and velocity formalisms) 
and sol ar data. For the 7 lines blended with CN, the CN weak 
contributions as caIculated by Lambert (1978) were deduced 
from the center-of-disk equivalent widths. A classical LTE 
method of direct integration of the profiles was used for the 
analysis (see e.g. Biémont et al., 1981) with the Holweger and 
Müller (1974) sol ar model. The mean abundance result , A(N) 
= 7.99 ± 0.04 , corresponding to the mean ofthe length and ve
locity CIV3 f values, does agree very weil with the abundance 
value reported by Lambert (1978) but with the basic difference 
th at the scale of oscillator strength is now firmly established. 
This mean abundance result is slightly, though significantly 
lower than the result proposed by Anders and Grevesse (1989) 
(A(N) = 8.05 ± 0.04) and deduced from molecular lines. 
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Tahle I : N I transitions used for the solar analysis. 

A'nb À.un transition E,.., Weight 
(a) (b) (c) 

7442.293 .23+ 3. 4 P3/2 - 3p 4 S3/2 10.33 2 

7468.307 .27+ 3. 4 PS/2 - 3p 4 S3/2 10.33 2 

8.216.345 .31 3. 4 PS/2 - 3p 4 P;/2 10.34 

8683.401 .39 3. 4 P3/2 - 3p 4 D:/2 10.33 2 

8718.726 .77 3. 4 PS/2 - 3p 4 D:/2 10.34 

9392 .789 .78 3. 2 P3/2 - 3p 2 D:/2 10.69 2 

8629.238 .17 3. 2 P3/2 - 3p 2 P3/2 10.69 

8655.887 .86 3. 2 P3/2 - 3p 2 P{/2 10.69 

8594.005 3.99 3. 2 PI/2 - 3p 2 P{/2 10.69 

10112.483 .53 3p 4 D:/2 - 3d 4 D7/2 11.76 

10114.644 .66 3p 4 D7/2 - 3d 4 Dg / 2 11.76 2 

10108.893 3p 4 D3/2 - 3d 4 DS/2 11.75 2 

(a) Laboratory wavelength (in Á) from Moore (1975) 
(b) Solar wavelength (in Á) from Moore et al. (1966) (+) or 
from Swenason et al. (1970) 
(c) tower excitation potential (in eV) 
(d) Equivalent width (in mÁ as measured on the Jungfraujoch 

Holweger ,H., Müller ,E.A., 1974 - Solar Phys. 39, 19 

Lambert ,D.L., 1968 - Mon. Not. R. Astr . Soc. 138, 143 

Lambert ,D.L., 1978 - Mon . Not. R. Astr. Soc . 182, 249 

Moore,C.E., 1975 - Selected Tables of Atomic Spectra
NSRDS - NBS 3, Section 5 

Moore,C.E., Minnaert,M.G .J ., Houtgast,J ., 1966, The Solar 
Spectrum 2935 Á to 8770 Á - NBS Monograph 61 

Swenason,J .W. , Benedict ,W .S., Delbouille,L. , Roland ,G., 
1970, - The Solar Spectrum from À 7498 to À 12016 -
Mem. Soc. Roy. Sci. Liège - Spec. Vol. 5 

Accurate t values tor N I 

W). 
(d) 

2.7* 

4.9 

8.7 

8.1* 

4.3* 

9.5* 

4.6* 

1.5 

2.6* 

3.6 

5.4 

2.5 

60 

loggf<e) AN 
L V (f) 

-0.387 -0.463 7.97 

-0.171 -0.248 8.04 

0.146 0.089 7.96 

0.115 0.102 7.89 

-0.338 -0.347 8.02 

0.328 0.378 7.97 

0.090 0.Q78 7.91 

-0.603 -0.616 8.06 

-0.320 -0.332 8.04 

0.622 0.600 8.00 

0.778 0.755 8.05 

0.443 0.420 7.99 

spectra (DelbouilIe et al., 1973); * CN contribution deduced 
(see text) 
(e) loggf as obtained in thi. work in the length (L) or velocity 
(V) formalisrns -
(f) Abundance in the logarithmic scale (AN = log ~ + 12.00) 
calculated with the HM model and the mean of gfL and gfv . 
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Carole Jordan 

The spectra of cool stars in the 
ultraviolet region 

ABSTRACT 

The spectra of cool stars in the wavelength 
region from 1200 Ä to 3000 Ä are now weIl 
known af ter eleven years of operatlon of the 
International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE). 
The solar spectrum provides a detalled gulde 
to the spectra of other maln sequence stars 
from type ~ F5 V to M5 V. Photo-excltatlon 
processes become relatlvely more Important 
in cool glants and superglants and control 
much of the emergent spectrum in low gravlty 
stars cooler than ~ Kl. Photo-Ionlzation 
cross-sectlons and oscillator strengths are 
requlred in the interpretation of these 
spectra . 

I NTRODUCT I ON 

Observations from rockets and space vehicles 
have provlded a wealth of detail about the 
solar uv and X-ray spectrum. (See reviews by 
Tousey , 1988; Fe I dman , Doschek and Seely, 
1988; and Jordan, 1988). Apart from a few 
llnes, the emission fr om ionized species is 
controlled predomlnantly by collislonal 
excltation by electrons. Emission from 
neutral lines can also be the result of 
radlative recomblnation. A full line list 
for the region 1175 Ä - 1710 Á can he found 
In Sandlin et al . (1986). 

The IUE satelllte, whlch has now operated 
successfully for over 11 years, has led to a 
substantial amount of information concerning 
the spectra of other late-type stars, in the 
wavelength region from ~ 1200 Á to 3000 Ä. 
It has become clear that the uv spectra of 
main-sequence (dwarf) stars , later than ~ F5 
V,. are very similar to the solar spectrum , 
although differences In the structure of the 
chromosphere and transition region lead to 
changes In relative line Intensities . 

On the other hand, there are distinct 
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differences between the solar spectrum and 
the spectra of glants and supergiants. The 
late F and type G to KO 111 giants still show 
emlsslon from Iines formed in a 'transition 
region ' , at temperatures between ~ 2xl0 4 and 
2xl0 s K, but emlsslon in the 0 I resonance 
lines around 1304 Ä is relatively stronger. 
Figure 1 shows a low resolut i on IUE spectrum 
of ~ Cet (G9.5 111) , Illustrating typlcal 
transit Ion region lines and the strong 0 1 
resonance lines . (From Eriksson et al ., 
1983) . This strong 0 1 emisslon was 
discovered from rocket spectra of a Boo (K2 
lil) (McKlnney et al . , 1976) and Is caused by 
fluorescent excitation of the 3d 3Do term In 
o I by the strong H Ly ~ line at 1025.72 Á. 
(Halsch et al. 1977) . Observatlons wlth IUE 
have shown that this process Is occurring in 
virtually all cool low gravlty stars . 

Glant and supergiant stars cooler than K 1 
111 or mld-G I have spectra whlch helow 
~ 2000 Á are dominated by radlatlve 
processes, wlth Iines excited by 
Ion-electron collisions helng relatlvely 
weaker. Since most of the requirements for 
further atomic data arise from these 
observations of cool low gravlty stars the 
rest of this review wlll concentrate on 
their spectra, and how they relate to the 
conditions in the stellar chromospheres . 
The potential use of future observations 
from space will he brlefly mentloned . 

uv SPECTRA OF COOL CIAHTS AND SUPERGIAHTS 

In the IUE short-wavelength region, (SWR) 
~ 1200 Á - 2000 Á, the spectra of cool giant 
stars (later than ~ Kl 111) are dominated by 
H Lya (1216 Á) and the 0 I resonance lines 
(uv 2) at - 1304 Á. Figure 2 shows a 
low resolution spectrum of ~ Cru (MS 111), 
taken from Johansson and Jordan (1984). 
At high resolution (- 0.07 Á) , it becomes 
apparent that the blend at - 1816 Á contains 
both Si 11 (uv 1) and the three lines of S I 
(uv 2), and that the intensities of the S I 
Iines increase relative to those of Si 11 
as the surface temperature of the star 
decreases . (Drown and Jordan, 1980; 
Carpenter and Wing, 1979) . The lines of Si 
11 are excited by ion-electron collislons, 
but as dlscussed further helow, the S I 
lines depend on the H Lya radiation field 
and the consequences of high line opacities. 

High resolution observations also show 
that the strong feature at - 1304 Á in the 
low resolutlon spectra Is a blend of 0 I 
(uv 2) and of S I (uv 9). Thls is 
illustrated in Figure 3, whlch shows the 
Iines In a Boo (K2 111), from Ayres et al . 
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Fig. 1. A low resolutlon IUE spectrum of ~ 
Cet (C9 . 5 111). From Erlksson et al . (1983). 
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Fig . 2 . A low resolutlon IUE spectrum of ~ 
Cru (M5 111). From Johansson and Jordan 
(l98~) . 

(1986) . The 0 Illnes. whlch are themselves 
exclted vla H Ly ~ fluorescence. have two 
wavelength colncldences wlth members of S I 
uv 9. and cause the observed S I emlsslon . 
agaln by fluorescence . 

Of the remalnlng Iines . only those of 
C 1I (uv 1) and Fe II orlglnate from slngly 
charged lans . The rest of the spectrum Is 
made up of several muItipiets of S I . Iines 
of C land further 0 I transitions. Also. 
weaker features whlch appear systematlcally 
In the cool glant spectra can be Identlfl.ed 
as Iines of CO. In the fourth posltlve 
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Fig . 3. Part of a high resolutlon spectrum 
of a Boa (K2 111), showlng S I (uv 9) , 
exclted by 0 I (uv 2) . From Ayres et al . 
(1986) . 

system. agaln exclted by fluorescence by the 
st rong 0 I resonance Iines. (Ayres et al.. 
1981) . High resolutlon observatlons (Ayres 
et al. 1986) suggest that the transitions 
are from exclted V-9 levels to the lower 
V-l . 2.5 and 9 levels . wlth the excltatlon by 
o I taklng place In the 0-9 band . 

In the IUE long wavelength region (LWR) , 
from ~ 2000 Á to 3000 Á, the Mg 11 resonance 
Iines are usually the strongest feature. 
Inter-system Iines of C 11 (uv 0 . 01), SI 11 
(uv 0.01) and AI 11 are also present but the 
maJorlty of the emlsslon Iines are from Fe 
11 . Wlng, Carpenter and Wahlgren (1983) have 
prepared a very useful atlas of high resolu
tlon IUE spectra from low gravlty stars . 

Many of the Fe liltnes are from the 
strong resonance muitipiets (uv 1 to 5) and 
from muItipIets termlnatlng on low Iylng even 
terms . (eg uv 35, 36, 62. 63, 64). and these 
are probably exclted by Ion-electron 
collislons. However , a number of muitipIets 
are present which would not be strong without 
some addltional source of excltatlon. Two 
types of process occur. First, muitipIets 
wh l ch have low transit Ion probabil i t i es 
(eg uv 32-34, uv 60, 61 and uv 78) but wh l ch 
share a corrunon upper l.evel with a st rong , 
optlcally thlck muIt i piet have thelr 
intensity enhanced by 'Iine leakage' (Brown , 
Ferraz and Jordan, 1981) . Secondly , the 
strong H Lya line causes fluorescent 
excltatlon of levels around 10 eV, whlch 
decay through muItipiets such as uv 380, 391 
and 399 around 2800 Á to 2900 Á, and In 
transitions to a 4 p and c 4 F around 1289-1300 
Á and 2507- 2509 Á, respectively . (Johansson 
and Jordan. 1984) . A number of other 
fluorescent routes excltlng Iines In Fe 11, 
Cr 11 and NI 11 have recently been dlscussed 
by Carpenter et al . (1988) , In the context of 
~ Cru (M3 . 4 111) . 

Other fluorescent processes also lead to 



Iines observable In the LWR region . The most 
striklng example Is the excltatlon of the 
Fe I ySGo J-3 level, from a SF., by the Mg II 
(uv 1) line at 2795.5 Á, whlch produces two 
strong emlsslon lines in Fe I at 2843.98 Á 
and 2823 . 28 Á (Gahm 1974; Van der Hucht et 
al ., 1979). The lines are seen in a wlde 
variety of glants and supergiants cooler 
than ~ mld K. 

At the sensitivity of lUE few 
weil - resolved emission lines remaln 
unldentlfied in the SWR spectra and the 
weaker lines or contributors to blends 
cannot be observed at high resolution. A 
relatively small number of weak lines remain 
unidentifled in the high resolution LWR 
spectra, and these are likely to be due to 
transitions in singly charged ions. In the 
solar spectrum, apart from weak lines (see 
Sandlin et al . 1986), most lines of any 
strength have acceptable identifications, but 
there are a fewexceptions . The first is at 
1318.99 Á, and is usually attributed to N I 
(uv 12), but the line is significantly 
stronger than expected from the rest of the 
muitipiet. The spatial hehaviour of the line 
suggests a neutral atom is the origin and as 
ChIpman and Bruner (1975) point out it 
hehaves like the S I line at 1300 . 91 Á. This 
is a line from a level above the first 
ionliation limit. Muller (1968) reports an 
unldentified line of S I at 1319.0 Á, and 
Berry et al . (1970) also list an unidentified 
line of S I at 1318.0 Á in thelr beam foll 
spectra. A re-examination of the S I 
spectrum In thls region would be of value. 
A slmilar line appears at 1351.66 A, and has 
been attributed to Cl I, photoexclted by the 
strong line of C 11 at 1335.17 Á (Shlne, 
1983). However the spatial behavour of this 
line makes the identification dubious and it 
mayalso be from an unknown level above the 
first ionization limit In C I, S I or Si I. 
The line Is also observed In the spectra of 
cool glants, whlch suggests that recomb
ination might be the excitation mechanism. 

EXCITATION PROCESSES ANO PLASMA OIAGNOSTICS 

The relative deerease in the importance of 
collislonal excltatlon and Increase In 
radlative excltatlon can he understood in 
terms of the lower surface gravities of cool 
giants and supergiants. The electron denslty 
Is lower than In main-sequence stars or 
hotter glants, scaling roughly as g*I/2, 
whlle the opacity in strong lines Increasas 
roughlyas g*-1/2 (Ayras, 1979), owing to the 
greater extent of tha atmosphara in 
hydrostatlc equilibrium. Tha fluorascant 
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excitation processas are aided by tha larga 
opacities of the strong linas that causa tha 
photoexcitation . 

Judge (1986) has dlscussad tha affacts of 
the H Ly a radiatlon on the photoionlzation 
of neutral spacias such as S I, from tha 
3p· 10 leval; C I, from tha 2p 2 ID laval ; and 
of SI I, from tha ground 'P tarm.Tha 
radiation rasuIting from radiativa 
racombination in Clalso photoionizaa S I 
(Judge, 1988). Although racant calculatlons 
ara availabla for tha photoionizatlon cross 
sections of tha ground states of SI land 
S I, (Mendoza and Zelppan, 1988), calculat
ions of comparabla accuracy ara raquired for 
cross sactlons out of tha axcltad tarms of 
tha ground conflgurations In C land S I. 

In S I the excitatlon by H Lya occurs to 
several high lavals wlth n ~ 12, 13. But 
because of astrong sarla. parturbatlon (with 
3d' 'D0), tha o.clllatvr .trangth for tha 
most important axcltation, In 3p· - 3p312d 
300 is not wal1 known. AI.o, tha emergant 
spectrum dapands on tha transit ion 
probabllitias for tha dacay routa. and thasa 
too raquira furthar attantlon. (Saa Judga, 
1988, for details) . Judge concludes that the 
emisslon in S I uv 2 is produced by the H Ly a 
excitatlon, but that emission in uv 1 and uv 
3 Is formed by radlative and low temperature 
dl-electronlc recomblnation, respectively . 
Improved values for the radiative and 
autolonizlng decay rates for levels above the 
first ionlzation limit are thus also needed. 
In multiplet uv 1 the observed relative 
Intensities of the two transitions from 3p 34s 
sSo do not agree wlth the calculated 
branchlng ratio, but thls could be due to 
opacIty effects. 

The fluorescent excitation of 0 I by H 
Ly ~ has been dlscussed by Skelton and Shine 
(1982), in the context of the solar 
atmosphere. They used an observed branchlng 
rat 10 for the decays from 2p 33d 30°, 
(Christensen and Cunni ngham , 1978), and an 
experimental f-value from Brooks et al. 
(1977) for the pumping transit Ion, 
2p. 3p - 2p 33d 300 . However, these values 
dlffer slgnlflcantly from the results of the 
close-coupllng calculatlons by Pradhan and 
Saraph (1977), and In view of the Importance 
of the 0 Illnes In understandlng stellar 
chromospheres these dlfferences need to he 
resolved. Work Is In progress at Oxford 
(Munday, private communlcatlon) , on 
calculat Ing the 0 I fluorescence in cool, low 
gravlty stars. 

The first calculations of the excitation 
of the Fe I y 5G0 3 level by the Mg 11 k line 
at 2795 . 5 Á have recently been made by Harper 
(1988, 1989) for I Aur (K3 11) and several 



cool glants. He flnds agreement between 
observed and calculated fluxes to wlthln a 
factor of two, dependlng on the details of 
the models adopted. The Fe Illnes are 
potentlally a valuable Cllagnostlc of the mld 
chromosphere In cool glants, between the 
regions where the Ca 11 Hand K and Mg 11 h 
and kIlnes are predomlnantly formed. 
However, the fluorescence occurs where Iron 
Is mostly In the form of Fe 11 , and the 
results are sensltlve to the Fe I/Fe Ion 
populatlon ratio. Further work on the 
relatlve photolonlzatlon cross sectlons from 
Fe I levels would be of value. 

The f-vaIue of the pumped transit Ion Is 
small and the y seo

3 level Is strongly mixed 
wlth z SH0 3 (Fawcett. 1987), but Harper flnds 
that the calculated line fluxes are more sens
Itlve to the Ion balance than thls f-value . 

Llnes whlch are Interlocked through a 
common upper level are partlcularly useful 
when one of the lines Is optlcally thlck and 
the other Is optically thin . Two cases occur 
in the IUE SWR spectra ; C I (uv 2) at 
~ - 1656 Á, shares a common upper level with 
C I (uv 32), at 1993 . 62 Á. MuIt . uv 2 is 
optically thlck, whlle uv 32, 2p2 'D 2 -
2p3s 3pO" belng an Intercombination line is 
optlcally thln . The ratio of the line fluxes 
then ylelds the optical depth, and hence the 
mass-column-denslty In uv 2. (Jordan,1967) . 
This is a valuable quantlty when modell i ng 
stellar chromospheres and the method has been 
applled by Judge (1986) to a Boo. 

A s i ml lar pair of Iines occurs In 0 I, 
where uv 146 , at 1641 . 30 Á, i s pumped by the 
resonance I i nes (uv 2) . Multiplet uv 146, 
2p4 'D2 - 2p 33s 35" Is a common feature In 
the spectra of cool low gravlty stars (see 
Flg.2) and the Identiflcatlon Is conflrmed by 
high resolutlon observatlons. (Brown and 
Jordan, 1980) . The branchlng ratio from 
2p 33s 35, has recently been calculated by 
Froese-Flscher (1987), since the 1641 . 30 Á 
line has also been dlscovered In day- glow 
spectra observed from satellites . The 0 I 
Iines now provide a good method of 
determlnlng the resonance line opacltles . 
Other examples of tMs type are dlscussed by 
Jordan (1988) . 

Methods of determlnlng the electron 
denslty dlrectly from sultable line rat los, 
usually Involvlng Intersystem Iines, are 
also Important and many of the atomlc data 
are now avallabIe. However, there remalns 
a systematlc dlscrepancy between calculated 
and observed line rat los wlthln the SI 11 
muItipIet 3s 23p 2p - 3s3p2 4P, around 
2334-2350 Á. (Fig. 4). Thls occurs In both 
high denslty chromospheres, Ilke the Sun, and 
In cool glants and brlght glants (Judge , 
1986; Harper 1988). The observed ratio of 
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the transitions (4Pt - 2Pt + 4PS/2 - 2P 3/ 2)/ 
(4Pt - 2P 3 / 2) Is lower than calculated and 
the observatlons suggest that the calculated 
branchlng ratio from 4Pi (Nussbaumer , 1977) 
Is too large by an order of magnitude. 
Recent calculatlons by Huang (1987) glve an 
even smaller ratio than requlred by the 
observatlons. 

FtrrURE WOR)( 

The operatlon of the Hubble Space Telescope, 
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Fig. 4 . Part of a high resolutlon spectrum 
of a Boo (K2 111) , showlng Iines of C lIJ , SI 
III and Fe 11 . From Ayres et al . (1986) . 

wlth lts higher spectral resolutlon than IUE , 
should lead to further line Identlflcatlons 
In features currently suspected to be blends . 
Dependlng on the actual sensltlvlty achleved 
there Is hope that the high resolutlon and 
medium resolutlon spectra wlll show features 
whlch at present can only be observed as 
blends at low (- 6 Á) resolutlon wlth IUE . 
Thls wlll undoubtedly lead to further 
problems In spectroscopy and further demands 
for atomlc data . The Improved wavelength 
resolutlon should allow the proflIes of 
strong Iines to be measured more accurately, 
partlcularly In regions near line centre 
where self-reversals occur . These proflIes 
contaln much Information concernlng the 
details of chromospherlc structure In cool 
stars. 

The extenslon of observatlons to below 
- 1200 Á, to at least the H Lyman contlnuum, 



wlll provide data whlch, apart from some 
spectra obtalned wlth Copernlcus, have not 
been avallable for cool stars . The flux In 
the H Ly (3 llne and In members of the 0 I 
uv 4 multipIet, In whlch H Ly (3 pumplng 
occurs, would be dlreetly observab le. A 
cons l derable number of resonanee lines occur 
In thls region whlch wlll be of value In 
modelling the ehromospheres and transition 
regions of late-type stars . 
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A. Mewe 

High-resolution X-ray spectroscopy in 
astrophysics 

ABSTRACT 

The detection of X-rays from astrophysical sources has pro
vided evidence for the existence of a large variety of stellar , in
terstellar and extragalactic plasmas with temperatures above 
one million Kelvin. High-resolution X-ray spectroscopy of such 
plasmas will allow a detailed study of the physical processes 
that release the energy and maintain these plasmas. In par
ticular the spectroscopic space mi .. iona near the end of the 
century, viz . NASA's Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility 
(AXAF) and ESA's X-ray Multi-Mirror Mi88ion (XMM) give 
astronomers the opportunity to measure many emi88ion and 
ahsorption features with a resolution of - 0.05 A in the wave
length range - 1-300 A, allowing them to interpret much bet
ter the origina of the different spectral componente. To iIIus
trate the diagnostic capabilities of such observations spectral 
simulations are shown for various types of cosmic sources. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally X-ray spectroscopic resulte in astrophysica were 
obtained with instrumente uaed for photometry, viz . propor
tional counters which have only a limited resolving power, al
lowing merely to determine the overallshape of the spectrum. 
Typically, one characterized the X-ray spectrum of a cosmic 
source by indicating whether it Was best fit by simple black
body, thermal bremastrahlung, or power law models. In recent 
years, the introduction of solid state and transmÏ88ion grat
ing spectrometers on the EINSTEIN and EXOSAT aatellitea 
with somewhat higher spectral resolution (e.g. >./ Il>' = 10-
100) has provided a taste of detailed spectroscopy of cosmic 
plasmas and motivated the use of more sophisticated emÏ88ion 
models, which include the line emÏ88ion expected from hot op
tically thin plasmas in collisional ionization equilibrium (e.g. 
Raymond and Smith 1977, Mewe et al. 1985, 1986). However, 
since most of the Iines are not explicitly spectrally resolved, the 
spectral constrainte derived are still highly model-dependent. 

High-resolution spectroscopy in the soft X-ray wavelength 
region (- 2-140 A) such as will be p088ible with the next 
generation of spectroscopic X-ray aatellites AXAF (Wei88kopf 
1987) and XMM (Barr et al. 1988) will allow astronomers to 
individually detect and identify many of the expected discrete 
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soft X-ray spectral features for many different classes of cosmic 
sources. 

Some of the spectrometers that are currently foreseen on 
these mÏ88ions are: the High-Energy Transmi88ion Grating 
(HETG) on AXAF (Canizarea et 41. 1987) (with aspectral 
range >.>. ~ 2-30 A, aspectral resolution Il>' - 0.02 A, and 
an effecth-e area A of up to - 200 cm' between 4-10 A), the 
Low-Energy TransmÏ88ion Grating Spectrometer (LETGS) on 
AXAF (Brinkman et 41. 1987) (U ~ 4-140 A, Il>' ~ 0.05 A, 
and A up to - 30 cm' between 6-50 A), and the Reftection 
Grating Spectrometer (RGS) on XMM (U ~ 5-35 A, Il>' ~ 
0.05 A, and A up to - 250 cm' between 10-20 A). 

Contained in the above wavelength regions are a multi
tude of prominent features from nearly all ion stages of many 
abundant elemente, including the K-shell line and continuum 
transitiona ofC, N, 0, Ne, Mg, and Si, and the lrshelI transi
tions of Si, S, Ar, Ca, Ni, and Fe. Many of these features will be 
detected either in emisaion or ahsorption for a large variety of 
different astrophysical plasmas including: stellar coronae, iao
lated hot white dwarfa, cataclysmic variables, X-ray binaries, 
supernova remnante, the interstellar medium, normal galaxies, 
clusters of galaxies, and active galactic nuclei. The detection 
of emisaion and ahsorption features allows to uniquely deter
mine the most important physical parameters for these plasmas 
including the electron temperature and density distributiona, 
the ion and elemental abundances, masa motions, and the na
ture of the ambient radiation field . The spectroscopic data 
we expect to obtain will provide the most direct inaight into 
the physical phenomena that drive the X-ray energy release 
and will Iikely provide an enormously important new tooi for 
the study of virtually all known cosmic X-ray sources. Thus 
high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy represente one of the final 
observational frontiers for high-energy astrophysica. 

In the following sections I briefty diacusa the physica de
termining the formation of X-ray spectra in various types of 
plasmas, present a few obaervational resulte and focus specifi
callyon a number of simulations of spectral observationa with 
the AXAF and XMM spectrometers for various types of cosmic 
8Ource&. 

2. SPECTRA FORMATION IN PLASMAS 

The spectral properties of the emitted radiation will greatly 
vary with the different physical conditions of spectral line for
mation in varioua kinds of astrophysical plasmas. Rather than 
attempt to include all we know about the physica of X-ray 
sources, I consider a Iimited number of highly simplified mod
els (once we have gained a better understanding of the source 
structure and of the importance of various physical proc_, 
we may synthesize such models into succeasively more sophis
ticated approximations of the source model) . I distinguish he
tween three categoriea of plasma models applicable to the cos
mic sourcea which are expected to exhibit soft X-ray spectra 
(for reviews see e.g. Holt and McCray 1982, McCray 1982, 
1984, Mewe 1984, Barr et 41. 1988): optically thin plasmas, 
nebular-type photo-ionized plasmas, and optically thick plas
mas. 



2.1. Optically tbin tbermal plasrnas 

In a hot optically thin plasma that ia sufficiently transparent 
that the transfer of radiation can be neglected the emergent 
X-ray spectrum faithfully repr_nta the microscopic emiasion 
proces&e8 in the plasma and therefore ia directly Iinked to the 
physical conditions in the plasma. 'I'hia is the standard corrr 
nal model that was first applied by Elwert (1952) to the solar 
corona. It l188umes a tenuous plasma in a steady state in which 
electron colliaions control the ionization state and emiasivity of 
the gas. The gas ia in a state of statiatical equilibrium both 
for the bound atomic statea and for the ionization balance and 
the plasma electrons and the ions are relaxed to Maxwellian 
energy diatributions with a common temperature, T, a free 
parameter controlled by external processes. Examples of such 
plasmas are stellar coronae, supernova remnanta, and the hot 
gas in the interstellar medium and in galaxies and dusters, and 
p088ibly aIao the low-density interdoud medium that pervades 
moet of the central broad-line region in active galactic nudei. 

2.1.1. Ionintion state. Much of the temperature aensitivity of 
the 80ft X-ray spectrum ia asaociated with the ionization struc
ture which ia determined by a balance between electron impact 
ionization (induding sometimes a contribution from autoion
ization) and radiative plus dielectronic recombination. 

Jo. an example Figure 1 shows the iron ionization struc
ture as a function of temperature as calculated by different au
thors (Amaud and Rothenflug (1985) (AR) and Raymond and 
Smith (1977), Raymond (1988) (RS)) . As can be aeen, it varies 
dramatically with temperature throughout the range 0.1-100 
MK. On the basia of the estimated uncertainties (20-40%) in 
both ionisation and recombination rates (for a diacusaion aee 
e.g. Raymond 1988, 1989, Mewe 1989), we can expect the pre
dicted ratio of ion concentrations of acljacent ionization stages 
to he oft' by a factor, aay -1.5-2. Fortunately, the ionization 
and recombination ratea for the B- and Be-Iike ions, which emit 
the linea that are arnong the strongest from hot astrophysical 
plasmas, are known mOTe accurately than moet of the other 
ratea. In the case of ions which have a doaed outer electron 
.hell (e.g. Be- and Ne-like ions) it doesn't matter very much 
becauae web ions cover a broad plateau in dependence of tem
perature (aee Figure 1). Thia ia cauaed by the fact that thia 
ionization stage can ea81ly be reached from the Li-Iike stage 
(only one outer electron with low binding energy) and persiata 
long .inee the nen ioniaation step towards the B-Iike stage 
suddenly needs a mueb ( ...... times) higher ionization energy. 
Thia implies that the acljacent Li-Iike stage ia quite critically 
dependent on temperature. But sueb ions can still exiat when 
the plasma ia not iaothermal, but instead has a broad diatri
bution of temperature8 (as ia often the case, e.g. in stellar 
coronae or in supernova remnanta) . 

Comparing the AR and RS resulta, we notice that the 
overall shapee of the curves are quite similar and that the 
shifts of the ion peaks are generally Iimited to within about 
~logT l'I:l 0.1. Bowever, the peak values may differ by about 
10-30% and sometimes up to - 50%. The differences of ten 
result from different dielectronic recombination rates (cf. Ray
mond 1988). The discrepancies are worst for the lower stages 
of ionization (e.g. Fe VIII and Fe IX), but nearly vaniah for 
the simpier and more thoroughly studied ions of the Be- and 
B-Iike aequences. Generally, the diacrepancy ia - 10-20% in 
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T , which for many diagnoetic purpoaes ia good enough. On the 
other hand, for a given temperature, the ion abundances may 
differ by a factor up to about two, especially for the ions just 
around the Be-Iike and Ne-Iike "plateaus" . For diagnoetics of 
tenuous plasmas the AR ionization balance computationa can 
be uaed with reasonable accuracy. 

Bowever, a few words may he said about p088ible effecta of 
electric fields on dielectronic recombination (DR) ratea. Exper
imental breakthroughs occurred about five years ago when DR 
cr088 aections could be measured for a few singly ionized atoms 
(e.g. Mg+ and Ca+) in croaaed-beam experimenta (e.g. Hahn 
1985, Müller et al. 1987 and Dunn 1986). The measured cross
aection values were a factor - 5-10 larger than predicted ones. 
A p088ible explanation of this strong discrepancy was given in 
terms of the effect of an electric field that causes Stark mixing 
of different i levels of a given n state. In the experiment, a 
magnetic field B - 200 Gauss was uaed to focus the electron 
beam. The ions which cross the electron beam with velocities 
" - 107 cm/s then experience in their rest frame a Lorentz 
field E = 1O-8"B l'I:l 20V lcm, sufficient to produce full Stark 
mixing. The explanation ia as follows. As A. decreases rapidly 
with i and as DR ratea scale oe A.Ar/(A. + Ar) (A., Ar are 
probabilities for autoionization and radiative decay, resp.) the 
contribution of reaonant statea is Iimited to i ~ ie (for which 
A. ~ Ar). The result of mixing high and low i levels is that 
A. ia increased for high i and decreased for low i, thus flat
tening the A.(i) versus i curve, so that more statea effectively 
participate in the recombination process, and the DR cr088 aec
tion ia increased. In the actual plasma environment the mean 
thermal drift of ions across a magnetic field of a few hundred 
Gauss may weil generate such Lorentz electric fields (e .g. in 
solar or stellar coronalloop structures). 

Though the effecta of electric fields are yet to be fully in
corporated into future DR rate calculations, it ia interesting to 
viaualize thia effect on the hand of a simple model (aee Müller 
et al. 1987). The typical enhancement factor for the DR recom
bination of ion Z+(l+l) due to full Stark mixing I approximate 
by f = 1+ 10 (z+ 1)-1.11. (We note that the effecta are biggest 
for the lower iona as here many n statea take part in the DR 
procese). Figure 2 compares the re8ulta for the AR oxygen and 
iron ioniaation balance without and with correction for the DR 
ratea. Thia illustratea that thia effect can be important for the 
lowly ionized atoms that are formed e.g. in cool (~ 2 MK) 
coronal or photoionized plasmas. 

2.1.2. Line excitation and spectra. The spectral Iines that 
dominate the soft X-ray spectrum and the cooling of astro
physical plasmas at temperatures up to - 10 MK are mainly 
excited by electron colliaional excitation from the ground state, 
followed by spontaneous radiative decay from the upper line 
level. The formation of a particular spectral line transition 
2 - 1 emitted by ion Z+, from element of atomic number Z 
is as follows. The total depopulation rate of the upper level 
(2) ia equal to N, Li A'i, where N, ia the denaity (cm-3 ) of 
ions in the upper level 2 and A'i ia the probability (S-I) of a 
spontaneous radiative transition from level 2 towards a lower 
level i (collisional de-excitation ia neglected here). Thia will 
be balanced by electron colliaional excitations from the ground 
state,g) at a rate n.N,S", so that the volume emiasivity P'1 
(phot cm-3 S-I) ia given by 
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wbere n. is tbe plasma electron density (cm-3), S(T) is the 
rate coefficient (cm3 s-I) for col\isional excitation 9 -+ 2 
(dependent on electron temperature T), B = A2d Ei A2• is 
the radiative brancbing ratio, N, the ground state population 
(cm-S

) of ion Z+', Az = Nz/NH tbe abundance of element Z 
relative to bydrogen (H), f/. the fraction of ions from element 
Zin ionization stage z and NH/n. is of tbe order unity (~ 
0.85) for a plasma with c08mic abundances. The excitation 
rate coefficient can be written as: 

S(T) = 8.6210-6 Ö(~J2exp(-II) (cms S-I), (2) 
"'1(Kj 
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where 11 = Eo/kT, Eo is the excitation tbresbold energy, '" is 
tbe statistica.! weigbt of tbe initial (usua.!ly ground) level and 
Ö(II) is tbe collision strengtb averaged over tbe Maxwellian 
electron energy distribution. Some time lOgo I have intro
duced (e.g. Mewe 1972, Mewe and Schrijver 1978, Mewe 
1988) a parametrized interpollOtion formula for n that repre
sents tbe correct bebaviour near tbresbold and asymptotica.!ly 
at bigb energies and tbat can be integrated analytica.!ly over 
tbe Maxwellian electron energy distribution. We bave used 
sucb an expression to fit to many available tbeoretica.! and ex
perimenta.! data for excitation cross sections or rates. Wben 
no data are available one can make use, for a rougb estimate, 
in tbe case of optica.!ly a.!lowed dipole transitions, of tbe Gaunt 
factor formula: 
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Fig. 1. Ion fractions as a function of temperature for iron as ca.!culated by AR and RS (see text). Ion stages are designated by 
numbers, e.g. 8 indicates ion Z+1 (Fe VIII), etc. 
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Fig. 2. Ion fractions for 0 and Fe as ca.!culated for the AR ionization ba.!ance witbout (a) and with (b) correction for (level 
Stark mixing. 
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r. 8 ... EH f- 1973 f-E -1 (3) " = v'3 Eo w 9 = . w 9 O[eV] , 

where f is the absorption 08cillator strength and 9 == g(y) the 
average Gaunt factor. With an accuracy of a factor of two or 
80 typically 9 - 0.2 for .1n =F 0 transitions and - 1 for .1n = 0 
transitions. 

Though in a number of cases the Gaunt factor approxima.
tion method givea reasonably accurate results, more accurate 
valuea are needed, especially for the weaker lines and optically 
forbidden transitions. Raymond (1988) givea a brief discus
sion of the accuracy of several computational methods 8uch 
as Coulomb-Born (CB) and Oistorted Wave (OW) approxima.
tions, and the more accurate Close Coupling (CC) method, 
which properly takes into account the dominant resonances 
near the threshold of excitation (for a review of theory see 
Seaton (1975), of croesed-beam experiments see Dolder and 
Peart (1986), and of plasma measurements of atomic rates see 
Griem (1988». CB tends to overestimate the collision strength 
near threshold by - 20-50%, while OW gives better results, es
pecially for high-Z ions. Few accurate CC results are available 
for He-like ions (Kingston and Tayal 1983) . Recent compila
tions of excitation collision strengths are reported by Aggarwal 
et IJl. (1985) and by Gallagher and Pradhan (1985). For many 
of the strongest X-ray lines, e.g. from H- and He-like ions and 
Li- to Ne-like ions, the collision strengths are known with bet
ter than 20% accuracy. Near threshold, the strong resonances 
may spoil the accuracy. However, for applications of rate coef-
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ficients in plasma diagn08tics, we should not worry too much 
about this, because in averaging the cross section over the elec
tron energy distribution we smooth out these resonances for a 
great deal. 

Furthermore, there is an additional contribution to the X
ray spectrum from continuum emission due to bremsstrahlung, 
recombination, and two-photon emission from H- and He-like 
ions (Mewe et IJl. 1986). 

The overall appearance of the X-ray spectra will be dom
inated by the ionization structure. Therefore, in a wide tem
perature range (0.01-10 MK) the X-ray spectra of optically 
th in sources are rich in emission lines from many ions of a 
number of c08mically abundant elements in different ioniza.
tion stages. In extremely hot (~ 100 MK) plasrnas all abun
dant elements are nearly fully ionized and the X-ray emission 
is dominated by continuum radiation. The emission line and 
continuum X-ray spectra have been reasonably accurately cal
culated (e.g. Raymond and Smith 1977, Mewe et IJl. 1985, 
1986). From a comparison between different ealeulations Ray
mond (1988) concludea that for the strongest X-ray lines, e.g. 
those of the H- and He-like ions, the agreement generally ap
proaches about 20% (whieh is important beeause the He-like 
lines can be used for density diagn08tics), whereas for other 
cases (e.g. iron lines around 10-12 A and silicon and sulphur 
lines around 40-50 A) discrepancies of a factor of two may ex
ist due to the uncertainties in the atomic rates for excitation 

20 40 60 60 100 120 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of various optically thin X-ray spectra calculated for different ionization balanees (AR: Arnaud and 
Rothenflug, RS: Raymond and Smith) for temperature T = 4 MK and 10 MK, reduced emission measure f:/d2=10s0 cm-3 pe2 

(d is source distance), and wavelength regions 5-55 A and 3-140 A, respectively. The intrinsic spectrallines are assumed to 
be Ooppler-broadened corresponding to the temperature T. The m08t prominent lines are labelled with the corresponding ion 
species. The spectra are binned in 0.05 A intervaIs. The most prominent lines are labelled with the corresponding ion species. 
The contribution from the continuum radiation is separately indicated by asolid line. In all calculations excitation rates from 
Mewe et al. (1985) are used. 
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and ionization. A comparison in Figure 3 of theoreticalspectra 
derived using two different ionization balance calculations (AR 
va. RS) for isothermal, cosmic abundance plumaa at T = 4 
and 10 MK, reapectively, confirma the above conclusions. Fig
ure 3 alao illustratea that the X-ray spectrum ia very sensitive 
to the electron temperature, so that a meaaurement ofthe spec
trum providea an extremely sensitive temperature diagnostic. 
Subatantial differencea are observed for the two casea, not only 
in the overallshape of the spectral energy distribution, but alao 
in the detailed line atructure in virtually every narrow wave
length band. In some caaea the line strengths are sensitive to 
the electron density and in certain cÎrcurnatancea also to devi
ationa from the ionization equilibrium (e.g. transient plumu 
in supernova remnanta or solar flares) or to deviations from 
Maxwellian electron energy distributions (e.g. solar flarea). 

2.1.3. DifferentiaI emission measure modelling. Eq. (1) shows 
that for an optically thin isothermal plasma with cosmic abun
dancea the line intensity integrated over the whole source vol
ume V (cmS) is proportional to the well-known total emission 
measure ! == f n~dV (cm-S ) of the source, but for a general 
(and more realistic) multi-temperature structure in the pluma 
the situation ia more complicated. In thia case we can make 
use in the analysia of optically thin apectra of the concept of 
a differential emiasion meuure (DEM) distribution, which ia 
defined as followa. For a multi-temperature plaama the line 
atrength can be expreased u IX f S(T)n~dV == f S(T)<p(T)dT, 
where 'PCT) = n~4r. (cm-S K-I) is the so called differentiaI 
emission measure (which also can be used to describe the con
tinuum emiasion). Note that the total emission meaaure is 
given by ! = f n~dV = f <p(T)dT. The differential emission 
meuure distribution can be derived from the observed spec
trum by deconvolving <pCT) from the measured spectral inten
sities, using known emission functions for the individual wave
length bins. For this deconvolution we can apply an iterative 
technique which U8e& an initial form for the differential emission 
meuure, <poeT), to calculate theoreticalline intensities, i.e. the 
Withbroe-Sylweater iteration scheme based on a method pro
posed by Withbroe (1975) and modified by Sylwester et 4/. 
(1980). Lemen et 4/. (1989) have applied this technique to an
alyze the EXOSAT X-ray apectra of stellar coronae, but this 
method can be applied equally weil to inveatigate the tempera
ture atructurea of other kinds of optically thin plasrnas such as 
aupernova rernnanta and cooling flows in clusters of galaxies. 

2.1.4. Electron density diagn06tics. Determination of electron 
denaitiea n. in hot cosmic plurnas provides another challenge 
for X-ray utronomy. In combination with a determination of 
the erniasion measure €: = f n~dV from apectral fita a value de
rived for the electron density will provide direct information 
about the emitting source volume V. In order to test current 
theoretical modela of the X-ray source, it is very important 
to eatablish ita size. Electron densitiea can be measured us
ing density-sensitive spectrallinea originating from metastabIe 
levels or using innerahell excÎtation satellitea to resonance linea 
(e.g. Mewe 1988). In the firat case the He-like 2 ..... 1 triplet 
system linea are particularly important (Gabriel and Jordan 
1969, Pradhan and Shull 1981, Pradhan 1982, 1985, Mewe 
et al. 1985). The intensity ratio of the forbidden (I) to in
tercombination (i) linea variea with electron density due to the 
collisional coupling between the metastabIe 2s S upper level of 
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the forbidden line and the ~ Pupper level of the intercom
bination line. The f li line intensity ratio in the wavelength 
region 5--42 A of He-Iike ions {rom C through S can be used to 
diagnose coronal plumu in the density range n. = 10&-1015 

cm-s and correaponding temperature range T - 1-20 MK. 
Figure 4 shows the expected 0 VII line strengths with 0.05 A 
resolution, for a coronal pluma with a temperature of 2 MK 
and densitiea of 101°, 1011 , and 1012 cm-s, reapectively. 

10 ovn (a) n. ~ 10" cm-I ... 
Ii 
0 

~I 

j 
8 

(b) r 
n. =- 10u cm-I 

(c) 

11.... ,... 21.. 22.0 22.2 
w ......... IÁJ 

Fig. 4. 0 VII triplet at 22 A aa observed with the XMM-RGS 
for T = 2 MK, n. = 101°, 1011 and 1012 cm-S and €:ltP= 1052 

cm-s pe2 • Symbola r,i,! indicate the resonance, intercombi
nation, and forbidden line, reapectively. 

2.1 .5. Deviations (rom the coronaI approximation. Apart from 
the uncertaintiea of the buic atomic parametera (typically -
30-50%), other uncertaintiea can arise {rom the simplifying as
sumptions made in the coronal model. Raymond (1988) and 
Mewe (1989) have diacussed several effecta of relaxing the re
atrictiona by considering optical depth and high-denaity effecta, 
and deviationa from a Maxwell distribution or from ionization 
equilibrium in tranaient plurnu. 

2.1.6. Examp/es o( spectra (rom opticaIly thin sourees. Be
cause the erniasion line spectra and continua from optically 
thin plumu are fairly weil known, high-resolution X-ray spec
troacopy hu ita most obvious application in the meuurement 
of optically thin sourcea such u the coronae o( stars. X-ray ob
servations with the EINSTEIN observatory have demonstrated 
that soft X-ray emitting coronae are a common feature among 
stars on the coolaide of the Hertzaprung-RUS&eII diagram. Ob
servationa with the tranarniasion grating apectrometera (TGS) 
aboard EINSTEIN (Mewe et 4/. 1982) and EXOSAT (Schri
jver 1985, Lemen et 4/. 1989, Schrijver et 4/. 1989) and with 
the solid atate spectrometer (SSS) on EINSTEIN (Swank et al. 
1981) have ahown that data of even modest apectral resolution 
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Fig. 5. EXOSAT 500 lines/mm TGS spectra of Capella (a), 
.,.2 CrB (b) (binned in 2 Á bios), and Procyon (c) (binned in 
4 Á bios), compared with the best-fit two-temperature spec
trum (cQntinuous line). The two temperature components 1 
aod 2 are shown separately by a dotted or a dash-dotted line, 
reapectively. The most prominent lines are labelled with the 
corresponding ion species. 

(>.f Il.),= 10-100) allows the identification of coronal material at 
different temperatures whoae existence may relate to a rang~ 
of pOll8ible magnetic loop structures in the outer atmospheres 
of these stars. Comparison of measured line fluxea with known 
theoretical emissivities yields the DEM diatribution with tem
perature, which ia an esaential first step in building a model 
for a stellar corona and assessing the important terms in the 
coronal energy balaoce. Figure 5 shows the reaults obtained 
with the EXOSAT-TGS with - 3 Á re8Olution for three dif
ferent late-type stars. Some intereating points readily emerge 
from an identification of the spectral linea aod line complexea 
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in these spectra. The active stars Capella aod .,.2 CrB show a 
prominent Fe XXIII line at 133 Á which is typical for hot plas
mas with temperatures T of about 10-20 MK, such as observed 
in 80lar flares (e .g. Mason et-al. 1984). This line is absent in 
the spectrum of the much cooler corona (T :::: 0.6 MK) of the 
star Procyon, which contains instead astrong blend of linea 
around 170 Á, that cao be identified as a group of spectral 
linea from Fe IX- XI ions (formed at T in the range 0.6-2 MK). 
On the other hand, this 170 Á emission feature is not present 
in the spectra of Capella aod .,.2 CrB which implies that only 
relatively little plasma cooler than 2 MK cao be present in 
the coronae of these stars. This conclusion is supported by 
the narrowness of the Fe XVII-XVIII line complex at 15 Á: 
if much plasma with temperaturea below 2 MK were present, 
th is complex would be broadened by 0 VII linea at 21.6 Á 
aod 22.1 Á . The inteosity ratio of the 15 Á Fe XVII-XVIII 
line complex aod the Fe XVIII-XXIII line complex between 
90-140 Á demoostrates that the spectra cannot be emitted 
by an isothermal plasma, but instead requires at least a two
temperature interpretation. On the basis of a detailed DEM 
analysis Lemen et al. (1989) confirm that the emission of the 
corona of each of these stars ia dominated by plasma in two 
relatively narrow temperature intervals: 5 MK and 25 MK for 
Capella and .,.2 CrB, and 0.6 MK and - 2 MK for Procyon. By 
analogy with the Sun, the outer atmospheres of cool stars with 
a convection zone are generally assumed to consist of magnetic 
loop structurea filled with hot plasma, which connect opposite 
polarities in the photoaphere. The DEM distributions as pro
vided by such loop models suggeat model coronae comprising 
two distinct ensembleaof quasi-static magnetic loops with max
imum temperaturea around the dominant temperatures given 
above (Schrijver et al. 1989). 

The improved spectral re8Olution of the next generation of 
spectrometers aboard XMM and AXAF is needed to fully re-
80lve the temperature structure of stellar coronae, as is shown 
in Figure 6 which compares between simulations for transmis
sion grating spectra from AXAF and EXOSAT. 

Another important class of thin X-ray 80urces are the rem
nants of supernova explOBions, which play a dominant role 
in the heating and the repleniahment (hence the enrichment 
by heavy elements) of matter in the surrounding interstellar 
medium. Supernova explosions, dramatic events in themselvea, 
have al80 profound and long lasting effects on the appearance 
aod future evolution of the galaxiea in which they occur. Fol
lowing a stellar explosion a substantial fraction of the star's 
mass ia ejected at high velocity into the surrounding intersteI
lar medium and the viaible manifeatations of such an event are 
collectiw:ly described by the term supernova remnant (SNR). 
For young remnants (i.e. thoae with age ~ 104 years) the asso
ciated high-temperature plasma ia mostly comprised of ejected 
material, whereas for the old remnants the plasma results from 
the ambient interstellar gas that has been heated by the pas
aage of the shock wave &om the explosion. In either case, 
plasma temperatures are in the range above 1 MK and hence 
ot-rvation8 of spectrally resolved X-ray emisaion lines provide 
the moet useful information about thia hot gas. 

The detection and analysia of the X-ray emission spectra 
of recently detected extrlllalactic supernovae wil\ be of partic
ular importance. The recent observation of hard X-rays from 
the supernova SN1987 A raiaea the very interesting pOll8ibility 
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Fig. 6. Panel a: incident photon flux spectra between 3-140 Á, integrated over 104 s, caJculated for an opticaJly th in plasma 
with temperature T = 4 and 10 MK, reduced emission measure ~/tf.2 = 1050 cm-3 pC2 • The moet prominent lines are labelled 
with the corresponding ion species. Panels b and c: Incident spectra convolved with the response of AXAF-LETGS and 
EXOSAT-TGS, respectively. The upper curves in panels care the totalline plus continuum spectra, whereas the bottom curves 
represent the contribution from the continuum radiation only. 

of deteeting soft X-raya from the remnant during the lifetime of 
XMM. An indieation of the power of future X-ray speetroeeopy 
for these studies is provided by Figure 7 which exhibits a sim
ulation of a two-eomponent spectrum of a Puppis A type SNR 
placed at a distaoce of 55 kpc in the Large Magellaoic Cloud. 

FinaJly, I conaider the clusters ot galaxiea whieh are promi
nent X-ray 80urces due to the presence of hot intracluster gas. 
The discovery of iron line emission at ~ 6.7 keV has demon
strated that such intracluster gas must have been processed in 
stars within the gaJaxies, since it is enriched with heavy ele
ments. An accurate determination of the temperature of this 
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gas (I(~-100 MK) provides the opportunity to measure the grav
itationaJ cluster potentiaJ, since the gas must be close to hy
droetatic equilibrium. This gives ao indication of the "hidden" 
masa in the cluster which appears to be a cornrnon constituent 
of our Universe. The gas denaity within the core of a cluster 
is generaJly so high that radiative cooling is important and ao 
inftow of gas takes place onto the centraJ gaJaxy. The mass 
flow of the cooling gas is estimated to reach 80metimes very 
large vaJues of up to 400 solar masses per year, which implies 
that the totaJ accumulation of matter cao be comparabie to the 
mass (1012 M0) of a whole large gaJaxy. The simple presence or 
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Fig. 7. A simul&tion of the spectrum of the Puppis A supemoV& remn&nt u eeen through the XMM-RGS in 104 s for the c&&e 
where the source is pl&ced &t the dist&nce (55 kpc) of the L&rge M&gell&nic eloud. At this dist&nce. the finite source extent 
does not &ppreci&bly degr&de the instrument spectr&! resolution. Aasumed p&r&meters: temper&tures T I =2 MK, T2=7 MK, 
emission meuures tl=1.8 1018 cm-S, t2=4 1018 cm-3 &nd & correction for the interstell&r &bsorption with & hydrogen column 
density NB=5 1020 cm-2 • 
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Fig. 8. Two-temper&ture spectrum of the cooling flow onto 
M87 in the Virgo duster, folded through the response of the 
XMM-RGS for &n obselV&tion time of 104 8. Top p&nel (&) 
shows the tot&! spectrum of cooling flow (TI =7 MK) &nd hot 
duster gu (T2=20 MK), bottom p&nel (b) shows the (domi
n&nt) contribution of the cooling flow only. Interstell&r hydro
gen column density NB = 1021 cm-2• At the dist&nce of 20 
Mpc the cooling flow c&n he eonsidered as & point BOurce, but 
the finite extent of the hot gas component appreciably degr&des 
the instrument&! resolution &nd efficiency. 
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Fig. 9. Typieal AGN apec:trum u obaerved with the XMM-RGS in 10' I. The eontributioDl from power law (PL) and modified 
blaek body (MBB) apec:tra are eeparately plotted (for detaile _ text). 0 I abeorption edge from our galaxy and various 
redshifted abeorption edgea and prominent emiesion linea from the souree are indicated. 

absence of certain spectrallines defines the temperature distri
bution in the source. Figure 8 shows the simulated XMM-RGS 
spectrum of the cooling flow onto the massive galaxy M87 at 
the core of the Virgo duster. A simple two-temperature model 
has been used (parameters from Lea et al. (1982». With a rel
atively short (104 s) exposure the emission lines of the cooling 
flow are bright and weil resolved, whereas the Iines from the 
hot component are smeared out due to the finite source extent 
and give only a minor contribution. 

The most effieient energy sources known occur in active 
galactie nuclei (AGN). It is generally considered that aecretion 
onto a supermassive blaek hole is the basic underlying process, 
which can be more than an order of magnitude more efficient 
in converting reatmass to energy than is nudear fusion. De
tailed X-ray spectral studies are essential in understanding the 
aecretion of matter onto such huge compact objects. Clearly 
this is of primary importanee for testing the laws of physics 
under extreme conditions. 

Current models of the X-ray emission of AGN distinguish 
between a hard X-ray power-Iaw component and a soft excess 
above - 25 Á. The hard component is usually attributed to 
non-thermal radiation from the central source that is inverse 
Compton scattered by very energetic electrons. The soft com
ponent is associated with the hotter parts of the aecretion disk 
and described by a modified blackbody spectrum or it may 
be thermal bremsstrahlung of tenuous gas, in both cases with 
temperaturee in the range 0.3-1 MK. Bence the absence or 
presence of spectrallines will show the true nature of this soft 
X-ray excess. 

In some AGN there is evidence for another soft component 
of which the origin is presently unknown. Optical measure
ments show that the central region (radius - 0.3 pc) contains 
dense (- 109 cm-S) blobs of cool (- 0.01 MK) gas with veloci
ties - 104 km/s, the so called broad line region (BLR). It may 
be possible that the soft X-rays are emitted by a hot (- 10 MK) 
tenuous (- 106 cm-S) and opticallll thin gas that is in pres-
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sure equilibrium with these douds and that pervades most of 
this central volume. Bigh-resolution X-ray spectroscopy with 
the possibility to deteet linea will be the ultimate tooI to probe 
the physical eondition6 in the cores of AGN. To iIIustrate this I 
show in Figure 9 an example of a typical AGN spectrum folded 
through the XMM-RGS response (Kaastra et al. 1989). Three 
components are included: a power law with photon index -1. 7 
(average parameters from 3C 120, cf. Petre et al. (1984», 
thermalline and bremsstrahlung with temperature 10 MK and 
emission measure 2 1066 em-3 (parameters from 3C 120) and 
modified blaekbody emission with temperature 1 MK (parame
ters from NGC 5548, cf. Kaastra and Barr (1989». The system 
is plaeed at a redshift of 0.033 (i.e. distance 198 Mpc) . Due 
to the redshift several absorption edges (e .g. from 0 I) d ue to 
absorption in our galaxy (column density NH = 2 1020 cm-2) 

and at the source (NH = 1021 cm-2) ean be resolved, as weil 
as many thermal emission Iines. At long wavelengths the mod
ified blackbody component dominates, at shorter wavelengths 
the power law. The redshifted 0 VIII line at 19.6 Á can be de
tected within 104 s at the 5.,. level for AGN's with a spectrum 
as shown in Figure 9. 

2.2. Nebula-type photoionized plasmas 

The nebular model is applicable to an important c1ass of cos
mic X-ray sources involvirig photoionized nebulae. Examplea 
include accretion-powered sources Iike X-ray binaries, cata
c1ysmic variables, and active galaetic nuclei, where a eentral 
X-ray emitting region is surrounded by a cooler, partially ion
ized medium. Other examples are early-type stars in which 
X-rays produced in a hot corona must be transferred outward 
through a stellar wind, and stellar sources located near the 
nucleus of normal galaxies whieh are surrounded by the local 
interstellar medium. 

In all these cases photoeleetric absorption edges will sub
stantially modify the emergent X-ray spectrum particularly at 



longer wavelengtha. High-resolution spectral measurementa of 
the strength of K-shell absorption edges in combination with 
emÎ88ion lines produced by recombination, provide information 
on the geometry of the medium surrounding the source a10ng 
the line of eight. The nebular model (e .g. Holt and McCray 
1982, McCray 1982, 1984, Kallman and McCray 1982) is the 
X-ray analogue of a planetary nebuia, in which a central con
tinuum source ionizes the eurrounding gas. The gas may be 
optically thick to photoabsorption but not to electron seat
tering. The ionization and temperature etructure of the gas 
are established by a etationary balance between photoioniza
tion (collieional ionization can beo neglected) and heating due 
to the central X-ray 80urce and, on the other hand, (radia
tive plus dielectronic) recombination and charge exchange and 
cooling of the gas. When the gas ie optically thin, the local ra
diation field ie determined by geometrical dilution of the source 
epectrum. Then the localetate of the gas (at radius R from 
the central X-ray 8Ource) can be parametrized in terme of the 
sealing parameter e = L/nR2 (L ie the totallumin08ity of the 
central source, n ie the local gas deneity). 

The model can be applied to a wide variety of astrophy .. 
ical X-ray 80urces and ranges from optically thin to optically 
thick in the photoionization continuum of abundant elementa. 
In the latter case, the transfer of continuum radiation should 
be taken into account. 

It may be inetructive to contrast the nebular model with 
the coronal model. In the latter model the mechaniem for 
heating the gas ie not epecified, but the heat input ie cou
pled directly to the ione and free electrone. The parameters 
characterizing thie model are electron temperature, element 
abundances, and emÎ88ion measure . At a given temperature 
only one or two ionization etages of a given element are abun
dant. In the nebular model the temperature of the gas ie not 
a free parameter, but inetead ie determined by absorption and 
emieeion ,of radiation in the gas. The elementa are primarily 
ionized by innerahell photoionization. As a result a wider range 
of ionization etages of a given element can eimultaneously occur 
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Fig. 10. Model spectra of Fe XVII-XIX from 13-18 Á with 
0.052 Á reeolution calculated by Liedahl et IJl. (1989). Both 
spectra are plotted on the same seale, wavelength in A, inten
sity in arbitrary unita. Top: Collieional equilibrium with T = 
5.75 MK for the electron temperature. The etrong lines at 13.5, 
14.2, and 15.0 Á (from Fe XIX, XVIII, and XVII, respectively) 
are collieionally excited 3d lines. Bottom: Recombination
dominated epectrum at T=O.11 MK and ionization structure 
appropriate to an X-ray photoionized nebuia. The prominent 
lines at IS, 16, and 17 Á (from Fe XIX, XVIII, and XVII) are 
all recombination-caecade-populated 3. lines, which cannot he 
excited by electron collieione at this low electron temperature. 
The electron deneity ie in each case lOl1 cm-'. 
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Fig. 11. Simulated AXAF-LETGS epectrum of a strong compact X-ray 8Ource, ohserved for 104 s with a resolution of 0.1 Á. 
Interstellar hydrogen column deneity NB = 3 lO21 cm-2• 
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Fig. 12. A hot DA white dwarf (effecti"" temperature 0:065 MK, magnitude V=15) obaervation simulation for the AXAF
LETGS with an integration time of 10' s. Traces of meta! abundances are Ulumed a factor of - 10 below the obaerved 
abundances in the DA dwarf Feige 24 and slightly above the upper limite obaerved in the hot DA dwarf HZ 43 (Paerela et 4/. 
1986). Interstellar column deneity NB = 3 1018 cm-2• 

and the elemente are more highly ionized (" overioniaed") at a 
given temperature than they would be in the corona! model. 
The emergent X-ray spectrum consiete of the centra! contin
uum with a low~nergy cutoff due to photoabeorption and emis
sion Iines due to recombination and f1uoresc:ence (in the latter 
case e.g. K-shell Iines from ions with nearly stripped L-shells 
with reasonable radiative yields such as Li-, Be- and B-like 
ions (Chen 1986, Chen and Crasemann 1987» in the nebuia, 
typically near the continuum absorption cutoff. 

X-ray photoionized plasmas can differ from collisionally 
ionized plasrnas with similar ion concentrations. Because the 
photoionized plasma ie OIIerionÏ%ed relative to the electron 
temperature, the excitations of important Iines are dominated 
by recombination, photoexcitation, and cascades as oppoaed 
to collieiona! excitation and dielectronic recombination. Thie 
has a drastic effect on the emergent spectrum, as iIlustrated in 
Figure 10, where I have plotted spectra ca!culated for Fe XVII 
- XIX ions Uluming corona! and photoionized conditions re
spectively (Liedahl et 4/. 1989). As can be seen, it will be 
straightforward to distinguieh photoionized plasrnas from coro
nal plasmas with such spectra. The relative line intensities de
tected in the photoionized case can be shown to be sensitive 
functions of the density and geometry of the emission regions 
and of the spectral shape of the photoionizing continuurn. 

Another means to dietinguish the two types of plasma 
modela ie density diagnostics (aee Figure 4) . Deviations from 
corona! equilibrium can alter this diagnostics through differ
ent recombination and ionization effecte, but the line intensity 
ratios remain density-sensitive a!so for these cases (Pradhan 
1985). The I/i ratio does not depend on the model because ite 
density dependence ie determined only by the collisional cou
pling between the upper levela of the two Iines, but the ratio 
(I+i)/r does. E.g., for the 0 VII triplet it is - 1 in the coro
nal model (where the Iines are excited by electron collisions 
from the ground) and - 3 in the photoionized nebular model 
(where population occurs through recombination, directly or 
via cascades). Hence thie diagnostic tooi can be quite gen-
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erally applied to many astrophysical and laboratory sources, 
while the singlet/triplet ratio can be used as an indieation of 
the model conditions. 

2.3. Optically thic/c plasmas 

In the extreme cue of very dense plasmas, e.g. thoae present in 
the inner regions of accretion f10ws on compact objects such as 
very hot white dwarfs (in cataclysmic variables) and neutron 
stars (in hard X-ray binaries) and in the centre of AGN, the 
source ie optica!ly thick to both continuum and line radiation. 
The spectrum will resembie, at very high optical depths, black
body emiesion or a superposition of blackbody type spectra 
(cf. also Figure 9) . However, at intermediate optieal deptha, 
the spectra! formation ie influenced by complicated radiation 
transfer effecte as weil as by fundamenta! atomie processes. 
Discrete spectra! structure ie expected which can provide much 
information about the source (Roes 1979). For X-ray emitting 
plasmas, Compton scat tering plays a significant role as weil 
where transfer through the scattering plasma will broaden and 
shift line proflies (in addition to thermal broadening) and a!
ter the continuum dietribution, depending on temperature and 
column density (Lightman et 4/. 1981). The spectra! resolv
ing power of the future spectrometers is suflicient tó resolve 
the X-ray spectra! features that are indieative of the nature of 
the Compton scat tering proceases as weil as of the structure of 
the accretion disk corona or the magnetosphere of the neutron 
star. Emiesion features obaerved from X-ray binaries lie in the 
wavelength region 9-20 A and are probably from L-transitions 
from partially ionized iron atoms (e.g. Vrtilek et 4/. 1986). 

The spectrum not only contains information on the pri
mary X-ray aource itself, but will be modified by fluorescent 
emission linea and abaorption edgea produced by the cooler, 
surrounding medium. The depth of an absorptioil edge ie a 
measure of the element reaponsible for thie edge and since the 



energy of an edge moves towards higher values with increa&
ing ionization, in this way the population of various ioniza
tion stages of the constituents of the circurnstellar material 
can be measured. With high spectral resolution one is able to 
determine the element abundance. of the interstellar medium 
towards many strong galactie and extragalactie X-ray sourees. 
Figure 11 shows a simulation of the X-ray spectrum of a st rong 
accreting compact X-ray souree (integrated X-ray flux at Earth 
- 3 1O-gerg cm- 2s- 1 ) with a column density of intervening 
matter of NH=3 1021cm- 2 , observed with the AXAF-LETGS. 
The spectrum shows the possible identification of various ion
ization stages of oxygen. 

Finally, another important dass of objects to be studied 
at very soft X-rays are isolated hot white dwarfs with optically 
thick (in visible and UV) photospheric plasmas with effective 
temperatures in the range - 0.03--{1.2 MK. At high gravity all 
hydrogen is pressure-ionized and the outer layers of the photo
sphere are transparent to the soft X-ray radiation of hot ter and 
deeper layers which become optically thick to the X-rays. The 
shape of the X-ray spectra is very sensitive to phot08pheric pa
rameters like effective temperature, gravity and element abun
dances (for a review e.g. Heise 1988). Trace amounts of highly 
ionized metals may produce a variety of absorption edges that 
can be detected in high-resolution X-ray spectra at long wave
lengths and which allows one to accurately determine effective 
temperatures and element abundanees for objects as hot DA 
and very hot DO white dwarf stars. Figure 12 shows a simula
tion for an observation of a hot DA white dwarf with very low 
metal abundanees (- 10-7 ) at a distance - 100 pc (magnitude 
V = 15). 

3. SUMMARY 

High-resolution X-ray spectroscopy has applications to a wide 
range of hot astrophysical plasmas. lts significanee as a tooI 
in understanding the physica of such sourees will depend much 
on the reliability of theoretical models to interpret the spectra. 
In this paper I have considered various models used in describ
ing the characteristica of hot plasmas and discussed several 
examples of the emergent X-ray spectrum to illustrate some of 
the problerns of interpretation. It is dear that the complex
ity of plasma physica and the atomic parameters involved are 
such tbat a sound verification of plasma theories and atomic 
physics which are applied wi\1 be required and that for instance 
better model calculations with improved collisional excitation 
and ionization rates for the complex ions will be needed for the 
interpretation of future AXAF and XMM X-ray spectra. 
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Harvey R. Butcher 

Age of the elements via stellar 
spectroscopy: Struggles with atomie 
spectra and transition probabilities 

ABSTRACT 

A program to develop a stellar cosmochronometer 
based on radioactive decay is described. with 
emphasis on the laboratory data needed to remove 
remaining .lncertainties. 

INTRODUCTION 

I.t .should be possible in principle to explore the 
ongm of the elements as well as the chemical 
evolution of the Galaxy by observing the abundances 
of various species in stellar specIra. It is believed 
that dwarf stars like the Sun exhibit surface 
composi~ions identical to that of the interstellar gas 
from Whlch they formed. Study of stars of this type 
as a .funch~n of stellar age should. therefore. yield a 
detailed picture of the chemical history of the 
Galaxy. And to the extent that nudeosynthesis has 
b~en an on-going. phenomenon in the Galaxy. this 
hlstory may provIde dues to the actual sites of 
element synthesis. 

To deve10p these possibilities requires observa
tion and interpretation of absorption lines in 
stellar spectra. T 0 estimate aèundances. knowledge 
of the physical state of stellar atmospheres must be 
combined with the re1evant atomic and molecular 
line parameters measured in the laboratory. Over 
the past several decades a great deal of pre1iminary 
work has been do ne in this field. It has become 
dear on the o~e hand that the basic idea of using 
stellar obsenahons for these purposes is sound. but 
on . the otherthat the situation is complex and 
unlikely to be unravelled easily. So for example. in 

. the dlSC of the Galaxy one sees gradients in the 
abundances of C. N. and O. which are almost 
certainly du.e t.o hydrogen burning reaction pro
d?cts from l~sl~e stars. But one also finds at any 
glven age slgmficant variations in the absolute 
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abundance levels of the heavier elements - arguing 
for inefficient mixing of the interstellar gas 
together with continuing e1ement production. but at 
the same time no deteclable variation of relative 
abundances of elements which would be expected to 
show large variahons -- that is. unless mixing is 
very efficient or only small amounts of synthesis 
have occurred since early epochs. No convincing 
explanation is available for such apparent contra
dictions. 

It has also become dear that many of the key 
elements to be analyzed have only wealc lines 
occurring in crowded regions of stellar spectra. 
which cannot be studied without excellent laboratory 
data on alllines present in their vicinity. 

A good example of the laller situation is the 
subject of this contribution. Butcher (1987) has 
proposed that the techniques of radioactive decay 
chronometry might be extended to the whole Galaxy. 
by observing the abundances of the long lived but 
radioactive element thorium (14 Gyr half-life) in 
stars of various ages. There are three or four 
potentially unblended lines of thorium in stellar 
spectra (Hauge and S;rli 1973: Holweger 1980). but 
only the strongest -- at 4019.129 J. -- has re1iable 
enough laboratory data on its expected strength to 
warrant detailed study. To circumvent the many 
difficu1ties in analyzing the atmospheres of solar 
type dwarf stars. it was proposed that a nearby line 
of neodymium be used to normalize the thorium 
abundance. The figure displays the 4019 J. region 
in a typical solar type star. Both the thorium and 
neodymium lines are unsaturated and derive from 
the dominant ion throughout the atmospheres of 
these stars. The lines also have nearly identical 
excitation potentials. The ratio of their line 
strengths is therefore proportional to .the ThINd 
abundance ratio to within 2% over a stellar 
temperature range of 4500 to 6500 K-

A re1iable ThINd ste11ar cosmochronometer would 
provide constraints on galactic evolution and 
nuc1eosynthesis complementary to the existing 
Solar System chronometers (primarily the uranium 
and thorium isotope ratios} The observed Th/Nd 
ratio in a given star results from an integration of 
destruclion and product ion processes in the Galaxy. 
as we11 as radioaclive decay. up to the epoch of the 
stellar birth. Therefore. even though one has only a 
single decay to use. examination of stars of 
different ages effective1y samples these processes 
at several points in the history of the Galaxy. Such 
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effecls as aslration (causing loss of matter to the 
system via incorporation in low mass. long lived 
stars: also the modification of abundances by 
nuclear processes in successive generations of 
stars) and infall of extra-galactic material (which 
effectively dilutes in later epoch slars-the quantity of 
malerial synthesized early in the life of the Galaxy. 
perhaps to the point even that it cannot he detected 
in Solar System maller) can be direcUy examined 
by investigating very old and very young stars. and 
requiring that the Solar System uranium and 
thorium isotopic data and the Th/Nd stellar data 
yield consistent results. In particular. because the 
Solar System data do not effectively conslrain 
evolulionary models having large ages (Meyer and 
Schramm 1986: Fowler and Meisl 1986). whereas Ihe 
Th/Nd stellar data are especially sensitive in this 
case. it seems very imporlant that the proposed 
Th/Nd chronometer be developed to the point where 
it can provide reliable information on the age and 
evolution of the Galaxy. 

First observations of Ihe Th/Nd ratio in stars of 
all ages were also presented by Bulcher (1987} As 
shown in the figure. no variation of Ihe ratio was 
detected within the experimental errors in that data. 
This resull was then combined with Solar System 
data to constrain the age of the Galaxy to no more 
than 11 or 12 Gyr. independenUy of whether synthesis 
occurred in a more or less single event at early 
epochs or over an exlended period lasting the entire 
history of the Galaxy. 
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continuous synthesis at a constant rate Ihroughout 
the lifetime of the Galaxy. The horizontal error bars 

indicate the spread in ages of stars in the poinL 

This age disagrees. however. with oor best esti
mates for the ages of the globular clusters as based 
on stellar evolution theory (eg. VandenBerg 1983} 
The most metal poor clusters should have the most 
reliable age estimates (because they are least 
susceptible to errors in the opacity parameters). but 
they also yield the largest ages. and one must 
naturally suspect that there might he something 
wrong with the Th/Nd analysis. 

The various problems which could he compromis
ing that analysis are summarized in the following 
section. Then. that laboratory data which at present 
seem most necessary for the analysis are listed. 

MAJOR UNCERTAINTIES 

Four likely areas for error in the Th/Nd analysis 
may he cited; 

(I) The relative r- and s-process contributions at 
element synthesis to the abundances of Nd and 
Th 

Thorium is thougbt to he synthesized only in the 
r-process. while in the Solar System neodymium 
has rougbly equal contributions from the r- and 



s-processes (Howard etal 1986} Because the s
process appears to require the presence of seed 
nuclei. whereas the r-process does not (but see also 
Oayton 1988. and Malaney and Fowler 1989). one 
naturally expects the reJ.ative contributions from the 
two processes to evolve systematically with epoch in 
the Galaxy (cf Oayton 1987; Mathews and Schramm 
1988} That they do not. at least in the disc of the 
Galaxy (Lambert 1987: Butcher 1975: Butcher 1988). 
is a puzzle of the first order. but fortunate for the 
ThINçl analysis. For extremely metal deficient stars 
in the galactic halo. s-process abundances do seem 
to vary between stars (Spite and Spite 1978: Sneden 
and Parthasarathy 1983; Sneden and Pilachowsky 
1985} The Th and Nd lines in these stars will be 
exceedingty weu. but if they are ever measured. it 
will he possilie to correct for non-solar s-process 
contributions to Nd by also measuring other s- and 
r-process abundances similar to Nd in atomic 
mass (eg. Ba. Eu. Gd. etc} Similarly. one can. at 
least in principle. measure high and low mass 
r-process species (eg. Eu and Os) in ste11ar spectra. 
to test and correct for evolutionary variation in the 
shape of the r-process abundance curve. This 
uncertainty. therefore. is unlikely to be a serious 
one. unless the derivation of the required abun
dances cannot be made because of inadequate 
laboratory data on the spectra in question. 

(2) The ste\.lar age estimates. 

Ir the largest ages used in the ThINd analysis are 
overestimated. then the derived tot al age of the 
Galaxy may be underestimated. This possibility is 
potentially a serious one. because at present the 
only stars which can be studied have relatively 
strong lines and orbits characteristic of stars 
confined to the disc of the Galaxy. They cannot 
therefore be said to be10ng to the halo population. 
which is generally agreed to contain the oldest stars. 

The stars in the analysis do. however. have rather 
large and apparenUy reJ.ialie trigonometric para!
laxes. and can be placed on the H-R diagram with 
some confidence. When this was done. the three 
stars HR 1136. HR 3018. and HR 5699 all have ages 
above 15 Gyr. The first object has a perfecUy normal 
disc-like galactic orbit as we1l as solar abundances. 
and is also cool enough that the theoretica! isoch
rones are converging as they approach the Hayashi 
limit: its age is cleAI:ly uncertain at the 25% level. 
The remaining two stars. however. are each 
moderately metal poor and have high enough space 
motions that they must he considered as heing 
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intermediate hetween the disc and halo populations. 
And they are not so evolved that they cannot be 
relialiy placed in the H-R diagram. Taking conser
vative error estimates on their parallax measure
ments. on their photometry. and on their overall 
heavy element abundances. one can only conclude 
that they are indeed as o1d as the halo proper. On 
the other hand. with only two stars of this type. even 
though they were not selected primarilyon the basis 
of their age (rather hecause they were the most 
meta! poor dwarfs having some chance of yielding 
a resu1t with present equipment). one cannot yet he 
entireJ.y confident that they are representative of the 
earliest epochs of the Galaxy. 

(3) The detailed spectrum model used to fit to the 
observational data and derive the Th and Nd 
line strengths. 

Because the Th line used in the analysis is located 
in the wing of a blended line of Fe and Ni. its 
precise measurement depends on ha ving very 
accurate wavelengths for those lines. In addition. 
its strength is influenced. at roughly the two percent 
level. by the dam ping parameter for the Fe line in 
the blend. Inconsistencies in the reported wave
lengths for these lines lead to an uncertainty in the 
equivalent width of the Th line in the so1ar spectrum 
of some 20%. Investigation of any potential con
tamination of the Th line by comparing its 
expected and measured strengths cannot therefore 
be made yeL FortunateJ.y. Learner. Thorne and 
colleagues at Imperial College. London. report 
elsewhere at this conference that they have made the 
-necessary measurements. so it is now possilie to 
repeat the analysis with much improved wavelengths. 
A quantitative estimate of the precision required 
for the Fe line's dam ping parameter will also he 
deri valie as part of this re-anal ysis. 

(4) The purit y of the Th line. 

Ir the Th line is contaminated by some line of a 
stable element of unknown strength. its variation 
due to radioactive decay will he diluted and a young 
age will be incorrecUy inferred. A contamination 
of 10'Y. was assumed in the origina! analysis. but 
severa! workers have proposed a higher contamina
tion (Holweger 1980: Aldering 1987; Whaling and 
Lawler 1988). of up to 30"10 and by a weak line of 
Co I at 4019.13 J;. 

Aldering has kindly calculated synthetic spectra 
for the region around 4019 • with and without a 30"/. 
contamination by Co I. and covering a temperature 



range of 4000 - 7000 .K. Over the temperature 
range of the stars studied to date (4700 - 6300 IC). 
he predicts for zero contamination a 2% variation 
of ThINd. but over 40% for a contribution from the 
Co I line to the measured equivalent width in the 
so1ar spectrum of 30'Yo. The observed scatter of the 
data. with one caveat and excepting that for HR 3018 
(which has a substantially higher estimated error). is 
weU explained by a constant ThINd ratio with an 8% 
standard deviation. It therefore seems highly un
likcly thai Ihe contaminalion of the Th line 
equivalenl width measuremenl in the Sun is as 
much as 30'Y ... A value of 10% is certainly permitted. 
however. and the numbers of stars at the exlremes 
of lemperalure are few. so Ihe matter cannol be 
said yet 10 have been reso1ved in a completcly 
satisfaclory way. 

The caveal mentioned above is that there is in the 
data as they now stand a dependence of the Th line 
strengln on Ihe steUar vclocity width parameter. That 
is. the slars wilh the narrowest lines. HR 509 and 
HR 5460. yiclded slighUy larger ThINd ratios than 
the rest of the sample. Because they are neither the 
oldest. youngest. hottes\. or coolesl slars in the 
sample. these points have simply been corrected in 
a plausible manner for the subsequent analysis. The 
best fit modcl spectrum to the dala for Ihese stars 
also showed deviations significanUy above the 
noise. however. from which one can only condude 
that Ihe modcl spectrum needs improvement. espe
cially as regards the rclevant wavelenglhs. Now that 
this can be done. it will soon be possible to 
comment more reliably on the likely contamina
tion. at least as estimated fr om the variation of the 
ThINd ratio with stellar temperature. 

LABORATORY DATA NEEDED 

The discussion above indicates that the following 
atomic line data will be essential. or at the least 
very hclpful. in establishing a rcliable Th/Nd chron
ometer. 

(i) Precise rclative wavclengths for the Th 11. Ni I. 
Fe I. and Nd 11 lines. With this information it 
should be possible to improve the modcl spec
trum for fitting to the steUar spectra. thereby to 
derive a rcliable equivalent width for the Th line 
in the solar spectrum and test for the levcl of 
contamination. and to climinate the increased 
ThINd ratio at small vclocity broadenings. luck
ily. the ICl group has reporled greaUy improved 
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values for some of these wavclenglhs at this 
meeting. 

(ii) The dam ping parameter for the Fe I 4019.04 J.. 
line. which is expected to be larger than that for 
any other line in the vicinity. If this parameter is 
as large as or larger than estimated from the 
calculations of Warner (1967: 1969). accurate 
knowledge of its value will significanUy improve 
the resulting chronometer. 

(iii) The transition probability of the Th 11 
4019.129 A line. The Aarhus group (Sim onsen et 
al 1988) have measured the lifetime of the upper 
leve\. of this transit ion to very high accuracy. but 
the rclevant branching ratio from this level 
remains uncertain at the 10% or more level. A 
convincing comparison of the predicted and 
measured equivalent widths of the line in the 
Sun cannot be made. and hence the contamina
tion estimated. until this measurement is pin
ned down. 

(iv) Transilion probabilities for three other measur
able absorption lines of Th 11 in the solar 
spectrum. at 3675,3741. and 4086 A (Hauge and 
Sf6rli 1973: Holweget 1980} Predicted strengths 
for these lines. together with accurate wave
lengths rclative to nearby stronger features. 
would make il possible to indude them in the 
analysis. and thereby strengthen confidence in 
the final conclusions. 

(v) An accurate transition probability for the 
potential contaminator line. Co I 4019.126 A.. 
relative to another Co I line nearby in wave
length and unhlended in stellar spectra. A good 
candidate line for this purpose is Co I 401108 
A.. although the Co I tiend 4019.29 + 4019.30 A 
might also be a possibility. Both of these lines. 
as well a,s any others proposed. should be 
examined carefully for blending. of course. 
before the proposed test is made (the 4019.3 A 
blend has been difficull to fit in some of the 
author's stellar spectra without indusion of a 
blend of unknown origin in the spectrum 
model} If an appropriate Co I line can be 
found. it should be possible to ascertain the 
contamination by Co I 4019.13 A. independenUy 
of uncertainties in the absolute equivalent width 
of the Th line. 

(vi) line streng th determinations for other poten
. tial blends at the position of Th 11 4019.129 A.. 

lCurucl and Peytremann (1975) give numerous 



possible contaminators. Most of these can be 
ruled out by the Th/Nd vs ste11ar temperature test. 
or by the ratio in s-process enhanced stars (cf 
Butcher 1987} The oJÛy remaining serious 
candidate for an undetected contaminator is 
Tb 11 4019.12 1. which. being from a pre
dominanUy r-process element. may not have 
been detected in any of the tests carried out so 
faro Unfortunately. the spectrum of Tb 11 has 
never been fully analyzed. so that the term 
c1assification and lower level of 4019.12 J.. are 
not known. Prof Klinkenberg reported privately 
at this meeting that the line of terbium at 4019.12 
J.. in his spectra is in fact a blend of a Tb land 
Tb 11 line. The suggestion. therefore. is that the 
Tb 11 line is uJÛikely to be of significant 
streng th in stel1ar spectra. 
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Michael R. Rosa+) 

Atomie data for and from the analysis of 
gaseous nebulae 

ABSTRACT 

The need for cross-checks between observations 
of emission line strengths in gaseous nebulae, 
and theoretical predictions of transition pro
abilities and collision strengths for forbid
den lines is discussed. Observed line ratios 
of transitions in the ions N+, 0+2 and s+ are 
compared with theoretical predictions . It is 
concluded that inconsistencies are apparent, 
which need to be resolved in order to achieve 
the accuracies in derived astrophysical data 
that can be expected from modern observational 
techniques and calculations of atomic data . 

INTRODUCTION 

Substantial improvements in accuracy have been 
made over the last decade in both, the obser
vational determination of emission line ratios 
in gaseous nebulae, and in theoretical compu
tations of transit ion probabilities and collis
ion strengths for the ions of interest. In 
addition observations can now be compared with 
detailed models of H II regions treating the 
radiative transfer in the presence of inhomo
geneities and dust (Mathis 1982) . 

As a re sult , the fine analysis of real 
objects in terms of chemical abundances and of 
the energy distribution in the ionizing source 
becomes feasible on the lot accuracy level 
for an increasing number of objects . This opens 
up new ways to investigate elemental abundance 
variations in galaxies within and between H II 
regions, rather than on kpc scales . This will 
have impacts on our understanding of the his
tory of star formation and chemical evolution . 
The access to the otherwise unobservable FUV 
continua of hot stars will put constraints on 
input physics and parameters of stellar model 
atmospheres . Ions of particular interest in 
such studies are 0+, 0+2, s+ and S+2 because 
they can be used profitably to map the the 
ionization structure without reference to 
total elemental abundances (Mathis 1982) . 
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CONSISTENCY CHECKS 

In order to achieve this goal, a close inter
action between observations and theory is re
quired. Observers in trying to approach higher 
accuracies on ever fainter lines need reliable 
theoretical predictions of line emissivities 
in order to cross-check the calibration proced
ures. On the other hand, theoretical predicti 
ons of forbidden line collision strengths and 
transition probabilities can only be ~ested . 
against observations of real astronom1cal obJ
ects . What is required from time to time, are 
consistency checks similar to those of eg . 
Liller an Aller (1954), Seaton and Osterbrock 
(1957) and Saraph and Seaton (1970) . 

THE 0+2 AA" 5007,4959 RATIO 

The intensity ratio of these strong 'D_3p 
transitions in the 2p2 ground configuration of 
0+2 is essentially independent of T, and n, . 
It is the ratio of transition probabilities 
and energy differences, and could provide an 
ideal check on the linearity of detectors and 
on the external accuracy of the data analysis . 

Theoretical predictions have remained 
almost unchanged, converging from an early 
value of 2.93 in 1951 to 2 .89 ± 0.02 today. 
Liller and Aller (1954) obtained 3 .03 ± 0 . 11 
from photoelectric observations; at that tim? 
not in contradiction with theory . The analys1s 
of more than 600 modern data, which takes into 
account detector non-linearities and blends 
with faint He I lines, leads to a most probab
le observed ratio of 3 .03 with a formal 3u un
certainty of 0 .005 . Theoretical predictions 
therefore are off by about 10~, at least a tou 
effect . A similar discrepancy exists for the 
iso-electronic ion N+; 2 .92 ± 0 .03 predicted 
versus 3 .06 ± 0 .01 observed . 

These discrepancies are significant. 
They are disturbing, because they are consis
tent in the iso-electronic sequence (i . e . not 
likely to be observational inaccuraci~), and 
because prediction as well as observation have 
remained at essentially unchanged values , de
spite the several orders of magnitude improve
ments in input physics and observational tech
niques. As a user of atomic data one might ask 
the question : how large are the margins for 
more important line ratios in that sequence ? 

THE PROBLEMATIC S+ ION - ELECTROII DEIISITIES 

The S+ ion plays a dominant role in plasma 
diagnostics for most of the observations of 
gaseous nebulae. The "said to be" density 
sensitive 2D-4S nebular type transitions are 
easily observed and resolved even in faint obj
ects at low spectral resolution . Usually, they 
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provide the only electron density estimator 
available in chemical abundance studies . 

The comparison by Saraph and Seaton ( 1970 ) 
of densities obtained from several such n, 
sensitive emission line ratios of 0+ and the 
iso-electronic ions S+ , Cl+' and Ar+3 led to 
the conclusion, that corrections had to be 
applied (mainly to S+ density values) in 
order to achieve consistency . 

4 
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Fi g . 1 . Comparison of logarithmic densities 
derived from the S+ ' O-'S transitions with 
averaged densities obtained from other ions . 

Eissner and Zeippen (1981) resolved a 
long standing discrepancy between predic-
ted and observed asymptotic dens i ties for the 
0+ ion (Seaton and Osterbrock 1957), later 
followed up along the 2p3 and 3p3 sequences, 
altering the transition probability sets. Also 
the new calculations of collision strengths for 
these sequences have led to significant changes 
(cf. Butler and Zeippen 1989 and references 
therein). How do these modern atomic data sets 
compare with new observations ? 

In Fig . 1 logarithmic densities from the 
nebular S+ ' O- ' S transitions are compared with 
electron densities obtained from 0+ , Cl+ 2 and 
Ar+3 (average if applicable) for the planetary 
nebulae (crosses) of Saraph and Seaton (1970), 
the Orion nebula (triangles), the 30 Ooradus 
H 11 region (circles) and several other galac
tic and extragalactic nebulae (squares) . S+ 
density values are large underestimates almost 
everywhere in the diagram , especially in the 
low and high density regimes . In other words, 
observationally S+ has only a very narrow den
sity sensitive region . If thi s holds true, 
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i.e. if something is amiss in the atomic data 
set of S+ , this would be particularly dist
urbing, because most of the electron densities 
obtained for extragalactic objects are based 
on S+ observations . A di rect consequence 
would be th at filling factors have to be low
ered by considerable amounts . 

THE S+ ION - MISSING INTERNAL CONSISTEIICY 

This seems not to be the only trouble with S+. 
The ratio of the transauroral to nebular lines 
(ÀÀ 6718 + 6731)/(ÀÀ 4069 + 4076) might be 
used to obtain T, and n, simultaneously for 
the same ion, a unique possibility . But deter 
minations of either of the two parameters for 
a large sample of observations in low S+ den
sity objects are not in satisfactory agreement 
wi th values derived from plasma diagnostics 
of other ions . 

In addition, the predicted line emissivity 
ratio of the two transauroral lines remains 
almost constant 3 .0-3 .2 over the T" n, range 
covered by observational data. Yet, the avail
able data are : 0 . 3-2.3 (giant H 11 regions), 
2 . 1 (Orion nebula), 2 .3 (Jupiter ' s plasma ring 
in the orbit of 10), and 0 .9- 7 .5 (supernova 
remnants) . There is a clear dependence of the 
observed ratio on T, and n, simultaneously . 

It seems that the density sensitivity ab
sent in the S+ ' D- ' S transitions is found 
again in the ( ' O- ' S)/( ' P- ' O) emissivity ratio . 
Both sets, th at of collision strengths and th at 
of transition probabilities, seem to requi re 
improvements to re ach consistency . 

CONCLUSIONS 

In summary it is comforting that the large set 
of atomic data available today for analysis 
of gaseous nebula spectra is consistent enough 
in general to show the presence of a few marked 
discrepancies. Earlier work on gaseous nebulae 
(cf . Saraph and Seaton (1970) or Pequinot et al 
(1978» discussed differences found between 
plasma temperatures or densities determined 
from different ionic species, or problems in 
obtai ning model nebulae consistent with obser
vations in terms of real astrophysical effects 
(eg . density gradients , temperature structure) 
Although some of those interpretations might 
be valid, historically the development of the 
atomic data sets used has made most of those 
object related explanations obsolete . 

While the small discrepancies between 
observation and prediction for the N+ and 0+' 
' O_ 3p transitions do not necessarily influence 
the astrophysical interpretation of the data, 
they might carry important information about 
atomic physi cs . On the other hand, a careful 
inspection of the S+ ion, both from obser-



vations and from theoretical calculations, is 
highly desirable . 

Besides the understanding in atomie phy
sics to be gained from improved calculations, 
the astrophysical interpretation of nebular 
data depends strongly on accurate atomie data 
for this particular ion . Not only provide S+ 
n, estimates the sole souree of this plasma 
parameter for a large majority of interesting 
astronomie al objects. Reliable sulphur abundan
ces require accurate collision strengths and 
transition probabilities for S+, because S+ is 
the second most abundant ionization stage in 
the bulk of gaseous nebulae . The continuation 
of the long standing, excellent interaction 
between atomie physics and observational astro
physics of gaseous nebulae should be fruitful 
for both sides in the areas discussed. 
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Donaid C. Morton 

The astrophysical importanee of 
resonance lines 

ABSTRACT 

This paper outlines the astrophysical situa
tions in which absorption lines from ground 
states dominate spectra, the instruments 
expected to be available to study these spec
tra, and, the gaps in the atomic data where 
new lab?ratory or theoretical studies would 
be very useful. 

INTRODUCTION 

There are several astrophysical situations 
where absorptions from the ground states of 
atoms, i . e. resonance lines, dominate the 
spectra. In gaseous regions where both the 
particle and radiation density are low, 
almost all the atoms will be in their ground 
states, or at most excited by a few hun
dredths of an electron volt if a low lying 
fine-structure level is present. The absorp
tion spectra from such regions thus consist 
of only resonance lines. With the exception 
of a few transitions of Na I, K I, Ca I, 
Ca 11, Ti 11 and Fe I, all these lines occur 
at wavelengths shortward of the atmospheric 
cutoff at 3000 A. 

The most familiar example of such a low 
density reg ion is the interstellar medium, 
which produces resonance lines in absorption 
against stars shining through it. The 
quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) typically have 
absorption lines, which in many ways resemble 
ultraviolet interstellar spectra redshifted 
to visible wavelengths. Thus the QSO lines 
usually are attributed to low density gas 
either in intervening gslaxies or in clouds 
in the intergalactic medium. 

The ultraviolet spectra of all luminous 
hot stars show that they have winds which 
eject material back into the interstellar gas 
at velocities up to 3500 km s-l (Snow and 
Horton, 1976). These winds usually are 
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revealed by the ultraviolet resonance transi
tions of Hg 11, C IV, Si IV, N V and 0 VI, 
which have emission lines nea'r their expected 
positions and broad absorption lines exten
ding to shorter wavelengths. 

Finally , some ten percent of all QSOs have 
broad absorption lines blueshifted from the 
emission lines by as much as 35 000 km s-l 
(Hazard et al, 1984). The shifted lines are 
attributed to mass flow from the QSO, by 
analogy with the hot stars . 

OBSERVATIONAL OFFORTUNITIES 

Table I summarizes the major space facili
ties, past and future, that will be suitable 
for observations shortward of the atmospheric 
cutoff at 3000 A. Ground-based telescopes 
also can observe the UV resonance lines in 
redshifted QSOs, including lines shortward of 
the Lyman limit. 

WAVELENGTH DATA REQUIRED 

The avai lable data on resonance lines have 
increased considerably since the tabulation 
by Horton and Smith (1973) and the revisions 
listed by Horton (1978). Horton, York and 
Jenkins (1989) summarized the lateat data on 
the stronger transitions which are likely to 
appear in QSO spectra and noted aeveral cases 
where improvements were necessary. Since 
then Kaufman and Hartin (1989) have added new 
wavelength measurements of the 0 VI resonance 
lines. 

However, aa indica~ed in Table 2, many 
important transitions still lack sufficiently 
accurate wavelengtha. For brevity only the 
strongeat line from the ground level of each 
multiplet is given. Althou~h we would like 
wavelengths to 1 part in 10 to take full 
advantage of the Hubble Space Telescope, in 
many cases 3 or even 10 parts in 106 would be 
useful improvements on existing data. 

In addition, any information on hyperfine 
structure or isotope shifts for resonance 
lines with separationa ,exceeding 1 part in 
106 wou1d be useful. Wayte, Wynne-Jones and 
Blades (1978) detected the Na I hyperfine 
structure towards a Cygni, demonstrating that 
there are regions of the interstellar gas 
where the line-of-sight velocity dispersion 
is as small as a - 0.27 km s-l. When lines 
are this narrow, isotope effects a1so may 
contribute to the line widths. For example, 
according to the estimates by Clark (1989), 
C12_C13 _ 0.015 A for C 11 ~1335 and 
N14_N15 _ 0 . 010 A for N 11 ~1085. 



Table 1 . Observational Opportunities 

Wavelength 
Teleseope Range (A) Resolution 

Spaee Observstories 

Copernieus 
International UV Explorer 
Hubble Spaee Teleseope 
Hopkins UV Teleseope 
Extreme UV Explorer 

710-3185 
1150-3200 
1150-3200 
450-1850 

2x104 , 6x103 
300, 12000 
2x103 , 2x104 , 105 
500 

1972-1984 
1978-Now 
1990 MAR 
1990 APR 
1991 AUG 
-1996 

260 
Lyman Far UV Explorer 

(awaiting approval) 

70- 760 
910-1250 
400-1600 
100- 350 

1 . 5x104 , 3x104 
4x10 3 

Ground-Based Observatories 

10 major Teleseopes 3 to 5m 
Redshifted QSOS (z>4) 
Keek Teleseope lOm 
ESO Very Large Teleseope 

4x8m 

>3000 
> 600 
>3000 
>3000 

130-900 

Table 2. Lines Requiring Better Wavelengths 

Ion Resonanee Line Wavelengths !Al 

A. Lines Longward of 912 A 

P 11 1532 . 51, 1301. 87, 1152.81, 963.81 
S 111 1190.21, 1012.50 
Cl 111 1015.02 
Cl IV 973.21 

B. Lines Shortward of 912 A 

S 111 698.73, 681. 50, 677.75, 484.19 
S IV 657 . 34, 551.17 
S V 786.48 
S VI 248.99 
Cl 111 572.69, 557.12 
Cl IV 831.43, 607.09, 599.73, 549.22, 534.73 
Cl V 883.13, 681.92, 633.19, 538.03 
Cl VI 671.37 
Ar 111 878.73, 637.28, 529.90, 488.45, 475 . 71, 

467.39 
Ar IV 850.60, 452.91, 396.87 
Ar V 705.35, 511.89, 458.12, 337.56 
Ar VI 754.93, 588.92, 548.91, 457.48, 292.15 
Ar VII 585.75 
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Now 

-1992 
1995-2000 

Year of Latest 
Publieation 

1959 
1929 
1928 
1928 

1929, 1937 
1925 
1932 
1937 
1928, 1934 
1928, 1934 
1928 
1925 
1935 

1935 
1941 
1941, 1961 
1941 



TRANSITIONS REQUIRING IHPROVED OSCILLATOR 
STRENGTHS 

An accuracy of 10% or 0 . 04 dex is very des ir
able, but 25% or 0.10 dex still would be use
ful. Weak transitions are particularly 
important because they of ten do not need any 
saturation correct ion in the analysis. The 
desired weakness usually is a result of 
significant cancellation in a dipole 
transition, or an interaystem change in the 
spin state. In either case, experiments are 
difficult and theoretical calculations 
require many terms. Nevertheless, 
perseverance with both tactics is weIl 
worthwhile until theory and experiment agree. 

These weak intersystem tranaitions from 2323 
to 2328 A are preferred over the saturated 
lines at shorter wavelengths. However, the 
calculated values of Cowan, Hobbs and York 
(1982) and Nuaabaumer and Storey (1981) have 
deviations up to 0.5 dex. 

Lugger et al (1978) derived f-values for 18 
lines o~ from 1161 to 951 A using the 
observed strengths of interstellar lines and 
experimental values for multipiets 1 and 2. 
Further experiments to check these results 
are very desirabie, particularly the weak 
intersystem line at 1159.814 A. 

Zeippen, Seaton, and Morton (1977) published 
theoretical l-values for many 0 I lines from 
1039 to 919 A. A few experimental determina
tions would be very useful to check these 
calculations. Further theoretical and exper
imental work on the weak intersystem line at 
13.55.598 A should improve our confidence in 
its use. 

The determination of the interatellar abun
dance of this important ion depends on the 
weak dipole doublet at 1240.395 and 1239.925 
A. At present the beat oacillator atrength 
ia the theoretical value by Hibbert !!-!l 
(1983); it is smaller than an earlier calcu
lation of Black, Weiaheit and Laviana (1972) 
by 0 . 56 dex. An experimental check here is 
most desirabie. 

Recent calculations by Luo, Pradhan and Shull 
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(1989) agree reasonably weIl with those of 
Duf ton et al (1983) except for the weak 
dipole ~ition at 1808.013 A. Both calcu
lations also give acceptable agreement with 
the oscillator strengtha of ~~1304, 1260, 
1193, and 1190 adopted by Morton, York and 
Jenkins (1989) from lifetime measurementa. 
However, the obaerved interatellar atrength 
of ~1526 seems ayatematically too large for 
the calculated 1. Experimental determina
tiona for ~~1526, 1020, 989 and especially 
1808 are needed and would provide areliabie 
curve of growth which could be used for other 
ions. 

Measurement of this ion ia necesaary to 
determine the titanium abundance in regiona 
where the hydrogen ia ionized. Martin, Fuhr, 
and Wiese (1988) adopted the theoretical 
value of Kurucz and Peytremann (1975) for 
~1291.624, but the accuracy is low. 

Cr 11 
The column density of Cr II relative to Zn II 
ia a useful indicator of condensation on to 
graina. The lines at 2065.501, 2061.575 and 
2055 . 596 are present in some atellar and QSO 
spectra. Currently the best oscillator 
strengths are from the calculations of Kurucz 
and Peytremann (1975). 

Like Si 11, this ion has many lines accessi
bie to lUE and the Space Telescope, so that 
the complete curve of growth should be deriv
able, but the atomic data are not yet reli
able enough. Meaaurements by Moity (1983) 
and Kroll and Kock (1987) have confirmed the 
l-values that Morton and Smith (1973) derived 
from the lifetimes of Assoussa and Smith 
(1972). However, the careful calculations of 
Nusabaumer, Pettini and Storey (1981) are 
larger by amounts ranging from 0.025 to 0.17 
dex. Consequently the best l-values at pre
sent for the shorter wavelength lines probab
ly are those which Shull, Van Steenberg and 
Seab (1983) determined from interstellar 
lines. More laboratory measurements are 
needed . 

The iron abundance in H II regions dependa on 
this ion. At present the only oscillator 
strengths for the lines at 1122.526, and 
aeveral multipieta shortward of 912 A are the 
calculationa of Kurucz and Peytremann (1975). 



Several reaonanee linea between 1752 and 
1308 A have been aeen in atara or QSOa, but 
the only aouree of i-valuea ia Kuruez and 
Peytremann (1975). 

Finally, ainee many experimental and theoret
ieal reaulta on tranaition probabilitiea are 
tranaformed from multipieta to individual 
linea under the aaaumption of 1§ eoupling, it 
ia important to wateh for evidenee for devia
tiona. Goldbaeh and Nollez (1987) have pre
aented experimental evidenee for deviationa 
in aome C I multipleta. 
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E.A. Gurtovenko, R.1. Kostik and 
R.J. Rutten 

New solar oscillator strengths trom Kiev 

ABSTRACT 

We briefly review the Kiev program for determining oscil
lator strengths of Fraunhofer lines from the optical solar 
spectrum. It has recently resulted in a new compilation 
of gf-values for nearly two thousand lines (Gurtovenko 
and Kostik 1989). 

THE SOLAR PHOTOSPHERE AS A FURNACE 

The solar photosphere may be regarded as a natural fur
nace from which Fraunhofer lines originate in order to 
enable the measurement of their oscillator strengtIr.. As 
such a furnace, the photosphere provides important ad
vantages: 

- the number of measurable lines is large; 

the measurable lines are of ten precisely the ones 
needed in composition studies of ot her stars; 

- the furnace properties are rather weil known . 

In contrast, laboratory measurements used to have 
very large errors until the precise Oxford measurements 
became available (e.g. Blackwell et al. 1982), while such 
high-precision data exist for only a few lines which mostly 
are less suitable for stellar abundance determinations, be
ing too st rong or located in the overly crowded blue and 
violet spectral regions (see Grotrian diagrams in Rutten 
1983 or Rutten and Kostik 1988). 

The disadvantage of the solar photospheric furnace 
is that all errors in the employed modelling of the 50-

lar line formation propagate into the derived gf-values . 
A priori, one would expect such modelling errors to be 
quite large. Firstly, decades of solar radiative transfer 
research have resulted in detailed understanding of so
lar line formation, indicating that departures from LTE 
are non-negligible but difficult to quantify for many lines 
and spectral species (see Mihalas 1978 and Vernazza et 
al. 1981). Second, the solar photosphere is obviously in
homogenous. It displays granulation as a result of vi gor
ous convective overshoot (see Rutten and Severino 1989), 
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producing large variations on small spatial and short tem
poral scales. It bounces up and down in an intricate 
small-scale pattern of appreciabie amplitude set by the 
tens of thousands of global p-modes which interfere to
gether. It is pervaded by magnetic fields, largely con
fined in very slender kilogauss "fluxtubes" which contain 
an internal photosphere distinctly different from the sur
rounding plasma. Larger-scale organization exists also, 
both for the velocity patterns and for magnetic activity 
phenomena-again contributing to lateral inhomogene
ity. Third, atoruic parameters necessary in the modelling 
(even if that delivers the unknown radiative transition 
probability) are woefully lacking: bound-free probabil
ities, collision cross-sections, damping "constants" etc. 
are mostly unknown. 

Surprisingly, solar gf-deterruination employing simple 
standard plane-parallel modelling assuruing the validity 
of LTE and using "microturbulent" , "macroturbulent" 
and "damping enhancement" fudge parameters to take 
care of the inhomogeneities and atoruic unknowns works 
astonishingly weil . The classical example was set by Hol
weger (1967); it has been followed in many studies since
including the Kiev ones. 

THE KIEV PROGRAM 

A program of deterruining empirical oscillator strengths 
from the optical solar spectrum was started at Kiev in 
the early eighties. lts first results were two extensive lists 
of Fe I gf-values (Gurtovenko and Kostik 1981a, 1981b). 
They were found to be of good quality, both in com
parisons with laboratory data (Wiese 1983, Cowley and 
Corliss 1983) and in studies of their internal consistency 
(Rutten and Kostik 1982, Rutten and Zwaan 1983, Rut
ten and Van der Zalm 1984, Rutten and Kostik 1988). 

The lat ter studies have also led to understanding of 
why such simplistic fits are actually 50 good (typically 
better than 0.1 dex or 25%); see the review by Rutten 
(1988b) for explanation, RuUen and Van der Zalm (1984) 
for recipes and Rutten (1988a) for examples. In fact, 
they are so good that the issue can be turned around: 
patterns in the internal consistency of such fits can be 
useful diagnostics of solar line formation . 

THE NEW KIEV COMPILATION 

The success of these earlier Fe I lists have led to con
tinued effort at Kiev. Very recently, Gurtovenko and 
Kostik (1989) have published a new compilation of so
lar gf-values, specifying oscillator strengths for 1958lines 
from 40 chemica! elements. Diagnostical analysis is in 
progress; first results are given in Gurtovenko et al. 1989. 

http://arelesssuitableforsteUarabundancedeterminations.be
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Theoretieal ealeulations of atomie data 





Charlotte Froese Fischer 

The challenge of theoretica I predictions 
of oscillator strengths and lifetimes 

ABSTRACT 

The prediction of the lifetime of one excited state may re
quire the calculation of many transition probabilities and 
possibly also autoionization rates. Some of the important 
concepts for performing multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock 
calculations for a portion of a spectrum and for highly 
accurate results for few electron systems are reviewed. 
Transitions in C I are used as an example as weil as the 
ls2s2r 5 P - ls2p3 5 S transition in Li- . 

INTRODUCTION 

There are many challenges to the theoretical prediction 
of oscillator strengths and lifetimes. 

As interest shifts from resonance transitions to transi
tion probabilities for excited states, the amount of needed 
information increases rapidly. The challenge, in effect, is 
to p~rf?rm a calculation for a portion of the spectrum, 
predlctmg many transition probabilities along with life
times in a single calculation. Such calculations are not 
"fine tuned" calculations for transitions between aspecific 
pair of levels, but they can provide large amounts of rea
sonably accurate information. Among the ab initio meth
ods, the Energy..Average..Level (EAL) calculations of the 
General Relativistic Atomic Structure Package (GRASP) 
(Dyall et al., 1989) can be used to provide such informa
tion, but the restriction of a single orthonormal basis for 
the initial and final state, in effect, limit the code to a 
stu~y ofionized systems. In this paper, the multiconfigu
ration Hartree-Fock method with Breit-Pauli corrections 
for the relativistic effects will be applied to the study of 
excited state transitions in Carbon. 

Another challenge is the prediction of lifetimes for the 
levels of a Ryd berg series. In an unperturbed Rydberg se
ries, the ~fetimes increase smoothly as (no)3 , where n° is 
the effectlve quantum number, but the presence of a per
turber may cause an irregular behaviour (Brage et al., 
1987). In some instances, the mixing with the perturber 
causes cance1lation in the transition matrix element, re
sulting in a minimum in the lifetime trend. The correct 
prediction of the minimum is sensitive to both correla
tion and re1ativistic shift effects. Intuitively, one would 
not think of relativistic effects as being important in Ry-
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dberg series, but they may shift the perturber relative to 
the Rydberg series, thereby affecting the mixing of the 
perturber with the series and hence the transition prob
abili ties that define the lifetime. 

With the availability of supercomputers, it is also a 
challenge to improve on the accuracy of f-vaIue predic
tions. Johnson et &1.(1988) have applied many-body per
turbation theory (MBPT) to third order to the study of 
transitions in a1kali atoms: five hours of Cray X-MP /24 
time were required for the calculations they describe. 

Many other difficult problems remain. In core excited 
states, a level may decay by a variety of mechanisms, in
cluding autoionization to the continuum, as was the case , 
for the core excited 2p53s3d 4L states of Na I (Froese 
Fischer, 1986). An accurate prediction of the lifetime re
quires not only accurate radiative transition probabilities, 
but also reliable autoionization rates. Transition proba
bility calculations are rarely performed for the transition 
metaIs where the open d-she1ls greatly magnify the cor
relation problem. Even correlation studies have not' yet 
been performed in all atomie systems. For example, the 
ground configuration of UH is 5P. A relativistic MCDF 
(EAL) calculation produces results for which a number of 
levels are inverted. As in Pr+3 (Morrison and Rajnak, 
1971), important correlation contributions are expected 
to arise fro,m the interaction of 5d10 5P with 5,JS 5r. 
With only those two non-relativistic configurations in the 
wave function expansion, the tota! number of j - j cou
pled configuration states is 123, 297, 482, 555, 611, 561, 
and 505 for J=O to J= 6, respectively, or 3134 configu
ration states for an EOL calculation. For many ab initio 
approaches, atomie structure codes need to be revised to 
deal with wave function expansions 10 - 100 times larger 
than those presently employed. 

Let me now describe how the MCHF Atomie Structure 
Program has been used to meet some of these challenges. 

SPECTRUM CALCULATIONS 

Consider the problem of predicting transition data for 
38 -+ 3p, 4p, 3p -+ 3d, 48, and 4d, and 3d -+ 4p tran
sitions in C I, transitions of interest in astrophysics. In 
this case, the remaining electrons are in the configura
tion ls22s22p; in the description of the calculation we 
will omit reference to the ls2 she1l and treat the problem 
as a four electron problem. Our calculation will be one in 
which a basis of radial functions is obtained from a series 
of MCHF calculations, and the total energies and wave 
function expansions will be obtained from a Breit-Pauli 
interaction matrix. Thus our calculation is essentially 
non-relativistic but with relativistic corrections that in
clude spin-orbit interaction and non fine-structure effects 
such as the mass correction, one- and two-body Darwin 
terms, and spin-spin contact. 

For an ab initio calculation, several principles need to 
be kept in mind. 

The Complex 
The set of configuration states of the same parity, the 
same LS term, and for which the orbitals all have the 
same set of principal quantum numbers, form a com
plex. In non-relativistic theory, these are the configu-



ration states which may exhibit substantial configuration 
mixing in the expansion of a wave function. In a calcu
lation !ike the one for C I, where all terms are of inter
est , one mó.y simply classify the configuration states into 
odd and even configuration states. For example, for the 
2s22p31 states, the odd and even configurations are the 
following: 

~ 2822p3s, 2p338 , 2s22p3d, 2p33d, 2s2~3p 
Even 2s22p3p, 2~3p,2s2~3s, 2s2p23d 

A similar set defines the 2s22p41 complex. For the Car
bon problem under consideration, the two sets should be 
combined. 

The Upper Bound Principle 
Experience with many calculations has shown that re
sults are more reliable when the lower lying complex is 
also included in a wave function expansion. Then, by the 
Hylleraas-Undheim-MacDonaid (1930,1933) theorem, the 
n th eigenvalue of the interaction matrix for a given LS 
term is an up per bound to n th exact energy for that term. 
.For Carbon, this required the inclusion of the following 
configuration states: 

Odd 2s2~ 
~ 2s22~, 2p4 

In neutral atoms, not all of the levels of the lower 
complex !ie below those of the excited complex. In Car
bon, the 2s2~ LS levels lie above those of the 2s22p3s 
levels, except for 2s2~ 5S, and play an important role in 
the interactions. 

Term Dependenee 
The radial functions of orbitals in a given configuration 
may exhibit considerable LS term dependence, as was 
shown by Hansen (1973). 'Such term dependence can 
readily be checked by performing a series of Hartree-Fock 
calculations for each term. Table 1. shows the mean 
radü of 31 orbitals for different terms of the same config
uration. Note that term dependence is negligible for 3s 
and 3d (though not all terms were checked), but consider
able for 3p. The term dependence here, to a large extent, 

Table 1: Term Dependence of 31 orbitals for the configu
rations 2s22p31 in Carbon. 

31 Term < r31 > 31 Term < r31 > 
3s 3p 5.941 3d 3p 10.597 

lp 6.213 lp 10.770 
3p 3D 7.338 3p ID 9.041 

lp 7.135 3p 8.500 
3S 7.651 IS 9.581 

can be classified according to whether the corresponding 
2s22~ configuration state is allowed. When the state is 
not allowed, the mean radius of 3p is more contracted 
than when it is allowed. 
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Optimization of Orbitals 
If no term dependence were present, radial functions could 
be determined from an MCHF calculation for any term, 
but when term dependence is present, the LS terms need 
to be chosen carefully. Term dependence can be incor
porated into a calculation like the one being described, 
by including additional configurations in the expansion 
to represent this dependence and by carefully selecting 
the LS term (or calculation) that determines a particular 
radial function, Pn/(LSj r). For example, we could define 

p3"e S) = aP3"e P) + bPn"e S), < 3plnp >= o. 
Clearly the radial basis could be defined in a number of 
ways. Generally, the radial basis should include the most 
contracted orbital as weil as a more diffuse orbital so that 
the term dependence can be represented by alinear com
bination of these orbitals. In the present case, since the 
calculations include the 2s22p4p configuration states, we 
will allow the 4p orbital to play the role of the diffuse 
orbitaI. This keeps the size of the interaction matrix to 
a minimum, but may not provide the best possible re
sults. In particular, since there is no radial basis for the 
represen tation of the diffuse 4p, the configuration states 
for the lat ter will not be represented weil. This will be 
shown to be the case later. 

A limitation in the prediction of transition probabili
ties and lifetimes by the MCHF Atomic Structure Package 
(MCHF .ASP) that needs to be kept in mind, is the fact 
that the codes for performing the angular integrations 
for the transition operator can deal only with a limited 
amount of non-orthogonality between the initial and final 
state. Most anguiar momentum theories for operators as
sume a common, orthonormal basis for the initial and fi
nal state. The MCHF multipole program (Godefroid et al. 
1989) allows for some non-orthogonality but restricts the 
non-orthogonality in such a way that the number of over
lap integrals arising from non-orthogonality be at most 
two. In the present calculation, it is desirabie to have 
the {Is, 2s, 2p} set of orbitals be the same in the initial 
and final state. Because of the strong interaction between 
2s22p 2 Pand 2p3 2 P , these orbitals were obtained from 
a 2x2 MCHF calculation for C+ with a wave expansion 
over these two configuration states. 

Separate calculations were performed for the odd and 
even configurations states. 

For the odd configuration states, the 3s , 4s, 3d and 
4d orbitaIs were obtained from MCHF calculations for 

{2s22p31, 2p331} 3 P. 

The 3p correlation orbital was obtained from an MCHF 
calculation for the 2p3s 3 P state with an expansion over 
the n = 3 odd complex plus the 2s2~ and 2s2~3p con
figuration state. In this calculation, only the 3p orbital 
was varied. A siInilar calculation was performed for the 
4p correlation orbitaI, replacing the n = 3 complex by the 
n = 4 complex. 

For the even configuration states, the 3p, 3s, and 3d 
orbitals were obtained from an MCHF calculation for the 
2p3p I P state with a wave function expansion over 

{2s22p3p, 2s2~3s, 2s2p23d} lp. 



Table 2: Theoretical total energies (in au) and energies 
relative to 2s22y 3 P (in cm-I) along with lifetimes for 
levels from part of the spectrum of Carbon. 

Dl L5 J Enllrgy 
(a . u .) (cm-t) 

Tau 
(na) 

--------------------------------------------
3. 3P 0 -37.48573433 48373.1 3.0811+00 

1 -37.48564648 48392.3 3.0711+00 
2 -37.48546322 48432.6 3.0711+00 

lP 1 -37.47725779 50233.4 3 . 0111+00 

3p lP 1 -37.44554150 57194.0 1.1111+02 

30 1 -37.44182530 58009.5 4.9211+01 
2 -37.44173242 58029.9 4.9211+01 
3 -37.44158809 58061.6 4.9211+01 

35 1 -37.43676923 59119.2 3.7811+01 

3p 3P 0 -37.42830544 60976.7 2.3811+01 
1 -37 . 42825069 60988.7 2.3811+01 
2 -37.42815282 61010.2 2.3811+01 

102 -37.41684581 63491.6 2.4011+01 

15 0 -37.41074219 64831.2 2.7811+01 

3d 102 -37.40530094 66025.3 1.3811+01 

4. 3P 0 -37.40521870 66043.4 6.8411+00 
1 -37.40514206 66060.2 6.7511+00 
2 -37.40496105 66099.9 6 . 5711+00 

lP 1 -37.40361248 66395.9 7.5811+00 

3d 3F 2 -37.40355209 66409.1 7.4411+00 
3 -37.40350664 66419.1 5.9011+00 
4 -37.40328547 66467.7 3.7311+01 

30 1 -37.40347043 66427.1 3.4111+00 
2 -37.40339878 66442.8 4.6911+00 
3 -37.40332174 66459.7 5.5611+00 

The n = 4 orbitals were obtained from a similar calcula
tion for the 21'4p 1 P state, but now both the n = 4 and 
n = 3 complexes were included in the wave function ex
pansion, though only the n = 4 orbitals were varied. The 
3p and 4p orbitals had mean radii of 6.843 and 15.231, 
respectively. If bet ter accuracy is desired, more porbitals 
should be introduced and optimized on the IS state. 

Once the radial functions have been determined, a 
configuration interaction, Breit-Pauli calculation can be 
performed for each of the odd and even configuration 
states, for a series of J values, and El transition prob
abilities computed for all p08sible transitions. Table 2. 
summarizes some of the energy levels and lifetime data 
from this calculation. 

Table 2. i=ediateiy shows that there is not agreat 
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Table 3: Comparison of LSJ-averaged, MCHF+BP term 
energies with similarly averaged observed values, relative 
to the 2p3s 3 P energy, in cm-I. 

-------------------------
DlLS Enllrgy (cm-l) Oiff 

thllory Ob •. 
-------------------------
3. 3P 0 0 0 

lP 1820 1609 211 

3p lP 8782 8485 297 
30 9628 9349 279 
35 10707 10371 336 
3P 12587 11002 1585 
10 15079 12238 2841 
15 16418 13603 2816 

3d 10 17614 17307 307 

4. 3P 17668 17760 -91 
lP 17986 17965 21 

3d 30 18022 17937 85 
3F 18035 17853 182 
lF 18279 18158 121 
lP 18462 18355 107 
3P 18721 18942 -221 

4p lP 20223 20190 33 
30 20489 19829 661 
35 20880 20732 148 
3P 21993 20961 1032 

4d 10 23285 23127 158 
3F 23443 23388 55 
30 23451 23467 -16 
lF 23573 23576 -3 
lP 23606 23689 -83 
3P 23667 23733 -66 

4p 10 25915 21397 4518 
15 31987 21879 10108 

deal of J -dependence in the lifetimes, the only exception 
being the levels of the 2pnd 3 F states and to a lesser 
extent also the 3 D state. For the 3 F states there is con
siderable mixing with the 3 D states, and in the 3 Dl case, 
also with 2s221'4s 1 Pl. Thus for most of this spectrum, a 
non reiativistic calculation is expected to be adequate. 

Table 3. compares the theoretical term energies rei
ative to the 2p3s 3 P term with similar observed values, 
where the observed terms energies are obtained from sta
tistically weighted LSJ levels. With the exception of the 
of the 2p3p and 21'4p 1 D, 3 P, 1 S LS terms the predicted 
and observed levels are in reasonably good agreement. 

But such braad brush calculations, unIess consider
ably refined, can only present the general picture. To con
firm the accuracy of some of the transition probabilities, 



Table 4: Comparison of theoretical Breit-Pauli (LSJ) and 
MCHF (LS) wavelengths (in air) and line strengths with 
critically evaluated data. 

.qX) S, S. 
3s 3p -+ 3p 3D 

LSJ 10383 168.0 
LS 10873 170.0 173.9 
NBSl) 10695 160.0 

3p 3D -+ 4s 3p 

LSJ 12434 107.0 
LS 12059 67.4 67.1 
NBS 11886 85. 

non-relativistic MCHF calculations using non-orthogonal 
orbitals were performed for three states over all couplings 
of the configurations as indicated below: 

3s 3 P {2s22P13slt 2~3slt 2s22P33d3, 2p~3d2, 
2S23dl 4/h 2n3dl4h, 2s2p~, 2s2P13P1} 

3p 3 D {2S22P13P1, 2~3P1, 2s2Pï3dlt 

2s2n3sh 2s23d24d2, 2n3d24d2'} 

4s 3 P {2s22P14sl, 2~4slt 2s22P33d3 , 2p~3d2, 
2S23dl 4h, 2n3dl4h, 282~, 2s2P13P1} 

Thus, in the calculation for 48 3p, for example, the 3d 
orbitals are correlation orbitals. Table 4. compares the 
LSJ averaged data for two multipiets, the LS values from 
the non-orthogonal, non-relativistic calculation, and the 
compiled data included in the NBS publication, derived 
from both theory and experiment. In order to separate 
the energy prediction from the prediction of the transi
tion matrix element, the line strength, S, is compared 
rather than the oscillator strength. Clearly evident is the 
fact that the non-relativistie MCHF calculations, which 
have included more correlation eft'ects, yield the better 
wavelengths: indeed, relativistie shift eft'ects would im
prove agreement with observation. In the non-relativistie 
scheme, the length and velocity values of the line strenrh 
are also compared. In the case of the 38 3 P -+ 3p D 
transition, the line strength is essentially unchanged, yet 
for the 3p 3 D -+ 48 3 P transition it has reduced sub
stantially, with length and velocity values coming into 
good agreement. In this case there is extensive mixing 
of 2s22p48 and 2822p3d, mixing which is more accurately 
represented in the variational MCHF calculation. 

ACCURATE FEW-ELECTRON CALCULATIONS 

Unlike MBPT, where open shell cases may pose difficult 
problems, the MCHF method can be used in such cases 
and, with sufficient CPU time and memory, some ac
curate results can be obtained for few-electron systems. 
This was demonstrated by Brage and Froese Fischer (1988) 
who predicted the wavelengths of the ls2s2p2 5 P -+ 

ls2p3 5 S transition in Be I-like ions to spectroscopie ac
curacy. In such calculations, systematieally larger and 
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larger expansions are used until "convergence" is obtained. 
Several concepts are used in generating the expansions. 

1. reference set 
Configurations for which a configuration state forms 
a major component in the wave function expansion 
define the reference set. 

2. active set 
In a combinatorial approach in which all configu
ration states are generated that can be constructed 
from orbitaIs for a given set of electrons, the latter 
is called the "active set" . 

3. single and double replacements 
Configurations will interact with some members of 
the reference set only if they dift'er by no more 
than two electrons from some member. The sin
gle and/or double replacement procedure system
atieally replaces one and/or two electrons in each 
configuration of the reference set. 

4. virtual set 
The electrons that are used in the single and double 
replacement of electrons are electrons from a virtual 
set. 

In the Be I-like calculations, the initial active set con
sisted of 18, 28, 2p, 38, 3p, 3d and 4/ electrons. Orbitals 
for the first three were obtained from a Hartree-Fock cal
culation, and the others from a variational calculation for 
an expansion over the configuration states generated by 
the active set. Then 48, 4p and 4d orbitals were obtained 
by adding to the expansion those configuration states that 
were obtained by single and double replacements from the 
previous set. Finally, all electrons were placed in the ac
tive set and a Cl calculation performed with and without 
relativistie shift eft'ects. 

Since these calculations have been performed, it has 
been found that better accuracy can be obtained by vary
ing all (or almost all) orbitals rather than only the new 
orbitals. This was done in the study of the binding en
ergies of negative alkaline earths. However, with an ac
tive set, a rotation of the radial basis is a trans forma
tion that does not change the total energy and so, for 
uniqueness and stability, it is desirabie to delete certain 
configurations. The best candidates are those for which 
Brillouin's theorem should hold. Table 5. reports the 
results from a study of the ls2s2y 5 P -+ 1s2]J" 5S tran
sition of Li- , a case not included in the earlier study. The 
first part of the table shows the convergence of the total 
energies for the two states, the wavelength (in air) for the 
transition, and the length and velocity values of the line 
strength (the observed transition energy was used for the 
computation of the lat ter) for ' a calculation that ignores 
correlation with the ls electron; Note that the converged 
wavelength deviates from the observed by 42 À. The next 
set of calculations, is for a fully correlated wave function. 
It was found that the 8-orbitals play a much more impor
tant role in the 5 P state, that the contribution of the Ss 
was considerably larger than the contribution from the 
highest nl for other l-values, and so a 6s was added to 
the active set for the 5 P state. The resulting wavelength 



Table 5: Convergence of total energy (in a.u.) , wave
length, length and velocity forms of the line strength for 
the Is2s2p2 sp -+ Is2p3 Ss transition in Li- as the ac
tive set is increased. The lat ter consists of all electrons 
with n ~ N. The symbols s and pare used to indicate an 
additional s or pelectron, respectively. 

N E(5p) E(5S) .\(À) SI, Sv 
Outer Correlation Only 

3 -5.381345 - 5.248208 3421.6 39.2,40.0 
4 -5.383501 -5.251369 3447.6 37.2,38.9 
5 -5.383820 -5.251675 3447.2 36.7,39.1 

Full correlation 
3,p -5.382850 -5.251602 3470.8 
4,p -5.385691 -5.255043 3486.8 
5,p -5.386225 -5.255744 3491.2 

5,sp -5.386251 3491.5 

With relativist ie shift effects 3489.4 

Bunge (1980) 
Non-relativistic 3491.1 
With empirical corrections 3489.8 ± 0.9 

Exp. (Bromander et al. 1973) 3489.7 ± 0.2 

from the final energies, when corrected for a relativistic 
shift effect is 3489.4 A, which deviates from the observed 
value by ab out 0.3 A. The results are also compared with 
those reported by Bunge (1980). 

It should be mentioned that, at each stage, new or
bitals for outer correlation were determined and those 
configuration states retained with a mixing coefficient 
larger than 0.00005 in magnitude. A subset with mixing 
coefficients greater than 0.0005 was used as a zero-order 
set for a first -order perturbation like calculation for the 
many remaining configuration states. Again, the new or
bitals were varied and the new configuration states with 
mixing coefficients larger than 0.00005 added to the ear
lier set. Finally, a variational calculation was performed. 
In this way, very large calculations could be avoided. In 
the case of the first-order MCHF calculation, where only a 
few percent of the matrix elements are non-zero, a sparse 
version of MCHF was used. The expansion lengths of 
the final wave functions were 604 and 345 configuration 
states, respectively, for Sp and Ss refiecting the greater 
difficulty of the calculation for the Sp state. 

CONCLUSION 

For few electron systems, MCHF calculations for some 
transition energies can be performed that are close to ex
perimental accuracy. But many challenges remain. One 
problem that is of particular concern in the MCHF ap
proach is the evaluation of matrix elements bet ween dif
ferent states. In the MCHF method, orbitals are opti
mized for a given state and though they may be orthonor
mal within a state, they are not orthonormal between 
states. Thus the evaluation of the transition operator 
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becomes more difficult and no general solution to this 
problem has been developed. 
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Alan Hibbert 

Calculation of weak lines 

ABSTRACT 

We describe the situations which give rise to small os
cillator strengths, particularly those which are unusually 
small as a result of some form of cancellation. We discuss 
through specific examples the type of calculation which 
is needed to give accurate results. 

INTRODUCTION 

The importance of weak absorption lines in the determi
nation of stellar and interstellar abundances has been 
described by Keenan et al. (1989) in these proceed
ings. We discnss in this article the theoretical sitnations 
which give rise to weak lines and the calculation of the 
corresponding small oscillator strengths (or alternatively 
transition probabilities). 

The most obvious division which separates transi
tion probabilities into "large" and "small" is between 
"allowed" (i.e. electric dipole or El) transitions and 
"forbidden" (i.e. electric quadrupole (E2) or higher mul
tipole (E.~) and magnetic multipDIe (M~» transitions. 
The formula for transition probabilities of E~ or M(~-l) 
transitions contains the factor (}2Hl where (} (~ 1/137) 
is the fine structure constant. The presence of this fac
tor implies that for "forbidden" transitions, the transi
tion probabilities are normally several orders of magni
tude smaller than for "allowed" transitions. A discussion 
of "forbidden" transitions is given by Zeippen(1989) in 
these proceedings, so we shall not eonsider them in this 
article. Instead, we shall investigate situations in which 
oscillator strengths of "allowed" transitions are small -
that is, smaller than the norm for "allowed" transitions. 

METHOD OF CALCULATION 

In principle, the oscillator strength of a transition can be 
expressed in an infinite number of different but (for exact 
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calculations) equivalent forms. In practice, at most two 
forms are caleulated: 

length :/, = 2AEI < .llrl.2 > 12 (1) 
39 

(2) 

where AE is the transition energy (in atomie units), .1 
and .2 are the initial and final state wave functions and 
9 is the multiplicity of the state with lower energy (either 
(2L+1)(2S+1) in LS coupling or (21+1) in intermediate 
coupling). Of course, neither .1 nor .2 is known exactly, 
so in general the two forms /, and /v give different values. 
The extent of the agreement gives .. ome measure of the 
accuracy of the results, even though complete agreement 
bet ween them does not in itse1f gnarantee their correct
ness. Some eonvergenee of that agreement as the wave 
functions are improved is also necessary. 

For atomie systems with more than one electron, the 
wave functions cannot be determined exactly. In prac
tice, they are usually expanded in infinite series of basis 
functions. For systems with several electrons, the most 
common expansion method is known as configuration in
teraction (Cl) of which MCHF (Multi-Configurational 
Hartree-Fock) and SOC (Superposition Of Configura
tions) are specific, important classes. In this method, 
we expand 

(3) 

(4) 

so that, for example, 

Each of {4>i}, {tP;} is a configurotiorutate function. For 
many transitions for which" ~ 0.1, al > ai(i = 2,3, .. . ) 
and bI > b;(j = 2,3, ... ) where 4>t and tPl refer to the 
Hartree-Fock (HF) configurations of the two states (i.e. 
those associated with the normallabelling of the states). 
In such cases, the expansions (3) and (4) can be trun
cated af ter a fairly small number of terms and still result 
in quite accurate values for /, ( and similarly for /v). In 
the next section, we shall consider situations where /, is, 
for a nnmber of different reasons, much smaller than 0.1. 
In these cases, the expansions (3) and (4) have to he 
much longer and the configurationa chOllen much more 
carefully in order to achieve a level of a.ccuracy wbich 
gets even the fint significant figure in " correct. 

CAUSES OF SMALL OSCILLATOR STRENGTHS 

We mst discuss how abnormally small oscillator Itrengths 
occur. 



Concellation in tM tromition integral 

The dipole matrix element < 4>ilrl,pj > in (5) contains 
the radia.l integra.l 

(6) 

as a factor. In certain cases, this integra.l is approxi
mately zero because the positive and negative pa.rts of 
the integrand almost cancel. If a.lso the coefficients of 4>i 
and ,pj are close to unity in the expansions (3) and (4) 
respectively, sa that a.ll others are sma.ll, then the entire 
oscillator strength will be sma.ll. 

Two specific instances of this situation are the 2s 2S 
- 3p 2po transition in Li (Weiss 1963) and the 3s 2S -
4p 2po transition in Mg n (Ribbert et al. 1983). The 
states of these alkali-like iona are well represented by the 
HF approximation sa that the expansions (3) and (4) are 
each dominated by a single term. For both ions, the ra.
dia.l integra.l is close to zero. Although that mea.ns that 
the oscillator strength will be close to zero, it a.lso mea.ns 
that the contributions from other terms in (3) and (4), 
while being sma.ll in absolute terms, are of comparabie 
magnitude to the HF contribution. We sha.ll discuss the 
Mg 11 transition in some deta.illater. 

Concellation due U> Cl 

In the examples of the previous section, a.ll the states 
are nearly 100% pure; in many other cases, the states 
are at least 90% pure (i.e. one coefficient in (3), say Oh 

dominates the rest, with o~ ~ 0.9). But in same states, 
there is strong Cl mixing sa that a.lthough one coefficient 
is larger in magnitude than the rest, there are two and 
sometimes more which are fairly large, say with 01 ~ 0.2. 
We have investigated astrophysica.lly important transi
tions invOlving such states for a number of singly ionised 
species of second rowelements. For example, in the case 
of the 3s23p2 3p _ 3s3p3 3po tra.nsition in P D (Ribbert 
1986), the ground state 3p is over 90% pure, but the 3po 
state has an expa.nsion (4) of the form 

sa that b~ = 0.66, bJ = 0.25 and the rema.ining terms are 
each fairly sma.ll. 

This is a widely occurring situation. Other instances 
include the 2s22p 2po - 2s2p2 2D tra.nsitionin C n (Weiss 
1967) where there is strong mixing between 2s2p2 2D and 
2s2Jd 2D; a.lso the 3s3p 1 po - 3p2 1 D tra.nsitions in Mg
like ions (Froese Fischer and Godefroid 1982, Taya.l and 
Ribbert 1984, Ba.luja and Ribbert 1985); the 3s23p3 4So 
- 3s3p4 4p in S 11 (Ojha and Ribbert 1989); the 3s23p 2po 
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- 3s3p2 2D transition in Si 11 (Dufton et al. 1983); the 
3s23p5 2po _ 3s3p6 2S transition in AI n (Ribbert and 
Hansen 1987). In a.ll these transitions of the form 3s23pD 
- 3s3pD +J, the upper state exhibits strong Cl mixing of 
the form 

with bh b2 > bi, (i ~ 3), (Bauche et al. 1987). Moreover, 
as Bauche et al. discuss, the Cl mixing (7) leads to sma.ll 
oscillator strengths beca.use 

Neither of the two matrix elements in (8) is sma.ll, but 
the combination (8) Î8. The two contributions almost 
cancel each other out. 

When this cancellation due to Cl occurs, the con tri
butions from the remaining configurations play propor
tiona.lly a more significant róle than they would in the 
absence of such cancellation. We sha.ll discuss specific 
cases later. 

Intercombination line8 

The situations described above assumed LS coupling of 
angular momentum. The selection rules for transitions 
in LS coupling require AS = 0 and AL = 0 or 1 with 
L = 0 -+ L' = 0 excluded. In that approximation, El 
transitions of the form IS - 3po are forbidden; i.e. their 
oscillator strengths are identica.lly zero. If the fine stroc
ture of the 3po state is taken into account, then a.lthough 
the oscillator strength of the lSO - 3Pg, 3p~ El transitions 
remain zero, that of the lSO - 3p~ transition becomes 
non-zero. Even in the approximation of one conJigura.
tion per LS symmetry, we C&Il write 

.leSo) = ol4>teSo) + 02t!>2(3PO) (9) 

.2epn = b11Ptepn + ~~e~) (10) 

sa that 

< .llrl.2 >= 01b2 < 4>tlrl~ > +02bt < t!>2lrl1Pt > 
(11) 

Although 02 and ~ are genera.lly sma.ll, they are non-zero 
sa that the oscillator strength is non-zero, but norma.lly 
sma.ll. We sha.ll discuss important special cases in the 
next section. 

EXAMPLES OF SMALL OSCILLATOR STRENGTHS 

In this section, we discuss the ca.lculation of a number 
of oscillator strengths in which we have used the genera.l 
Cl code CIV3 (Ribbert 1975, Glass and Ribbert 1978), 
which is of SOC type. 



3s 25 - 4p 2po in Mg 11 

An extensive Cl calculation of the oscillator strength of 
this transition was undertaken by Ribbert et al. (1983) . 
R.esults were presented at different levels of approxima
tion which we display in Table 1. 

Table 1. Oscillator strengths of the 3s 25 - 4p 2po 
transition in Mg 11. 

Ribbert et al. (1983) Other calculations 

I, Iv I, Iv 
A: 0.00028 0.00033 0.00033· 
B: 0.00123 0.00101 0.00097b 0.00095 
C: 0.00038 0.00037 

Notes - a : Biémont (1975); b : Froese Fischer (1976) 

. The single configuration (HF) approximation gives oscil
lator strengths (calculation A) in close agreement with 
the work of Biémont (1975): the values are small, and 
length and velocity forms agree quite closely. The in
troduction of configurations describing the polarisation 
of the core - partieularly 2pS3d4p 25 and 2ps3d3s 2po 
- increa.se the oscillator strength by a factor of three or 
four (calculation B). Again the values of Ribbert et al. 
are in general agreement with an MCHF calculation of 
Froese Fischer (1976) which similarly includes the effect 
of core polarisation. Again the length and veloàty values 
agree satisfactorily. This shows that agreement hetween 
length and velocity forms ia DOt in itself a guarantee of 
accuracy. 

It is interesting to consider how nch a lubstantial 
change arises. If we consider the expression 

(2t..E)~ Fij = 39 o.;"j < I/Iilrl~j > (12) 

then (5) becomes 

(13) 

In the velocity form, the equivalent Fij associated with 
the two core polarising configurations given above are 
-0.052 and 0.060. Their combined effect is itself only 
0.008, but because the interactionFn between the HF 
configurations is only 0.018, the proportionate effect is 
substantial. Other Fij al80 contribute to the considerabie 
increa.se in I,. 

Ribberi et al. went further than thia, and added 
other configurations, the most significant of which were 
2psns 25 and 2psnp 2po, especially 2ps4s 25 (calculation 
Cl. The effect was to reduce once again the oscillator 
strength to around 0.0004. It is pariieularly interesting 
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that the inclusion of 2ps4s 25 should he 80 striking. In 
the approximation which includes only 2ptlns 25 configu
rations in the ground state wave function, its coefIicient 
ai would be zero, (Brillouin'a theorem): the Hamiltonian 
matrix element hetween 3s 25 and ns 25 ia zero. These 
matrix elements remain zero as more configurations are 
added, but the expansion coefIicients 0.; change to alOOt 
small non-zero values and the Fij associated with the 4s 
25 and 4p 2po configurations has the value -0.017. 

For this transition, all these values of F;j are small. 
For an oscillator strength in the range 0.1 to 1.0, such 
as for the 3s 25 - 3p 2po transition, the non-HF con
tributions F;j have only a small influence on the value 
obtained. In many calculations, the corresponding con
figurations could probably he omitted. But because the 
oscillator strength is 80 small in this case, it is crucial 
that they are included, and an extensive Cl calculation 
be undertaken, if accurate resuIts are to he achieved . 

The implications for interstellar magnesium abun
dances using these accurate results are discused by Mur
ray et al. (1984). 
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3s23p2 3p _ 3a3r Spo in PH 

We remarked earlier that the spo atate ia dominated not 
jut by the 3s3ps configuration but by a linar combi
nation of 3s3p3 and 3s23pld, as in (7). It ia important 
to realise that the variationallyoptimum ld function fot 
this linear combination is not the same as that lor the 
3s23p3d Spo atate. In fact, the 3s3ps configuration in
teracts strongly with the 3s23pnd Rydberg series: the 
wave function for each member containa a lubstantial 
contribution of 3s3ps, (though decreasing with nl. Al
ternatively, if spectroscopie radial functions p",,(r) are 
used in the configurations in the expansion of the 3s3ps 
state: 

9(3a3p3) = "1~1(3a3p3) + I)n~n(3a23pnd) (14) 
n 

then the summation will need to contain many terms. 
Even then it will not be complete : it should also in
clude the continuum (Hansen 1977). This problem can 
be overcome by replacing (14) by 

in which the radial function Pair) is optimised on the 
lowest energy eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian matrix 
< l/IilHll/lj >, using the variational principle directly as 
in the 50C method (e.g. Ribbert 1975) or via MCHF 
equations (e.g. Froese Fischer 1978). 
Ribbert(1986) discussed a set of calculations of the os
cillator atrength for this transition, with different levels 
of approximation. In all cases the oscillator strength ia 
amall. 1t is aufticient to look at the simplest ofhis calcula-



Table 2. Oscillator strengths of the 3s'3p';sP - 3s3p3 
3po transition in P U. 

A 0.0255 0.0304 0.1401 
B 0.0192 0.0221 0.1282 
C O.OllO 0.Oll3 0.1221 

Expt 0.011 ± 0.005· 0.1221 
Notes - a : Livingstone et al. (1915) ; energies in atomic 
units. 

tions to see how the smallness arises. In terms of (12) and 
(IS), Fn = 0.440, F12 = -0.280. The sum is 0.160. Bence 
by (13) an oscillator strength which would he 0.194 with
out the Cl in (IS) has been reduced to 0.026, a change of 
almost an order of magnitude (lee calculation A of Table 
2). The addition of further CODfigurations reduced the 
oscillator strength atill more (calcalation B). 
Although we noted above that Pii cWrera conaiderably 
from the 3d radial function appropriate to the 3s'3p3d 
3po state, it transpires that it ia important that at least 
the 3s'3p3d 3po state is as aceurately repreaented as is 
3s3p3 3po, if the 3s'3p' 3p _ 3s3p3 3po oscillator atrength 
is to be calcu1ated aceurately. Thè two atate. interact 
strongly, over and above (15), ad the extent of their 
mixing influencea the coefIi.clenta 'i for each atate and 
thence the oscillator atrength. A ~cial measure of how 
accurately the mixing has been caiculated ia the energy 
splitting ÓE(3s3p3 - 3s'3p3d). It can he leen from Table 
2 that in this regard calcu1ation B represents a substan
tial improvement over calculation A, ~ut the splitting 
is still not small enough (80 the mixing is not strong 
enough). Calculation B is an extensive Cl calculation, 
and a final refinement can be made by making 8mall ad
justments to the diagonal Bamiltonian matrix elements, 
80 that the eigenvalue separation correponds to the as
sociated experimental energy separation. A justification 
for this process has been given by Brage and Bibbert 
(1989). It is necessarily approximate, but this fine tuning 
generally leads to results which are more accurate than 
the 116 initia results from which they are derived. We give 
the resulting values as calculation C in Table 2. They 
are in good agreement with the best and most recent ex
perimenta! values obtained using beam-foilspectroscopy. 
The results of calcu1ation C were used by Dufton et al. 
(1986) to determine the abundance ofphosphorus in the 
interstel1ar medium. 

Again, as in our fint example, an extensive Cl cal
culation is necessary to obtain reaults which are at all 
accurate. It is worth pointing out that reaults based 
on Cl expansions such as (14), where "spectroscopic or
bitals" or "real state orbitals" are used, may indeed ex
hibit cance1lation dects, but they will normally not be 
re1iable because they do not treat the interaction with 
the continuum. Indeed, a finite Cl treatment necessi-
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tates a proper variational treatment of the form of (15). 
Semi-empirical methods for handling auch cases wi1l not 
normally be adequate. 

This transition was discussed by Ojha et al. (1988) fol
lowing a similar calculation for Al 11 by Bibbert and 
Keenan (1981). This intercombination llne has a non
zero oscillator strength because of the fine-atructure mix
ing ~f 3s3p 3Pî and lPî, and to a lesaer extent 3s' lSO, 
3p' lSo and 3p' 3po. To get that mixing right, it ia nec
essary to obtain wave functions for all these statea which 
give accurately the energy aeparations. 

We compare in Table 3 the value of the associated 
emission transition probability calculated by Ojha et aL 
with that from experiment and those obtained by other 
theorists. All three calculations lie within a few per 
cent of the experimental value. Each involves extensive 
Cl though the details of the calculations are cWrerent. 
Nussbaumer (1986) used the SUPERSTRUCTURE code 
(Eissner et al. 1914) whichiaofSOC typewith the radial 
functions obtained uaing a scaled-Thomas-Fermi poten
tial. Laughlin and Victor (1919) used a model poten
tial approach which incorporates core polarisation (see 
Laughlin 1989 - these proceedings - for further disCU8sion 
of this method). Ojha et al. (1988) used CIV3, together 
with the fine-tuning which we discussed above. 

Table 3. Transition probabilities of the 3s' lSO - 3s3p 
3 Py transi tion in Si III : 
Comparison of results. 

Source Nature of Work A-value (s-l) 

a Cl with 1.18 X 10· 
model potential 

b Large-scale Cl 1.8 x lO-C 

c Large-scale Cl 1.612 x 10· 
with core polarisation 

d Lifetime measurement 1.61 x 10· 
uaing ion-trap 

Notes - a: Laughlin and Victor (1919); b : Nussbaumer 
(1986); c : Ojha et al. (1988); d : Kwong et al. (1983) . 

It is this fine-tuning which leads to such good agree
ment with experiment. We display in Table 4 a series of 
calculations using CIV3, both in ab initia form ("uncor
rected") and with the fine-tuning added ("corrected"). 
The three calculations conaisted of : 

A : valence-shel1 correlation only 
B : A + core polarisation treated by model poten

tials (similar to the scheme of Laughlin and 
Victor) 



C : A + extra configuratioru to allow for the ex
plicit polarisation of the core 

Table 4. Transition probabilities of the 3a' lSo - 3s3p 
3Py transition in Si In: 
Convergence of calculationa. (Ojha et oL 1988) 

Calculation Uncorrected 
Aa 1.368 X U)4 
B 1.799 xl()4 
C 1.649 xl()4 

Note - a : lee text. 

Corrected 
1.642 xl()'1 
1.683 xl()4 
1.672 xl()4 

The "uncorrected" transition probabilities vazy quite sub
atantially. This is mainly because the 3Pî - tPy energy 
splitting is over-estimated by 5% in calculation A, under
estimated by 3% in calculation B, whereas in calcula.
tion C it ia correct to within 0.2%. On the other hand, 
the "corrected" results, obtained by adjusting diagonal 
matrix elements 80 that the eigenvalue differencea agree 
with the experiment al energy differences, are much more 
consistent. This demonstrates that this process of fine
tuning an already good calculation can lead to rather 
accurate transition probabilities, especially for intercom
bination linea. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have deacribed in this artide a variety of situations 
which give riae to small oscillator atrengths . Their com
mon feature is that, for a reliable value to be obtained 
theoretically, a careful and extensive calculation ia nec
esaary, and preferably one which givea special attention 
to those particular transitions. Values of amalI oscillator 
atrengths which arise from simpier calculations, or from 
calculations which consider simultaneously a wide range 
of transitions, must be treated with caution, because it is 
unlikely that the values 80 obtained wil! have .converged 
with respect to the addition of further configurationa. 
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Cecil Laughlin 

Accurate model-potential methods for 
the prediction of energy spectra and 
oscillator strengths in one- and two
valence-electron atomie systems 

ABSTRACT 

Model-potential methods which include long-range polari
sation terms are briefly reviewed. Transition 
wavelengths and oscillator strengths for dipole allowed 
transitions in some one- and two-valence-electron ions 
are presented. An alternative form of the dipole operator 
for use with the Coulomb approximation is introduced. 
Fine-structure splittings and intercombination transitions 
are also considered. 

INTRODUCTION 

Transition wavelengths and oscillator strengths are funda
mental quantities in atomic spectroscopy and are essential 
for the interpretation of solar and stellar spectra and for 
diagnostic spectroscopy of fusion plasmas. Accurate 
experimental measurements of oscillator strengths are not 
usually available, and thus there is a great need for pre
cise theoretical values. 

Model-potential methods, in which the effects of the 
core electrons of an atomic system are represented by 
effective operators, present an attractive approach for 
describing the valence-electron propenies (such as energy 
spectra and transition rates) of few-valence-electron sys
tems. By explicitly including only the optical electrons 
in the calculations they simplify the computational tasb 
dramatically and, in favourable cases, they provide highly 
accurate results. They also provide a simple physical pic
ture of the system. 

An extensive number of model-potential approaches 
have been employed and it is not our intention to review 
these here (see Hibbert (1982) and Laughlin and Victor 
(1988) for recent reviews). Instead we concentrate on our 
approach to the problems of predicting transition 
wavelengths and oscillator strengths in alkali- and 
alkaline-earth-like systems and illustrate lhe high accu
racy that may be achieved. But first we revisit the sim
piest model-potential method, the Coulomb approxima
tion, which has been widely used to calculate oscillator 
strengths since the early applications to lithium and 
sodium by Trumpy (1930) and to a variety of one- and 
two-electron systerns by Bates and Damgaard (1948). 
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THE COULOMB APPROXIMATION FOR OSCILLA
TOR STRENGTHS 

For a one-valence-electron ion consisting of a nucleus of 
charge Z and N + 1 electrons, the optical electron is con
sidered to move in the Coulomb potential (Z-N)/r with 
energy E, where -E is the experimental ionisation poten
tial. Because the wave functions thus determined are 
irregular at the origin, they are set equal to zero close to 
the nucleus, say 0 " r " r c' and the length form r of the 
electric dipole operator is used to emphasise the asymp
totic region far from the nucleus where the approximation 
should be good. For the method to be successful in prac
tice it is clear that dipole matrix elements should not be 
sensitive to the choice of rc . An interesting question is: 
can we find a form of the electric dipole operator which 
has longer range than the length form r? One such form 
may be derived quite simply from the commutator 

a 
[H,r~l = -2r-rVr-2ra;:r (1) 

which gives (Laughlin, 1989a) 

('I'llrl'l'2) = (r'l'llblr'l'2) , (2) 

where 

b = -i[(E1-E2)r+V+2i ;r]. (3) 

When '1'1 and '1'2 are approximate wave functions, 
('I'llrl'l'2) will not be equal to (r'l'llblr'l'2) and the 
latter expres sion apparently provides an attractive altema
tive long-range form of the dipole operator for use with 
Coulomb wave functions. In practice, however, no real 
advantage seems to be gained with this formulation. In 
fig. 1 v.:e show how the 3d-4p transition matrix element 
for the sodium atom varies with rc . Generally, there is 
little to choose between rand rbr as far as sensitivity to 
rc is concerned. A problem with rbr is that it is not Her
mitian and, in fact, the mean of (r'l'llblr'l'2) and 
(r'l'2Iblr'l'I)' is ('I'drl'l'2) ' even for approximate (dif
ferentiable) wave functions '1'1 and '1'2· 

FORM OF THE MODEL POTENTIAL 

Many forms of model potential have been used in practice 
(see, for example, Hibben (1982) and Szasz (1985), and 
references therein). Our formulation (Laughlin et al, 
1978, Fairley and Laughlin, 1984) is based on a core 
potential derived from Hartree-Fock orbitals plus long
range polarisation terrns. For a I-valence-electron system 
the model Schrödinger equation is 

(-!V2 +VM) = E",~"" (4) 

where, in atomic units, 

VM = - ~+VHP- ~WI(.!:.)+u(r). 
r 2r rc 

(5) 

Here, ad is the static dipole polarisabilily of the core 
(quadrupole and dynamical correction terrns may also be 
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Fig. 1. Variation of the sodium atom 3d-4p uansition 
mauix element (vertical axis) with the cut-off radius re 
for the Coulomb wave functions (horizontal axis) calcu
lated with various dipole operators: -----r; 
------- rbr; rbtr. 

included; see, for exarnple, Peach (1983» and the polari
sation potential ad/2r4 is cut off for small r by the func
tion WI(r/rc )' where re is an effective core radius. U(r) 
is a shon-range correction chosen empirically so !hat !he 
eigenvalues EfII of equation (1) give very precise values 
for the observed ionisation energies. If the Haruee-Fock 
core potential VHF contains only the static interactions 
with the fixed Haruee-Fock core orbitals then VM is a 
local potentiaI, whereas if exchange terms are included in 
VHF then VM will be non-Iocal. Higher accuracy is 
achieved when a non-Ioc al potential is employed. 

For a 2-valence-elecuon system we adopt the equation 

[ - !Vf- !Vf+ VM(l) + VM(2) + ~ 
rl2 

(6) 

where the final term in the square brackets is the sc
called "dielecuic" term (Chisholm and Öpik, 1964) 
modified by a cut-off function W2 . Tbe eigenfunctions 'I' 
and eigenvalues E of equation (6) are calculated varia
tionally by expanding 'I' in terms of properly anti
symmeuised and angular-momentum coupled products of 
the l-elecuon functions 'fII of equation (4). 

POLARISATION CORRECfIONS TO THE DIPOLE 
OPERATOR 

Consider an electric dipole uansition between 2 states 
with model-potential wave functions '1'" and 'I'b' each of 
which satisfy equation (6). In lowest order in the valence 
elecuon-core elecuon interaction, the dipole matrix ele-
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ment is ('I'" Irl +r21 'I'b)' Since a dipole moment is 
induced on the core by the valence elecuons a corrected 
dipole operator dl +d2 replaces rl +r2 ' where 

( 
ad(m») d=rl---;r' (7) 

ad(m) being the dipole polarisability of the core at the 
uansition frequency m= IE,,-Ebl (Bersuker, 1957; 
Harneed et al, 1968). It has recently been shown (Laugh
Iin, 1989b) that the next correction to r is of order r-6 

and can be written in terms of the dipole-quadrupole 

interaction V.!.. vv .!. Tbis latter correction has not yet 
r r 

been included in any actual calculations. 

OSCILLATOR STRENGTH RESULTS 

Rather few oscillator suengths are known to high accu
racy, even for the relatively simple a1kali-like systems. 
For Li and Na, however, Gaupp et al (1982) have carried 
out precise bearn-Iaser measurements on the resonance 
uansitions and we can use these experimental values as a 
check on the accuracy of the model-potential calculations. 
Some comparisons are presented in Table 1. It may be 
observed that the model-potential values calculated with 
the corrected form of the dipole operator (equation (7» 
are very close to the measured values, though they faH 
outside the experimental error bars of Gaupp et al (1982). 
We note that Ibis discrepancy also exists for other recent 
theoretical values (Froese Fischer, 1988). Tbe Coulomb 
approximation also provides reliable values. 

Accurate data are also available in the helium isoelec
uonic sequence of ions (Schiff et al, 1971; Kono and 
Hattori, 1984). Tbe excited states of these systems may 
be ueated in the model-potential frarnework by construct
ing an effective potential to represent the K-sbell electron 
and it has been found that model-potential oscillator 
suengths for triplet uansitions in ions up to Ne IX agr~ 
to beller than 1 % with the very extensive ab initia calcu
lations of Schiff et al (1971) and Kono and Hattori 
(1984), even for weak transitions. Some specimen results 
are also included in Table 1. 

Tuming now to 2-valence-elecuon systems, where 
accurate solution of equation (6) is more difficuit, the 
situation is Ie ss favourable. However, the evidence sug
gests that reliable oscillator suength values can be 
obtained with model-potential methods without undue 
computational effort. As exarnples, we present some 
specimen results for beryllium sequence ions in Table 2. 
Results are also available for the magnesium sequence 
(Victor el al, 1976a), the calcium sequence (Victor et al , 
1976b) and the copper and zinc sequences (Victor and 
Taylor, 1983). 

In the case of the 2S 21S-2s2p Ipo resonance uansi
tions in the beryllium sequence, agreement between the 
model-potential values and the results of Reistad and 
Martinson (1986), obtained by an isoelecuonic smoothing 
of available reliable experimental data, is good. Tbe larg
est discrepancy (5%) OCcurs for BIl and only for this ion 
does the predicted value Iie outside the error bars derived 



Table 1. Comparison of model-potential oscillator strengths with other values. 

Oscillator strength 

Model potential t 
Coulomb 

System Transition (1) (2) Other approximation 

Li 2s 2S - 2p 2p<> 0.7536 0.7471 0.7416±0.OOI2",0.7480 b 0.763 

Na 3s 3S - 3p 3p<> 0.9784 0.9572 0.9536 ±0.OOI6", 0.9714 b 0.981 

Li+ 2s 3S _ 2p 3p<> 0.3091 0.3083 0.3080c 0.303 

Li+ 2p 3p<> _ 3d 30 0.6258 0.6241 0.6247 d 0.618 

Be2+ 2s 3S - 3p 3p<> 0.2505 0.2517 0.2526c 0.248 

C4+ 2p 3p<> _ 3s 3S 0.06730 0.06789 0.06784c 0.0671 

C4+ 2p 3p<> _ 4s 3S 0.01377 0.01395 0.01396c 0.0144 

t Column (1) is calculated with the dipole length operator r; column (2) includes a core polarisation 
correction (see equation (7) of tex!). 
"Gaupp el al (1982); bFroese Fischer (1988); cSchiff el al. (1971) ; dKono and Hattori (1984). 

Table 2. Wavelengths and oscillator strengths for beryllium-like ions. 

Oscillator strength 

Ion Transition Wavelength (Á) Model potential Experiment 

Bel 2s2 IS-2s2p lp<> 2349.3 1.372 1.341 ±0.047· 

BIl 2s2 IS _ 2s2p lp<> 1362.5 1.012 0.965±0.020· 

cm 282 IS _ 282p lp<> 977.0 0.764 0.754±0.014· 

2s2p lp<> _ 2s38 IS 690.5 0.021 0.022±0.OO2b 

NIV 282 IS-2s2p lp<> 765.1 0.614 0.620±0.014· 

2s2p 3p<> _ 2s3d 30 283.5 0.625 0.602±0.060c 

283p 3p<> _ 2s3d 30 7117.0 0.143 0.127±0.041 c 

2s2p IP<>-2s3d 10 335.1 0.541 0.477 ±0.052c 

2s3s 3S - 283p 3p<> 3481.0 0.578 0.125±0.048c 

OV 282 IS-282p lp<> 629.7 0.513 0.527±0.014· 

282 IS-2s3p lp<> 172.2 0.406 0.373±0.041 c 

282p 3p<> - 283d 30 192.9 0.657 0.576±0.075c 

283p 1p<>-283d 10 3144.7 0.227 0.469±0.122c 

2s2p IP<>-2s3d 10 220.4 0.544 0.510 ± 0.066 c 

2838 IS-'- 2s3p lp<> 5114.1 0.210 0.318±0.079c 

Ne VII 2838 3S - 2s3p 3p<> 1987.0 0.380 0.781 ±0.063 c 

'Reistad and Martinson (1986); bIshii el al (1985); cLang el al (1987). 
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by Reistad and Martinson (1986). We observe that the 
model-potential and configuration-interaction (Hibbert 
(1974). Serrlio (1986» oscillator strengths for this transi
tion are in harmony and are discrepant with Reistad and 
Martinson's value. 

A comparison of our N IV. 0 V and Ne VII results 
with the experimental results of Lang et al (1987) reveals 
some puzzling features. For some transitions there is 
good agreement. whilst for others there are large 
discrepancies. The experimental method measured 
branching ratios and employed beam-foil lifetime meas
urements of the common upper level to deduce transition 
probabilities. Errors in the !ifetime measurements would 
clearly lead to unre!iable transition probabilities. and this 
may partly explain some of the discrepancies. However. 
there are situations where experimental and theoretical 
branching ratios differ significantJy. for example. the 
experimental and theoretical branchin~ ratios for the 
2s3p lp<> _ 2s3d 10 and 2s2p lp<> - 2s3d 0 transitions in 
OV are. respectively. 4.41.10-3 and 2.05.10-3• The 
discrepancy here does not arise from cancellation effects 
in the dipole matrix elements (neither oscillator strength 
is smalI) and. in facto all recent theoretical calculations 
are in good accord. 

Relative oscillator strengths for !ines of neutral cal
cium absorbed from the 4s4p Ipo level have recently been 
measured by Smith (1988) and in Table 3 we compare 
these with the model-potential values. The agreement 
bet ween the two sets of results is. on the whoie. reason
able. A large discrepancy occurs for the weak 
4s4p lp<> -4s6s IS transition which is severely affected 
by cancellation effects in the dipole matrix element. This 
transition has also been studied by Froese Fischer and 
Hansen (1985) and their oscillator strength. 0.001. does 
not agree with either of the values in Table 3. though it is 
intermediate between them. 

Table 3. Absorption oscillator strengths from the level 
4s4p lp<> of neutral calcium~ 

Oscillator strength 

Upper level Model potential ExperimentG 

4s5s IS 0.143 0.160 

4s6s IS 0.0003 0.0089 

4p2 IS 0.113 0.115 

4s7s IS 0.0152 0.0133 

4s4d 10 0.254 0.207 

4p2 10 0.594 0.580 

4s5d 10 0.353 0.281 

a Smith (1988). 
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QUARTET LEVELS OF LITHIUM-LIKE IONS 

Core-excited Is2snl 4L and Is2pnl 4L levels of 3-electron 
ions have been actively investigated by both experimental 
and theoretical groups in recent years. These levels are 
readily populated by foil excitation and. as they are meta
sta bie against Coulomb autoionisation, optical emission 
spectra can readily be observed and radiative lifetime 
measurements may be performed. Various theoretical 
approaches have been employed. including model
potential (see. for example. Laughlin (1988) and refer
ences therein). The quartet term system of NV has 
recently been investigated by beam-foil spectroscopy 
(Blanke et al . 1987; Oarnir et al. 1988) and by charge 
exchange in a gas cell (Bouchama et al. 1988) but there 
is a paucity of theoretical data. so we now present some 
results in Table 4 for this system. 

The identifications proposed by Blanke et al (1987). 
Oarnir et al (1988) and Bouchama et al (1988) for 
wavelengths shorter than 230 Á are confirmed by the 
present model-potential calculations and the wavelength 
predictions of Chung (Baudinet-Robinet et al. 1986). 
Oarnir et al (1988) observed a !ine at 633.18Á which 
they assigned to the 1s2p3d 4p<> - 1s2p4f 40 tr.ansition in 
NV. However. our wavelength for this transition is 
675.01 Á. and we would therefore propose that the 
observed line arises from 1s2p3p "0-ls2p4d "P<>. Oamir 
et al (1988) also observed a !ine of medium intensity at 
672.88 Á which they assigned to 1s2p3d "P<> -1s2p4f "F. 
and a weak blended line at 673.90Á which they assigned 
to 1s2s3d "0-ls2s4f "P<>. Our results (Tabie 4) suggest 
that these assignments should be interchanged. If this 
suggestion is correct then it is puzzling that the 
Is2p3d "P<>-1s2p4f "Oline has not been observed in the 
beam-foil spectrum. The model-potential transition pro
babilities indicate that the 445.60 Á !ine should probably 
be assi~ed to Is2s3p "p<> -ls2s5d "0. rather than to 
Is2p3p 0-ls2p5d 40°. 

FINE-STRUCTURE SPLITTINOS ANO INTERCOMBI
NATION TRANSmONS 

We parameterise the spin-orbit interaction V.~) as 

(1) 1 ,., 
V.o = ia Zr:r' (8) 

r 

where a is the fine-structure constant and Z, is deter
mined empirically so that V.~) reproduces the observed 
fine-structure sp!ittings of the j = 1 ±! levels · of the 1-
electron ion. The effective nuclear charge Z, depends on 
the angular momentum I but. for fixed I. it varies very 
!ittJe with the principal quantum number n (Weisheit and 
Oalgarno, 1971). For 2-valence-electron ions we also 
include the spin-own-orbit and spin-spin interactions 
(Bethe and Salpeter, 1971) in the fine-structure Hamil
tonian Hl . For ions near the neutra! end of an isoelec
tronic sequence. Hl is small and may be treated as a per
turbation. Some calculated and observed fine-structure 
sp!ittings for triplet terms of 2-valence-electron ions are 
presented in Table 5. It may be observed that tbe errors 



Table 4. Wavelengths and transition probabilities in tbe quanet spectrum of NV. 

Wavelengtb (Á) 

Model Oarnir 
Transition potentiai Chung et al (1988) 

1s2s2p 4p<> _ 1 s2s4d 40 151.4 151.43 151.50 

1s2p2 4p_1s2p4d 40° 160.0 159.84 159.84 

1s2s2p 4p<> _ 1s2s3d 40 193.4 193.52 193.54 

Is2p2 4p - 1s2p3d 4p<> 202.5 202.38 202.40 

1 s2s2p 4p<> - 1s2s3s 4S 211.0 211.13 211.10 

Is2p3p 40- 1s2p5d 40° 445.4 445.60 

1s2s3p 4p<> -ls2s5d 40 445.6 

1s2s3s 4S - 1s2s4p 4p<> 555.1 

1s2p3s 4p<> _ 1s2p4p 40 595.0 594.96 

1s2s3p 4p<> _ 1s2s4d 40 626.0 625.43 626.01 

1s2p3p 40 - 1s2p4d 4po 633.7 

1s2s3d 40 - 1s2s4f 4po 673.1 673.01 673.90 

Is2p3d 4po -1s2p4f 4F 673.5 672.61 672.88 

1s2p3d 4po -1s2p4f 40 675.0 633.18 

in tbe predicted vaiues are usually less tban 5%. tbus 
vaiidating our representation of Hl' 

Table 5. Calculated (ÁC
) and observed {Á~ fine-structure 

splittings (cm - I) for triplet tenns of 2-vaience-electron 
ioos. 

Ion 

CIII 

CIII 

OV 

MgI 

MgI 

Term 

2p3s lpo 

2p3d 3p<> 

2p2 lp 

3s3p lp<> 

3s4p lp<> 

Si III 3s3p lp<> 

SiIII 3p2 3p 

SV 3p2 lp 

Ca I 4s4p lp<> 

Ca I 4s4d lp<> 

0-1 

33.4 

-14.3 

159.8 

20.3 

3.46 

132.1 

132.0 

383.0 

53.2 

4.14 

ÁO 

33.3 

-14.5 

155.7 

20.1 

3.30 

128.6 

133.5 

362.0 

52.2 

3.67 

1-2 

68.1 

-25.4 

279.6 

41.3 

7.03 

68.6 

-26.3 

268.8 

40.7 

6.75 

267.2 261.7 

261.5 258.5 

775.0 767.0 

106.6 105.9 

6.24 5.58 

Intercombination transitions. such as 3s 2 ISO-
3s3p lP'{ in magnesium-liIee ioos. arise from the mixing 
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Transition 
Blanke Bouchama probability 
et al (1987) et al (1988) (10-8 S-I) 

112 

151.58 151.5 238.4 

159.82 159.7 293.8 

193.50 193.6 760.9 

202.41 202.4 412.1 

211.11 211.1 177.5 

5.6 

21.8 

555.4 17.1 

18.4 

45.1 

46.4 

92.8 

14.4 

84.9 

of singlet and triplet levels. for example. 3s3p lP'{ with 
3s3p lP'{ and 3s2 lSO with 3p2 lpO' by the fine-structure 
Hamiltonian Hl' Tbe model-potentiai results for 
3s 2 lSO - 3s3p 3P'{ transitioos in selected ioos of the 
magnesium sequence (Laughlin anit Victor. 1979) are 
compared with recent theoreticai and experimental vaiues 
in Table 6. 

Table 6. 3s 2 lSO - 3s3p lP'{ intercombinatión transition 
wavelengths (,1.) and oscillator strengths (f) for magnesi
um sequence ioos. 

1(10-5) 

Model Other 
Ion Á{Á) potential theory Experiment 

MgI 4572.4 0.211 0.206±0.029" 

Alll 2669.2 1.10 1.12b 1.07±O.07c 

SiIII 1892.0 2.85 2.67 d 2.67±0.16' 

SV 1204.4 10.6 11 .1' 

"Kwong et al (1982); bHibbert and Keenan (1987); 
c Johnson et al (1986); dOjha et al (1988); • Kwong et al 
(1983); 'Oufton et al (1986). 

Tbe agreement obtained ia most lltisfactory. For Sim. 



the model-potential value lies just outside the experimen
tai error bars of Kwong el al (1983). It hu been pointed 
out by Ojha el al (1988) that our oscillator strength is 
probably toa large by approximately 4.6% since we 
overestimate the fine-stlUcture splitting in this case by 
about 2.3%. We have used experimental singlet-triplet 
energy separations in our perturbation calculations of 
3Pj' _ IPj' and lSO - 3pO mixings, but have preferred to 
use without modification !he prescription given by equa
tion (8) for V.~), with z, deterrnined as described previ
ously. 
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C.J. Zeippen 

Calculations of radiative transition 
probabilities for forbidden lines 

ABSTRACT 

A review is presented of some typical results 
illustrating the level of accuracy reached in 
recent theoretical calculations of radiative 
transition probabilities for forbidden lines. 
The emphasis of the present paper is put on 
results obtained with the computer program 
SUPERSTRUCTURE, but comparisons with other 
studies allow for an assessment of the data 
and comments are made on the present state of 
the art. Most of the transitions considered 
here are between levels in the ground confi
gurations 2p2,3,4 and 3p2,3,4, but some other 
cases are mentioned briefly. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been known for some time that well
chosen forbidden lines arising through elec
tric quadrupole (E2) and magnetic dipole (MI) 
transitions can be used as a basis for elec
tron temperature and/or density diagnostics 
both in astrophysics and fusion research (see, 
for example, Seaton, 1968, Osterbrock, 1974 & 
1989, or Hinnov & Suckewer, 1980). For these 
diagnostics to be meaningful, there are two 
obvious requirements : good observations and 
accurate atomic data, such as collision 
strengths and radiative transition probabili
ties. 1 shall be looking at the lat ter in the 
present paper. To treat the subject exhausti
vely would take a much longer talk. Many re
views and compilations exist, which have been 
widely consulted by users of atomic data and 
by atomic physicists who want to decide which 
case to tackle next (see, for example, Wiese 
et al; 1966 & 1969, Garstang, 1968, Eidels
berg et al, 1981, Mendoza, 1983, Kaufman & 
Sugar, 1986). Bi~mont & Zeippen (1989) have 
started an extended review of recent develop
ments. Here, although some other cases will 
be mentioned very briefly, we shall main1y 
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content ourselves with the important transi
tions in the ground configurations 2p2,3,4 
and 3p2,3,4 for comparative1y light elements. 
Indeed, the importance of relativistic ef
fects increases and that of correlation ef
fects decreases as Z becomes 1arger. All ca1-
culations then tend to converge in the mid
dle-Z range until the Breit-Pauli approxima
tion ceases to hold and only ful1y-relativis
tic structure programs give reasonab1e data. 
Here, the emphasis will be on va1ues obtained 
with the code SUPERSTRUCTURE, but comparisons 
wi11 of course be made with other theoretical 
findings. It should be noted that very few 
experimenta1 results exist in this field, 
which makes all the more crucial the need for 
assessing various sets of theoretical data 
yie1ded by methods and codes as different as 
possible. 

THE METHODS 

The code SUPERSTRUCTURE (Eissner et al, 1974) 
has been used extensively to produce accurate 
transition probabilities. It is a configura
tion-interaction (Cl) computer program which 
accounts for fine-structure and other relati
vistic effects in the low-Z Breit-Pauli ap
proximation. The one-electron radial orbitals 
Pnl are computed using a Thomas-Fermi statis
tical model (SM) potential (Eissner & Nuss
baumer, 1969), or are obtained from the Cou
lomb potential. In the version of the code 
modified by Nussbaumer & Storey (1978), there 
is one scaling parameter per (n,l), allowing 
for much flexibility in building the orbitals. 
Those scaling parameters are determined 
through term energy minimization procedures. 
The Breit-Pauli Hami1tonian is treated as a 
perturbation and the expansion of the relati
vistic wavefunctions may be improved by means 
of the term energy correction (TEC) procedure 
described by Zeippen et al (1977). 

The probability for a transit ion between 
levels i and j, forbidden for e1ectric dipole 
(El) radiation but not for E2 and MI radia
tion is taken to be 

with 

and (3) 

Sij is the line strength and energies are ex
pressed in Rydbergs and lengths i~ Bohr radii. 



Relativistic corrections to the MI operator 
are included, i.e. 

(4 ) 

where 
N 

Q = QO + RC = ~ {l(m)+a(~)} + RC (5) 
m=l 

QO is the usual lowest-order MI operator, cor
responding to the magnetic moment and the sum 
runs over all Nelectron coordinates. Expres
sion (5) is implemented in DIPOLE, a program 
complementary to SUPERSTRUCTURE and written 
by Eissner & Zeippen (1981). The expressions 
for the operators labelled RC can be found in 
Drake (1971) or Sucher (1978). 

Another Cl code which has been used exten
sive1y to compute transition probabilities is 
CIV3 (Hibbert, 1975). It calculates Slater
type orbitals using Hartree-Fock functions 
like those of Clementi & Roetti (1974), to
gether with correlation orbitals, to provide 
initia1 estimates. The parameters defining 
the orbita1s are obtained through minimiza
tion procedures similar to the ones in SUPER
STRUCTURE. There is a relativistic vers ion of 
the code (G1ass & Hibbert, 1978) incorpora
ting the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian. 

Combining the Hartree-Fock, Breit-Pau1i and 
Cl formalisms is the computer program MCHF-BP 
(Froese Fischer, 1978 & 1983). Firstly, a 
non-relativistic MCHF calculation produces a 
set of radial functions for a given LS term, 
providing the basis for an interaction matrix 
to be determined in the BP approximation for 
a wavefunction expansion over a large set of 
configurations which may interact electrosta
tica11y or through re1ativistic corrections, 
for one or more J-values of interest. 

The semi-empirical framework of HXR and 
HFR self-consistent-field methods have been 
implemented in the Cowan-Zealot suite of pro
grams (Bromage, 1978) which are used in con
nection with Cowan's (1981) atomie structure 
codes. The self-consistent-field method with 
relativistic corrections is used to set up 
the radial wavefunctions. Energies and spec
tra are then computed with the help of con
ventional Slater-Condon theory with configu
rat ion mixing. 

The relativistic equivalent to the MCHF 
code described above is the multiconfigura
tion Dirac-Fock program written by Desclaux 
(1975). The MCDF computer program is based 
on a more rigorous theory than the codes in
corporating the Breit-Pau1i formalism. It 
does not introduce adjustable parameters in 
building the wavefunctions and it treats the 
leading correlation and relativistic effects 
on an equal level. Note that the variational 
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principle gives a stationary solution in 
this case and not a minimum, as the Dirac e
quations have two solutions. 

Finally, among many other methods, I 
sha1l also ment ion the non-closed-shell-ma
ny-electron theory (NCMET) of atomie struc
ture developed by Sinanoglu et al (see, for 
example, Sinanoglu, 1969) or the FOTOS forma
lism (see, for example, Nicolaides & Beek, 
1978). 

THE ASTROPHYSICAL IMPORTANCE OF THE 
DIAGNOSTICS BASED ON FORBIDDEN LlNES 

Rosa (1989) explains in detail the importance 
of atomie data in the study of gaseous nebu
lae. Suffice to say here that some forbidden 
line intensity ratios are sensitive to elec
tron tempera tu re and/or density and that so
me of those are powerfu1 tools to analyze the 
spectra fr om nebulae, on condition that the 
quality of observations is matched by that of 
atomie data and vice versa. 

For instanee, the ratio 1(3729 Ä)/I(3726 Ä) 
in 0 11 is of great importance (see, for 
examp1e, Seaton & Osterbrock, 1957, Canto et 
al, 1980, O'Dell & Castaneda, 1984, Zeippen, 
1980 & 1987). A good illustration of the in
terplay between observations and atomie data 
is the high-density limit r(Ne=~) of the ratio 
1(3729 Ä)/I(3726 Ä) which is equal to 
3/2 A(2D5/2-4S3/2)/A(2D3/2-4S3/2), thus allo
wing for a "direct" check of consistency bet
ween observed intensities and atomie data : 
the theoretical value for r(~) must never be 
superior to the one observed in nebulae with 
high electron density. This is but one exam
ple where one may consider, with great cau
tion (af ter all, there are still many uncer
tainties in our know1edge of nebulae ••• ), the 
universe as a large laboratory. 

Another ratio of interest is 1(4741.5 Ä)/ 
1(4712.7 Ä) in Ar IV (see the recent study by 
Zeippen et al, 1987), which is a good compa
nion to the equivalent ratio in 0 11, as 
their ranges of sensitivity complement one 
another. 

Fina1ly, it is worth mentioning the work 
recently completed by Stanghellini & Kaler 
(1989) who analyzed 146 planetary nebulae 
and showed, in particular, how new atomie da
ta change the conclusions drawn. 

FORBIDDEN LlNES IN THE 2p2 CONFIGURATION 

The most complete SUPERSTRUCTURE calculation 
to date is by Nussbaumer & Rusca (1979) who 
considered all the members of the isoelectro
nic sequence up to Ni XXIII. There is good 



agreement with the work of Nico1aides & Sina
nog1u (1971 & 1973). In the case of 0 111, 
the va1ues obtained by Ba1uja & Doy1e (1981), 
using CIV3, and by Nussbaumer & Storey (1981), 
using SUPERSTRUCTURE, agree rather weIl with 
each other and with the earlier work of Nuss
baumer & Rusca (1979). Based on a smaller . 
configuration basis set, the va lues computed 
with SUPERSTRUCTURE by Kastner et al (1977) 
differ marked1y from the latter. Recent MCRF 
+BP calcu1ations were performed by Froese 
Fischer & Saha (1985) who a1so present a de
tai1ed comparative discussion of the main 
sets of probabi1ities avai1ab1e in the 1ite
rature for this case. Using a large number of 
configurations, Froese Fischer & Saha (1985) 
obtained good agreement with the relativistic 
MCDF resu1ts of Cheng et al (1979) and the 
data computed by Fawcett (1978) using the Co
wan-Zealot package. Rowever, the discrepan
cies with the SUPERSTRUCTURE or CIV3 results 
can be important for some E2 transitions. 
For the MI transitions, there is reasonab1e 
agreement between all main studies. In view of 
this situation, a new and more ambitious ef
fort using SUPERSTRUCTURE might be timely. 

FORBIDDEN LlNES IN THE 2p3 CONFIGURATION 

The ground configuration 2p3 of N-like ions 
is a tricky case because it has a half-fi1led 
outer she11. In this case, the first-order 
spin-orbit interaction vanishes and second
order effects become important (see the dis
cussion in Eissner & Zeippen, 1981). Trying 
to solve the inconsistencies between observed 
and calcu1ated va1ues for r(~) pointed out by 
Seaton & Osterbrock (1957) in their study of 
o 11 forbidden lines, Zeippen (1980) showed 
that the usual lowest-order MI transition o
perator was not adequate to treat the most 
"sensitive" transitions and that the inclu
sion of re1ativistic corrections (RC in for
mula (5) above) was required. Eissner & Zeip
pen (1981) confirmed this viewpoint and pro
posed new forbidden transit ion probabilities 
which yie1ded, in particular, a value for 
r(~) close to the one observed in nebuia NGC 
7027 for the high-density limit of the rat in 
1(3729 10/1(3726 JO. Zet"ppen (1982) extended 
the calcu1ation to the first twenty members 
of the isoe1ectronic sequence. A detailed 
comparison with previous work (including 
Garstang, 1972, Fawcett, 1978, Cheng et al, 
1979, Bhatia & Mason, 1980a & 1980b) was a1-
so carried out by this author. Using a 1ar
ger configuration basis set in the MCRF+BP 
code, Godefroid & Froese Fischer (1984) were 
ab1e to show that some important correlation 
effects had been neg1ected so far and pub1i-
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shed improved probabilities, with the quali
fication that the RC operators were not in
c1uded in their expression for the MI tran
sition operator. Taking full advantage of 
the progress in computing faci1ities and of 
the findings of all the previous studies, 
Butler & Zeippen (1984), Zeippen (1987) and 
Becker et al (1989) have now produced what 
shou1d be the most accurate transition pro
babilities to date for this sequence up to 
Fe XX, with an estimated uncertainty within 
10%. Note that the agreement between the 
new SUPERSTRUCTURE resu1ts and the MCRF+BP 
values for the same quantities has now rea
ched a good level. Finally, it should be 
said that the theoretical value for r(~) is 
now smaller than the one observed in nebu
lae with high electron density, which is 
not inconsistent. 

FORBIDDEN LlNES IN THE 2p4 CONFIGURATION 

For this isoelectronic sequence, no exten-
ded SUPERSTRUCTURE calculation has been re
ported, apart from the preliminary results 
of Mendoza & Zeippen quoted by Mendoza 
(1983). There are calcu1ations by Kastner et 
al (1977) and Bhatia et al (1979) but those 
are based on a 1imited number of configura
tions. A study of the sequence has been per
formed by Baluja & Zeippen (1988) who used 
CIV3, inc1uding the intrasheli corre1ations 
within the n=2 complex and the intersheli cor
relations between the na 2 and the n=3 com
plexes. They calculated E2 and MI transition 
probabilities for 17 species, obtaining good 
agreement with two experimental results for 
o I (McConkey et al, 1966, Corney & Williams, 
1972). In this paper, a detailed comparison is 
made with the MCRF+BP results of Froese Fis
cher & Saha (1983) who include the n-2, n=3 
and n-4 complexes in their calculations, and 
with the re1ativistic data of Cheng et al 
(1979). The agreement between the three sets 
of results is generally good, although some 
discrepancies can be seen. The differences 
between the MCRF+BP and the CIV3 data are 
smaller than the ones with the MCDF values. 
Other studies include the work of Garstang 
(1951), Nicolaides & Sinanog1u (1971) and Faw
cett (1978). It could be worthwhile to perform 
a large-scale SUPERSTRUCTURE calculation for 
this sequence, as the pre1iminary results of 
Mendoza& Zeippen (see Mendoza, 1983) tend to 
agree rather weIl with the most re1iab1e data 
availab1e. 



FORBIDDEN LINES IN THE 3p2 CONFIGURATION 

The three main recent calculations performed 
for this case will be considered here. The SU
PERSTRUCTURE study of the isoelectronic se
quence up to Ni XV is by Mendoza & Zeippen 
(1982b) who used a 7-configuration basis set 
and improved over earlier work by Czyzak & 
Krueger (1963) or McKim-Malville & Berger 
(1965). Biémont & Bromage (1983) produced re
sults for alternate ions from S III to Sn 
XXXVII with the help of the HXR self-consis
tent-field method and Slater-Condon theory. 
The agreement between the SUPERSTRUCTURE and 
HXR results is good, which is significant as 
the two methods and physical models differ 
markedly. A relativistic MCDF computation has 
been done by Ruang (1985) who takes all the 
configurations in the n-3 complex into ac
count. Unfortunately, this author included no 
comparison with previous work in his paper. A 
quick assessment shows the usual trend of so
me discrepancies at the neutral end of the 
isoelectronic sequence and converging results 
as Z increases. Only a more detailed compara
tive study will teIl if there is a need for 
further work on this case. 

FORBIDDEN LINES IN THE 3p3 CONFIGURATION 

Again, as in the case of 2p3, second-order 
effects play an important role, but to a 
smaller extent as Z is higher for n=3 than 
for n=2 and the higher-order corrections de
crease as Z increases (see the discussion in 
Eissner & Ze:l.ppen, 1981). The first "modern" 
computation was performed by Mendoza & Zeip
pen (1982a) using a 7-configuration basis set 
in SUPERSTRUCTURE and its companion DIPOLE. 
They obtained some sizeable changes as compa
red to previous work (Czyzak & Krueger, 1963 
& 1965, Garstang, 1968 & 1972). Biémont & 
Ransen (1985) provided a check on those new 
results with the help of the HXR and RFR 
self-consistent-field methods. They found 
reasonable agreement but noted that the dis
crepancies were more substantial for this i
soelectronic sequence than in the case of 
3p2, which is not surprising in view of the 
more complex problem in hand. Froese Fischer 
& Godefroid (1986) published some MCRF+BP 
results, in particular for S II and Ni XIV. 
Their detailed comparison with the work of 
Mendoza & Zeippen (1982a) and with the MCDF 
results of Ruang (1984) shows areasonabie 
agreement between the th ree studies. The 
genera 1 conclusion here must be that there 
seems to be room for improvement of at least 
some of the forbidden transition probabili
ties available in the literature for the 3p3 
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isoelectronic sequence. 

FORBIDDEN LINES IN THE 3p4 CONFIGURATION 

Mendoza & Zeippen (1983) based their SUPER
STRUCTURE calculation on an 8-configuration 
basis set, obtaining reasonable agreement 
with previous work by Czyzak & Krueger 
(1963) and McKim-Malville & Berger (1965). 
The HXR/RFR results were obtained by Biémont 
& Ransen (1986b) and their values were found 
to be in satisfactory agreement with the SU
PERSTRUCTURE data, although there are some 
sizeable discrepancies. Very recently, a re
lativistic MCDF computation was performed by 
Saloman & Kim (1989). These authors compare 
their results with the two previous sets of 
data and they conclude that the differences 
can be explained by the approximations and ad
justments used in the HXR/RFR and SUPERSTRUC
TURE studies and by the limitation of their 
own calculations at low Z (small number of 
configurations in the physical model). It 
should be noted that the values of Biémont & 
Ransen (1986b) and those of Mendoza & Zeippen 
(1983) tend to agree bet ter with one another 
than with the MCDF results. 

SOME OTRER CASES 

Due to the narrow scope of this talk, it will 
be impossible to describe in detail many 0-

ther studies of interest, such as the recent 
application of the HXR/RFR method to configu
rations 4p2, 4p3 and 4p4 by Biémont & Ransen 
(1986a & 1986b), or the attempt of Nussbaumer 
& Storey (1980), using SUPERSTRUCTURE for 
treating the forbidden lines of Fe II. All 
this will have to be assessed in further sur
veys. 

I will conclude by mentioning the forbid
den lines between the 3p64s 2S l /2 and the 
3p63d 2D3/2,5/2 levels in K-like elements. 
These lines are of astrophysical interest in 
Ca II (see, for example, Robbs et al, 1988). 
There have been two recent calculations by 
Ali & Kim (1988), using a single-configuration 
approximation in the MCDF code, and Zeippen 
(1989), using some amount of CI in SUPERSTRUC
TURE. The agreement between the two sets of 
results is good, even though more sophistica
tion seems necessary to reach a definitive 
conclusion. The experimental result for K 
by Rertel & Ross (1969) looks too large, but 
reasonable agreement is obtained with the the
oretical result of Langhoff et al (1985) for 
the same atom. The earlier transition probabi
lities of Osterbrock (1951) for Ca II are most 
probably overestimated. 



CONCLUSION 

In this necessari1y 1imited review, whi1e pro
viding a sample of references which cou1d be 
of practical use to the reader, I hope I have 
shown how much effort by many teams goes into 
supp1ying accurate data to astrophysicists and 
fusion specia1ists. In this presentation, I 
have tried to i11ustrate the idea that detai
led comparisons between different sets of re
su1ts is essentia1 in assessing the accuracy 
of the data proposed to the user, but a1so in 
understanding (and perhaps attenuating) the 
weaknesses of the various theoretica1 methods. 
Sa10man & Kim (1989) state that these approxi
mations which inc1ude adjustab1e parameters 
require experience and judgment on the part 
of physicists in order to yie1d re1iab1e re
su1ts. I wou1d happi1y extend their view to 
most methods, as none of them, however rigo
rous and foo1proof in principle, can be 
treated in practice as a "b1ack box". We all 
suspect that human beings are still needed in 
the age of computers : it is certain1y true 
of forbidden 1ine transit ion probabi1ity ca1-
cu1ations! 
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M.J. Seaton 

Mass production of accurate atomie data 

ABSTRACf 

The Opacity Project involves collaborators in France, 
Gennany, tbe U.K., tbe U.S.A. and Venezuela. Energy 
levels, f-values and photoionisation cross sections are 
being calculated for all cosmically abundant elements, in 
all ionisation stages. All levels are included for which tbe 
least tightly bound electron is significantly non
hydrogenic and has a principaI quantum number n:<> 10 . 

OPACITIES 

Let / (v ,5 ) be tbe intensity of radiation witb frequency 
v , where 5 is a measure of distance in a direction 5 . 
The equation of radiative transfer is 

~ ~ = - K(V)/ + j(v) 

where K(V) is tbe monochromatic opacity and j (v )tbe 
emissivity. IC j (v ) =0 and K (v ) is independent of 5, 

tbe solution is / (v ,5) = I(v, O)exp( - K(V)5) . 
Many processes contribute to K : bound-free absorption, 
spectrum lines, free-free, electron scattering, etc . Let 
K (v, i) be tbe contribution to K due to processes 
involving an initiallevel i Then 
K(V ,i ) = N (i)(J (v, i) where N (i) is tbe number
density of atoms and (J is a cross section. For bound-free 
transitions, (J is tbe photo-ionisation cross-section 
(multiplied by a correction factor for stimulated emission). 
For a spectrum line, 

!Te 2 
(J = me f I/> (v ), 

(again times a correction factor) where fis tbe oscillator 
strength and I/> (v) tbe line profile nonnalised to 

f Ij> (v )dv = l. 

For a black-body enclosure, / (v) = B (v , T) ,tbe 
intensity of black-body radiation , and j (v ) = 

K(v )B(v, T), which is Kirchhoffs law. Forconditions 
in stellar interiors this law can be assumed, but / (v ,5 ) is 
not exactly equal to B (v, T) because there is a net 
outward flux of radiation, P. An approximate solution of 
the transfer equation gives P = - K VT where K is 
proportionaI to ( V KR) and KR is tbe Rosseland mean 
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opacity defmed by 
-I 

K~ =[f KtV)iJ(V,T)dV}[fiJ(V,T)dV} 

witb iJ = dB IdT . This mean is an essential quantity for 
calculations involving the structures and evolution of the 
stars. 

Huge amounts of atomic data are required for tbe 
calculatiort of KR . Altbough hydrogen and helium are 

tbe most abundant cosmic elements, at higher 
temperatures tbey are fully ionised and the dominant 
contribution to IC R come from heavier elements (what the 

astronomers ca1l tbe "metals"). Earlier studies go back to 
tbe wode. of Kramers and there has been a lot of more 
recent wode., although still using atomic data which are 
not very accurate. Simon (1982) showed that a number of 
discrepancies between tbeory and observations of 
pulsating stars could be resolved by assuming that tbe 
"metal" opacities had been under-estimated by factors of 
about two or three, and this prompted a number of us to 
make new calculations using much more accurate data. 
The wode. involves collaborators in BelCast, Boulder, 
Caracas, Columbus, London, Munich, Nice, Paris and 
Urbana and we refer to it as The Opacity Project 
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Fig. I. The integrand for tbe calculation of tbe 
Rosseland mean for carbon, 10g(T) = 4.5 , 

10 

log( p) = - 8 . The nonnalisation is such that tbe area 
under the curve gives ( V KR) witb IC Rinatomic units per 
atom 

MASS PRODUCfION 

We require f -values and profiles forsome 106 lines, 

and at least 105 photo-ionisation cross sections. We 
would not claim our data to be more accurate than tbe best 
results which have been obtained for individual 
transitions, using high levels of optimisation, but we do 
believe tbem to be more accurate than most of tbe data in 
tbe literature, and much more extensive. How can one 
achieve such accuracy in mass-production wode. ? 

Our techniques (described by Berrington et al., 1987) 
are based on tbose of collision tbeory. For atomic systems 
containing (N + 1) electrons we need to consider oniy 



states for which not more than one electron is loosely 
bound, or is not bound at all (fmal states for photo
ionisation) . Wc use conventional Cl methods to calculate 
functions 'I';<N) for states containing N electrons 

which are all more-or-less tightly bound, and for the 
(N + 1) systems we use expansions 

'P(N+ 1)=Al 'I'.(N)O .(l)+l tb .(N + l)e . 
I I J J 

i i 
where the 0i (1) are one-electron orbitals, and A is an 

operator for anti-syrnmetrisation and vector-coupling. The 
functions tb i (N + 1) are constructed using the orbitals 

employed in the functions 'I'/N) . All essential feature 

of OUT mcthod is tha t the funCtiOIlS 0 i and coefIicients C j 

are ful/yoptimised. Efficiency is achieved using the 
Belfast R - matrix method together with a nurnber of 
new features . 

The orbital functions 0 i contain radial functions 

F/r) . A fmt step is to obtain non-physical functions 

'P (n) for an inner region r< R ,having radial functions 

F ( n) satisfying 
I 

d F ( n ) 

- d I = 0 for r = R r . 

The F ( n ) are expanded in terrns of basis functions 
J 

which satisfy the boundary condition. For each 
combination of angular momenta and parity only one 
matrix diagonalisation is required to obtain the functions 

'P ( n ) . The functions 'P for any energy E are 

. (n) 
expanded In terrns of the 'P , 
'P = 1 'P (n)C . 

E n ,B 
n 

Thc 'P
E 

are then matched to solutions for the outer 

region , r > R . 

RESULTS FOR A SIMPLE "METAL" 

Carbon, the sirnplest of the astronomers' "metals' , has 
provided our f11'5t test case. Figure 1 shows the Rosseland 
integrand for the case of pure carbon, 10g(T) = 4.5 and 
log( p ) = - 8 , where T is ternperature in K and p 

isthe densityingrncm-2. Since KR isaweighted 

harmonic mean, the dips in the integrand correspond to 
maxima in the monochromatic opacity. There are a 
nurnber of broad dips, features which had not been 
anticipated before the calculations were made. They are 
due to what Yu Yan and Seaton (1987) call PEC 
resonances (photo-excitation of the core). Their nature is 
illustrated in Figure 2 (from TuIly, Seaton and 
Berrington, 1989), whichshows cross sections, on 
logarithrnic scales, for photoionisation of C III 2s5d 
levels . The cross sections have series of resonances 
converging to the 2p limit, and the most pronounced of 
these are due to processes 
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2s 5d + hv - 2p 5d - 2s + e 
which give maxima at frequencies close to that for the 
2s - 2 p transition. 
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Fig. 2. Calculated photoionisation cross sections for C 111 
5d levels. Note the use of logarithrnic scales for a . The 
features giving large maxima in the cross sections are PEe 
resonances (sec text) . 

The spectrum lines also make important contributions to 
the mean opacity. For carbon, at ternperatures and 
densities of interest for the stellar structure problerns, our 
opacities are about two to three times larger than the 
values available at the time when Sirnon's paper was 
written. It secms likely that, when all the elements are 
included, we will obtain factor.; sirnilar to those which he 
postulated. 

LEVELS AND LINES 

We make calculations for all cosrnically abundant 
elements in all ionisation stages. We calculate levels for 
all states having an outer electron which is significantly 
non-hydrogenic and has a principal quanturn nurnber 
n ~ 10 . Our results for energy levels may be of value for 
systernrnatic studies of trends along iso-electronic 
sequences and in making identifications. 

Following the notation of collision theory, we refer to 
the "'. as target states. For N = / the targets included 

I 

are Is, 2s' 2p togetherwith two states to allow for the 
polarisability of Is (Fernley, Taylor and Se~, .1?87), 
and for N - 2 allowance is made for the polansability of 
Is 2 (Peach, Saraph and Seaton, 1988). For N between 3 



and 10 we include all target states with configurations 
Is 215 x 2 P Y • For N > 10 the calculations become much 

more difficuit. An example of the problems which arise is 
given at this meeting by H.E. Saraph and P J . Storey who, 
as a part of the Opacity Project, have taclded the case of 
Fe VII with grOl.md configuration 35 23 P 63d . 

I am sometimes asked whether we make much use of 
experimental data for the opacity work.. The short answer 

is that we do not have experimental results for some 106 

f-values or 105 photoionisation cross sections. It is, 
nevertheless , very important to use what experimental data 
are available to check the accuracy of the calculations. A 
recent careful compilation of all available data for f
values and lifetimes in C lIl , N IV and OV has been made 
by Allard et al. (1989), including all available 
experimental results for lifetimes. Figure 3 compares 
calculated lifetimes T for 33 transitions in C III with 
adopted values from experimental measurements. With 
the exception of three "rogue" values (for which the 
experimental results are probably in error) the r.m.5. 
deviation is 12 per cent. Whether that gives a guide to the 
accuracy of the calculations or of the measurements would 
be hard to say: in either case the result is not too bad. 
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Fig. 3. Lifetimes for transitions in C lIl . Opacity Project 
results (OP) from Tully, Seaton and Berrington (1989). 
Experimental results (EXP) from the compilation of 
Allard et al. (1989). The filled circles are from recent 
measurements and cases for which several independent 
determinations have been made. The open circles are 
cases for which only one older determination is available. 

PLASMA PERTURBA TIONS 

Stellar interiors comprise envelopes and cores. Our 
opacity calculations are for envelopes, the outer regions 
for which it is not a bad approximation to assmne that 
atoms exist 1hey do not, of course, exist for states of 
indefmitely high excitation. In order to ca1culate equatiOIls 
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of state (giving the level populations N (J » it is 
necessary to allow for the plasma perturbations which lead 
to dissoJution of the high states. 

The line profIles, I/J(v), are also cletermined by the 
perturbations of atoms by the smrounding plasma 
Consider, again, the C&'5e of a transition such as 2s ..... 2 P 
in C IV. The profile is mainly determined by electron 
impacts, 
15 + e + hv ..... 2p + e 

The perturbation by the added electron, which broadens 
the line, is similar to the perturbation which gives the PEe 
resonances (the only essential difference being that for 
the resonances the perturbing electron is initially in a 
bound state). The R- matrix method has been used to 
calculate line-proflle parameters for 42 transitions in 
positive ions (Seaton, 1988) and the results have been 
used to obtain a simple 8J?PfOximate formula For neutra! 
atoms, extensive calculattons have been made using 
semi-classical methods (Griem, 1974) and give results in 
good agreement with measurements (Konjevic, 
Dimitrijevic and Wiese, 1984). Again, we fit to a simple 
empirical formula (Seaton, 1989). 

For systems which are hydrogenic , or nearly
hydrogenic , it is necessary to allow for the perturbations 
by the ion micro-field, which gives Stark. shifts . 
Techniques have been developed for the efficient 
calculation of profIles in hydrogenic systems, paying 
particular attention to the line wings. 

PUBLICATIONS 

The main results from the Opacity Project are being 
published in two series of papers, one concemed with 
equations of state and the other with atomic data. More 
complete tabulations of nmnerical results will be given in 
a separate publication of the U.K. Institute of Physics. It is 
planned that all data will eventually be made available 
through data banks. 
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K. Butler1, C. Mendoza2 and C.J. Zeippen3 

Radiative data for ions in the Mg 
isoelectronic sequence 

ABSTRACT 

A large number of energy lel'els, f-values and pho
toionisation cross sections hal'e been ca\culated for 
ions of astrophysical interest in the !lIg isoelectronic 
sequence. This work is part of an international collab
oration which is aimed at computing steil ar envelope 
opacities (the Opacity Project) . Statistica.l c.om~ar
isons of quantum defects, f-I'alues and radlatl\'e hfe
times are carried out with experiment and with previ
ous theoretical work in order to assess the accuracy of 
the results. We conclude that the present dataset is as 
accurate as those ca\culated using elaborate inethods. 

r.IETHOD 

Bound states with electronic configurations 31nl' 1,3 L 
(I :S 2, I' :s 4, n :s 10, L :s 4) were calculated within 
the c1ose-coupling formalism (Burke and Seaton 1971) 
for astrophysically abundant ions in the r.lg sequence, 
namely: r.lg I, AI I1, Si III, S V, Ar VII, Ca IX 
and Fe XV. Full use was made of the recently de
veloped Opacity Project R-matrix package descr!bed 
bv Berrington et al (1987). A sel'en-state approxlma
ti'on (3s 25, 3p 2pO, 3d 2D, 4s 25, 4p 2pO, 4d 2D, 
4j 2 Fa) was adopted for all target ions except r.lg 
II where the 5s 25 state was also included, Target 
representations were obtained in a similar fa-shion to 
Butler et al (1984) and 1I1endoza and Zeippen (1987), 
but core polarisation effects we re neglected through
out. Oscillator strengths and photoionisation cross 
sections were ca\culated for all possible optically al
lowed transitions and radiatil'e lifetimes could then 
be easily estimat~d from the bound-bound data using 
theoretical wa,'elengths, 

CO\II',\RISO\ \\ïTII I'RE\îOrS \\"ORK 

\Iembers (J f the \Ig sequence, particularl~ - the neutral 
and lCl lI'ly ionised species , have been cxtensil'cl~- stud
icd bMh theoreticall~' and expcrimentally_ Instead of 
re,'iell-ing this Iwrk , and considering the I'olume of 
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data generated in the present calculation, we will at
tempt to assess the accllracy of .the data . by carry
ing out statislica! comparisons ",~h expe~lment and 
with representatil'c sets o f calculatlOns whlCh empha-
sise both quality and qllantity, . 

Following Yu Yan €I al (1987) the ~ompaflson 
of two datasets , for instance Icngth/I'cloCity f-,'.a!ues 
or theoretical/experimenta! quantum defects , ",.11 be 
carried out in terms of an al'erage percentage dlffer
ence defined as 

]
1/2[ ]-1/2 

~ = 100 x [~(ai_ - b;)2 ~ai x bi 

where ai and bi are corresponding values in the two 
sets. 

Term energies 

We hal'e calculated a tot al of 1247 bound states, and 
a comparison with experimental quantum defects for 
368 observed multipiets gives an al'erage percentage 
difference of tl = 2.4 %. Experimental values were 
taken from r.loore (1971), r.lartrn and Zalubas (1979, 
1980, 1983), Sugar and Corliss (1979, 1982), Joels
son et al (1981), Litz~n and Re.dfors (1987) and Red
fors (1988) . From thls companson we have, excluded 
6 states with questionable experimental asslgnments: 
3p4p I D and 3s7d 1 D of Si 111; 3p3d 1 po and 3p3d 1 Fa 
of S V; 3s5j 1 Fa and 3s6j I Fa of Fe XV. 

Oscillator strengths 

We have computed weighted oscillator strengt?s .. gf
I'alues, for 17041 possible bound-bound transl11o~s. 
Comparisons of gf-values in the length and velocIty 
formulations for each ion gil'es _~ = 1.8% for r.lg I, 
increasing along the sequence up to ~ .= 3.1 %' in Fe 
X\ '. This is caused by the effects of senes perturbers 
which become more conspicuous for higher Z, 

In Table 1 we compare present absorption oscilla
-tor strengths with four other sets of cal~~lati~ns. In 
set \ICHF we ha,'~ excluded four translli~ns m\'Olv
ing the strongly mixed 3p3d 1 po and 3s6p pO s~ates 
of Si 111 which show fairly large f-I'alues I'ery differ
ent frolll the present ones. For similar reasons we 
hal'e not included two transitions in set CI\'3 in\'OIv
in!! the strongly mixed 3p-lp I D and 3s5d 1 D states 
of S V' the transition 3s:lp 31'11 ~ 3s,ls 3.') in S \' is 
also e~cluded from this set since we think that the 
f-I'alue gil'en by Baluja and lIibbert (1985). has b.een 
misquoted , The agreement with set !lICHF IS P?rtlcu
larly good; however, the excellent agreemen~ wlth set 
r.IS is not representatil'e of the sequence smce onl)' 
!lIg I was considered . 

Radiative lifetimes 

A comparison ofpresent radiatil'e lifetimes (calculated 



Table 1. Comparison of f·value (Ienglh formulation) average 
percenlage differences bet ween presenl resulls and representa· 
live seIs of ,'alues calculaled pr..-iously for ions in the ;\Ig se· 
quence. Y5L: ~Iodel polential melhod of \ïctor el al (1976). 
l\ICHF: 1\lulticonfiguralion Halree·Fock resulls of Froese Fis· 
cher (1975, 1979) and Froese Fischer and Codefroid (1982). 
CIY3: Configuralion inleraction calculalions by Baluja and lIi· 
bbert (1980, 1985), Tayal and lIibbcrt (198·1) and Tayal (1986). 
1\ 15: {} melhod of l\loccia and Spino (19M8). 

Sct No. Trans. ~ (%) 

\'SL 615 8.3 
~ICHF 219 2.2 
CIV3 337 ·1.8 
~IS 429 1.9 

in the length formulation and theoretical wa"elengths) 
with those gi"en for 25 states of ~Ig I by ~!occia and 
Spizzo (1988) shows an agreement weil within 15%. 
Furthermore, the differences with the lifetimes ca\cu
lated by Froese Fischer and Godefroid (1982) for 57 
singlet states of the ions considered here are not larger 
than 20%, if one exc\udes the long-lived 3p2 1 D state 
of Al II and the strongly mixed 3p3d I po and 3s6p 1 pO 
states of Si lIL The agreement could perhaps be im
pro,'ed if the radiati,'e lifetimes \Vcre corrected with 
observed wavelengths. A comparison \Vith measured 
lifetimes is not conc\usive due to the wide scatter in 
the experimental results. 

cmnlENTS 

This le" el of agreement increases our confidence in 
the accuracy of the present radiative data for this 
sequence within the context of opacity ca\culations. 
Although significant diiferences can al\Vays be found 
in computed f-,'alues when states mix strongly or for 
transitions where there is a lot of cancellation, we have 
sho\\'n here thal the present data are in general as ac
curate as those ca\culated pre\'Ïously for this sequence 
usi r,g detailed methods. 
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C. Mendoza 

Radiative data for 3pQ Fe lons 

ABSTRACT 

A large number of bound states , oscillator strengths 
and photoionisation cross sections haye been calcu
lated for Fe ions with ground configurations 3pq, q = 
1 - 6. This has been carried out as part of an inter
national collaboration, known as the Opacity Project, 
which is concerned with computing improved steil ar 
em'elope opacities, Some of the difficulties encoun
tered in calculating radiative data for such ions are 
discussed, and present results are compared with re
cent compilations in order to estimate the accuracy of 
the data. 

~IETIIOD 

In the close-coupling (CC) approximation the com
plete wavefunction for a bound or a free state of a 
system composed of an N -electron ionic target + elec
tron takes the form 

I J 

Ijl = AL Xi()i + L <I>jCj (1) 
i=1 j=1 

\\"here A is an antisymmetrisation operator; Xi and ()i 
arc the ith frl'c-ehannel target and electron wavefunc
ti ,)ns rl'spl'etin'ly: the <Pj . ,)ften rrferred to as "bound" 
rhann,'Is , are square-integrable functillns for the entire 
s~' stem . built up fr,HI1 target ,)rbitals and introduced 
t,) c,Hllpellsate f,)r ,)rllh)g,)nality conditions imposed 
on the (/, (Hurke anti Sl'aton 19;'1) . Recent de,'elop
ments e'.l nrerning the rakulation of bound states and 
radiati\'e data fr,lIll sueh \\"a,'efunctions \\"ilhin the R
matrix formalism (Burke et a/1971) are described by 
BerringlLln cl al (198ï) , and constitute \\'hal could be 
called the Opaeity rwjcct R-matrix Package. 

Thc inc\usion of all the ionic thresholds in the CC 
exp·,nsion \\'hich giw rise to bound states for the Fe 
3pQ ions, plus the target configuration intcraction nec
essary to attain areasonabie degree of accuracy, \\'ould 
lead to huge calculations. :--Ioreo"er, in many cases the 
spectroscopic data available for these ions are not suf-
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fici ent to attempt such computations. Taking these 
three points into account , we ha\'e adopted "modest 
size" targets which nevertheless lead to inml\'ed com
putational efforts. 

Target representations were obtained with the pro
gram SUPERSTRUCTURE (Eissner el al 1974); each 
target state was expressed in a configuration interac
tion expansion im'oh'ing single and double excitations 
within the n = 3 complex. The following target ap
proximations were employed. 
re XV: 3s2 15, 3s3p 3 po, I po, 3p2 3 P, 1 D, 15, 3s3d 3 D, 
D. 

Fe XI\': 3s23p 2PO 3s3p24p 2D 25 2p 3s23d 2D 
3p3 2DO, 450, 2PO.' "" , 
FeXIII : 3s23p23P lD 15 3s3p35 5 0 3DO 3pO lDO 
3 SO , 1 po. ", " " 
Fe XII : 3s23p3 450 2Do 2pO 3s3p4 4p 2D 2p 25 
FeXI:3s23p43P,lD,IS,3s3p53PO,IPO.' , . 
Fe X: 3s23p5 2 PO , 3s3p6 25. 

We ha,'e calcu lated bound states of the (N + 1)
electron systems with effective quantum numbers v S 
10, acti"e electron orbital angular momenta I S .J and 
for tot al orbital angular momenta L S.J . Although 
bound states belonging to spectroscopic series con
verging to neglected target thresholds will be missing, 
many doubly and triply excitated states with n = 3 
\ViII appear as "bound channel states" arising from 
the second expansion in equation (1). This presents a 
problem: the target threshold energies are usually ad
justed empirically with observed energies, and there
fore bound states arising from the first expansion in 
equation (1) will reflect these corrections; on the ot her 
hand, this is not the case for the bound channel states, 
and consequently series perturbations, which strongly 
affect radiati,'e properties, in some situations ma)' be 
inaccurately represented. 

Further inaccuracies can arise by the neglect of 
relativistic effects which are important for these ions. 
Under the present framework , whereby radiative data 
are obtained consistent:y for a large number of both 
bound-bound and bound-free transitions, the inclu
si on of relati\'Ïstic effects would rapidly lead to in
traclabie computations. Relali\'Ïstic effects within the 
context of the opacity work ha"e been discussed by 
Fernley et al (1987) for the case of He-like ions. 

Table 1. :'\umber of bound states, number of transitions and 
a\'erage percentage difference bet ween length and "elocity gf
"alues ca\culated in the present work for lp' Fe ions. 

Ion !\o.States No. Trans ~(gfl,gfv) 

Fe XIV .J67 17271 6.7 
Fe XIII 817 38286 10 
Fe XII 903 58983 17 
Fe XI 1156 77187 23 
Fe X 765 .J5369 21 
Fe IX ·109 13029 26 
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RESULTS 

Following Yu Van et al (1987) we will compare datasets 
in terms of an average percentage difference defincd as 

where ai and bi are corresponding values in two sets. 
In Table 1 we gi\'e a summary for each ion re

garding the number of le\'els, number of transitions 
and the a\'erage percentage difference bet ween length 
a nd \'eloci tr gf-\'al ues (weighted oscillator strengths ) 
ca\culated in the present work. It can be seen that 
the '::"(gf( ,gfv) for these ions are much larger than 
those found for ~lg-like ions « -l%) by Butler et al 
(1989) ; they grow from from areasonabie -7% for Fe 
XI\' to a high - 26% for Fe IX. This is mainly due 
to transitions im'oh'ing bound channel states which 
come in large numbers as one mO\'cs towards lower 
stages of ionisation. Same of these states are found 
to have large gf-\'alues bearing large differences in the 
length and velocity results. Large differences are also 
found for strongly mixed states, particularly when one 
of them is a bound channel state. 

A comparison of present results \\'ith 127 experi
mental multiplets compiled by Corliss and Sugar (1982) 
for these ions gives a term energ~' (relati\'e to the 
ground state of each ion) a\'erage percentage differ
ence of '::"(Ei\'Bs , Eop) = 1.5%, and for those states 
for which a quantum defect can be defined (103) it 
leads to '::"(JlSBS , JloP) = 7.3'7c . It is II"<Jrth ment ion
ing that due to the CCJmplexit~· cJfthe term structure of 
these ions, to theoretical shcJrtcomings and the scanty 
spectroscopie data a\'ailable, a fair agreement in the 
quantum defect bet\\'een theor.\· and experiment dCJes 
not always imply unambiguous term assignments. 

\re als!) c"rnpare rauiati\'c uata f"r fj I multiplet 
transitions compiled by fuhr EI al (1981). \re find the 
ag'rzement in the transiticJn wavclength tCJ be within 
6%, except for the transitions -ls 25 --+ -lp 2 pO and 
-lp 2 po --+ -ld 2 D of Fe XIV where it is - 20%. Fur
thermo[(~, '::"UNBS , fop) is found to be - 16%. 
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CO~DIENTS 

We have briefly discussed some of the problems that 
are found in the ca\culation of radiati\'e data for Fe 
3pQ ions. The lack of experimental data, particularly 
radiath'e lifetimes, inhibits us from being more precise 
regarding the accuracy of present datasets. In order 
to estimate the importance of relativistic effects on 
multiplet oscillator strengths, we will compare \Vith 
the extensive \Vork on f-values for Fe ions by Fawcett 
(1989, and references therein) and Froese Fi'scher and 
Liu (1986). Results will be reported elsewhere. 
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Hannelore E Saraph and Peter J Storey 

Calculation of bound states and 
oscillator strengths for Fe VII 

ABSTRACT 

Data for radiative transitions between all 
bound and free states of elements with sig
nificant stel lar abundances are required for 
opacity calculations that are discussed by 
Seaton in these proceedings. In the iron 
ions, valence electron states are intersper
sed with those of excited configurations. The 
large spread in energy of these core-excited 
configurations makes theoretical and experi
mental analysis very difficult. Recent devel
opments of computer codes and exploitation of 
modern computer power have made this first 
attempt at a comprehensive study for Fe VII 
possible. Our results are not definitive, 
discrepancies with experimental data are 
still large, but we hope that they will form 
a sound basis for future work. A full account 
of this work is in preparation for submission 
to Journalof Physics B. 

THE CALCULATION 

The Fe 7 + target states 
Of the seven configurations 3s23p 63d,4s,4p, 
4d,4f, and 3ps3d2, 3s3p 6 3d 2 all 31 terms are 
retained to serve as target states. In addi
tion, the 3p 4 3d 3 (2D) states provide correla
tion with the ground state 3p 6 3d. The ionic 
orbitals ls to 4f are optimised in a statis
tical model potential (Nussbaumer and Storey, 
1978 , 1988) . 

The Fe
6
+ bound and free states 

In the close coupling expansion the wave func
tion for Fe'+ is given by 

<j>SLlT ( 1) 

where A is an antisymmetrisation operator, ~ 

and F are vector-coupled functions for target 
and added electrons, and ~ are wave functions 
for additional configurations of Fe 6 + formed 
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from target orbitals only. Free variation of 
the radial part of F and the configuration 
mixing coefficients c leads to a set of coup
led integro differential equations for each 
SLn. For the solution we use the opacity 
version of the RMATRX code described by Ber
rington et al., 1987 . 

Restrictions 
SL- coupling is used throughout. The angular 
momenta of the added electron are restricted 
to ~=O to 4. The equations are solved for S= 
0,1, and 2 and L=O to 8. All bound states with 
energies such that the principal quantum num
ber of the lowest channel is less than 11 are 
obtained and stored; 515 such states are below 
the first ionisation limit. We calculate os
cillator strengths for all dipole allowed 
transitions between these terms and photoion
isation cross sections fr om 0 to 10 Rydberg 
from all these bound states. 

SPECIAL FEATURES OF Fe VII 

Configuration mixing in bound states 
Experimenta~+energies are known for only 8 
terms of Fe , (Corllss and Sugar, 1985) out 
of the 31 terms included here. For these, our 
target term energies differ by .20 to . 46 Ryd 
(increasing with energy). In a similar way 
they differ from results by Fawcett, 1989 who 
has calculated energies for levels J=; to 3~ 
of configuration 3ps3d< using configuration 
interaction and Slater par'ameters to fit to 
the experimental data. Core-excited configura
tions 3px3dY cover wide bands of the energy, 
as illustrated in fig. 1. The valence elec
tron states 3dnl couple strongly with core- ex
cited states and this affects their quantum 
defects, (Ekberg , 1981). Our close coupling 
expansion takes account of these effects, 
but, as a consequence of the shortcomings of 
our target energies our calculation . for Re 6 + 
does not reproduce the perturbations between 
the principal series and the excited config
urations quite accurately. In particular, 
terms with open core parent configurations 
are shifted to higher energies. Table 1 shows 
the difference between calculated and expe
rimental energies for seven configurations. 
A table of term energies is available. 

Oscillator strengths 
Calculated oscillator strengths are very s~n
sitive to the composition of the wave func 
tions. The earl ier data as compiled by Fuhr 
et al., 1988 did not include configuration 
mixing between core-excited states and val en
ce electron states that we include. But they 
do include spin-orbit coupling effects that 
we neglect. Fuhr et al. assign accuracy D- to 
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Fig. 1. Energy ranges spanned by config. of Fe6+ . 

Table 1. Oifferences(in Ryd) between calcu
lated and experimental ionisation energies. 

confi~ura tion error range Ïxceptions 
3 63d P6 -0 . 10 to -0. 11 S: -0.05 
3p 3d4s 0.04 
3p63d4p 0.00 to 0.01 
3p63d4f 0 .01 to 0.03 

lHó : _O.Ol 3p63d~f 0 .00 to 0.01 
3p53d 0.10 to 0 . 32 (~F) lOO: . 39 

3p53d24s 
( ~ P ) lSO: .48 

0.23 to 0.30 
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the old data. Comparison with the present re
sults illustrates both, the ' sharing' of os
cillator strengths between configuration-mix
ed terms, and the deviations from LS coupling 
see table 2. Algebraic transformations are 
used to transform our LS-coupling resul ts 
to intermediate coupling for the comparison . 

No experimental data exist for transition~ 
between quintets. These occur at À;\; 170 .•. 350l( 
between terms of core excited configurations, 
and all have f - values smaller than 0.1 . 

Table 2. Fe VII: Comparison of our oscillator 
strengths with data from Fuhr et aIR' (NBS) . 
À are the multiplet wavelengths in . 

c c' T T' J J' ÀNBS ÀOP f NBS fOp 
3d2 3p53dl(2H) lG lGO 4 4 173 166 1.6 .80 

3p63d4f lGO 4 4 159 155 . 09 . 56 
3p53dl(~F) lF lFo 4 4 177 179 1.2 .68 

3 3 1.1 .61 
2 2 . 69 .64 

3p 63d4f 3Fo 4 4 152 150 .08 .45 
3 3 .13 .40 
2 2 . 18 . 42 

3p63d4p 3FO 232 248 . 06 . 07 
3p53dl(~F) 3F 300 4 3 166 152 .95 .89 

3 2 .85 .79 
3p63d4f 300 4 3 150 147 .02 .00 
3p63d4p 300 234 249 .09 .1 2 
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Gediminas Lukauskas 

An alternative method of investigation of 
radiative lifetimes in atoms and ions 

ABSTRACT 

A method for theoretical investigation of 
radiative lifetimes, which does not require 
knowledge of the transition probabilities 
between the level under investigation and all 
the possible lower lying levels is proposed. 
The method is based on the analytical 
summation of the transition probabilities with 
the use of the averaged transition energy 
(method A), or with the correct transition 
energy (method B). The numerical results 
obtained are compared with the experimental 
and other theoretical data. 

DESCRIPTION 

The radiative lifetime ~ of the level LSJ of 
the excited configuration, n, under 
investigation is given by the expression 

~"La3=(A"LeJ)-1 = I tAnLe~ft ' L'8 ' J ' 1- 1
• 

Tt'L'S'J' 
(1 ) 

In practice the total transition 
probability is influenced only by electric 
dipole (El) transitions (the numerical values 
of the higher multipole transition 
probabilities are much smaller) . The direct 
application of (1) requires knowing the energy 
of lower levels, and the numerical summation 
of all possible transition probabilities. 

HETHOD A 

When the configuration under investigation is 
highly excited one can substitute for the 
correct transition energyd ER .. a" ... R· .. ·S · " · the 
average energy AI ER"'R ' as was suggested by 
Rajnak and Wybourne (1963) in their study of 
correlatitln effects in the term structure of 
configurations. In the present case use of the 
same approximation simplifies the expression 
for the total transition probability and leads 
to the following definition of the matrix 
element of the effective transition operator: 

(,0 ER"'R . ) 3 (nLSJ 10 .. 0"1 nLSJ) = 

(,oER"'R ' ) (nLSJIOvOvlnLSJ). (2) 
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An explicit expression for the radiative 
lifetime of the configuration under 
investigation n_(n,1,)N,(n212)N2 was obtained 
by the use of the technique of electron 
creation and annihilation operators (Judd, 
1967) and has the following form (units ns) 
(Bogdanovich et al. 1985, 1986): 

~R"S= {21.42 [(AER"'R' )3( g,«h)N , (h)N2 LS) + 

N2(212+1)-1(12IC(k'111)2)<n111Irln212>2 + 

t(6ER"'R - )3 N2(212+1)-'(12IC(k'113)2 * 
n" 

(3) 

where Tt'~(n111)N1+1(n212)N2-1 and Tt" • 

(n,1,)N,(n212)N2-' n313. This expression can 
easily be written in the velocity form by 
replacing the radial integral and the power of 
the transition energy 2r'E'" ... A E. 

HETHOD B 

In the general case of ~wo open shells the 
summation can be performed without any 
approximation for the transition energy, but 
the corresponding expressions are much more 
complicated and contain the matrix elements of 
2-,3-, and 4-body effective operators, if the 
transition operator in the velocity form is 
used (Herr-OvQv). Particular expressions for 
the radiative lifetimes of the configuration 
(n,l,)N, n212 (the transitions to the lower 
configuration (n,l,)N , n313 are included) 
have been published by Bogdanovich et al. 
(1988). The corresponding expression for the 
case of the configuration (n,l,)N , .' being 
the lower one has been obtained by the author 
and will be published elsewhere. 

RESULTS 

From the comparison of the numerical results 
(tabie I) we conclude that the method proposed 
allows one to obtain radiative lifetimes which 
are in good agreement with experiment and with 
other theoretical data. 

The formulas for the radiative lifetimes 
expressed in terms of the few-body effective 
operators allow us to apply a least-squares 
fitting procedure to the radiative lifetime 
calculations. 



Table 1. Comparison of the lifetimes (ns) 
obtained by various methods . 

This work Meth.(A) 
0" Ov 

3.7 4.1 

ref. 1 
expo 

3.9~0 . 4 

Kr 11 4p4(3P)5p ·D~ /:2 

This work(A) ref.3 ref.4 ref.2 
0" Ov expo expo expo 

9 . 89 11.19 11.2 10.18 7.6 
:1:0.80 :t0.40 

This work(B) ref . 2 ref. 
OL Ov exp o theo. 

7 . 20 6.62 7.4 6.95 
5.64 6.12 5.2 5 . 05 

Referenees 

1 Blagoev 1983 
2 Fink et al. 1970 
3 Blagoev 1981 
4 Donnelly et al. 1975 

5 

5 Koozekanani and Trusty 1969 
6 Ward et al. 1985 
7 Luyken 1971 

G. 2:ukauskas 

ref. 2 
expo 

4 . 4 

ref.5 ref.6 
theo. expo 

9.6 9.55 
:t0.31 

ref. 7 
expo 

6.3 
5.5 
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M.-J.E. Vilkas, GA Gaigalas, G.v. Merkelis, 
and Z.B. Rudzikas 

Application of many-body perturbation 
theory to the investigation of energy 
spectra of atoms and ions with open 
shells 

ABSTRACT 

Un till now accurate calculations of energy 
spectra of many-electron atoms have usually 
been carried out using the superposition-of
configurations method or the multi-confi
gurational Hartree-Fock approach. Perturbation 
theory (PT) has been applied to relatively 
simple systems with few electrons outside 
closed shells . This is explained by the 
absence of a well developed PT in the case of 
quasi-degenerate states as well as by 
considerable computational difficulties. In 
this paper , an efficient PT is described, 
which is suitable for atoms with several open 
shells. The carbon isoelectronic sequence is 
considered as an example of the application of 
the method. 

DESCRIPTION 

Merkelis et al. (1986) proposed the original 
graphical method for constructing a 
stationary PT series, when its spin-angu1ar 
part is expressed in terms of irreducib1e 
tensorial produets of electron creation and 
annihilation operators (a+ and a). 

The diagrams employed represent (Fig . 1) 
sums of Feynman diagrams (F . d . ) over one
electron magnetic quantum numbers . 

Using this method, expressions for H.r r 
in second order of PT have been obtained for 
the case of an extended model space (Lindgren 
and Morrison , 1982) . The computer programmes 
to generate radial and spin-angu1ar parts of 
matrix e1ements of H.rr have been worked out 
for two open she11s (n,1,) N,( n 2 1 2 )N 2 . 

Fig . 
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RESULTS 

Energy spectra in the carbon isoelectronic 
sequence were calculated to i11ustrate the 
application of the method and the use of the 
deve10ped programmes . The energy levels of 
the configurat i ons 1s ' 2s 22p 2 , ls 2 2p ' and 
ls 2 2s2p ' were calculated . The united basis of 
one-electron funct i ons , found in the Hermitian 
potential, proposed by Morrison (1972) , was 
used . The first order relativ i stic corrections 
were taken into account in the Breit-Pau1i 
approximation. The energy levels of the confi
gurations considered were ca1culated in an 
extended model space. The ca1cu1ations were 
carried out for C I, 0 111, Ne V, P X, Ca XV 
and Fe XXI. Tab1e I contains the energy values 
tor P X (second column: this work ; third : 
multi-configurational Hartree-Fock ca1cula
tions due to Froese Fischer and Saha (1985); 
fourth: mu1ticonfigurational Dirac- Fock 
calculations due to Cheng, Kim and Desc1aux 
(1979); fifth: experiment of Kasyanov , Kono
nov, Korobk i n , Koshe1ev and Serov (1973) and 
the sixth column : Hartree-Fock calculations 
using the potential proposed by Morrison 
(1972)). OM denotes the root-mean-square 
deviation. 

Table 1. The energy levels (in cm- ' ) of the 
configurations ls 2 2s 22p2 , ls2 2s2p ' and ls 22p· 
in P X. 

this work theo. - theo . b exp. c 

ls2 2s2 2p 2 

' Po 0 0 0 0 
' P, 3588 3679 3685 3681 
' P2 9170 9044 9024 9033 
'D2 59336 61397 62393 59679 
'So 119670 120399 116287 119963 

OM 215 770 2046 

ls2 2s2p ' 

" S 2 167896 166526 154918 167730 
' D2 321786 326886 325592 323195 
' D, 321859 327099 325762 323405 
' D, 322273 326930 325605 323222 
' Po 378772 383719 381358 379932 
' P , 378934 383697 381474 379907 
' P2 379258 383915 381691 380139 
'D2 483808 492937 499680 484741 
' s , 490401 498368 502137 490584 
'p, 540767 550518 555441 541968 

OM 1035 5351 852i! 

ls22p' 

' P2 739889 754251 742605 
' P, 746184 760585 749020 
' Po 748665 762938 751420 
' D2 789179 812516 793057 
' S o 898734 922664 902341 

OM 3196 15451 

- Froese Fischer and Saha (1985) 
b Cheng et al. (1979) 
~ Kasyanov et al. (1973) 
.. HF with Morrison potential 

HF" 

0 
3598 
9187 

62310 
116322 

2010 

153285 
324561 
324646 
325055 
380874 
381052 
381378 
502163 
506970 
558447 

10309 

754932 
761151 
763667 
813909 
927807 

17507 
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The analysis of the calculations shows 
that our approach leads to the most accurate 
results for the ions Ne V, P X, and Ca XV. For 
C land 0 111 it is necessary to take higher 
orders in the Coulomb interaction into ac
count, whereas for Fe XXI one has to account 
for the correlation corresponding to relativi
stic operators. Let us notice that correlation 
effects considerably lowers the upper levels 
of the ground and excited configurations. 
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Lorenzo J. Curtis 

Semiempirical formulations of line 
strengths using singlet-triplet mixing 
angles 

ABSTRACT 

Results are presented in which singlet
triplet mixing angles for two valence 
electron (or hole) isoelectronic sequences 
are deterrnined from energy level data. These 
are utilised together with transition moments 
obtained from other sequences and from LS 
coupling and hydrogenic formulae to specify 
El and MI oscillator strengths. 

INTRODUCTION 

For systems with two out-of-shell electrons, 
singlet-triplet and L-state mixing within a 
given configuration manifests itself in the 
energy splittings, line strengths, and 
g-factors of the constituent levels. In 
intermediate coupling, the wave functions of 
levels with common Jare an adrnixture of LS 
basis states not subject to the àL and àS 
selection rules that restrict the constituent 
amplitudes. In ab initia calculations this 
is implicitly included in the wave function . 
It is also possib1e to empirically deterrnine 
the mixing amplitudes explicitly from energy 
level data, to combine these with transition 
moments obtained by semiempirical methods, 
and thereby to specify line strengths (and 
g-factors) for two-electron systems. 

MIXING ANGLES 

The nsn'l, nsn'p5, np2 and np4 configurations 
are particularly apt examples, since they 
contain no more than two levels of the same 
J, so that intermediate coupling connects the 
LS basis states only pairwise. Specification 
is given by two-by-two off-diagonal matrices 
M and diagonalis~rion is achieved by a basis 
transformation T M T, where 

T = [ 
cos~ 

J 

-sin~ 
J 

sin~ 
J 

cos~ 
J 
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Here ~J is the mixing angle, given by 

sin~ - [ 1 + (W 
J J 

± 11 + w2 

J 

) 2] -1 /2 

Using Slater energy relationships which 
relate the levels within a configuration, 
the quantity W can be specified in terms of 
their J centrgid energies EJ ' 

For the nsn'l configuration, the Jal levels 
are mixed and W

J 
is given by 

W
l 

= -

lE
l

+
1

- (2l+1)E
l 

+ (l+l)E
l

_
1 

For l=l this describes both the nsn'p and the 
nsn'p 5 config~rations' l and the mixing is 
between the Pl and P

1 
levels. 

For the np2 and np4 configurations there 
are two ~x~ng angler. For J=O, the mixing 
bet ween the 3 p and S is given by 

o 0 

10 E
2 

- 21 El + 11 EO 
W 

0 
412' (5 - 3 E - 2 EJ E 

2 1 
wheryas for J=2, the mixing bet ween the 3p 2 
and D is giv en by 

5 E + 3 E 8 E 
2 1 0 

W 
2 

212' (5 - 3 2 EO) E E -
2 1 

LINK STRENGTHS 

In terms of these mixing angles, the line 
strengths for the resona~ce and intercom
bination lines in an ns -nsn'p or an 
np5_nsn'p5 transition is 

k cos2~1 l<nslrln'p>1 2 

S (lS, 3p ') k sin2~ l<nslrln'p>1 2 
El 0 1 1 

where the factor k accounts for ~he number of 
equival~nt ele~trons (k=2 for ns -nsn'p; k- 6 
for n'p -nsn'p ) . 

Fig . 1 presents an application to the 3s
2

_ 

riqure 1 

MG SEQUENCE 3o;'.JoJp 

-
... 

z 



3s3p transition in the Mg sequence, using the 
transition moments obtained from the Na 
sequence (Kim & Cheng, 1978),adjusted by an 
overall factor 1.25 . In all figures to 
fo11ow, solid lines trace semiempirica1 
values and symbo1s denote ab initio 
ca1cu1ations (Cheng & Johnson, 1977). 

6Fig S2 presen~s.a s~milar examp1e for the 
2p -2p 3s trans1t1on 1n the Ne sequence 
(Ivanova & Glushkov, 1986), using a fu11y 
screened hydrogen1ike transition moment, 
adjusted by an overall factor 0.73. (Ab 
initio values, Biémont & Hansen, 1987 . ) 

J'igure 2 

NE SEQUENCE lp'.lp'Js 

o 0 

.. .. 
The MI 1ine strengths within an nsn'p 

configurations are given by (Curtis,1989) 

S ( 3 p " 3 p ) 2 cos 2" Hl 1 0 1
2 S (3 p , 3 p ') (5/2) cos" 

Hl 2 1 1 
S (lp" 3p ) 2 sin 2" 

Hl 1 0 1
2 

S ( l p, 3 p ') (3 /2 ) cos" sin 2" Hl l' 1 1 1 

S ( lp " 3 p ) (5 /2 ) sin 2" 
Hl 1 2 1 

and for the np2 and np 4 c onfigurations by 

S ( 3 p 3 p ') 2 cos 2" 
Hl l' 0 0 

S ( 3 p " 3 p ) (5 /2 ) cos 2" 
Hl 2 1 2 

S ( l D' 3 p ) (5/2) s · n 2
" 

Hl 2 '3 1 1 2 
S ( l D' P) (135/2) co 2" S· 2" Hl 2 ' 3 2 S 2 1n 2 
S ( I S' P) 2 sin

2
" Hl 0 ' 1 0 
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Fig. 3 displays app1ications of these 
formu1ae to the Si sequence (Huang,1985 ) . 

J'igure 3 
0 . ' r"_;::-----------------, 

SI SEQUENCE Ja'3p' 

0 . 0 

'P~.ID~ 

... 'P/D~ 

S~1l 'P;-"I 
' .0 

'p/p; 

0 . ' 'PI_IS; 

0 .0 .. .. .. .. 
Z 

This semiempiric a1 exposition provides a 
usefu1 means for comparison of theoretical 
and experimenta1 resu1ts, and characterises 
and separates intermediate coup1ing effects. 

The work was supported by the US Dept . of 
Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, 
Division o f Chemical Sciences, under Grant 
number DE-FG05-88ER13958 . 
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K. Aashamar+ , T.M . Luke, and J.D. Talman 

Oscillator strengths for sextet transitions 
in Cr 11 

Oscillator strengths for transitions among low-Iying 
sextet terms of singly ionized Chromium have been 
calculated using two different methods: the Multi
configuration Optimized Potential Model (MCOPM) 
and an R-matrix model based on target MCOPM 
wave functions . Estimates of numeri cal cancellation 
effects in the MCOPM calculation as weil as direct 
comparison of the se ts of independently calculated 
results , indicate an accuracy of 10% or bet ter in the 
oscillator st rengths reported. Exceptions, where rel
ativist ic effects not included in this work may be 
important , are noted. Comparison -with available 
observations is given. 

The transition or iron series elements are impor
tant in both terrestrial and astrophysical plasmas. 
However, even a nonrelativist ic treatment of these 
elements is likely to encounter computational diffi
culties resulting in part from the occurrence of near 
elegeneracies among terms of the same Land S com
ing hOlll difl"erent configurations. A feature of the 
Cr Il sextet system is that the low-Iying terms are 
relatively widely spaced so we do not generally en
counter such problems . Consequently, despite the 
substantial storage and speed demands caused by the 
importance of correlation effects, rather reliable cal
culations on present computers can be performed. 

The Cr Il sextet transitions considered in the 
present work are the following: 3d4 4s - 3d44p, 3d44d 
- 3d4 4p, 3d4 5s - 3d4 4p, plus the one from the 3d4 4p 
6p o to the 3d5 6S ground state. There are - to our 
knowleelge - na other reliable calculations for the sex
tets , and there are few experimental data as weil. 

Vo/e have performed the calculations in two com
pletely independent ways and present the results 
of both . A brief description of the two methods is 
given in the next paragraphs. Following that, we 
present comparison and discussion of the different 
sets of results. 

The MCOPM approach proceeds basically in two 
stages (Aasharnar ~ !!l , 1981). In the first, with only 
a moderate set of configurations, we perform a varia
tional calculation in which a weighted energy average 
over selected spectroscopic terms is minimized with 
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respect to variations in the potentiaIs in which the 
orbitals are calculated. This gives a set of "best po
tentiais" to be used in the second stage to calculate 
orbitals for a Cl calculation involving an enlarged set 
of 41 configurations. This set includes configurations 
of the form 3d5 , 3d4 nl, 3d3nln' I' (n, n' $ 7; 1,1' $ 4). 

In applications of the R-matrix method to bound 
state problems (Seaton , 1985, Berrington ~!!l, 1988) 
low-Iying states of the atom or ion considered are 
treated as bound states in the collision of an electron 
with the corresponding ionized system. Wave func
tions for t he Cr II states are thus taken to be prop
erly symmetry-projected close coupling expansions 
over terms built from bound states of the N-l elec
tron core coup led to different "free channel" states of 
an electron bound to said core. Since the "free chan
nel" functions are orthogonal to the orbitals used to 
construct the core, a sum over "bound channel" N 
electron functions is added for completeness. The ex
pansion coefficients of the lat ter and the "free chan
nel" wave functions are fully optimized for each state, 
being determined by the coupled integro-differential 
equations arising from the energy variational princi
ple. Results are presented for two different sets of 
orbi tals for the target ion core. The first set is a 
subset of the orbitals obtained in the MCOPM cal
culation for Cr Il . The other set was obtained in a 
6-configuration MCOPM calculation on Cr III us
ing 50% weight on the ground state and 50% equally 
distributed on the 18 excited states. These sets are 
similar except for the 3d and 4d orbitals which are 
more compact in the Cr II optimization for reasons 
involving their dual spectroscopic/correlation roles. 
In the present R-matrix calculation we include free 
channels with s, p, and d waves associated with 3d4

, 

3d34s, 4p, 4d, and 5s target states, as weil as bound 
channels needed for completeness. 

Table 1 gives the three sets of oscillator strengths 
obtained for the transitions of present interest. They 
have been corrected for wavelengths differing from 
observation, the corrections being less than 10% in 
all cases. The three sets, being obtained using dif
ferent combinations of methods and potentiais, are 
seen to be very consistent , and the gft-gfv differ
ences are generally reasonable. The gft values are the 
more reliable. Estimates of cancellation effects in the 
MCOPM calculation suggest errors in the gfv values 
of roughly twice the errors in the gft values from this 
source alone. The quite different MCOPM and R
matrix calculations give gft values with a spread of 
less than 10% except for the single transit ion involv
ing the ground state. 

There are few experimental results available, and 
we report these too in Table 1, as listed by Sugar 
allel Corliss (1985) from the work of Musielok and 
Wuj ec (l9ï9). The three values quoted have likely 
Ilncertainties of 50%, and do not serve to distinguish 
among the present calculations with a view to pre
ferreel mcthod. 

The 4p 6Do, 4d 6D, and 4d 6F terms lie very close 



in energy to certain otlier terms of different Land S. 
Admixtures of these through relat ivistic effects may 
alter corresponJing oscillator strengths significantly. 
\"fe have not attempted to estimate this mixing in 
the present work. 

Table 1. Oscillator strengths for sextet transitions in 
Cr II in MCOPM and R-matrix calculations. (See 
text for descriptions.) Observed oscillator strengths 
are obtained from the observations of Musielok and 
Wujee (19i9) a~sllming L-S coupling. 

MCOPM R-matrix 
Cr II Cr III 

Transition gf, gfv gf, gfv gf, gfv 
(~fv[,s) 

4d 6G-4p 6p 31.9 28.2 33.4 33.0 31.1 
4d 6F-4p ti p i.52 7.51 8.21 6.53 8.01 
4d 6F-4p 6Da 16.4 14.9 H.1 15.1 16.7 15.5 
4s 6D_4p 6p 13.2 9.94 14.5 14.6 12.4 

(10.4) 
5s 6D_4p 6p 6.76 6.05 6.64 6.03 6.33 6.24 
4c1 6D-4p tip 1. 11 1.21 1.00 0.97 1.01 -
4s 6D-4p 6Do 9.04 8.58 10.0 8.04 9.89 7.47 

(4.8-5 .5) 
5s 6D-4p 6Do 4.60 4.30 4.58 - 4.33 4.26 
4c1 "D-4p 6Da 10.5 10.3 11.2 9.08 10.9 9.28 
4s 6D-4p spo 6.00 6.35 6.61 4.84 6.62 4.55 

(6.4) 
5s 6D-4p 6p o 3.26 3.23 3.21 3.07 3.00 
4c1 SD-4p sp o 5.42 5.20 5.77 5.17 5.63 5.26 
4c1 6P_4p 6Do 2.83 2.94 2.81 2.44 2.76 2.50 
4<1 6P _4p 6p o 8.18 8.15 8.50 7.53 8.50 7.71 
3c1~ 6S-4p sp o 1.84 1.38 1.98 1.84 2.24 1.35 
4d tiS-4p ti p o 2.65 2.51 2.79 2.22 2.64 
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Emile Biémont and Pascal Quinet 

Oscillator strengths for the gallium-like 
ioos Br V - In XIX 

ABSTRACT 

Electric dipole oscillator strengths have 
been calculated for the n • 4, Ll n • 0 
transitions of the i on_ Br V to In XIX 
along the gallium isoelectronic sequ2nce. 
Results are reported here for the 4_ 4p-

4s 24d and 4s 24p - 4s4p2 transitions . The 
Relativistic Hartree-Fock approach of 
Cowan (1981) combined with a least-square
fitting procedure of the hamiltonian 
eigenvalues to the observed energy levels 
has been used for the calculations. 
Analytical expressions have also been 
applied for interpolation or extrapolatien 
of the Stater parameter values. 

INTRODUCTION 

The transit ion probabilities for strongly 
or moderately ionized gallium-like ions 
(Z>35) are very sparse . The only result_ 
available for the EI transitions have been 
published by Aa_hamar et al. (1983). 
Same radiative lifetime values obtained by 
BFS have been reported for Br V by Pinning
ton et al. (1977) and for Kr VI by Irwin 
et al. (1976), by Livingston( 1976) and by 
Pinnington( 1976) . 

In view of th is lack of transitien 
probabilities. we report here the first 
extensive set of f values for the ions 
Br V to In XIX. 

RESULTS 

All the odd configurations (except 4p4f 2 

and 4f 3 ) and all the even configurations 

(except 4d4f 2 ) in the n - 4 complex have 

been considered in the calculations i.e. 

4s 24p + 4s 24f + 4s4p4d + 4s4d4f + 4p3 + 

4p 24f + 4p4d 2 + 4d 24f and 4s 24d + 4s4p2 + 

4s4p4f + 4s4d 2 + 4s4f 2 + 4p 24d + 4p4d4f + 

4 d 3. 
The experimental energy levels used 

for the fitting procedure were due .to 
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Budhiraja and Joshi ( 1971) for Br V, 
Druetta and Buchet (1976) for Kr VI, 
Litzén and Reader (1989) for the ions Rb VII 
to Mo XII , Reader et al. (1986) for the 
ions Ru XIV to In XIX and Denne et al. (1985) 
for Ag XVIII. 

Moreover, in order to interpolate or 
extrapolate the parameter values of E

AV
' 

F
k

, Gk , ~ and ~ along the sequence t we have 
used q-expansions of the type: 

E~v = A + Bq + Cq2 + Oq3 + E/q, 

F ,G k 
c(.= A + Bq + C/(q+l) and 

~=50 +~q +~q2 +~3q3 +~q4 , where 

q = Z - N + land where A,B,C,D,E and~. 
were determined by least-square optimifation 
of the parameter values for the 6 elements 
Rb to Mo . 

The final oscillator strengths obtained 
with the fitted parameters for the 

4s 24p - 4s 24d and 4s 24p 4s4p2 transitions 
are presented in Table I. They agree weIl 
(within a few percent) with the results of 
Aashamar et al. (.1983) except for the 

4s 24p lp. _ 4s4p2 2S transit ion but our 
results for that transit ion are compatible 
with the f values reported by Bahr et al . 
( 198 2) for Se IV . The f values obtained in 

this work for the 4s 24p 2p. - 4s4p2 20 
transit ion agree reasonably weIl with the 
results reported by Pinnington et al. (1977) 
for Br V and by Irwin et al. (197~) for 
Kr VI. The y are larger for the 

4s 24p 2p. _ 4s 24d 2D transit ion but this 
dis c repancy between theory and experiment 
has been discussed in detail by Aasharnar 
et al. (1983). 
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Ta b le I - Calculate d oscillator streng t hs (log gf) 

for the 4s 24p - 4s 24d and 4s 24p - 4s4p2 
transitions of gallium-like lans. 

Trans. 2J-2J' Sr V Kr VI 2Rb VII 2Sr VIII Y IX Zr X Nb XI 
4s 4p - 4s 4d 

2 P-20 1- 3 0.46 0 . 45 0.43 0 .42 0.40 0.39 0.38 
2P-20 3-3 -0. 17 -0.20 -0 .22 -0 . 23 -0 . 25 -0 . 26 -0.27 
2P-20 3-5 0.71 0.70 2 0.68 2. 66 0.65 0.63 0 . 62 

4 s 4 P - 4 s4 P 
2P-2P 1- I -0. 19 -0 . 27 -0.36 -0.45 -0.54 -0.62 -0 . 7 1 
2P-2P 1-3 -0. 18 -0 . 22 -0 .2 4 -0 . 27 -0.29 -0.32 -0 . 34 
2P-2S 1- I -0.09 -0 . 06 -0.03 -0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 
2P-20 1- 3 -0.57 -0 . 48 -0 .4 3 -0 . 39 -0 . 36 -0.33 -0.3 1 
2 P-4P 1- I -2.61 -2.46 -2.32 - 2. 19 -2 . 08 - I . 97 - I .87 
2 P-4 P 1- 3 -4. 18 -3.97 -3.80 - 3 . 66 -3.54 - 3.43 -3.33 
2 P- 2 P 3 - I -0 . 01 -0.01 -0.01 -0 . 02 -0 . 03 -0.04 -0.05 
2P-2P 3-3 0 . 48 0 .47 0 .46 0.45 0 . 44 0.43 0.42 
2 P-2S 3- I - I . 09 - I . 36 -1.69 - 2. 16* -2 . 99* -3.82*-2.58* 
2P-20 3- 3 - I . 99 -2 . 01 - 2. I I -2 .2 7* - 2.51* -2.89*-3.7 1* 
20-20 3-5 -0 . 42 -0 .3 5 -0.31 - 0.29 -0 .2 7 - 0 . 27 -0 .2 7 
2 P-4 P 3- I - 2. 95 -2.84 - 2. 74 - 2.66 -2 . 58 -2.52 - 2.47 
2 P-4 P 3-3 -2.86 - 2 . 72 -2.59 - 2. 4 9 -2.39 - 2 . 3 I -2 .2 3 
2 P-4 P 3-5 - 2. 19 -2 . 00 - I . 84 - I . 7 0 -1 .58 - I. 4 6 - 1.36 

Tran s. 2J-2J' Mo XII Ru XIV Rh XV Pd XVI Ag XVII Cd XVII I In XIX 

45
2

4 P - 4 s 24 d 
2P-20 1-3 0.36 0 .3 4 0 . 32 0 .3 1 0.30 0.29 0 . 28 
2 P-20 3-3 -0 .2 8 -0.30 -0 .3 1 - 0 . 31 -0.31 -0 . 31 -0.31 
2 P-20 3-5 0.60 0. 57 0 . 56 0.55 0 . 53 0 . 52 0 . 51 

2 P- 2 P 1- I -0 .79 
4s 2 4 - 4s4 p2 

-0.95 -t0 3 -1.10 - I . 18 - I . 25 - I . 32 
2 P- 2r 1-3 -0.36 -0.40 -0.4 2 -0.44 -0 .4 6 -0.48 -0 . 49 
2 P-2 S 1- I 0.02 0.01 0.01 0 .01 0 . 00 -0.00 -0 . 01 
2 P-20 1- 3 -0.29 -0 .26 - 0.25 -0 . 24 -0.22 -0 . 21 -0.20 
2 P- 4 P 1- I - I . 78 - I . 61 - I . 54 - I . 47 - 1 . 40 - I . 34 - I . 29 
2 P-4 P 1- 3 -3.25 -3.09 -3.02 -2.96 -2.90 - 2.84 - 2.79 
2 P- 2 P 3- I -0.06 -0.08 -0. la - 0 . I I - O. 12 -0 . 13 -0 . 14 
2 P- 2 P 3- 3 0.42 0.40 0 .39 0 . 38 0.37 0.36 0.35 
2 P- 2S 3- I -2.13*-1.69 - I . 56 - I .4 6 - I . 38 - I . 31 - I . 25 
2 P- 20 3-3 -4 . 13*-2.50* -2.20* - I .97 - I .79 - 1 . 65 - I . 53 
2P-20 3-5 -0 .27 -0 . 29 -0.31 -0 . 32 -0.34 -0.36 -0 . 37 
2 P-4 P 3- I - 2.42 -2.36 -2.33 - 2.32 - 2.3 I - 2.3 I - 2 . 3 I 
2 P- 4 P 3-3 - 2. 16 - 2.04 -1.99 - I .94 -1.89 -1 . 85 - I. 8 I 
2 P- 4 P 3-5 - I . 26 - I. 10 - I . 03 -0.9 7 -0.92 - 0.87 -0 .83 

* Cance l lation effects pre sent. 
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T.M. Luke 

Corrected oscillator strengths in the 
neon sequence: Z:5 26 

Oscillator atrengths for transitions among 
the 2p', 2p5 3s, 3p, 3d levels of ions in the 
neon sequence have been calculated using the 
Multi-confiquration Optimized Potential 
Model (MCOPM) (Aashamar et al, 1979). 
Following this ab initio calculation, many of 
the levels have been corrected by solving an 
inverse eigenvalue problem using the observed 
spectrum as input. This correct ion may reauit 
in improved coefficients for the LS coup led 
terms that are mixed by spin-orbit and other 
relativistic contributions in the 8reit-Pauli 
hamiltonian. Results for lifetimes are in 
reasonable agreement with recent calculations 
of Fawcett (1984) and others but differences 
bet ween theory and beam foil experiments 
remain. Some details follow . 

The ab initio MCOPM calculation expands 
the terms of interest using the following 13 
configurations: 2s2 2p'; 2s2 2p5 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s, 
4p, 4d; 2s2p'3s, 3p, 3d, 4s, 4p, 4d . In this 
model, the orbitals are calculated in l
dependent central potentials that are va ried 
to minimize a weighted set of LS coupled term 
energies . The variational principle leads to 
integral equations for the potentials which 
are solved iteratively along with the secular 
equation for the configuration interaction 
mixing coefficients . These optimized 
potentials are used as input to the program 
SUPERSTRUCTURE of Eissner et al (1974) in 
which the 8reit-pauli hamiltonian matrix is 
calculated and diagonalized. Rates for 
transitions among the resulting fine 
structure levels are then calculated. 

The levels thus obtained frequently have 
mixing coefficients of comparable size for 
the terms coupled by relativistic effects and 
these coefficients can be in significant 
error if there are small errors in the 
energies of the non-relativistically 
calculated terms . These will be apparent if 
the level spectrum is not correctly 
reproduced in the calculation. 
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A scheme has been developed to correct 
for these errors (Luke,1988) . It works as 
follows : Suppose a given level is 
predominantly a mixture of four terms (whose 
wave functions have been obtained in the 
nonrelativistic Cl calculation as mixtures of 
whatever configurations have been included in 
the study). The 8reit-pauli hamiltonian 
matrix can be calculated in the subspace of 
these four terms and its diagonalization 
accurately reproduces the spectrum obtained 
in a full SUPERSTRUCTURE calculation . If this 
does not however reproduce the observed 
spectrum, one can invert the problem: Use 
the observed spectrum as input and calculate 
a corrected set of diagonal matrix elements 
that yield this observed spectrum. 
Corrections to the diagonal elements of the 
8reit-Pauli hamiltonian used in 
SUPERSTRUCTURE can then be obtained and hence 
corrected relativistic term-mixing 
coefficients and transition rates. 

Earlier work has been published for the 
Neon sequence up to Si V. The present 
calculations have continued along the 
sequence with the ions Cl VIII, Ar IX, Ti 
XIII, Cr XV and Fe XVII selected on account 
of the availability of sufficient 
experimental data on the required spectra. 

Three outcomes resulted from these 
calculations. Most commonly, the raw 
uncorrected calculation using these 13 
confiqurations was quite satisfactory. 
Corrections had little effect and were not 
required. 

In a number of cases, corrections in 
the mixing coefficients leading to shifts of 
the order of 15% in the transition rates 
occurred. 

In a small number of cases the inverse 
eigenvalue problem has no solution. This may 
not be surprising : Inverse problems usually 
lead to difficulties. Among these is the 
fact that the solution is not unique. The 
corrected set of diagonal matrix elements 
results from solving a set of nonl i near 
algebraic equations and there can be up to 
n! sets of diagonal matrix elements leading 
to a given set of eigenvalues. In the 
present method of solution, the set that 
evolves smoothly from solving the inverse 
problem with raw calculated spectrum as 
input (leading to the known raw calculated 
solution) to solving with the observed 
spectrum as input is taken to be the correct 
solution set . 

Occasionally this procedure of numerical 
continuation doesn't work . At some point in 
the continuation from raw to observed 
eigenvalue input, the equations cease to have 
a solution, in the neighbourhood of earlier 



solutions at least . It is likely that the 
difficulty in these cases is that the 
equations are especially sensitive to small 
errors in the off-diagonal elements. This has 
been found to be true in some cases . Slight 
perturbations in the off-diagonal elements 
restore the solution. In the cases where this 
has been found to occur so far, the mixing 
coefficients have been rather stabIe so that 
the corrections have been very modest anyway. 
There is no reason to believe this will 
always be the situation and the remaining 
cases of non-existence of solution to the 
i nverse eigenvalue problem are still being 
investigated. 

The poster accompanying this abstract 
gives examples of the various outcomes just 
described as weIl as some comparisons with 
observations and other calculations . Except 
f o r some high accuracy laser observations of 
transition rates in Ne I by Hartmetz and 
Schmoranzer (1983, 1984), on1y lifetimes 
appear to be available from experiment at 
present and these do not give a very 
sensitive test of transition rates . 
Nevertheless some comparisons between theory 
and experiment are given, il1ustrating cases 
of both systematic agreement and discrepancy. 
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Hannelore E Saraph 

The lifetime of Mg -: 3p3 4So 

ABSTRACT 

The decay of Be- 2p3 4S0 was observed by 
Gaardsted and Andersen (1989) and the decay 
of Mg- 3p3 4 S0 is under investigation by An
dersen (1989). Accurate theoretical data can 
help with the detection of this process. Pre
liminary analysis of the experimental data 
disagreed for the lifetime with calculations 
by Beek, 1984 . Beek (1989) has since improved 
on his earlier work. This paper presents an 
entirely independent approach to a lifetime 
calculation. The results are in excellent 
agreement with those of Beek, 1989. 

THE CALCULATION 

The close coupling approximation is used on 
two different target models. In both models 
atomie orbitals are optimised for the weigh
ted sum of the energies of the lowest ten 
terms of magnesium. The MCHF program by Froe
se-Fischer,1978 with modifications by Trefftz, 
19~8 is used. Model A incl~des2configurations 
3s ,3s4s,3s5s,3s3d,3s4d,3p ,3d ,4s ,3p4p,3d4d, 
3s3p,3s4p,3p3d, and 3p4s. This model gives 
poor energies for the higher terms of odd pa
rity, see table 1. Model B uses in addition 
configurations 2p 5 3s3p3d,2p 5 3s25s,4p2,3p4d. 
This model gives a bet ter representation of the 

Table 1 
Term energies (in Ryd) for Mg. Experimental 
data are from Moore, 1949. 

term 
3s 2 IS 

3s3p 3pO 
3s4p 3pO 

3s3d 3D 
3p2 3p 

exp 
0.0 
0.1995 
0.4360 
0 . 4370 
0.5272 

model A 
0.0 
0.1890 
0.4714 
0.4315 
0.5111 

model B 
0.0 
0.1857 
0.4295 
0.4332 
0.5069 
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higher terms. Tne targèt models we re develop
ed for a scattering calculation, where one 
aims for a reasonably good representation of 
all the lowest 'closely coupled' terms. Only 
few of these terms contribute to scat tering 
channels for compound states 4p and 4S0 and 
these are listed in table 1. The compound 
system Mg+e is des cri bed by the wavefunction 

~SLn = AL~.~ + LC.~. ( 1) 
Where A is anlantis~~trisation operator, ~ 
and F are vector coupled functions for target 
and added electron stat;es, and the <I> describe 
compound states using only target orbitals. 
Allowing the radial part of F and the confi
guration mixing coefficients e to vary freely 
one obtains a set of coupled integro-differ
ential equations for each SLn. The program 
COLALG by Eissner, 1972 is used for the alge
braic part and the program IMPACT by Crees et 
al., 1978 for the radial part of the solu
tions. With these wavefunctions and the coef
ficients for radiative transitions produced 
by the program RADALG (Jones, 1974, Eissner 
and Jones, 1989) oscillator strengths and pho
toionisation cross sections can be calculated, 
Saraph, 1987. Spin-orbit coupling is neglec
ted throughout. 

RESULTS 

Ta~le 2 presents ~lectro~ Bffinities for the 
Mg bound states Pand S obtained using 
the two target models. It also lists the LS
coupling results by Beek, 1989. 

Table 2 
Electron affinities in Rydberg for Mg-, rela
tive to the calculated energies of the parent 
terms 3s3p 3pO and 3p2 3p respectively. 

model A 
.0277 
.0395 

model B 
.0288 
.0347 

Beck(LS) 
.0236 
.0394 

The present electron affinities differ consi
derably from those of Beek, 1989. This dis
crepancy disappears when the wavelength is 
calculated. Table 3 compares wavelengths and 
oscillator strengths with the results by Beek 
1984 and 1989. The present wavelengths are 
obtained from the difference of the total 
energies. Beck's wavelengths are obtained by 
subtracting the difference of the electron 
affinities from the inverse observed wave
length of the threshold transition. Beek in
cludes relativistic effects and shows these 
to be small. It appears that the transition 
data are fairly stable with respect to impro
vements in these sophisticated calculations. 



Table 3 
Wavelengths în~ oscilta~or strengths for the 
process 3s3p P - 3p SO(length form.) 

model A 
À(Ä) 2936 
fabs .310 

model B Beck,1984 Beck,1989 
2909 2880 2921 
.297 .295 .309 

The agreement between the present calculation 
and that of ~eck is very good indeed. 

The term SO can also decay directly by 
radiative detachment. The cross section for 
this process could be calculated with the 
present.setup. It has a broad maximum around 
À=3551 A that contributes to the decay rate 
by .102*10 8 

S-I, while the decay rate to the 
9 -I bound state is A=. 702* 10 s . Hence, tge 

final r~sglt for the lifetime of 3p3 .~S is 
T ( S ) = 1 . 40ns , 

with an error estimate of 5%. The challenge 
is now with the experimentalists. 
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M. Wilson 

Calculation of radiative decay rates and 
branching ratios in Hg + 

ABSlRACf 

Pseudo-relativistic wavefunctions have been used to 
ca1culate EI, E2 and MI radiative decay rates and 
branching ratios connecting levels of the three lowest 
lying electron configurations of Hg+ and compared with 
recent accurate results obtained from fluctuations 
(quantum jumps) of laser-induced flourescence studies 
of a single ion held in an ion trap. 

ThITRODUCflONandMETHOD 

The development of ion traps, lasers and photon 
counting methods have allowed the determination (to 
within a reasonably high degree of accuracy) of 
experimentaI decay rates linking different energy levels 
from the observed fluctuations in laser-induced 
flourescence of a single transition in Hg+ (Itano et al 
1987). Referring to Fig I the five lowest energy levels 
of Hg+ are shown. Itano et al deduced the decay rates 
for the allowed transition 6p 2Pln - 6s 2S In and the 
confi~ation interaction (Cl)induced transition 6p 2Pln 
- d9s 2DJn. In addition they also determined the 
forbidden decay rates from the two 2D levels back to the 
ground level. 

Using the pseudo-relativistic Hartree-Fock model 
(HFR), (see eg. Cowan 1981), we fITst obtained single
configuration wavefunctions for the configurations: . 
5dl06s, 5d96s2 and 5dl06p, 5d96s6p . These were then 
used to ca1culate the usual interaction integrals used to 
obtain the single and mixed-configuration structures 
together with the necessary transition integrals required 
for the appropriate EI and E2 transitions of interest 
here. The mixed-configuration energy matrices were 
diagonalized and the resulting eigenvalues compared 
with the experimental data. At this stage adjustments 
were made to the ab initio values of the centre of gravity 
energies in order to give somewhat c10ser agreement 
between ca1culated and experimental levels. This 
procedure helps obtain a more realistic degree of Cl 
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mlxlngs than that produced entirely by ab initio 
methods. Finally the resulting Cl eigenvectors were 
combined with the appropriate ab initio transition 
integrals to calculate the EI, E2 and MI transition rates, 
A, between all possible levels of interest. 

2 
P3/2 
1O-""T"-:--or 

5d 6p 

2 
PI /2 

9 2 
5d 6s 

2 
_ .... -- D5/2 EI EI , , , 

E2,' 
. :# . 

. :# . 
.:# E2 , . , .' , . , .' , .' , . , .' 

'.' 
2 :.' 
S 1/2 -.1 ..... =-........ 

10 
5d 6s 

. . 

Fig. I Low level scheme of Hg+ 

RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

A selection of our results is presented in Table 
together with the experimental data. It should be noted 
that in this preliminary study we have used unscaled 
values of the HFR transition and interaction integrais. 
Not unexpectedly the calculated EI decay rate from the 
2p 1/2 to the 2S 1/2 is somewhat larger than the 
experimental value. The weaker Cl induced EI decay to 
the metastable 2D 3/2 occurs due to mixing of a 2p 
component of the d9sp configuration for which we 
found 
5dl06p 2Pln> - 0.992 6p 2p> + 0.127 d9sp 2p> lending 
some of its 6p - 6s strength to the otherwise forbidden 
transition. Our calculated rate is is good accord with the 
experimental value (and an unpublished theoretical 
estimate quoted by Itano et al.). However, this rate is 
extremely sensitive to the degree of mixing as indicated 



by large changes in tbe calculated decay rate with small 
changes in level positions. We also considered the 
effects of including additional perturbers, of both 
parities, which might influence tbis induced transition 
(see below). 

From tbe results given in Table I we may also obtain 
the tota! radiative decay rate from 2Dm heing due to botb 
an MI and E2 contribution of comparabie size ie. (55.3 
+ 71.9) - 127 S·I which rnay he compared with tbe value 
109 ± 5 obtained by Itano et al. Similarly we find the 
total radiative decay rate from the 2DS/2 due to an E2 
transition as 12.3 S·I compared to (11.6 ± 0.4) found 
by Itano et al. Denoting tbe probabilities for the 2D3/2 
level to decay to tbe 2SI/2level or tbe 2Ds/2level as fl and 
f2 (fl+ fl =1) we obtain from tbe results in Table 1 fl -
0.55 whereas Itano et al found f l = 0.491 ± 0.015 . Our 
calculated estimate of tbis branching ratio could he 
modified to \ie closer to tbe experimental value eitber by 
a suitably large decrease in tbe E2 rate from tbe 2DS/2 or 
by some even parity mixture not yet included. We 
investigated the degree of modification on the E2 
transition integral by re-calculating out radial 
wavefunctions using the usual HFR potential but 
augmented by an approxirnate correlation potential based 
on a free electron correlation energy, ie. the function ec 

given by eqn (7.71) of Cowan (1981). Although such 
functions produced transition integrals of slightly 
smaller magnitudes the effect on the E2 rate was 
insufficient to account for tbe observed difference. We 
are exarnining tbe effects of including 5d106d, 5d9 6p2, 
5dl 6s6p2 and 5d'6s26p, 5d96p6d but preliminary 
findings show that these are found to have little 
influence on the results obtained (with the noteable 
exception of tbe Cl induced transitions) from our more 
res tricted set of configurations. Bearing in mind the 
simple model used here the present calculations are 
gratifyingly close to tbe empirical values derived from a 
most beautifully ingenious experiment 
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Table I. Decay rates A(S·I) for Hg+ 

Transition 

5d106p 2p3/2 - 5d96s2 

_ 5d l06p 

- 5d l06s 
5dl~p 2p112 - 5d96s2 

_ 5dl06s 
5d96s2 ~ _ 5d96s2 

_ 5dl06s 
5d'16s22DsI2 - 5dl06s 

A(S·I) 
Theory Expt 
(this work) (ltano et al) 

~ (EI) 1.25 x Hl" 
2f:lsa (EI) 2.89 x I{)Ó 
2p112 MI 6.85 
2p112 E2 0.29 
2S112 El 8.74 X lOl 
~ (EI) 57.7 52± 16 
2S112 El 5.74 x 10' (3.8± 0.6)10' 
2p,12 MI 55.3 +----, 
2f:lsa E2 0.04 127.2 109 ± 5 
2S112 E2 71.9 ~ 
2S112 E2 12.3 11.6 ± 0.4 
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W.H. Goldstein, A. Osterheld, J. Oreg and 
A. Bar-Shalom 

Resonant excitation rates for the 2p53s 
and 2p53p levels In Ne-like Fe XVII 

The l7A 2p-3s X-ray emission lines of neon
like Fe XVII are observed in astrophysical 
settings as diverse as the solar corona (e.g., 
Loulergue and Nussbaumer 1973) , supernova 
remnants (e . g .. Hamilton, Sarazin and Cheva
lier 1983), and accretion disks (e . g. , Kahn et 
al . 1984). Their intensities in the solar 
corona have been extensively studied and used 
as temperature diagnostics (e . g. , Rugge and 
McKenzie 1985 , Raymond and Smith 1986) . 
Resonant excitation makes a significant 
contribution to the population of the 2pl 3s 
levels at temperatures below threshold for 
their direct collisional excitation (Smith, 
Raymond, Mann and Cowan 1985 ; Raymond 1978). 
In this regime, the 2p-3s line intensities are 
very sensitive to resonant excitation, and 
their utility as a diagnostic depends on 
accurately accounting for this process . 
Previous calculations of resonant excitation 
in Fe XVII adopted a non-relativistic , LS 
configuration ave rage approach (Omar and Hahn 
1988), or extrapolated the results of a subset 
of detailed calculations to determine the 
contribution of each autoionizing series 
(Smith et al. 1985). Configuration average 
energies were apparently used to determine 
energetically allowed autoionization channels . 
This is a gross approxima~ion for energeti
cally broad configurations, and easily leads 
to incorrect results . 

We present the results of a new cal cu
lation, in a detailed level accounting 
scheme, of the re sonant excitation rate of 
2p13. and 2pl 3p levels of Fe XVII. These 
rates are signifi'cantly lower than those in 
the literature . The present results are 
similar to those recently reported by Chen and 
Reed (1989), who also use a detailed level 
accounting scheme, but a different , multi
configurational Dirac-Fock (MCDF), atomic 
mode.l. 

In the isolated resonance approximation 
rate coefficients for resonant excitation is 
given by , 

are .... e. (finaJ)=t I;ReapL(2p6 -+lev) 

C auIO levE<:.u1O 

x A auto'Ch;v-tfinall 

(I) 
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where "final" is a neon-like level and the 
sodium-like "!8V" belong. to the autoionizing 
configuration C_. R...,t is obtained by 
detailed balancing the corr8sponding autoioni
zation rate, AaAo ,end the last factor is 
the branching ratio for "lev" . The atomic data 
for Eq . (1) wa. calculated in the relativi
stic , multiconfigurationai parametric poten
tiai model of Klapisch (1971, 1977) and Bar
Shalom and Klapisch (i988). 

TIbIc I The sel of luroionizinl confiprations included in die 
presenl cak:ulaIion, wim die lUlOioniwion and radiative dccay 
tnnches for ea:h. 

Cairo CNe CNI 
(auroion. ehanneJs) (rad.channeJs) 

2s2p~/sr, 2p6,2p53/, (2s2p)8nf(EI), 
IS2 ,/'S4 2s2p"Y (2s2p)73/"nr(EI), 

(2s2p) 73lnr, inchxliftl2p-2s 
IS2,/':s4, 6SnSIO ClSaIde fdlolo<d 

bylUlOÎOIIÎZIIliOII. 

2pS3dnI, 1:s4, 2p6,2p53/, 2p6n/(EI), 

IISnSlS 2p~I) 

2pS3pn/,/:s4, 2p6,2pS3/, 2p~p(EI), 
IISn:s20' 2p6n/(EI,E2), 

2p53sn/(E1) 

(2s2p) 74/4/" 2p6,2p53/, (2s2p)84/(E1), 

1,/',:s3 2s2p~1 (2s2p) 7314/'(E1) 
includiftl2p-2s 
ClSaIde fdlolo<d 
by aJIOÏOOÎZlIiOII. 

2p54/n/', t:s3,J',:s4 2p6,2pS3/, 2p6n/(EI), 

n-S,6,7 2s2p~1 2p53/nf(EI), 

The autoionizing configurations included 
in the outer summation in Eq . (l), and the 
radiative and autoionization channels included 
in the branching ratios, are listed in Table 
I. Our calculations are in intermediate 
coupling, and for given n, configuration 
interacti on (Cl) among the different values of 
1 is included. All Cl within the (2s2p)74i41' 
configurations was inciuded since they were 
treated in a single structure calculation. 
For the 2p l 41nl' series, Cl was included for 
fixed 1 and n ; i.e., the 4sni' , 4pnl', 4dni' 
and 4fnl' were treated independently . All Cl 
among neon-iike levels was included. 

The importance of accounting expiicitly 
for each level (both "final" and "lev") in Eq. 
(i) has been noted previously, and large 
errors have been shown to result from the use 
of average, rather than detaiied level-by
level weighted , fluorescence yieids in the 
calcuiation of resonant processes (Chen and 
Craseman 1974; Chen , Craseman and Matthews 
1975; Bhalla 1975a, i975b; Chen 1985, 1989) . 
Inaccuracies can be traced to neglecting, in 
the ave rage treatment , the effect of select ion 
rul es on branching ratios for Auger and X-ray 
processes. 

The results of the present calculation, 
at an electron temperature of 200 eV, are 
summarized in Table 11 , along with total rates 
for =200 eV reported by Smith et al. (i985) 



and Chen and Reed (1989) . The discrepancies 
with the former ca1cu1ation have been remarked 
on previous1y (Go1dstein 1988 ), and have been 
conf i rmed by the independent ca1culations of 
the 1at·ter . 

Table 11. Tota1 resonant excitation rate coefrlCicnts <-units of 10.13 

cm3 sec· l ) for tbc 2p!13s and 2p!13p levels of FeXVII. Levels are 
listed in energy order. Values for this cak:ulation are at an electron 
temperat"", of 200 eV. while those of Smith tt al. (1985) an: at 
217 eV and include an eXlrapolaûon of n 10 100. The ,estllts of 
ellen and Reed (1989) are for Te=200 eV and we .. extrapolated 

Ileyond n= 15 10 n=200 for tbc 2p!I3/n1' configuraûons. 

TOTAL RATE (x 10' \3 cm3 sec· I) @ 200 eV 
flIl8l IIUs ca/co Smilh et al. Che. '" Reed 
state 

[(2p5lJfl3s12 12.97 50.0 12.2 

[(2p5lJfl3sh 16.11 38.0 14.4 

[(2p5)lfl3s)0 2.48 11.0 1.9 

[(2p5ltfl3sJI .lll2 ~ H.Z 
A11 2p53s 46.68 147.0 42.7 

[(2p5)3fl3pl/2I1 5.17 5.7 

[(2p5)3fl3PlflJ2 4.09 4.8 

[(2p5)3fl3P3(213 5.07 6.9 

[(2p5)3fl3R3(2J I 3.75 3.1 

[(2p5)3fl3P3f212 4.08 5.0 

[(2p5)3fl3P3flJO 3.36 2.8 

[(2p5ltfl3Pl/211 3.61 3.5 

[(2p5ltfl3P3(211 4.25 \3.0 

«2p5ltfl3P3flh 4.39 12.0 

[(2p5ltfl3Pl/210 ua .J..1 

A112p53p 40.75 58.5 

The overall reduction in the excitation 
rate for 2p5 3s levels of Fe XVII i mplied by 
the present resu1ts suggests that the 3s / 3d 
1ine ratio observed in sol ar active regions 
and f1ares (Rugge and McKenzie 1985) ought to 
be reconsidered . A mode1ing effort is 
presently underway that apparently succeeds in 
matching the observed ratios when dielectronie 
recombination of Fe XVIII is included (Liedahl 
et al. 1989) . 

Work performed under the auspices of the 
U.S. Dept. of Energy by Lawrence Livermore 
Nat i onal Laboratory under Contract No . W-7405-
ENG-48. 
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C.P. Bhalla+ I K.R. Karim++ and 
M. Wilson+++ 

Comparison of theoretical satellite line 
intensity factors for dielectronic 
satellites of Li-Iike ions 

ABSTRACT 

Wavelengths, satellite line intensity factors 
and the resonance energies are presented for 
Be-like nickel . Comparison is made between 
the present calculations, performed with the 
Hartree-Fock model, and those based on the 
scaled Thomas-Fermi model. Significant 
differences are found in the line intensity 
factors for many cases . 

DESCRIPTION 

There have been rather few calculations of 
ato~ic parameters of Be-like ions (TFR Group 
et al . 1985, Bitter et al. 1985, Chen 1985 
Bombarda et al . 1989, Bhalla et al. 1989) . 
One atomic model which has been used 
extensively is the scaled Thomas-Fermi (TF) 
model. We report here a comparison of our 
calculations performed with the Hartree-Fock 
(HF) model with those with TF , and present 
the results of our calculations for Be - like 
nickel. The satellite line intensity factor, 
F/ (s-f) is defined as 
F. (2J s+l) Aa(s) Ar(s-f) 

z (s - f) - (2J +1) 1: A + 1: A . (1) 
f a r Table I contains the percentage dlfferences 

of TF values (Bombarda et al. 1989, TFR Group 
et al . 1985) fr om HF values for selected 
cases. 

We find that there is a reasonable agreement 
between HF and TF results for many strong 
lines, but significant deviations exist 
between the two calculations for a large 
number of lines, in particular for the 
ls2s2p3p configuration . 
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Table 1. Percentage differences between the 
values of Fz· (s-f) obtained with TF and HF 
models for initial configuration ls2s2pz 
leading to final configuration ls22s 2p for 
nickel and argon . 

1s> lf> 

z - 28 

, Is> 

-13 

3 

18 

2 

7 

3 

3 

z -
48 

-60 

1 

1 

-34 

If> , 

10 

12 

6 

15 

40 

16 

16 

-7 

- 6 

-18 

78 

7 

Tables 2 and 3 contain our results for strong 
dielectronic satellite lines for nickel . The 
notation used in the description of the 
autoionization state Is> and final state If> 
is as follows . 5D3 represents 5D3 in the 
spectroscopic notation. Es is the energy of 
the autoionizing state relative to the ground 
state, lsz2s zs, of the recombining ion . 
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Table 2. X-ray wavelengths (in À), line 
intensity factors, F2* , (in units of 1012/s ) 
and E. (in keV) for the ls2s2p3p 
configuration of nickel. Entries with l ~ 

1 . 59 and l ~ 1 . 37 represent respectively 2p 
to ls and 3p to ls x-ray transitions . 

Is> 

503 
302 
301 
302 
3P2 
3S1 
302 
302 
302 
102 
102 
303 
3P2 
lPl 
lSO 
3Pl 
102 
3P2 
lPl 
302 
302 
3P2 
301 
303 
301 
3P2 
3S1 
5P2 
5P3 
3P2 
3Pl 
302 
301 
303 
3S1 
3P2 
102 
ISO 
102 
303 
302 

If> 

3P2 
1P1 
lPl 
3Pl 
3P2 
3P2 
1P1 
3P2 
3P1 
1P1 
3P2 
3P2 
1P1 
1P1 
1Pl 
3PO 
3P1 
3P2 
3P2 
1P1 
3P2 
1P1 
3P1 
3P2 
3PO 
3P2 
3P2 
3P2 
3P2 
3P2 
3PO 
3P1 
3P1 
3P2 
3P2 
1P1 
1P1 
1P1 
3P2 
3P2 
3P1 
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1.6088 
1 . 6077 
1. 6073 
1 . 6060 
1 . 6042 
1 . 6026 
1.6007 
1.6001 
1.5990 
1 . 5984 
1. 5978 
1 . 5974 
1. 5972 
1. 5972 
1 . 5969 
1 . 5968 
1. 5967 
1.5966 
1 . 5966 
1. 5950 
1 . 5944 
1.5641 
1. 5940 
1. 5938 
1. 5938 
1. 5935 
1. 5932 
1.3805 
1 . 3801 
1. 3793 
1. 3790 
1.3789 
1. 3786 
1. 3785 
1. 3780 
1.3772 
1 . 3761 
1.3749 
1. 3746 
1. 3742 
1.3737 

6.62 
3 . 39 
5 . 39 
2.81 
5 . 15 
3 . 04 
7 . 50 

10 . 82 
6.97 
6 . 42 
3.05 

62.00 
11 . 05 
8.55 
3 . 06 
3 . 05 

47 . 88 
8 .47 
2 . 83 

13 . 65 
18 . 19 

3 . 94 
20.20 

3 . 89 
10.22 

5 . 55 
11.09 

3 . 40 
15.78 
19 . 79 

9.69 
22.82 
17 . 23 
78.15 

7 . 71 
3.89 

28.60 
4.29 
2 . 80 
4 . 32 
2 . 79 

E 
s 

6.737 
6.745 
6.747 
6.745 
6.759 
6.767 
6 . 779 
6 . 779 
6 . 779 
6 . 790 
6.790 
6.792 
6 . 795 
6.796 
6 . 798 
6 . 789 
6 . 790 
6 . 796 
6 . 796 
6 . 807 
6 . 807 
6 . 811 
6 . 804 
6 . 809 
6 . 804 
6 . 811 
6 . 813 
6.751 
6 . 754 
6 . 759 
6 . 739 
6.745 
6 . 747 
6.764 
6.767 
6.811 
6.819 
6.827 
6.790 
6.792 
6 . 779 
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Table 3 . X-ray wavelengths (in À), 1ine 
intensity factors (in units of 1013/s) and E. 
(in keV) for the ls2s2p2 configuration of 
nickel. 

Is> 

5P2 
SPI 
5P3 
302 
301 
3P2 
3P1 
102 
3P1 
302 
301 
3PO 
303 
3P2 
3P1 
301 
301 
3P1 
301 
3P1 
1P1 
301 
ISO 
3P2 
102 
3P1 
3S1 
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If> 

3P2 
3P1 
3P2 
1P1 
1P1 
1P1 
1P1 
1P1 
3P2 
3P2 
3P2 
3P1 
3P2 
1P1 
3P1 
3P1 
3P1 
3PO 
3P1 
3P1 
1P1 
3PO 
1P1 
3P1 
3P2 
3P1 
3P2 

1.6184 
1.6173 
1. 6163 
1. 6162 
1. 6151 
1.6132 
1.6117 
1.6090 
1.6089 
1 . 6081 
1. 6071 
1.6069 
1 . 6065 
1 . 6058 
1. 6055 
1. 6037 
1.6048 
1 . 6044 
1. 6037 
1. 6036 
1. 6034 
1 . 6026 
1 .6020 
1. 6017 
1 . 6009 
1 . 6003 
1. 5995 

0 . 262 
0 . 236 
2 . 217 
0 . 303 
0 . 202 
0.535 
0 .441 
8 . 080 
1.177 
1. 901 
2 .494 
0 . 220 

33 . 760 
4 . 048 
0 . 695 

10 . 620 
20 . 680 
4 . 094 

10 . 130 
1 . 140 
0 . 815 
0 . 219 
1. 705 
0 . 530 
7 . 500 
0 . 572 
3 . 634 

E 
s 

5 .431 
5.420 
5 .441 
5.480 
5 .485 
5.494 
5 . 501 
5.514 
5 .476 
5 .480 
5 .485 
5 .469 
5 . 488 
5.530 
5 .476 
5 .494 
5 .480 
5 .476 
5 .485 
5 . 501 
5 . 541 
5 .485 
5.548 
5 .494 
5 . 514 
5 . 501 
5 . 522 
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Laboratory measurements of atomie data 





Indrek Martinson 

Experimental determinations of 
oscillator strengths in ions 

ABSTRACT 

Recent measurements of radiative lifetimes 
and transition probabilities in singly and 
multiply ionized atoms , by means of beam-foil 
and beam-Iaser spectroscopy, are reviewed . 
The spectra discussed include Ca II and ions 
of the iron-group and rare-earth elements . 

I NTRODlJCTI ON 

Experimental studies of lifetimes and 
oscillator strengths (f-values) have been 
discussed at the two previous meetings in 
this series . In Lund, six years ago, Richter 
(1984) reviewed results for neutral and 
singly ionized. atoms, whereas Curtis (1984) 
also included data for higher charge states . 
Three years later, in Toledo, Ohio, Wiese 
(1987) summarized progress and challenges in 
this field of research . These three reviews 
together with several other papers presentect 
at the two previous symposia, contain much 
useful material of current interest . 

The present article concentrates on recent 
accelerator-based studies of transition rates 
and lifetimes for ions. Af ter a survey of 
experimental problems, results for systems of 
interest to astrophysics and the spectroscopy 
of fusion plasmas will be briefly surveyed. 

EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS 

Most experimental methods used to determine 
l1fetimes and f-values are normally limited 
to neutral and singly ionized atoms . For 
detailed discussions of various techniques 
two excellent reviews (Imhof and Read 1977 
Huber and Sandeman, 1986) can be consuited. ' 

In the case of higher charge states only 
ion-beam methods, in particular beam-foil 
spectroscopy (Bashkin, 1976) , are generally 
applicable. With this method the intensities 
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I (t) of the spectral lines of interest are 
measured as a function of the time taf ter 
excitation in the foil. From such data the 
lifet imes T of the excited levels may be 
deduced, in the simplest case by using the 
relation I(t) = I(O)exp(-t/T), where I(O) is 
the intensity close to the foil. 

In practice many levels in a given ion can 
be exci ted . The observed decay curves are 
thus sums of exponentiais . Unless properly 
accounted for, such cascading may complicate 
data analyses and introduce systematic 
errors . However an efficient technique for 
cascade corrections (ANDC, 1. e. arbitrarily 
normali zed decay curves) , introduced by 
Curtis et al . (1971), has essentially 
el1minated this drawback . Recent experience 
has shown that modern beam-foil data, 
analyzed by means of ANDC, compare favorably 
with the results of elaborate theoretical 
studies of oscillator strengths (Hart inson , 
1988, Engström, 1989) . 

Whenever the spectra are line-rich (e.g . in 
the case of 3d- and 4f-elements), blending of 
lines complicates lifetime studies. Careful 
spectral studies are now necessary before 
decay measurements can be untertaken. It 
should further be realized that the available 
informat ion on spectra is normally far from 
complete, and unexpected line blends may thus 
occur. Furthermore, the ion-foil excitation 
process strongly populates hydrogen-like 
states (high n and 1 quantum numbers) as weIl 
as doubly-excited levels, transitions from 
which are very weak or even absent in most 
other light sources (sparks, laser-produced 
plasmas, tokamaks, etc.) . 

The beam-laser method of Andrä et al . 
(1973), constitutes an important development 
of the beam-foil concept. The fast ions are 
now excited by monochromatic laser light 
(instead of by the foil) into the levels of 
interest. There is no distorsion of the data 
due to cascades or line blends. Furthermore, 
the velocity of the ions (and thus the time 
scale aft er excitation) is more precisely 
known than in the beam-foil case where 
corrections for energy loss and straggling in 
the foil must be made . At low ion energies 
these effects are fairly large. 

The beam-laser method is unfortunately 
limited by the presently available lasers 
to transitions with wavelengths longer than 
2000 Á. In spectra such as C I, N I, 0 I, S I 
and in multiply ionized atoms, the most 
important spectral transitions (in particular 
the resonance lines) lie weIl below thls 
limit . In practical beam-laser work several 
factors must be carefully i nvestigated , for 
instance stray light from the laser. 



SINGLY IONIZEO CALCIUM 

In the im~rtant s~ctrum Ca 11 the f-value 
of the 4s S - 4p "p multiplet (the famous H 
and K lines at 3933 and 3968 A) has been 
theoretically studied by many authors, 
usually by means of single-configuration 
approximations. There have also appeared 
lifetime results, e. g. a beam-foll study in 
which ANDC corrections were included (Emmoth 
et al. 1975) . A typical decay curve which 
explicitly shows the cascading situation is 
depicted in fig . 1. 

'" >-
:z 
::> 
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u 

10·~--~---r--~----r--------r--~----.----' 

Ca 11 
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4s 

20 40 60 
t (nsl 

Fig. 1. Decay curve of the 4p 2p (J = 3/2) 
level in Ca 11 (Emmoth et al ., 1975), showing 
both the primary decay and some important 
cascades. The theoretical lifet i mes of are 
also indicated. 

More recently, an accurate beam-Iaser study 
has been reported (Gosselin et al., 1988), 
resulting in improved error limits . A very 
interesting method, introduced by Hasterson 
and Stoner (1973) and later developed by 
Becker and Andrä (1985), has been applied to 
Ca+ by Becker (1985). The method involves 
measurement of photon-photon coincidences on 
foil-excited ions . This apparently highly 
effective way of eliminating the influence of 
cascading unfortunately suffers from the fact 
that the coincidence rates are very low in 
optical measurements. In the case of Ca II, 
the preliminary 4p 2p li feti me , as gi ven in 
Becker' s thesis (1985), is much shorter than 
most earl ier data . Since the final result has 
not appeared yet, no detailed conclusions can 
be drawn, however . These facts prompted a new 
configuration interaction (Cl) calculation of 

. Ca I I lifetimes (Cowan and Martinson 1988). 
The Cl resul ts (tabie 1) are in agreement 
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with the beam-foil and beam-Iaser data. A new, 
careful beam-foll study of Ca II lifetimes .1s 
meanwhlle being concluded (Haar 1989). 
Because of various technical developments, 
modern beam-foil resul ts are normally much 
more accurate than the data obtained in the 
1970's and earlier. 

Table 1. Lifetimes (ns) in Ca II 

Level Without Cl With Cl Experiment 

4p 2p 6 . 22 6.75 6 . 96 (l8)a 
1/2 

2p 6 . 05 6.57 6 . 87 (18)a 
3/2 

(7)b 6 . 4 
4d ~ 2 . 94 2.98 3/2 

2 . 9 (3)b ~ 2.99 3 . 03 5/2 
3 . 4 (4)b 5s 2S 4.62 4. 40 1/2 

(5)b 5p P1/2 30. 7 27 . 7 29 

aGosselin et al. (1988) bEmmoth et al. (1975) 

lRON-GROUP ELEHENT5 

Several of the iron-group elements are of 
great astrophysical significanee , because of 
their high solar, stellar and interstellar 
abundances. Metals such as Ti, Cr, Fe, Ni and 
their alloys are used as materials for the 
first wall , limiters and divertors in 
tokamaks and other fusion devices . Astrophy
sical and laboratory (fusion) plasmas thus 
produce lines belonging to the 3d-elements in 
various degrees of ionization. However , the 
spectra and f-values for these elements are 
of great interest to atomie structure physics 
as weIl, presenting challenging problems but 
also providing insights into many-electron 
effects for complex atoms and ions. 

In this paper some results for Ti, Fe and 
Ni will be mentioned. This task has been 
facilitated by the recent appearance of two 
valuable compllations of atomie transition 
probabilities, for Sc-Hn (Martin et al . , 1988 ; 
and Fe-Ni (Fuhr et al ., 1988) . 

Titanium 
The beam-Iaser method has recently been 
extended to Ti II (Gosselin et al., 1987) . A 
beam of Ti+ ions was excited from the level 
a 4F (J = 7/2) to z 40° (J = 5/2) by means of 
laser radiation and the decay of the upper 
level was measured . In this way a very 

file:///2.8ns


accurate 'Do lifetime was obtained, 4 . 01 ± 
0 . 06 ns. This value is in good agreement with 
a previous result or = 4. 5 ± 0 . 6 ns (Reberts 
et al . , 1975) , based on a comb i nation of 
emission and beam-fo i l data (Roberts et al . , 
1973), but the accuracy has been improved by 
a factor of ten. By means of the beam-foll 
method, decay times for transitions in Ti IV 
- Ti VII (400 - 800 A) were determined some 
years ago (Dumont et al . 1981). Typical 
uncertainties were in the 10 - 20l'. range . 
Much interest has recently been focussed on 
the structure of highly ionized Ne-like ions, 
largely because of their applications in VVV 
and soft x-ray laser schemes (Matthews and 
Resen 1988). The laser trans1 ti ons occur 
between 2ps3s and 2ps3p levels . For Ne-like 
Ti XI I I extens i ve beam-foi I measurements of 
lifetimes of many 2ps3p and 2ps3d levels have 
been reported (Träbert 1986) . The results 
nicely confirm theoretical predictions . 

Iron 
The spectra and f-values of Fe in various 
charge states have been studied by many 
authors , but much important informat ion is 
still missing . According to Fuhr et al. (1988 ) 
there exist very few experimental data points 
(lifetimes, f-values) for Fe 111 and higher 
spectra. However, two beam-foi I lifetime 
papers have appeared, one dealing with Fe 11 
and Fe 111 (Dolby et al ., 1979) and the other 
with Fe V and Fe VI (Dumont et al., 1979) 

I Fe' 1.2 .... v 

Fi g. 2. Comparison of a beam-foil spectrum of 
Fe (Dumont et al., 1979) and three photographic 
recordings of spark spectra (Ekberg, 1975) . 
Most lines belong to Fe V. 
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which were not listed by Fuhr et al. (1988) . 
Dolby et al . investigated three multipiets in 
Fe 11 and one in Fe 111 . For the latter, the 
a sD - z Spo resonance multipiet , 1122 - 1132 
A, an experimental mean lifetime of or = 0.88 
± 0.04 ns was found, whereas a very recent 
calculation predicts 1. 40 ns (Fawcett, 1989) . 
The reason for this rather substantial 
disagreement is not known. Beam-foil data 
have been reported for some other Fe 111 
multiplets (Andersen et al., 1977), 'but here 
Fawcet t (1989) notes that the experimental 
lifetimes are longel' than the theoretical 
ones . This trend is indeed more common in 
complex spectra. On the other hand, the 
experimental data for Fe V and Fe VI (Dumont 
et al . , 1979) agree weIl with the Thomas-Fermi 
calculations of Abbott (1978) . 

Additional experimental work , with careful 
monitoring of cascades and blends, should be 
undertaken for many Fe ions. We mayalso note 
that the spectrum of Dumont et al . ( 1979) 
shows about 20 Fe V lines between 1350 and 
1450 A, whereas there are 140 classified 
lines in the spark spectrum of Fe V in this 
region (Ekberg 1975). The two spectra are 
compared in fig . 2. However, since Dumont et 
al. (1979) ' concentrated on strong l1nes , 
blending was apparently not too serious . 

Nowadays, beam-foil work at higher spectral 
resolution, by using a large UV spectrometer 
and a multichannel detector , should be carried 
out for Fe 111 - Fe X and perhaps additional 



higher charge states . Studies of this kind 
may not appear as "trendy", but the data are 
badly needed by atomic theorists and 
astronomers . 

Some experimental values are available for 
higher ionization stages of Fe. In these 
systems there are only a few valence 
electrons, and the spectra are easier to 
analyze . A very clean beam-foi I spectrum of 
Fe in the VVV is depicted in fig . 3 . 

In one of the earl ier beam-foil studies of 
highly stripped Fe, Träbert et al. (1982) 
measured decay times for some transitions in 
Fe XIII - Fe XVI. More recently, accurate 
beam-foi I data have been obtained for the 
resonance lines in Fe XV and Fe XVI (Hut ton 
et al., 1988a, 1988bl. In these two papers, 
which also lncluded some other ions, careful 
cascade corrections, using the ANDC method , 
were performed. 

Nickel 
It can be seen from Fuhr et al . (1988) that 
experimental data on f-values and l1fetimes 
are rare for thls element . Following some 
early beam-foil results, there has now 
appeared a paper on Ni 11 in whlch lifetimes 
of 12 levels were determined using the laser
induced fluorescence technique, the final 
uncertainties being about 6Y. (Lawier and 
Sallh 1987) . No experimental data seem to 
exlst for Ni IV - Ni XIV, however . 

However, a recent paper reports lifetimes 
for se~eral levels belonging to the 3s3p3 and 
and 3s 3p3d configuratlons in Sl-l1ke Ni XV 
(Träbert et al. , 1989). The experlmental data 
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Flg. 3 . A high-energy beam-foil spectrum of Fe, 
showing transitions in Fe XIII - Fe XVI 
(Hutton et al., 1988a) . 
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agree wl th theoretical results . No rigorous 
correct lons for cascadlng were possl bIe, 
however, largely because the 3s3p':3d and 
3p4 conflguratlons , from which cascadlng can 
take place, have not been established for thls 
lon. Blémont (1986) has calculated the decay 
rates and excltatlon energles of these levels 
and thls data wl11 be val uable ln further 
spectroscoplc work. 

Intercombination lines 
Intercomblnation lines are El transitions 
whlch vlolate the àS = 0 selectlon rule . They 
are made posslble by the spln-orbit 
interaction. Slnce these 11nes connect 
systems of dlfferent multlpllclties, their 
wavelengths wll1 be useful in placlng the 
varlous term systems on an absolute scale . 
The importance of such lines for plasma 
dlagnostics, for lnstance in determining 
electron densities , is weIl known . 

Recently, intercombination lines in several 
hlghly charged iron-group elements have been 
experlmentally studled . The results lnclude 
Mg-Ilke, Al-Ilke and Si-like ions . In thes1 
syst~m~ there ~f metastabie levels (3s3p P, 
3s3p P, 3s3p S, respectively) that decay 
to the varlous ground states by lntersystem 
11nes . These transitlons are frequently very 
difficult to classify with certalnty because 
the lines are fairly weak compared to other 
lines appearing in the same region. However, 
in "delayed" beam-foll spectra, recorded far 
downstream from the foil, these lntersystem 
lines (whlch have markedly longer decay times 
than most other transitions in the same 
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wavelength range) appear as distinct peaks 
(Träbert et al. , 1988) . Following such line 
identifications, many experimental transition 
probabilities have been determined in recent 
years (Träbert et al., 1988, Ell1s et al. , 
1988) . The experimental resul ts usually 
confirm theoretical predictions, in particular 
those based on relativistic treatments . 

RARE EARTH IONS 

In the early 1970's several solar astronomers 
emphasized the need for rel1able gf-values 
for neutral and singly ionized rare earth 
elements. These data were necessary for 
establishing the solar abundances of these 
4f-elements . In Aarhus and Stockholm the 
beam-foil method was therefore extended to 
such complex systems. A preliminary study of 
some Tm 11 lines (Curtis et al . , 1973) showed 
that the gf-values given by Corliss and 
Bozman (1962) in their classic monograph were 
too low for this ion. Such a result was not 
expected at that time (because the trend was 
the opposite in most other cases), and the 
beam-foll data were ini tially doubted by 
solar astronomers (Ross and Aller 1974). 
However, in a more comprehensive beam-foll 
investigation, Andersen and S/lsrensen (1974) 
provided the necessary confirmation for Tm 
11, and they also showed that the differences 
between beam-foll data and the gf-values of 
Corllss and Bozman (1962) did not follow a 
simple general trend for the rare earths. 

Nowadays beam-foil work on singly ionized 
rare-earth elements has been replaced by 
beam-Iaser studies which are here very much 
superior. Such results were already reviewed 
by Richter (1984) . As a rather early example 
the work on Er II (Bentzen et al., 1982) 
deserves ment ioning. Here the llfet imes were 
determined wlth about 10% uncertainties. 
It was also shown that a previous beam-foil 
study of Er 11 (Engman et al., 1976) had not 
resulted in correct lifetimes . Since the line 
spectrum of Er II is much more dense than 
that of Tm 11, blends must have affected the 
beam-foil data. To paraphrase Crossley (1984) 
and Hibbert (1989), the beam-foil werk was 
"over-ambitious" . It is worth noting that 
for Er 11 the beam-Iaser data agree fairly 
weIl with the emission results (Corllss and 
Bozman, 1962) . Recently, very accurate beam
laser lifetimes (1-3% uncertainties) were 
reported for Sm 11 (Vogel et al. ,1988). Three 
of their decay curves are displayed in fig. 4 . 

For some levels previous lifetime data 
were available, but in these cases the new 
values represent marked improvements. 
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Fig. 4. Beam-Iaser decay data for three levels 
in Sm 11 (Vogel et al . , 1988). 

VERY ACCURATE DATA 

At the symposium in Lund Crossley (1984) 
reviewed the developments in f-value 
calculations, thereby dividing the results 
into four categories, a) Very accurate 
calculations, b) Accurate calculations, c) 
Calculations for larger systems and d) Hass 
product ion. Recent theoret ical studies have 
emphasized very accurate calculations of 
f-values, see e . g. Frose Fischer (1988) . 
Among the motivations for such efforts is the 
existence of highly accurate (0 . 2%) beam-Iaser 
data, e. g. by Gaupp et al. (1984). Presently 
there seem to persist certain small diffe
rences between the "best" theoret ical and 
experimental f-values in the case of Li I , 
Li 11, Na I and K I (Froese Fischer 1988). On 
the other hand, an earller beam-foll result 
for He I, which has a total uncertainty of 
0 . 26% (Astner et al. 1976), agrees qui te 
weIl with theory. 

Very interesting results have recently 
appeared for the 3s - 3p resonance doublet in 
the Na I sequence . As noted, the value of 
Gaupp et al. (1984) for Na I deviates from 
that predicted by very "sophisticated" models 
wheras agreement is very good with the results 
of simpIer theoretical approaches, such as the 
semiempirical Coulomb approximation. In recent 
beam-foil studies of Na-like Ti, Fe, Ni and 
Cu, Hutton et al. (1988b) also noted a smal I 
systematic shift from theoretical f-values . 
Quite recently th is trend was established for 
Na-like Mg 11 for which Ansbacher et al . (1989) 
report an accurate beam-Iaser measurement . 
A new high-precision result has been meanwhile 
reported for Na I (Carlsson, 1989) which is in 
nearly perfect agreement with the lifetime of 
Gaupp et al . (1984). All these studies yield 
a consistent picture, 1. e . there ' exists an 
admittedly small but persistent deviation 
from theoretical results based on ab initio 



methods . However, a recent semlemplrlcal 
calculation ln whlch the central field 
Hartree-Slater approxlmatlon ls comblned wlth 
core polarlzation (Theodoslou and Curtis 
(1988) agrees qulte closely wlth these 
recent experlmental data . 

CONCLUDING REHARKS 

In thls brlef survey we have sketched some 
cases where progress has been made on the 
experlmental slde ln recent years . Wlth a 
few exceptions only beam-foll and beam-Iaser 
methods have been consldered. 

A number of experlmental developments are 
expected for the future. For example , with 
short-wave length lasers trans 1 ti ons ln 
mutllply lonlzed atoms can be resonantly 
exc1 ted. Laser technlques have already been 
applled to such lons, ln connectlon wlth Lamb 
shl'ft and flne-structure measurements, see 
e . g . Sllver (1988), but here "ordlnary" 
lasers (gas or sol1d-state lasers) have been 
employed to lnduce transltlons between 
exclted levels ln H-Ilke and He-Ilke lons. A 
partlcularly lnterestlng novel ldea lnvolves 
the excltation of hlghly strlpped lons with 
synchrotron radlatlon from a dedlcated 
storage rlng for electrons, see e . g . Jones 
et al. (1981) . 
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D.E. Blackwell 

An appraisal of the accuracy of furnace 
gf measurements: their extension by use 
of a hollow cathode source 

ABSTRACT 

The need for areliabie assessment of the 
accuracy of determined oscillator str~ngths 
is stressed. A discussion is given of the 
various sources of error snd uncertainty in 
the furnsce method for determining relative 
oscillstor strengths. Experiments being made 
at Oxford with a hollow csthod source for 
extending furnace results to weaker and 
higher excitation linea are described. 

NE EO FOR A RELIABLE ASSESSKENT OF ACCURACY 

Since 1960 there have been grest sdvsnces in 
almost all areas of stellar spectroscopy. 
There has been a corresponding progresa in 
the accuracy and range of available atomic 
data, as is clear from the proceedings of 
this meeting, but Much remains to be done. 
Or Petford and I started meaaurements in 
Oxford some 20 years ago, and I propose to 
speak first about accuracy in relation to 
what we have tried to do since then. A 
discussion of accuracy is important because a 
vital part of a determination of an 
oscillator strength is the assessment of a 
probable error. If this is not done reliably 
then, for example, an apparent detection of 
non-LTE in a stellar atmosphere might only be 
due to errors in the adopted oscillator 
strengths. There are some tests that can be 
applied to measured oacillator strengths, 
which will be mentioned later, but this is 
the basic requirement. The hiatory of 
science contains many examples of experiments 
with stated accuracies subsequently found to 
have been too optimistic. I hope that our 
Oxford measurements using the furnace method 
will not suffer the same fate when more 
accurate methods are developed, but part of 
the purpose of this tslk is to show that whst 
began as a simple direct experiment is in 
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practice a complex one, full of opportunities 
for small errors of measurement which are not 
easily assessed. 

Supposing that it is posaible, using a 
Fourier Transform spectrometer, to meaaure 
the equivslent width of a atellar abaorption 
line to one per cent, then oscillator 
strengths are needed to at least this order 
of accuracy. They are needed for weak lines, 
high excitation lines, and of course for 
atoms of all degrees of ionisation. Our 
measuresenta of Pel lines were begun because 
we vere interested in the determinstion of 
stellar masses by using st rong lines in 
stellar spectra broadened by collision 
damping. Then the work developed into a 
general study of diagnoatics for stellar 
atmospheres, and we added Til, CrI and NiI, 
among other atoms, to the programme. The 
furnace method, which measurea the ratios of 
oscillator atrengths, vas adopted becauae it 
was ostensibly capable of high accuracy, 
needing only meaaurements of the ratio of tvo 
equivalent widths and a temperature. 

TH! FURNACE KETHOO 

I want to say only enough about the appartus 
to discuaa the many difficultiea of the 
experiments, the precautions taken, and 
sources of error that are not apparent from 
published papers (e.g. Blackvell et al., 
1982), and indeed were not appsrent to 
ourselvea vhen ve started. The Oxford 
furnace has a carbon tube lm long, heated to 
temperatures approaching 3000 K by a current 
of up to 5000 A. In practice, a three-pass 
optical system is used giving a 3m column of 
metal vapour. It ia run in an atmosphere of 
argon. One purpose of this ia to contain the 
metal vapour in the tube, while another is to 
ensure that there ia a state of LTE in 
excitation there. The temperature is 
measured using a photoelectric pyrometer 
which compares the brightness of carbon 
blocks in the tube with the brightness of a 
standard source calibrated by the National 
Physical Laboratory. Pairs of lines are 
measured simultaneously using two high 
resolution photoelectric spectrometers. A 
high degree of simultaneity (i.e. to within 
about 3 seconda) is required to avoid 
difficulties due to minor eruptiona of vapour 
at iaolated places along the tube. The 
accuracy of comparison of oscillator 
strengths varies betveen 0.5 per cent for 
small differencea in excitation, to 2 per 
cent for an excitation difference of 3 eV for 
apparently unblended linea of Pel. 

This baaic deacription conceals the many 



minor details of the experiment and the 
uncertainties that go with them; for 
instance, at very high temperaturea a 
correct ion should be made for the emission 
from the furnace of a line spectrum. A baaic 
requirement is a high photometric accuracy 
because all iron lines, for example, must be 
compared ultimately with the resonance line 
Fel 37.19.9, for which an accurate absolute 
oscillator Itrength il known. Thil il the 
Itrongest line in the furnace spectrum, and 
is Itronger than a typical 3 eV line of 
comparable wavelen,th and log gf • -I, by a 
factor of about 10. Thil large ratio mUIt 
be measured to good accuracy, but its 
determination is complicated by the need for 
a curve of growth correct ion, which il 
obtained theoretically. Such a calculated 
curve of growth must be approximate becaule 
there is only poor knowledge of collision 
damping, so the ablorption linel must be kept 
weak and they then suffer from noise in the 
continuum. We were encouraged early in our 
experiments by a comparison between OeV 
oscillator Btrengthl obtained with the 
furnace and those of Ruber & Tubbl (1972), 
who used the hook method, over a range of 
nearly 106:1. The ratiolover the whole of 
this span, given by theae two experiments 
using different methodl, differ by less than 
one per cent. Both furnace Ipectrometers 
suffer from scattered light of the kind 
described by Griffin (1969). Rowever, this 
has been allowed for through an examination 
of the solar spectrum obtained with each 
spectrometer and a comparison with the 
double-pass solar atlas of Delbouille et al. 
(1973), leading to a correct ion for scattered 
light. Such a procedure is only possible 
because the colour temperature of the high 
pressure xenon arc source used in the 
experiments approximates to the colour 
temperature of the sun. 

An accurate measurement of temperature is 
crucial. An error of IR at a temperature of 
2500R givel an error of about 0.6 per cent 
for an excitation difference of 3eV. The 
standard temperature lource uled at Oxford 
has an accuracy of 0.9R at 1900R (3 Bigma), 
and the furnace temperature meaaurements 
should be of comparable accuracy. A 
complication is that the uae of radiation 
pyrometry dependa on a negligible ablorption 
by the metal vapour within the bandpaal uaed 
by the detector. Any poaaible error haa been 
reduced by choice of a luitable filter, but 
scans across its bandwidth are needed. A 
further complication ia that the temperature 
varies along the tube. Thia affectl the 
thermal excitation through the Boltzaann 
relation, but it alao poael a problem about 
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the change of number denaity along the tube. 
We aasu~ thia ia proportional to the vapour 
preslure at the local temperature, but thia 
aaaumption will be vitiated if there is a 
flow of carrier gas and vapour along the 
tube. 

An important defect of the experiment is 
that, because of impurities in the carbon 
tube, the abaorption spectrum at very high 
temperature is rich in weak linea of elementa 
other than iron. If the linea are obvioua 
they can be avoided, but their denaity ia 
such that an impurity line may weil fall, 
undetected, within the profile of a meaaured 
line. Line profilea are fitted to synthetic 
profilea ao that an allowance can be made for 
blending linea, but I sm doubtful if blends 
of one per cent can be detected in thia way. 
One shield againat them ia the warning of 
possible blending from atudy of the large 
number of semi-empirical gf valuea calculated 
by Kurucz and Peytremann (1975). 

TESTS FOR ACCURACY 

The many imponderable aourcea of error 
discussed here make other tests of accuracy 
desirabie. One arises automatically from the 
reduction process. In this, the linea under 
investigation are placed in a two-dimensional 
array of excitation and log gf (e.g. 
Blackwell et al., 1979). If the measures of 
6log gf were accurate, all routea between two 
well-separated spectrum lines on the diagram 
would give the same overall 6log gf value. 
This condition is satisfied by making minimum 
alterations to all the measured values. In 
practice, the individual changes that have to 
be made are small, typically 0.25 per cent 
for 0.OeV/l.0eV Fellines, and it is 
suggested that the ave rage change is a 
measure of the photometric accuracy of the 
experiments. Rowever, these changes increase 
with increasing temperature, to 0.53 per cent 
for 2.6eV lines, probably because of 
undetected blending. 

Two other tests have been deviaed. In one 
we compare measured ratioa of oscillator 
strengths of lines within aultipiets with 
those calculated by Rurucz and Peytremann 
(1975). The average deviation can be large, 
but the standard deviation of the differences 
is usually saall. Thia is especially true 
for TiII lines; for example, the five linea 
of multiplet 5 show a standard deviation of 
0.003 dex (0.8 per cent). A similar teat can 
be made uaing the solar spectrum. There are 
apparent changes of iron abundance with 
excitation, but the apparent abundancea lor 
lines within a multiplet can be closely 



similar. As an example of this. four of th. 
lines of Til multiplet 104 show a standard 
deviatlon of 0.006 dex (1.5 per cent). These 
are eneouraging tests. but they are not 
partieularly informative beeause the lines 
being eompared are always cIos. in strength 
and exeitation; henee they do not check for 
possible temperature errors. This check ean 
only be made by eomparing with the resultl of 
other. eompletely different methodl of 
experiment. 

LIHITATION OF FURNACE HEASUREHENTS 

Beeause the furnaee method dependl on the~l 
exeitation. it il limited to low exeitationl. 
For the Oxford· furnaee. with lts effeetive 
tube length of 3.. th. li.it il about 3eV for 
'weak' solar Fer linel having equivalent 
widths of about 80 mA at 6000 A. The limit 
for the strongelt lolar linel il about 3.5eV. 
The furnaee eut-off in exeitation eannot 
ealily be extended. It would be ulelela to 
try to inereale th. temperature. for this 
would reiuit in a rapid deltruetion of the 
tube. A doubling of the tube length. to Z., 
would only inereale the maximum exeitation by 
0.16eV for F.I. whereal we would like to 
inerease it by nearly ZeV. However, it il 
desirabie to messure Fel linel that are bath 
weaker than these limits and of higher 
exeitation. For example. it is not easy to 
meaaure 'weak' Fel lines in the Areturus 
spectrum. where they are Itronger than in the 
aun beeause of th. amaller degre. of 
ionisation. Alao. atellar linea of higher 
exeitation are of great intere.t. They ean 
be expeeted to be formed eloa.r to LIE in 
exeitation. 10 th.t the eorre.ponding Itell.r 
abundaneea Ihould be more repreaent.tive of 
true .bund.neea. Thi. i. illuatr.ted by th. 
results we have found for Til (Blaekw.ll et 
al., 1987). wher. th. low exeitation lines 
ahow • lo .. wh.t err.tic v.ri.tion of derived 
abund.nce. but the hilh excit.tion linea show 
alevelling off to • more conltant abundanc. 
valu. which we .. y IUppO.. to ba clo.er to 
the true .bund.nce v.lue. Al.o. the 
influ.nc. of colli.ion d •• pinl on lin. 
profil .. for cool.r .t.rs incre.lel quit. 
r.pidly with excit.tion. 10 th.t ev.n we.k 
lol.r linea .how extended d •• ping wingl. 
There il Icope her. for inveltig.tion of 
• urface gravity u.ing .uch line •• 

HEASUREHENTS USINC A HOLLOW CATHOO! 

In order to extend the furnac ..... ure •• nts. 
we start.d a prolra... of hollow cathod. 
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.easure.ents so.. yearl ago. !he u.. of this 
sou ree for o.cillator Itrength .. a.ure.ent. 
is weIl knovn. .nd i.port.nt and accurate 
work haa been done with it, for exa.pl. by 
Whaling and collessuel (Whaling et al •• 
1985). Our ovn .pplication i. linked to a 
continuing u.e of the furnac.. .nd i. 
illultrated by the Ich ... tic energy level 
diagram of Figure 1. In thi •• A repre •• nts • 
transition .... ured in ab.orption wtth the 
furnace. !he corre.pondins tran.ition in 
e.is.ion i. repr.s.nt.d by B. where 101 gf(B) 
- -log gf(A). Anoth.r tran.ition C is 
eompared vith B to liv. 101 gf(C) by 
eomparing the flux.1 in B and C from th. 
hollov cathode. for which of cour •• an 
absolute ealibr.tion of flux il n •• ded. As 
th. two transition. Band C orilinat. fro. 
the s ... upper level. no knowiedi. of 
excitation condition. in the la.p i. needed. 
Nov. if 0 il the absorption lin. 
correlponding to the emi •• ion lin. C. log 
gf(O) - -log gf(C). Lin. A .ight be a 
mea.ured furnaee line of excitation 3.3eV. 
lay. 10 that 0 becomel a mealured line of 
higher exeitation. Of course, A il of 
shorter vavelength than O. but there il 

, 
C 0 

A B 

Pil. 1 EnerIT level di.,r ... hovinl 
relation bet.een furnace line A and 
final .... u red absorption line 0 

little di.adv.ntale in thi.. The temperature 
..a.urement need.d for th. furnace i. 
repl.ced her. by an ablolute flux 
•••• ur ... nt. ueinl • Itandard l •• p. whieh 
itlelf il ba.ed on the mea.ure .. nt of the 
teap.rature of a .t.ndard flux lourc.. Th • 
s... arr.nge .. nt of tvo .pectro .. t.rs u.ed 
for the furnac. vork i. adopted for the 
hollow c.thode experiments. Thi. enabl.. a 
limult.neou. coapari.on of th. ..t •• ion lin.1 
B .nd C to ba .. d., follo.ed by a .... ure.ent 
of the flux fro. • It.nd.rd l •• p ueing each 



spectrometer. Thia technique hea the 
advantase that very .. ak linea can be 
meaaured by uains lons intesration periods. 

USES OF TH! HOLLOW CATRODE TECHNIQUE 

Our uae of thia technique ia baaed entirely 
on existins and tuture furnace reaults. We 
have uaed it to aee hov far ita reaulta 
follow thoae obtained uainS the furnace, 
althoush it ia not clear whether we are 
teatins the hollow cathode or furnace 
methoda. We are alao uains it to check the 
temperature acale ot the turnace reaults. Aa 
important app1ication ia to the meaaurement 
of weaker Fel, CrI, Til and Nil lines, amons 
others, than can be obtained with the 
furnace. We are ~kins a particular effort 
to measure lines of high excitation, and have 
so far reached an excitation of 5.1eV for an 
Fel line that is apparently unb1ended in the 
solar spectrum. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The furnace measurements published so far are 
listed in Table I, tosether with the range of 
excitation potential studied. 

Table 1. Furnace measurements of oscillator 
strengtha 

Atom Excitation range 

Fel 0.0 - 2.6 

Til 0.0 - 2.3 

Till 0.0 - 0.1 

CrI 0.0 - 3.5 

MnI 0.0 - 3.0 
Nil 0.0 - 0.4 

CaI 2.5 - 3.0 

Reference 

Andrewa et al., 1979 
Blackwell et al., 
1979a, b; 1982a, b; 
1986a 
Blackwell et al., 
1982c, d; 1983 
Blackwell et al., 
1982e 
Blackwell et al., 
1984, 1986b; 1986c 
Booth et al., 1984 
Blackwell et al., 
1989 
Smith , Raggett, 
1981; Smith, 1988 

Work is continuing on these and other 
elements. 
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l.S. Savanov 

Oscillator strength catalogues for iron 
and titanium lines 

ABSTRACT 

In order to obtain data on chemical 
composition and physical conditions in the 
atmospheres of stars on the basis of spectral 
analysis, it is necessary to know atomic 
constants , and transition probabilities in 
particular . At the Crimean Observatory we have 
been collecting and reducing the data 
available in the literature concerning 
oscillator strengths for lines of the iron 
group elements (neutral and first stages of 
ionization) . 

DATA REDUCTION 

While analysing the pUblished data on the gf
values of these elements, we first considered 
the problem of the absolute scale of the gf
values and then the effects of systematic 
errors on the published oscillator strengths . 
The best accuracy in the determination of the 
absolute gf-value scale is provided by measu
rements of the lifetimes of the atoms in 
excited states. If such measurements are 
rather numerous for neutral iron, for other 
elements and ions of the iron group they are 
rather scarce, and the determination of the 
zero-point of the oscillator strengths system 
is less accurate. 

The errors connected with the interpre
tation of the measured values in terms of 
observed quantities like the intensities of 
emission lines , equivalent widths of absorp
tion lines , di stances between hooks in 
experiments on anomalous dispersion, etc, we 
take to be systematic. The main goal of our 
reductions is to reveal the following errors : 
1 . Errors in the zero-point of the gf-value 

system. 
2. Errors due to the wavelength range. 
3. Errors in the line intensities. 
4. Self-absorption effects. 
5. Temperature errors. 

At present the problem of comparison of 
oscillator strengths is simplified due to the 
existence of the precise measurements obtai
ned by Blackwell and his group in Oxford. The 
high accuracy of the oxford data is confirmed 
by the measurements of other authors and by 
theoretical computations. Unfortunately , these 
measurements have been carried out only for a 
limited number of the numerous lines which 
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have been observed in the spectra of stars. In 
our analysis we adopt the Oxford system as the 
basic one (for those elements where data are 
available) assuming it is free from systematic 
errors. 

Reducing all published measurements to 
the Oxford system (for the lines of ionized 
iron we use a system of theoretical gf-values 
due to Kurucz), we assign a priority to the 
various contribut1ng authors. While collecting 
the catalogue of oscillator strengths, we 
adopted the mean value from the group of 
references w1th highest priority as recom
mended gf-value, assuming that such a treat
ment will not affect the accuracy of good 
measurements. 

A descr1ption of the oscillator strengths 
catalogues which have been prepared for iron 
and titanium lines is given in Table I . 

Table 

Elem. N of Wavelength Range Num. Notes 
lines range, A of E1 ref. 

I . FeI 3420 2084-9889 0-5 . 1 20 a 
2 . FeII 798 2029-7711 0-8.6 11 b 
3.TiI 795 2272-8778 0-4.3 17 c 
4.TiII 419 2440-5416 0-4.3 10 d 

Notes 

a. Boyarchuk , A. A. and Savanov, l.S., 1985 
Bull . Crim. Astrophys. Obs . 70, 57. 

b. Boyarchuk, A.A. and Savanov , l.S. , 1986 
Bull. Crim. Astrophys. Obs. 74 , 49. 

c. Vaculenko D.A. and Savanov , l.S ., 1990 
Bull . Crim. Astrophys . Obs . 82 (in press) 

d. Savanov l . S . , 1990 (in press) 
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Table 11: A portion of the Ti 1 catalogue 
(Ref . 3). The three quantities given a~e 
Wavelength (A), Multiplet number and 
Recommended gf-value. 

2272.61 -0.73 2735.61 -1.14 3214.240 27 -1.13 
2273.330 15 -1.03 2739.81 -0.59 3217.9'-+2 179 --0.20 
2276.750 15 -0.48 2742.32 -0.20 3219.212 179 -0.18 
2280.000 15 -0.46 2749.06 -1.03 3221.151 26 -2.60 
2299.860 14 -0.74 2757.40 -0.78 3221.381 179 -0.17 
2302.750 14 -0.67 2758.08 -0:26 3222.741 26 -2.11 
2305.690 14 -0.60 2802.50 -0.20 3223.519 179 0.18 
2380.81 -1.24 2805.70 -0.87 3226.128 179 0.88 
2384.520 12 -1.46 2809.17 -1.07 3226.240 27 -2.57 
2418.370 11 -1.52 2812.98 -0.93 3243.803 26 -2.18 
2421.310 11 -1.24 2817.40 -0.92 3292.078 62 -0.20 
2424.260 11 -1.05 2817.84 -0.79 3299.413 61 -0.81 
2428.240 10 -1.51 2828.07 -0.99 3306.879 190 0.09 
2433.22 -1.66 2912.08 -0.03 3308.391 87 -0.49 
2434.10 -1.97 2928.34 t) • 18 3309.501 87 -0.13 
2440.980 10 -1.33 2933.526 -1. 17 3309.730 190 -0.39 
2504.54 -1.90 2937.301 -1.16 3312.690 190 -0.13 
2519.010 8 -1.73 2941.995 1 -0.24 3314.422 87 O. 11 
2520.543 8 -1 . 11 2948.255 -0.14 3314.523 87 -0.52 
2527.991 8 -1.51 2956.133 30 -0.06 3321.588 87 -0.60 
2529.866 8 -0.89 2956.18 -0.01 3341.875 24 -0.14 
2541.917 8 -0.68 2956.799 30 -1.07 3342.151 23 -1.38 
2590.265 7 -1.65 2959.71 -1.39 3342.707 25 -2.39 
2593.647 6 -1.41 2959.99 -1.22 3348.535 25 -2.49 
2596.596 6 -1.35 2965.707 94 -0.37 3352.937 25 -2.05 
2599.910 6 -0.60 2967.225 30 -1.12 3354.634 24 0.04 
2605.163 6 -0.45 2968.231 29 -2.20 3360.990 24 -1.21 
2611.287 6 -0.34 2970.384 29 -1.40 3361.263 25 -1.12 
2611.468 6 -0.90 2974.934 94 -1 .31 3361.835 23 -1.55 
2619.942 6 -0.97 2981.448 29 -2.21 3370.436 24 -0.49 
2631.550 5 -1.04 2983.29 -0.94 3371.447 24 0.14 
2632.424 5 -0.99 2983.306 29 -1 . 11 3377.485 25 -0.36 
2641.116 5 -0.36 3000.868 29 -0.92 3377.577 23 -0.26 
2644.275 5 -0.23 3100.666 92 -0.46 3379.216 24 -1.08 
2646.650 5 -0.05 3106.806 92 -0.98 3382.312 86 -0.50 
2654.93 -2.30 3112.482 92 -1.17 3385.664 24 -1.27 
2657.186 3 -1.79 3119.725 137 0.46 3385.944 23 -0.25 
2661.966 2 -1.33 3123.074 67 -0.50 3390.682 86 -0.65 
2669.610 2 -1.15 3141.537 66 -0.64 3392.713 136 -0.59 
2679.949 2 -0.96 3141.670 192 -0.15 3398.634 86 -1.26 
2685.14 -1.90 3186.451 27 --0. 11 3439.305 120 -1.00 
2725.07 -0.59 3191.994 27 0.04 3467.260 84 -1.06 
2727.42 -0.67 3199.515 27 0.17 3478.918 84 -1.33 
2731.13 -1.37 3203.828 27 -1.20 3480.525 84 -0.52 
2731.58 -1.02 3204.870 90 -0.79 3485.689 84 -1.33 
2733.26 -0.16 3205.1068 26 -2.63 3493.280 22 -2.34 
2735.28 -0.60 3205.848 26 -2.16 3495.754 84 -1.34 
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3499.099 84 -1.08 3798.276 115 -0.88 4005.952 187 -0.84 
3506.643 22 -1.95 3818.22 -0.26 4008.046 187 -0.48 
3511.626 22 -2.53 3822.026 189 -0.11 4008.926 12 -1.07 
3547.029 133 -0.50 3828.180 189 0.08 4009.653 11 -1.84 
3574.245 247 -0.49 3833.68 -0.34 4013.587 187 -0.26 
3598.714 59 -1.02 3836.78 -0.08 4015.377 185 -0.42 
3603.845 20 -2.82 3846.45 -0.31 4016.264 186 -0.82 
3606.786 20 -2.41 3853.038 176 -0.23 4017.771 185 -0.26 
3610.154 58 -0.43 3853.719 176 -0.22 4021.812 185 -0.17 
3626.085 20 -2.41 3858.133 176 -0.01 4024.573 12 -0 .99 
3634.202 20 -1.92 3866.446 176 0.05 4026.539 185 -0.17 
3635.46 19 0.04 3868.397 175 -0.12 4027.48 -0.03 
3637.966 18 -1.97 3873.203 176 -0.27 4030.512 185 0.14 
3642.675 19 0.14 3875.262 15 -11064 4032.628 297 -0.92 
3646.198 18 -1.65 3881.399 15 -2.30 4033.883 208 -0.70 
3653.497 19 0.22 3882.147 175 -0.12 4034.884 208 -0.87 
3654.592 18 -1.33 3882.313 176 -0.12 4035.828 208 -0.24 
3658.097 19 -1. 11 3882.892 176 0.37 4040.310 185 -0.79 
3660.631 18 -1.43 3888.020 175 -0.60 4055.011 80 - 0 .65 
3668.965 18 -1.31 3889.948 15 -2.32 4057.612 254 -0.26 
3671.672 19 -1.10 3895.243 176 -0.08 4 0 58.139 254 - 0 .26 
3685.964 117 -0.84 3898.487 13 -2.28 4060.263 8 0 -0.64 
3687.354 19 -2.20 3900.958 15 -1.69 4064.203 80 - 0 .86 
3689.916 18 -1.30 3904.785 56 0.27 4065.094 80 -0.82 
3694.445 117 -0.75 3911.185 175 -0.49 4071.2 254 -0.06 
3698.183 222 -1.03 3914.334 15 - 1.38 4076.37 9 - 2.84 
3698.43 -1.23 3914 . 751 14 -2.31 4078.471 8 0 -0 .27 
3700 . 08 -1.22 3919.822 130 -1.14 4079.708 207 -0.72 
3702.291 83 -0.93 3921.423 14 -1.61 4082.456 80 - 0.81 
3704.295 117 -0.60 3924.527 13 -0.95 4099.166 207 -0.31 
3707.549 177 -0.92 3926.319 292 0.13 4112.708 9 -1.76 
3709.963 83 - 0.45 3929.875 13 -1.07 4122.143 296 -0.16 
3715.40 -1.64 3934.228 15 -2.21 4123.287 302 -0.22 
3717.393 17 -1.26 3938.005 246 -0.23 4123.559 296 0.01 
3722.568 17 -1.25 3947.770 14 -1.08 4127.531 296 - 0 . 0 5 
3724.59 131 0.25 3948.670 13 -0.47 4131.244 253 - 0.50 
3725.155 83 -0.34 3956.336 13 -0.45 4137.284 253 - 0. 07 
3729.806 17 -0.35 3958.206 13 -0.16 4142.480 296 - 1.04 
3735.67 -0. 4 3 3962.851 12 -1.17 4143.048 253 -0 .1 0 
3738.901 166 -0.95 3964.27 12 -1.17 4143.280 253 - 0.09 
3741.059 17 -0.21 3981.761 12 -0.34 4149.445 296 - 1 .1 0 
3748.101 166 -0.45 3982.478 11 -1.33 4150.963 206 0.09 
3752.860 17 -0.02 3984.313 188 -0.56 4154.865 221 - 0.74 
3753.623 17 -1.10 3985.25 -0.84 4159.634 163 - 0.23 
3766.445 82 -1.36 3985.580 188 -0.58 4166.314 163 -1. 0 0 
3771.652 17 -1.05 3989.758 12 - 0.19 4169.330 163 -0.64 
3774.331 16 -3.21 3994.683 188 -0.84 4171.018 2 0 6 -0 . 24 
3786.043 57 -0.07 3998. 6 35 12 - 0 .05 4183.294 220 -0.75 
3788.80 16 -3.26 3999.336 188 -0 .49 (·+186.119 129 - 0.31 
3789.293 115 -0.50 4002.466 188 -0 .37 4188.694 220 -0.36 
3795.903 115 -0.92 4003 . 789 188 -0.30 4200.752 220 -0.38 
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78 
2'13 

78 
161 
128 
é.~67 

113 
218 

267 
113 
160 
218 
159 
160 
218 
160 
160 
113 
160 
1 13 
113 

8 
160 
160 
146 
146 
113 
146 
146 
146 
113 
146 
184 

146 
184 
184 

42 
184 

42 
112 

42 
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(\ .17 
- 0.76 
-1.95 
- 0.75 
.. 1) .13 
-0.12 
- 1. 15 
-0.88 
-- 1 .93 
- 0.41 

0 .18 
-0.83 
- 0 .97 
-0.53 
- 0.77 
--0.77 
--0.62 
-0.67 
-0.78 
-0.41 
-0.86 
-0.92 

0 .45 
-0.21 
- 0 .05 
- 0.01 

0 .12 
0.26 

-3. 11 
-0.66 
-0.50 
-0.16 
-0.15 
-0.87 
-0.62 
- 0.98 

0.15 
-0.84 
- 0.08 
- 1.04 
- 0.57 
-0.08 
-1.03 
-0.71 
-0.78 
0.37 

-0.48 
-1.15 
-0.33 
-0.89 
-0.35 

4527.305 
4533.238 
4534.782 
4535.574 
4535.920 
4536.051 
4539.10 
4544.688 
4548.764 
4552.453 
4555.069 
4555.486 
4557.857 
4558.092 
4559.920 
't562.637 
4563.427 
't570 .906 
4599.23 
't609.37 
4617.269 
4619.525 
4623.098 
4629.336 
't634.87 
't637.87 7 
4639.369 
4639.669 
4639.944 
4645.193 
4650.016 
4656.048 
4656.468 
' .667.585 
4675.118 
'~681.908 

4686.921 
4688.392 
4690.827 
1.t691.336 
4693.670 
4696.923 
4698.766 
4710.186 
4715.295 
4 7 22.603 
4723.171 
4731.172 
4733.426 
4734.682 
4742.129 

42 
42 
42 
42 
42 
42 

42 
42 
42 

266 
42 

270 
262 
112 

7 
266 

145 
261 
145 
145 

261 
1 4 5 
145 
145 
145 
145 
145 

6 
6 

77 
6 

203 
306 
76 
75 

6 
203 

75 
75 

6 
75 
75 

202 
202 
233 
202 

-0.51 
0.48 
0.28 
0.08 

-0.16 
-0.24 
0.06 

-0.53 
-0.35 
--0.30 
-0.73 
- 0. 't6 
-0.79 
-0.93 
-1.12 
-2.66 
-0.50 
-0.53 
-0.17 

0.12 
0.39 

-0.79 
0.11 

-0.39 
--0 .46 
-0.31 
-0. 1 't 
-- 0.19 
-0.22 
- 0 .56 
-0.64 
-1.37 
-1.35 
-- 1. 19 
- 1.39 
- 1.07 
-1.04 
- 0 .32 
-2.03 
-- 0 .95 
-2.72 
--1) .96 
-1.04 
--1.34 
-2.69 
- 1 • 3 ü 
-1.62 

0.08 
- 0.61 
--0.75 
-- 1.20 



4 7 42.791 233 - 1. 17 4973.051 173 -0.65 5186.61 215 --1).99 
4747.680 233 -1.20 4975.344 283 0.07 5192.971 4 -1.01 
4 7 58.120 233 0.43 4977.731 173 -0.41 5194.043 183 -- 0.55 
4758.913 41 -2.25 4978.191 173 -0.32 5201.096 183 -0.75 
4759.272 233 0 .51 4981.732 38 0.50 5206.059 276 0.79 
4766.330 233 -0.67 4989.140 173 -0.22 5207.852 183 -0.63 
'-1 '769.775 233 -0.93 4991.067 38 0.38 5210.386 4 -0 .08 
4771.103 41 -2.48 4995.062 216 -0.90 5212.271 215 -0.55 
4778.259 232 -0 .4 7 4997.099 5 -2.12 5219.697 4 -2.29 
4781.718 41 -2.04 4999.504 38 0.25 5222.685 183 -0.62 
4783.306 41 --2.92 5000.991 173 -0.03 5223.623 183 - 0 .56 
4789.803 41 -2.91 5007.209 38 0.11 5224.301 183 -0.03 
4792.482 26 -0.21 5009.652 5 -2.26 5224.558 183 -0.49 
4796.210 260 -Q.57 5013.284 173 -0.08 5224.928 183 - 0.16 
4797.983 260 -- 0 .73 5014.185 5 -1.20 5238.560 37 -1.68 
4799.797 242 -0.20 5014.277 38 ---0.02 52 l .6.143 282 -0.97 
480 5.416 260 --0 .12 5016.162 38 -0.57 5246.574 37 - 2.00 
4808.531 305 -0 .06 5020.028 38 -0.41 5247.293 183 -0.73 
4811.074 158 -1.42 5022.871 38 -0.43 5250.95 37 --2.30 
4812.240 260 -0.64 5024.842 38 -0.60 5252.185 4 -2.45 
'+812.906 't 1 -3.53 5025.570 173 0.08 5255.811 183 -cJ.64 
4820.410 126 -0.44 5035.908 110 0.19 5259.976 298 -0.27 
4825 .445 250 --1.01 5036.468 110 0.13 5263.483 183 - 0.79 
4827.597 250 -0.62 5038.400 110 0.01 5265.967 156 -0.42 
4836.125 241 - 0 .65 5039.959 5 -1.14 5266-.49 36 --4 .19 
4840.874 53 -0.51 5040.642 38 -1.74 5282.378 74 -1.76 
4848.487 201 -0.47 5043.578 38 -1.70 5283.441 156 -0 .39 
4856.012 231 0.46 5044.27 -0.91 5284.380 74 -1.89 
4864.187 2 0 1 -0 .86 5045.400 38 -1.98 5289.28 36 - 2.96 
4868.264 231 0.04 5048.208 199 -1.09 5295.781 74 -1.52 
4870.129 231 0.13 5052.879 199 -0.33 5297.236 156 -0.47 
4880.922 201 -1.03 5054.070 294 -0.71 5298.429 281 -0.35 
4882.326 231 - 0 .66 5062.112 199 -0.46 5323.958 36 -3. 1 1 
4885.082 157 0.36 5064.068 294 -0. ft 1 5328.72 -2.05 
4899.910 157 0.13 5064.654 5 -0.99 5338.326 35 -1.94 
4908.46 295 -0.68 5065.985 110 -1.07 5340.68 36 -3.26 
4913.616 157 0.16 5068.332 294 -0.32 53'+ 1.50 316 0.49 
4915.236 157 -1.02 5069.351 199 -0.58 5351.072 300 -0. 1'+ 
4919.867 200 -0.25 5070.48 -0.87 5361. 7 24 35 -3.13 
4921.768 200 -0.11 5071.47 110 -1.06 5366.651 35 -2.63 
4925 . 396 157 -0.92 5085.333 109 -2.89 5384.634 35 -2.75 
4926.148 39 -2.29 5087.055 109 -0.99 5389.180 35 -2.21 
4928.342 200 -0.1'+ 5103.15 -0.94 5389.996 155 --1.09 
4937.719 39 -2.31 51 09 .427 109 - 1.39 5396.600 3 -3.18 
'+938.283 289 -0.01 5113.448 109 --0.78 5397.093 155 -0.83 
4941.562 200 -1.00 5120.420 288 0 .28 5401.32 35 -2.90 
4948.183 200 -1.18 5145.465 109 -0.57 540lt.023 259 --0 .90 
4958.26 52 -2.34 5147. '+83 4 -2 .01 5408.940 3 -3.84 
4964.713 173 - 0.86 5152.105 4 - 2.02 5409.609 155 -0 .76 
4966.04 -1.19 5173.742 4 -- 1 • 12 5426.256 3 -3.01 
4968.566 173 -0 .67 5186.329 183 -0.94 5429.139 259 -0.53 
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5436.703 51 -2.65 5774.037 309 0.40 6556.066 102 -1.07 
5438.310 108 -2.23 5780.778 214 -1.08 6575.18 286 "-0. 11 
5446.593 3 -3.32 5785.67 309 0.31 6599.112 49 -2.05 
5446.593 259 -0.83 5785.979 309 0.28 6650.38 --2.90 
5448.882 259 - 1.00 5804.265 309 0.17 6657.03 -2.56 
5449.155 107 -2.07 5812.827 309 -0.33 6666.548 101 - 1.86 
5453.646 108 -1.78 5823.679 239 -0.96 6677.25 274 -0.86 
5460.502 3 --2.89 5832.470 309 -0.23 6716.679 273 -0.66 
5471.198 106 -1.35 5866.453 72 -0.84 6743.124 48 -1.59 
5472.696 107 - 1.78 590 3.317 71 - 1.96 6745.56 226 -1.01 
5473.517 259 -0.83 5818.548 71 -1.54 6861.47 -0.69 
5474.228 108 -1.17 5922.112 72 - 1. 47 6873.92 - 1.12 
5474.449 259 -0.98 5937.806 72 -1.94 6913.19 -0.96 
5477.695 265 -0.21 5941.755 72 - 1.46 6933.15 -0.48 
5481.426 265 -0.24 5953.162 154 -0.33 6943.70 -0.43 
5481.862 106 -1.12 5965.828 154 -0. 'tl 6996.63 256 -0.94 
5488.210 265 -0.45 5978.543 154 - 0 .50 7004.60 256 -1.18 
5490.151 107 -0.93 5999.003 198 0.08 7008.35 256 -1.22 
5490.840 3 -3.42 5999.668 -0 .68 7010.94 256 -1.22 
5497.92 51 - 2.93 6013.42 - 3.18 7035.86 307 -0.45 
5503.897 287 -0.14 6017.00 -3.73 7038.80 256 -0.63 
5511.795 108 -1.69 6064.631 69 -1.68 7050.65 256 - 1.21 
5512.529 106 -0.46 6 085.228 69 - 1.39 7069.11 307 -0.12 
5514.350 106 -0.39 6091 . 175 238 -0.42 7084.25 99 -3.32 
5514 . 536 106 -0.32 6092.814 153 - 1.38 7138.91 99 -1.61 
5530.49 -0.09 6098.655 304 -0.13 7188.55 99 -1.87 
5562.74 -2.95 6121. 0 08 153 -1.33 7189.89 285 -0.22 
5565.476 229 -0.42 6126.217 69 -1.35 7209.44 99 -0 .57 
5600.05 -3.43 6138.38 197 -1 .3'7 7216.20 98 -1.29 
5644.137 240 0.06 6146.225 153 -1.38 7244.86 99 -0.97 
5648.570 269 -0.39 6149.743 197 1.29 7251. 74 99 -0.82 
5662.154 249 -0.11 6186.14 197 - 0.96 7266.29 143 - 1.67 
5662.891 269 -0.39 6215.212 293 -- 0.24 7271.41 97 -2.34 
5673.42 -0.47 6220.460 293 -0.23 7299.67 97 -2.01 
5675.413 249 -0.20 6221.41 293 -0.49 7315.56 - 1.39 
5679.908 269 -0.90 6258.103 104 -0.36 7318.39 212 -1. 00 
5689.465 249 -0.47 6258.706 104 -0.27 7344.72 97 -1.04 
5702.666 249 -0.65 6261.101 104 -0.48 7352.16 272 -1.26 
5708.199 249 -0.98 6303.754 104 - 1.57 7357.74 97 - 1.12 
5711.852 249 -0.04 6312.240 104 -1.55 7364.11 97 -1.21 
5713.895 249 -0.94 6318.027 103 -1.89 7423.17 97 -2.79 
5715.123 228 -0.49 6336.104 103 -1.73 7440.60 225 -1.04 
5716.450 249 -0.75 6358.66 -2.57 7474.94 142 -2.12 
5720.445 249 -1.09 6366.354 103 -1.57 7489.61 225 - 1.04 
5739.464 228 -0.18 6395.47 - 2.73 7696.12 225 -1.24 
5739.975 228 - 0.33 6419.15 196 -1.50 7580.55 211 -1.53 
5741.192 280 -1.16 6497.689 102 - 1.94 7614.50 211 - 1.39 
5752.89 214 -1.35 6499.92 -4.19 7654.44 211 - 1.16 
5756.45 228 -1.39 6508.135 102 - 1.89 7938.53 151 -2.48 
5762.295 309 0.25 6546.276 102 - 1.25 7949.17 125 -1.35 
5766.330 309 0.26 6554.226 102 - 1.22 7961.58 308 -0.17 
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7978.88 151 - 1. 17 8377.90 33 -2.03 8468.46 150 - 1.51 
7978.88 308 -0.77 8382.54 33 -2.04 8496.03 209 -1.80 
7996.53 308 -0.10 8382.82 33 -2.38 8518.05 182 - 1.80 
8024.84 151 -1. 17 8396.93 33 -2.22 · 8518.37 150 -1.64 
8066.05 151 -2.60 8412.36 33 -1.94 8539.36 209 -1.90 
8068.24 151 -1.17 8416.97 224 -1.61 8548.07 150 -1.65 
8100.1 -2.59 8424.41 182 - 1.88 8569.72 209 - 2.18 
8306.31 -0.54 8426.50 33 -1.25 8598.18 236 -2.17 
8307.41 33 -2.86 8434.98 33 -1.14 8675.38 68 -2.10 
8311.76 -0.82 8435.68 33 -1.02 8682.99 68 -2.51 
8312.85 -0.88 8438.93 224 -1.19 8692.34 68 -2.87 
8334.37 33 -3.20 8450.89 224 -1.21 8734.70 68 -3.04 
8353.15 33 -3.13 8457.10 141 -2.55 8766.64 68 -2.93 
8364.24 33 -2.16 8467.15 182 - 1.77 8778.66 140 -2.53 
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W. Ansbacher, Y. Li and E.H. Pinnington 

Lifetime measurements using pulsed 
laser excitation of fast ion beams 

ABSTRACT 

A review is presented of the Edmonton program 
of lifetime measurements using pulsed laser 
excitation of fast ion beams. Since 1985 
measurements have been completed for the 3p 
and 4p levels of Mg II and Ca II respective
ly, the precision of these measurements being 
about 1%. Excellent agreement is found with 
the calculations of Theodosiou. Recently we 
have begun a more extensive study of some 
resonance levels in Fe 11. Preliminary 
results for the levels of the z 'GO term show 
agreement with (less precise) previous 
experiments but differ significantly from the 
results of calculations by Fawcett and 
Kurucz. 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1985 we reported the first measurements 
using pulsed laser excitation of the 4p 
levels of Ca 11. The precision of those 
measurements was about 5%, the major limita
tion being the high level of laser scattered 
light. Since then we have constructed a new 
chamber, designed both to minimize this prob
lem and to increase the collection efficiency 
of the detection system. The lifetimes 

Table 1. Summary of Beam-Laser Measurements 
of the Lifetimes (in ns) of the 4p Levels of 
Ca 11. (Uncertainties shown in parentheses) 

Reference 

Ansbacher et al(1985) 

Gosselin et al(1988) 

j=1/2 j=3/2 

6.96(.35) 6.71(.25) 

7.07(.07) 6.87(.06) 

Theodosiou (theory,1989) 7.045 6.852 
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obtained using the new chamber had a 
precision of ab out 1.0%. They were in agree
ment with the earlier experiment but were 
significantly longer than all the calcula
tions available at that time. Shortly af ter 
these results were published, a calculation 
by Theodosiou (1989) gave results in excel
lent agreement with our experiments. These 
results are summarized in Table 1. 

STUDIES USING FREQUENCY-DOUBLED RADIATION 

Following the success of our Ca II 
measurements, we decided to attempt a study 
of the 3p levels of Mg 11. Here the 
excitation wavelengths (279.6 and 280.3nm) 
require the use of a frequency-doubling 
crystal and, prior to the experiment, it was 
not clear that our Lumonics EPD-330 dye laser 
system would deliver sufficient power for a 
useful signal. In the event, we were able to 
measure the lifetimes of the 3p levels to a 
precision of ab out 1%, these results showing 
agreement with the most recent calculation. 

Table 2. Lifetimes of the Mg II 3p Levels(ns) 
(Uncertainties shown in parentheses.) 

Reference 

Ansbacher 
et al(1989) 

Theodosiou and Curtis 
(theory, 1988) 

j=1/2 j=3/2 

3.854( . 030) 3.810(.040) 

3.872 3.842 

The close coincidence of the 3s-3p and 
3p-3d transition wavelengths in Mg II permits 
two further experiments. Firstly, two-step 
excitation of the 3d(3/2) level is possible 
by reflecting the laser beam back along its 
path through the chamber. The DoppIer shifts 
are arranged so that the 3s-3p(l/2) 
transition is excited by the first passage of 
the laser beam and the 3p(1/2)-3d(3/2) 
transition is excited by the return passage. 
Secondly, direct two-photon excitation of the 
3d(5/2) level is possible using a single 
passage of the laser having a wavelength 
which differs by only 0.l3nm from that of the 
3s-3p(3/2) transition. Further details of 
these two experiments are available elsewhere 
(Ansbacher et al, 1989). The important point 
here is that they are possible using our 
equipment, which provides strong evidence 
that we are still saturating the 
single-photon excitations at 28Onm. 



MEASUREMENTS FOR SINGLY-IONIZED IRON. 

There are two main factors that make measure
ments in Fe 11 more difficult than those just 
discussed. Firstly, the excitation wave
lengths are even shorter. Our preliminary 
measurements indicate that at these wave
lengths we are not able to saturate the 
excitation transition completely. This has 
the serious consequence that the observed 
signal depends on the laser power, which is 
difficult to maintain constant over the 
million or 50 pulses required for one decay 
curve. Secondly, the lowest configuration of 
Fe 11 contains many levels within leV or 50 of 
the ground state . Since only a small fraction 
of the ion beam is in a given level, the 
background contribution from gas excitation 
and laser scattering is larger for a given 
signal level than in our previous experiments. 
The measurements we have made to date for the 
z "D° levels are summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3. Lifetimes of the Fe 11 z "D° Levels. 
(Uncertainties shown in parentheses.) 

J- Value Lifetime (ns) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

9/2 3.78(.05) 3.7(.2) 3 .9( . 2) 2.97 3.41 
7/2 3.79 (.06) 3 .8( .3) 4.0( .2) 2.99 3.43 
5/2 3.75(.07) 3.8(.3) 4.0( .2) 2.99 3.44 
3/2 3.89(.08) 3.7 (.2) 3.9(.3) 3.00 3.45 
1/2 3.94(.08) 3.8(.3) 4.0(.3) 3.00 3.46 

(1) Fast beam laser excitation (This work). 
(2) Laser-ind. fluor. (Schade et al, 1988). 
(3) --------- (Hannaford and Lowe, 1983). 
(4) RHF calculation (Fawcett, 1987). 
(5) Semi-emp. calculation (Kurucz, 1981). 

The higher uncertainties for lower j-
va lues reflect the progressively smaller 
fraction of the ion beam that is in the lower 
state involved in the excitation. Even 
though these measurements are rather 
p:eliminary, i~ is clear that our technique 
g1ves results 1n agreement with previous, 
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less precise, laser measurements. All the 
experiments differ significantly from the 
calculations by Fawcett and Kurucz. 
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M.D.Davidson, E.P. Buurman, 
A. Dönszelmann and C. Snoek 

Renormalization of oscillator strengths 
in aluminum 

Renormalization of the lifetime values and 
oscillator strengths of alurninurn levels is 
necessary. '!he data available are net 
sufficiently reliable. Accurate values 
obtained until flOW are given; plans for future 
experiments are described. 

OESCRIPrION 

Alurninurn is an :inp:>rtant element in 
astronanical spectra. A large nuntJer of All 
lines are present in the solar spectrum. 
M:>reover, the element is of Iilysical interest: 
it deI!onstrates streng configuration 
interaction effects, especially the 3s2nd 20 
series, which is perturbed by the 3S3p2(10) 20 
tenno '!he perturbing tenn without interaction 
is si tuated between the states n=4 and n=5. 
'!he interaction affects the whole series and 
its influence on lifetimes, level IXJSitions 
etc. can be oOOerved up to the high n values 
(Buurman, 1989a). 

For astronanical applications the 
oscillator strengths in the lowest part of the 
spectrum are of special interest. Penkin and 
Shabanova (1965) p..Iblished experimental values 
of oscillator strengths of the sharp and 

diffuse series for n<12. '!he experimental 
values show a disoontinuity between n=4 and 
n=5, which is in a=rdance with calculations 
of Weiss (1974) and ethers. Penkin and 
Shabanova ' s values for the oscillator 
strengths have been normalized by Wiese using 
ene aa::urate lifetime value obtained by 
8.làli.ck for the 3p-3d transition (wiese, 1969 
and referenoes therein). As far as \Ne know 
these are upto flOW, except for measuremants by 
Buurman et al (1986, 1989b) , the only 
experimental data for the oscillator strengths 
of this series. 

Jënsson et al (1984) have measured the 
lifetimes along the series upto n=12. '!he 
clai.med accuracy is 10%. '!hese lifetime values 
may be carprred with the normalised values 
fran wiese. lb.Iever, with the exception of 
n=4, the deviations are between +25 and +30 %. 

A renormalization of the experimental data 
fran Penkin and Shabanova based on new 
accurate lifetime measurernents is therefore 
required. We are l.Ilnertaking such a systematic 
stuiy of the lifetime values of the lowest 
part of the nd 20 and ns 2s series together 
with a stuiy of ether cb;ervables for the 
higher meri:Jers of these Rydberg series. 

In the experiment alurninurn atans in an 
atanic beam are excited by a short ~se of 
dye laser radiation (~se duration 6ns). 
Popllation of the levels of the 2p series is 
achieved by non-resonant b.o step excitation. 
'!he levels of the 2S and 20 series are exci ted 
directly by f~-ó:lubled radiation fran 
the dye laser. 

'!he fluorescent light fran the excited 
atans is detected by a fast }:ilota1ultiplier 
(risetime - 1 ns). By optical filtering 
corrections for cascades are made. '!he signals 
are recorded by a fast nultichannel system 
co.Jpled to a personal CCITplter. Averaging 
CNer a large nuntJer of l~ses in:=reases 
the signaljnoise ratio to an acceptable level. 

Normal precautions are taken to prevent 
influence of nultiple scattering, collisions, 
flight cx.rt of view and saturation of the 
}:ilota1ultiplier tube and electronic devices. 

Tab1e 1. Lifetimes in All (in ns). Error 1imits are given in parentheses 

Buurman et al. (1986.1989b) Jönsson (1984) Wiese (1969) 
experiment theory expe riment 

4s 251/2 6.92 (7) 5.54 6.8 
5s 251/2 19.8 (5) 16.1 24 (4) 25 
4p 2P 1/2 65 (2) 52.9 
4p2P3/2 60.5 (9) 52.9 
5p 2P 1/2.3/2 275 (8) 200 
3d2D3/2.5/2 14.0 (2) 12.0 16 (3) 13.7 
4d2D3/2.5/2 29.5 (7) 26.4 29 (4) 37.9 
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Experimental arrl calculated values for the 
lifetimes of the lowest part of the spectrum 
obtained till roti, are gi ven in table 1. 
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W.E. v.d. Veer, D.Ph. v.d. Blonk, 
A. Dönszelmann and C. Snoek 

Lifetime measurements in neutral 
cadmium and copper 

Lifetimes of energy levels in neutra! ataRs 
are discussed. '!Wo different sourc:es are used 
for the creation of free ataRs. Results in Cd 
an:l CU are gi ven. 

DESaUPl'IOO 

Accurate lifetimes in neutra! ataRs can be 
obtained l:7f several laserspectrosoopical 
methods. '!he most direct way is l:7f exci ting 
(metastable) ataRs in a beam with p..Used 
laserlight. '!he decay(s) are monitored l:7f 
detectirg the fluorescent light. '!he beam 
source can ei ther be thermal or a hollow 
cathode. 

Cd - '!he atanic beam as a source !or neutra! 
~ For lifetime measurements in Cd a 
resistively heated oven at a ~ture of 
~tely 620 K was used to produce an 
atanic beam. A frequeocy-dooble:i, p..Used dye 
laser at a wavelerYJth of 326 rou excites the 
ataRs in the beam to the JdlOSSSp 3P1 level 
(fig. 1). 'Ihe fluoresc::erre signal is cb;erved 
with a ~tiplier. Measured intensities 
as a furrtion of time are fitted to an 
exponential givirg the lifetime of the 3P1 
level. Special care was taken to reuove 
Zeemanbeats fran the signa!. 

A seoon:i p..Used laser at a wave1erYJth of 
479 rou pop.llates the Ss6s 351 level. With the 
same technique the lifetime of this level can 
be determined. '!he level hc7.Never decays into 
the 5sSp 3P2 , 3P1 an:l 3PO levels. '!he relati ve 
intensities of these lines are detarmi.ned 
usirg interference filters. '!he fluorescerx:e 
radiation of these three spectral lines are 
detected separately with one ~tiplier, 
while monitoring the total intensity with 
another ~tiplier. '!hls allows us to 
calculate the branching ratios an:l hence the 
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oscillator strengths. Results are given in 
table 1 an:l table 2. 

Table 1 . Lifetime values in ns. 

level 

SsSp 3P1 
Ss6s 351 

this work 

2420 ± 60 
10.2 ± .3 

Lit. values 

2390 ± 40 *) 
9.2 ±.3 **) 

10.6 ±.8 ***) 

*) Byran, **) Laniepoe, ***) Verolainen. 

Table 2. Brarx::hing ratios an:l oscillator 
strengths frem the Ss6s 351 to the 5sSp 3p 

levels: 
transition 
351 - 3P2 
351 - 3P1 
351 - 3PO 

ratio 
.629 ± 
.249 ± 
.122 ± 

.038 

.01S 

.011 

Cd 

fig. 1. 1'ermschene of 011. 

osc. strength 
.143 ± .010 
.084 ± .006 
.118 ± .011 

I 

468 rm 

lbllow cathode as a soorce for metastable CU 
~ For lifetime measurements of highly 
excited levels a hollow cathcx:ie is awlie:i. 
Metastable atcins produced in a p..Used hollow 
cathode discharge, diffuse through a hole in 
the cathode into the excitation region. A 
p..Used laser excites the ataRs into the level 
UOOer examination. '!he lifetime of this level 
is rneasured l:7f analyzirg the fluorescerx:e 
radiation. rue to the large velocity of salIE! 

of the sFAJttered ataRs, the hollow cathode is 
less suited for the measurement of lc::n:JeI' 
lifetimes (>10Qns); the ataRs or ions have 
left the detection region before decayirg. 
!obreover straylight fran the discharge causes 
a backgrourrl which forms a severe disturban:::e. 

'!he awaratus (carlsson et al. 1987) 
consists of a water coole:i, electrically 
insulated tube . A hollow target with a 1 nm 
hole in the centre is nnmted at one side as a 



cathode. A tungsten electrode at the other 
side of the tube is the an:Jde. '!he tube is 
filled with Ar at pressures up to 1,5 ntar. A 
keep-alive =ent (I :::: 20 mA) provides Ar+ 
ions, needed to start the pllsed discharge. 
'!he maxinum current of the main discharge is 
1000 A. '!he pllse is switched l:7j a thyristor . 
'!he minimal l~ of the discharge is 9 IJS, 
liJnited l:7j the characteristics of the 
thyristor . ~ing the main discharge Ar+ ions 
are ac:x:elerated to the cathode. Scane of the 
target' s atans are sp.Ittered directl y into the 
orifice in the cathode. Others loose 1TR.ICh of 
their velocity in collisions arx:l. diffuse 
through the hole. Consequently o.u clouds of 
netastable atans, emerge with a time interval 
of awroximately 20 IJS. '!he first cloud 
consists of partieles with a high velocity arx:l. 
is therefore only useful in case of short 
lifetimes. 'Ibis cloud is IIOre stable than the 
secorxi one. '!he peak nl.lJ1tler of metastables 
atans in the clouds is comparable. '!he anount 
of netastables produced l:7j the discharge 
depeOOs strorY:Jly on the discharge 
characteristics. since these are oot 
canpletel Y urx:lerstood, an optilm.mt has to be 
fOl.ll'rl experimentally. 

2A oower target was used to generate 3d9 

4s 2°3/2'5/2 metastables (fig. 2). '!he 
metastable atans are 1TOJ'li.tored l:7j excitation 
to the 3d10 4p 2P1/2 level wi th a pllsed laser 
at a wavel~ of 578 run. 'Ibis level decays 
radiative into the 3d10 4s 2S1/2 grOI.II'rl level. 
'!he amplitude of the fluorescence is a measure 
for the nI.IJ1tler of netastables. '!he lifetime 
measured 7.3 ±. 3 ns, is in goed agreement 
with values fram literature (carlsson et al. 
1987) . 
Many CU! lines occurring in the solar spectrum 
are situated in the 300 run region, starting 
fram a netastable state. We will un::lertake a 
systematic study of these lines. 
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RR Haar, T.J. Kvaie, O.G. Ellis, 
I. Martinson and L.J. Curtis 

Lifetime measurements of care excited 
quintet levels in carbon I 

ABSTRACT 

J dependent lifetimes for the 2S2p23s Sp 
levels in C I have been studied by beam foil 
measurements and by multiconfiguration 
relativistic Hartree-Fock calculations. The 
experimental lifetimes T(J=3)-2 . 5(5) ns and 
T(J=1,2)-0.3(1) ns indicate the presence of 
differential autoionisation channels. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although the singlet and triplet spectra of 
.C I hav.e3 ~n comprehellfive}.y studied, on1y 
the 2s2p S and 2s2p 3s"p terms have 
beenestab1ished for the core-excited quintet 

Figure 1 
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system (Edlén 1947, ~henstone 1947) . As 
shown in Fig.1, the P levels lie above the 
first (doublet) ionisation limit, but weIl 
below its parent (quartet) ionisation limit. 
Thus autoionisation to the triplet continuum 
is energetically possible, but forbidden to 
Coulomb interactions in LS coupling by the 
bs=O selection rule. Intermediate coupling 
opens autoionisation channels through 
triplet-quintet mixing and leads to lifetimes 
that are strangly J-dependent. In order to 
investigate these radiative and 
autoionisation effects, we have performed a 
combined theoretical and experimental study 
of the lifetimes of the indiJidu~l fine 
structure levels of the 2s2p 3s P term. 
The experimental portion was carried out by 
beam foil excitation methods, and the 
theoretical calculations were made using the 
multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock program of 
Cowan, which includes both radiation and 
autoionisation. 

EXPERIMENT 

Time resolved carbon spectra were 
obtained by directing bearns of 100-200 keV 
C+ ions from the University of Toledo 330 kV 
Danfysik heavy ion a~celerator through a 
translatabIe 2 ~g/cm carbon foil. At these 
energies the beam loses approximately 3.5 keV 
in traversing the foil. The wavelength range 
1150-1800 A was studied, using an Acton 1 m 
normal incidence vacuum mono'-~1romator 
equipped with a solar blind EHI 
photomultip1ier at the exit slit. The 
wave1ength resolution used was 0.8 A and the 
time window was set at 0.3 ns, va1ues chosen 
to optimise the necessary compromises bet ween 
reso1ution and signa1 intensity that are 
inherent in the beam-foi1 light source. 
Lifetimes were measured by recording the 
intensity of the spectra1 lines as a function 
of the di stance from the foil. Many known 
lines from C land C 11 were identified, and 
their relative intensities were used to 
select a beam energy that is weIl suited to 
the study of C I. Lifetime measurements. of 
many of the singlet and triplet levels were 
also made . The results agreed weIl with 
earlier work, and served as an additional 
check of the determination of beam energy and 
energy loss in the foil. 

TIME RKSOLVED DBBLBNDING 

The wavelength separations of the lines are 
about 0.5 A, which creates special problerns. 
While the beam foil source copiously 
populates these excited core states, its 
inherent DoppIer broadening precludes them 
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from being completely resolved 
spectroscopically . However, since these 
lines were found to be relatively free of 
cascades, blends, and backgrounds, it was 
possible to determine the lifetimes of the 
individual fine structure levels by 
performing a three dimensional array of 
intensity vs wavelength vs time measurements. 
Fig.2 shows a sample decay curve, indicating 
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the distinct variation in lifetime content 
over the unresolved multiplet profile. The 
experimental lifetimes show a st rong 
J-dependence with Y(J=3)=2.S(S)ns and 
Y(J-1,2)-O.3(1)ns . The radiative branch for 
each of these decays was measured in emission 
by Boldt (1963) using an intensity calibrated 
wall stablised arc. Assuming statistical 
populations, these measurements indicate that 
the radiative rates are essentially J 
independent. Combining the lifetime and 
emission measurements permits experimental 
determination of the J-dependent 
autoionisation rates. 

'rIlKORB'rlCAL CALCOLA'rIOHS 

In order to provide a theoretical 
comparison, the Cowan suite of programs 
RCN-RCG (Cowan 1981) was use~ to compute the 
autoionisation rates of the P levels. The 
calculation included interactions among eight 
even and seven odd parity configuration~. The 
autoionisation transition 2s2p23s -> 2s 2pcp 
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was calculated using an outgoing electron 
energy of 0.116 Ry, computed ~rom the 
observed position of the 2s2p 3s Sp term and 
the ionisation potential . The autoionisation 
rate is J-dependent because the spin-orbit 
mixing with nearby triplet levels is 
J-dependent. This mixing is determined by 
the spin-orbit interaction streng%h and by 
the energy2intervals between the Pand the 
other 2s2p 3s terms. 
The former càn be determined empirically from 
the sp fine structure; the lat ter 
cannot because the energies of the other 
terms are not known . 

In order to investigate the possibility of 
cascade repopulation from higher lying 
2s2p2nt quintet levels, approximate 
calculations of some of these levels and 
their decay rates were made. These are 
indicated on Fig.1, but it should be 
emphasised that these are only order of 
magnitude estimates, and not of spectroscopic 
accuracy . Th~ results indicated that, 
although 2s2p 3p quintet levels which have 
infrared transitions to the 
levels of interest do exist, they have very 
low «10

7
/S) radiative transition rates. 

Thus these theoretical results lend 
considerable support to our interpretation of 
the source of the J-dependent meanlives . 
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E. Träbert, G. Möller, A.E. Livingston and 
P.H. Heckmann 

Wavelength and lifetime measurements 
on intercombination lines of Ag XVIII, Ag 
XVII and Ag XVI (Zn I, Ga I, and Ge I-like) 

ABSTRACT AND INTRODUCTION 

Intercombination lines are frequently used 
in the diagnosis of solar and terrestrial 
plasmas. A number of recent review papers 
have been devoted to the subject (see 
Träbert et al. 1988, Ellis et al. 1989). 
Kuch of the more recent progress in the 
identification of An=O intercombination 
transitions has been achieved by exploiting 
the time resolution inherent in the observa
tion of foil-excited fast ion beams. The 
present study gives results of such work on 
Ag ions of the isoelectronic sequences of 
Zn, Ga and Ge. The results are compared 
with predictions from semi-empirically 
scaled and or ab-initio calculations. 

EXPERIMENT 

The experiment was done at the Bochum • KV 
Dynamitron tandem accelerator laboratory. 
Ag ions of energies of 19 KeV and of 25 KeV 
were excited by being passed through a thin 
carbon foil. A grazing-incidence spectrome
ter equipped with a low dark rate chan
neltron detector analyzed the light emitted 
by the ion beam at right angles. Further 
details of the experimental apparatus and 
procedures are given elsewhere (Träbert et 
al . 1988, Träbert 1989) . 

Spectra were recorded in the wavelength 
range À = 18 - 70 nm, at various distances 
downstream of the foil. Decay curves were 
recorded at the positions of all suffi
ciently strong intercombination lines and 
were analyzed by multi-exponential computer 
fits . The results are listed in table 1 . 

DISCUSSION 

A lifetime study of the Ag XVIII intercom
bination line (À=35.180.nm, Churilov et al . 
1988) has been reported by Träbert (1989) 
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and corroborated by new decay curve data . 
The agreement with the results of an ab-in
itio KCRRPA calculation (Huang et al. 1985) 
is excellent. The results of a semi-empiri
cally adjusted Hartree-Fock Relativistic 
calculation (Biémont et al. 1989) deviate 
considerably from these results, probably 
because of a non-optimum choice of the scal
ing parameters (Fig. 1). The low-Z trend of 
the latter, however, seems to be closer to 
experiment than that of the KCRRPA calcula
tion. 

The intercombination lines in Ga- and Ge
like Ag have been identified in the wave
length range À = 32 - .0 nm, in rough agree
ment with various calculations . The life
time of the Ag XVII • 4Pl/2 level has been 
established from decay curves recorded at 
the 2pol/2 - 4Pl/2 transition at 
À = 35 . 908 nm . The Ag XVII. 4P3/2 level 
has two decay branches. The 2p03/2 - 4P3/2 
line (at À = 39 . 695 nm) is the stronger one 
and yielded a lifetime of 8.6 ns. 

The Ga-like 2p03/2 - 4P5/2 line at 
36 .• 39 nm is blended with the Ge-like 3Pl -
5s02 at 36.551 nm . The predicted lifetimes 
of both levels involved (see table 1) differ 
by only about 60X. This makes it almost im
possible to separate the two major decay 
components in the superimposed experimental 
decay curves. The observed effective decay 
time of 1.3 ns is compatible with a range of 
pairs of lifetimes of the two levels. This 
"time blend" can be partly disentangled by a 
lifetime measu~ement on the other decay 
branch of the Ge-like quintet level, 
3P2 - 5S02 , at 38 . 66 nm. 

These are the first lifetime measurements 
on intercombination transitions in Ga- and 
Ge-like ions . The lifetimes of these levels 
as calculated by different codes scatter and 
also differ from the experimental findings 
by 10 to 30X. However, this present mis
match may be expected to decrease when dedi
cated calculations will be done. 
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Fig. 1: Scaled transition probability of 
the intercombination transition in the Zn I 
aequence. Experimental data: Kr (Pinning
ton et al. 1984), Mo and Ag (Träbert 1989 
and this work) , Theoretical predictiona: 
Huang et al. (1985), Biémont et al. (1989) 

Table 1: Lifetimes of the lowest levels in 
the high-multiplicity term systems of 
Ag XVIII (AgI7+), Ag XVII (Ag I8+) and Ag XVI 
(Ag I5+) . 

Spectrum Level Lifetime ~ / nB 
Experiment Theory 

XVIII 3po
l 1. 20±0 . 06 1. 224s . b 

1 . 18±0 . 08c 0 . 9Hd 
XVII 4PI/l 1. 05±0 .10 1 . 277 b 

0.905e 

XVII 4P3/l 8 . 60±0.40 6 . 750b 

6 . 047e 

XVII 4PS/l 1.13±0 . 15 0 . 999b 

0 . 941e 

XVI 5sol 2 . 10±0 . 30 1 . 52b 

a Huang et al. (1985) 
b Fawcett (1988) 
c Träbert (1989) 
d Biémont et al . (1989) 
e Kaufman (1988) 
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P. van der Westhuizen, F.J. Coetzer and 
T.C. Kotzé 

Cascade-corrected beam-foil lifetimes of 
levels in N 111 

ABSTRACT 

Nitrogen ions from a 5.5 MV Van de Graaff acceler
ator have been used in beam-foil studies of nitrogen 
in the wavelength region 200 .0 - 500.0 nm. The arbi
trarily normalised decay curve (ANDC) method have 
been used to determine the cascade-corrected radia
tive lifetimes of the 3p 4PS/2.3/2,1/2 levels. These re
sults are compared with other experimentallifetimes. 

INTRODUCTION 

The beam- foil excitation technique has been used 
to study different levels in N lIl. It is essential to 
take into account the infiuence of all cascading lev
els on the population of the primary level. In the 
early beam- foil experiments, corrections for cas cad
ing were performed by fitting a sum of exponentials 
to the decay curve. lt has been realized since that, 
although th is method in some cases may produce sur
prising accurate results, it can lead to appreciable er
rors . The most successful cascade- correcting meth
ods all involve measurements of the transitions from 
all the cascading levels and including these results 
explicitly in the analyses. In this investigation we 
account for repopulation of the primary levels by us
ing the ANDC (Arbitrarily Normalized Decay Curve) 
technique (Curtis , 1971). The lifetimes of the 3p 4PJ 
levels in N III have been the subject of several studies 
during the past two decades. The fact that these ex
periments we re performed in the early days of beam
foil spectroscopy, when the effect of cascade repopu
lation was underestimated to a considerable extent, 
prompted this investigation. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The experiments were performed at the N ational Ac
celerator Centre (NAC) at Faure using a 5.5 MV 
single ended vertical Van de Graaff (HVEC model 
CN) accelerator. A nitrogen ion beam, with a post
foil beam current of approximately 4 jJ.A, was sent 
through carbon foils with typical areal densities 
of between 5 and 15 jJ.g.cm-2. In the case of obtain
ing intensity decay curves for primary and cascading 
levels Wi' used foils with the same areal densities and 
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we also changed the foils sufficiently of ten to prevent 
any possible effect due to thickening of the foils . 

A spectrum was recorded between 200 and 500 nm 
at beam energies of 0.5,1.0 and 2.0 MeV, using spec
trometer slit widths of 100 jJ.m. The spectrometer was 
then refocused and the spectra were rescanned in the 
regions of special interest to ensure the detection of 
possible blends. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The identification of the observed spectra was accom
plished with the aid of the tables of Striganov and 
Sventitskii (Striganov, 1968) . As a first step in the 
data analyses the decay curves were analyzed via a 
curve-fitting technique using the computer program 
DISCRETE (Provencher, 1976), fitting a sum of ex
ponentials to each curve. The decay parameters of 
the primary and cascading levels were then used as 
input data in the computer program CANDY (Eng
ström, 1982), which was used to perform the ANDC 
analyses. The cascade-corrected lifetimes obtained 
from the ANDC analyses are given in Table 1. The 
uncertainty of the lifetimes quoted not only takes 
into account the uncertainty in the results given by 
CANDY, but also other effects such as the uncer
tainty in the beam velocity, etc. 

Table 1: N III radiative lifetimes 
Lifetimes (ns) 

Level This work Other experiments 
3p 4PS/2 5.26 ± 0.36 5.2\') [5.4, 5.3)\0) 

[5.4,5.8)(0); [5.84, 5.71)(d) 
3p 4P3/2 5.63 ± 0.36 7.3(b); 9.8«); [5.67, 5.71)(d) 

3p 4Pl/2 5.54 ± 0.36 
(a) Dems, 1968; (b) Pmnmgton, 1970; 
(c) Pinnington, 1969; (d) Lewis, 1967; (e) Fink, 1968. 

Decays of the 3p 4p J levels occur via transitions 
to the 3s 4p~ levels at 335.4 - 337.4 nm. The spectral 
analysis showed a few completely resolved lines and 
decays were therefore measured at 336.7, 337.4, 336.2 
and 335.8 nm. A decay was also recorded at 335.5 nm 
corresponding to a blend between transitions from 
the J = 5/2 and J = 3/2 fine structure components 
of the 3p 4p term at 335.38 and 335.43 nm. The 
curve-fitting results of all these levels we re very sim
ilar, yielding a two component best fit with primary 
lifetimes between 5.2 and 5.7 ns and a growing-in 
component of approximately 0.8 ns. This short- lived 
growing-in component indicated that the 3p 4p J lev
els may be subjected to the infiuence of cascading 
levels with a short lifetime. 

A partial energy level diagram indicating the rele
vant terms and transitions as weil as the decay curves 
of the primary and cascade levels are shown in Fig. 1. 

The possible cascading levels are transitions from 
the 3d 4D~ and 3d 4p~ levels. The 3d 4D~ levels de
cay to the 3p 4p J levels via transitions between 644.5 
and 648.8 nm but these transitions lie outside the de-



tection range of our spectrometer system. To obt.ain 
the decay constants of the 3d 4D~ levels we there: 
fore used the decay channel with the 3p 4Ds/2 lower 
level at 432.4 nm. This posed no problem as it is 
weil known that any decay branch can be used in the 
ANDC treatment of cascading. The other cas cad
ing level i.e. the 3d 4p~ levels decay to the 3p 4p J 
levels at 526.1 nm, but again this transition lies out
side the detection range of the spectrometer. There
fore the decay of this cascading level was measured 
via the 3d 4Pg/2 - 3p 4D7/2 transition at 379.3 nm. 
These cascading levels were used, one at a time as 
weil as simultaneously as input to CANDY. The re
sults when both cascading levels were included rep
resented a good fit , satisfying all the criteria testing 
the validity of the ANDC result (Engström, 1982). 

The 335.4 and 336.7 nm decar channels were used 
by Pinnington (Pinnington, 1970), Lewis et al. (Lewis, 
1967) and Pinnington et al. (Pinnington, 1969) to 
measure the radiative lifetime of the 3p 4PS/2 level, 
obtaining values of (5.3, 5.4 ns), (5.71, 5.84 ns) and 
(5.8, 5.4 ns) respectively. The values of Pinnington 
(Pinnington, 1970) are in good agreement with our 
curve-fitting results, obtained by measuring the de
cay of the J = 5/2 level via the same transitions. 
The value quoted by Denis et al.(Denis, 1968) are 
also in excellent agreement with our measurements. 
The beam-foil results of Lewis et al. (Lewis, 1967) 
are, for both transitions, about 10% higher than the 
lifetimes obtained in this investigation. 

There are a rat her wide spread in the lifetimes 
report~d for the J = 3/2 level measured via the same 
337.4 nm decay channel i.e. Pinnington (Pinnington, 
1970) (r = 7.3 ns), Fink et al. (Fink, 1968) (r = 
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9.8 ns) and Lewis et al. (Lewis, 1967) (r = 5.67 ns). 
Fink et al. (Fink, 1968) used the beam-foil technique, 
but recorded the decrease in intensity of aspecific 
spectralline photographically. The difficulty involved 
in the interpretation of the analyses is obvious and 
is the reason why they estimated their listed decay 
times to be good to within ±50% and certainly to 
within a factor of two. At the time of their report very 
few measurements of mean lifetimes were available 
and they stated clearly that approximate values seem 
worthwhile. 
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Jack Sugar 

Spectroscopy of the 3s23p" shell from 
Cu to Mo 

ABSTRACT 

The 3s23pD isoelectronic sequences from Cu to 
Mo have been actively investigated in the 
past 15 years largely because of the 
importance of these spectra for tokamak 
plasma diagnostics . Many magnetic dipole 
transitions within these configurations were 
identified in tokamak plasmas even before 
anything was known of many of these ions. We 
give a brief review of the major spectro
scopic studies that have been carried out 
with these ions . Revised tables of M1 lines 
for the isoelectronic sequences 3s23p2 and 
3s23p' from Cu to Mo are given. 

This review will show how user needs (in this 
case tokamak research) stimulated 
spectroscopic research and led to a large 
body of new data for highly ionized atoms for 
the elements Cu to Mo and beyond where 
practically nothing was previously known. 
These data have found other uses as well , 
such as advancing the art of atomic structure 
calculations, providing internal wavelength 
standards for spectra of hot plasmas, and for 
extending spectral interpretation to even 
heavier ions . 

Tokamak plasmas are "blessed" with many 
impurities : Cr, Fe, and Ni coming from the 
stainless steel interior walls and at various 
times W, Mo, C, and Ti fr om the aperture 
limiters . All these elements have been 
observed at the hot center of the plasma in 
highly stripped condition . To measure and 
interpret the consequent radiation from these 
as well as other elements intentionally 
injected into the plasma for diagnostic 
purposes has provided work for the last 
decade and one-half. The last generation of 
tokamaks such as the PLT at Princeton and the 
TEXT at the University of Texas are 1-2 keV 
machines and can ionize iron period elements 
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down to the L-shell and heavier elements 
through Mo to the M-shell. The new 
generation of tokamaks such as TFTR, JET, and 
JT60 generate plasmas at 5-10 keV and can 
strip the heavier elements down to the 
L-shell. 

Some of these impurity elements were 
eliminated early, such as Wand Mo, because 
they held down the achievable temperature. 
Hinnov and Mattioli (1978) show two types of 
temperature profiles obtained in the PLT with 
a W limiter . The usual profile is peaked at 
the center but of ten the profile develops a 
central depression . Af ter the Ag and Pd 
isoelectronic sequences were weIl understood 
it became clear that these features were 
mainly fr om these sequences. Limiters are 
now made of lighter elements, such as 
titanium-carbide coated graphite at TEXT, for 
example . When Wand Mo were high priority 
elements a great deal of new data along 
isoelectronic sequences relevant to them were 
interpreted. Long isoelectronic extensions 
into the unknown territories resulted largely 
from the interests of magnetic fusion. They 
occur mainly along or ne ar sequences of 
closed shells: 4f14 and 4d10 for 
interpreting W spectra, 3d10 , and 2p6 for Mo . 
That Mo was a favored element is evident fr om 
the energy level compilation of Sugar and 
Musgrove (1988) that shows results for nearly 
every stage of ionization. For the 3s23pD 
sequences of Cu to Mo many magnetic dipole 
(M1) lines have been identified in tokamak 
plasmas, mainly by Hinnov and Suckewer and 
their colleagues at Princeton. These are 
included in the compilation of M1 lines and 
A-values by Kaufman and Sugar (1986). Today 
many electric dipole (El) lines for nearly 
all of the ions of this group are accurately 
measured and securely interpreted. These are 
probably the first ions for which the 
classification of M1 lines preceded that of 
El lines. The next region of current 
interest is the 2pD shell from Cu to Mo . 
These data are coming from high energy lasers 
and fr om the large tokamaks . 

The importance of M1 lines of the 2p and 
3p shells for plasma diagnostics has been 
reviewed in many publications, for example by 
Denne and Hinnov (1987) and by Doschek and 
Feldman (1976) who first suggested that M1 
lines could be observed in a tokamak plasma . 
M1 lines are prominent in tokamak plasmas 
because the electron collision rate is about 
the same as the transition rate in this thin 
plasma of about 5x1013 electronsjcm3 . Their 
wavelengths are frequently longer than 2000 À 
and their Doppler profiles are easily 
measured for determining ion temperatures. 
The first such Jine was observed with the PLT 



tokamak by Suckewer and Hinnov (1978) at 2665 
À originating from Fe XX. The transition is 
2sZ2p3(ZDs/z-zD3/Z). These MI lines have had 
other diagnostic applications . Their Doppier 
shift has been used to measure the plasma 
rotation in tokamaks induced by unbalanced 
neutral beam injection (Suckewer et al., 
1979) . These lines have also proved 
convenient for mapping impurity transport in 
tokamaks (Suckewer et al . 1984). Recently, 
Wróblewski et al. (1988) measured the 
poloidal magnetic field in the TEXT tokamak 
by means of the circular polarization of the 
MI line of Ti XVII at 3834 À. The optics for 
this experiment requires a line above 2000 À. 
To make a similar measurement in a high 
temperature tokamak may require a much 
heavier element in order that it not be too 
highly ionized. Ti in the TFTR would 
probably be totally stripped . 

To assist in the program of MI line 
identification Kaufman and I (1984) undertook 
to predict the wavelengths of all the MI 
lines of the 3p-shell fr om Cu to Mo. This 
was done by fitting radial energy parameters 
to the known levels in the Fe period and 
extrapolating the ratios of these parameters 
to Hartree-Fock values for use in the heavier 
elements. The eigenvectors resulting fr om 
the matrix diagonalizations for Cu to Mo we re 
then used to calculate the transition 
probabilities for all the MI lines. The 
method was repeated by Biémont and Hansen 
(1985) who added correlation explicitly to 
the calculation . In our calculations 
correlation was absorbed by the scaling of 
the parameters and by the introduction of the 
"effective" configuration interaction 
parameter Q . In general the A-values 
resulting fr om these two methods agreed to 
about 3%. These MI wavelength predictions 
were sufficiently accurate to help in the 
discovery of many more lines . We have now 
refined the wavelength predictions by another 
method, that I will shortly describe, so that 
they are nearly as accurate as the measured 
lines. 

1 would like to review briefly the main 
spectroscopic studies that have been carried 
out in the range of ions of Cu to Mo for the 
isoelectronic sequences Na-like to K-like . 
For most of them the wavelength uncertainty 
is ±0.02 - ±0.05 À. These estimates are 
based on comparison with our present 
measurements on the TEXT tokamak, which have 
an uncertainty of about ±0 . 007 À. High 
energy laser-generated spectra are 
notoriously difficult to measure accurately 
because there are few internal impurities and 
no low ionization lines that have previously 
been measured. Five major papers appeared in 
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the 1970's, beginning with Fawcett and Hayes 
(1975) who identified the strong lines of the 
elements Cu to Br. The motivation for most 
of this work was tokamak impurity spectra. 
Fawcett and Hayes remarked that their data 
could be used for accurate predictions of 
wavelengths of Mo . 

Hinnov (1976) identified resonance lines 
of Na-like, Mg-like, Cu-like and Zn-like Kr 
and Mo in a tokamak plasma with an 
uncertainty of ±0 . 05 À. Burkhalter et al. 
(1977) gave a fairly extensive spectrum of 
Na-like Mo and some lines of Mg-like with an 
uncertainty of ±0.06 À. Mansfield et al . 
(1978) attempted to classify many lines of 
Mo, measured with an uncertainty of ±0.06 À, 
from a large number of ionization stages. 
Kononov et al. (1979) renewed isoelectronic 
sequence studies with Na-like Cu to Br and 
with wavelength measurement uncertainties of 
±0.01 À. The 1980's brought a greatly 
increased flow of papers that continue to the 
present, making use of high powered lasers , 
tokamaks , a Z-pinch machine, and beam foil 
excitation . The Na sequence was extended to 
Se by Brown et al . (1986) with a wavelength 
uncertainty of ±0 .04 À and to Sr by Reader 
(1986) who achieved a wavelength uncertainty 
of ±0 . 005 À. Kaufman and I measured the 
n=3-3 transitions of Na-like spectra for Cu 
to Mo with a wavelength uncertainty of ±0.007 
À. These were incorporated in a study of 
these transitions for Ar to Sn by Reader et 
al. (1987) who fit a simple function to the 
difference between observed and calculated 
wavelengths and used these fitted differences 
to obtain an overall accuracy of ±0.007 À. A 
study of Al-like spectra for Zn, Ge, Se, Zr, 
Mo, and Ag was made by Hinnov et al . (1986) 
with the PLT tokamak. They obtained a 
wavelength uncertainty of about. ±0.05 À. 
Several studies of Kr have been made, one by 
Wyart and the TFR Group (1985) of K to Na
like and another by Stewart et al . (1987) of 
Al to Na-like, the latter with a Z-pinch 
device . The TFR Group and Wyart (1988) 
reported another study of Kr, Sr, Zr, and Rh 
for K to Na-like spectra . The wavelength 
uncertainty achieved by these groups was 
±0 . 03 À. Wyart et al. (1987) measured and 
interpreted 40 lines of Mg-like Sr . Using 
laser excitation they obtained the spectrum 
with a wavelength uncertainty of ±0 .05 À. 

Beam-foil excitation was used by Hutton et 
al. (1987) to obtain the spectrum of P-like 
Cu with an uncertainty of ±0 . 03 À. With a 
similar device, Träbert et al. (1988) 
observed intersystem transitions in Al-like 
and Si-like Cu and Zn and established the 
3s3pz 4p term and the 3s3p3 Ss term, 
respectively, of these sequences. Their 



average measurement uncertainty is about 
±0 . 04 À. 

Kaufman , Rowan, and I observed all the 
elements from Cu to Mo (except for Rb and Sr) 
with the TEXT tokamak at the University of 
Texas , Austin using a 2 . 2m grazing incidence 
spectrograph with a 1200 linejmm grating and 
photographic detection . These we re 
supplemented by laser - generated plasmas of 
Cu to As , photographed at NIST with a 10 . 7m 
grazing incidence spectrograph. These light 
sources are complementary in some respects . 
Wavelengths of Fe and Ti suitable for 
standards were present in the TEXT exposures 
as impurit i es, so no wavelength shifts 
between standards and sample lines were 
present . Furthermore the lines observed in 
TEXT were sharp due to the low density of the 
plasma . These factors combined to provide 
accurate wavelengths from the tokamak 
exposures . The rms deviations of the 
standard lines fr om the dispersion curves 
were about ±O . OOS À. Thus we estimate the 
wavelength measurement uncertainty to be 
±0.007 À. The spectra obtained from the 
laser-generated plasmas, on the other hand, 
contained very few impurity or low ionization 
lines with which to detect shifts of the 
spectra from the standard wavelengths . 
Standards were exposed on a second track and 
from a different light source , usually a 
spark . However, measurements from TEXT 
served as internal standards for the laser 
spectra . 

A drawback of the low electron density of 
TEXT is that it does not maintain the 
population of high-Iying configurations , so 
that one is limited to observing mostly 
resonance lines and low configurations . 
However , M1 lines and strongly spin- forbidden 
transitions are not quenched . Laser-plasmas, 
on the other hand , provide more fully 
developed spectra but have the disadvantage 
of a lack of internal reference lines. A 
combination of the two light sources is 
ideal. 

To interpret these data we used the 
methods successfully employed by Edlén in his 
analysis of the data for the n=2 shell in the 
Fe period (1984) . We follow a transition 
along its isoelectronic sequence, each step 
of the way comparing it with its calculated 
value and plotting the difference. These 
plots are smooth and slowly varying with 
atomic number. The change per element is 
usually less than 0.1 À and frequently only a 
few hundredths . This allows for an accurate 
prediction of the next unknown line in the 
sequence . 

The first isoelectronic study 
incorporating our new data was on the Na 
sequence (Reader et al . 1987) . Edlén (1978) 
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treated the data of this sequence from S to 
Mo in a similar manner . For elements Cu to 
Mo the wavelength data available to him had 
measurement errors of ±O.OS À. With our new 
data for Cu to Mo, with Y to Pd data from a 
100 OW laser at Los Alamos, and with Ru to Sn 
from the 24 beam 2 TW OMEGA laser facility at 
Rochester we derived improved wavelengths for 
Ar to Sn with an uncertainty of ±0 . 007À. 
Theoretical va lues were calculated with the 
Dirac - Fock code of Grant. The difference 
between measured and calculated wavenumbers 
was fit to the formula ào=a+bZ+c(Z+d)-l with 
a, b, c , and d as adjustable parameters. 

We next carried out a study of the Al 
sequence (Sugar et al., 1988) . Calculated 
wavelengths were published by Huang, who used 
the Dirac-Fock code of Desclaux. An earlier 
study of this sequence was carried out by 
Hinnov et al . (1986) for selected elements . 
Our improved wavelengths with an uncertainty 
of ±0 . 007 À permitted a well defined 
observed-minus-calculated (O-C) curve to be 
fit to the new data . Interpolated values for 
the missing points were obtained with an 
uncertainty of ±0.01 À. The energy levels of 
the ground configuration 3s23p and the 
excited configurations 3s3p2 and 3s23d were 
derived from the wavelength data. 

Seven lines of the K-like transition array 
3p6 3d - 3p5 3d2 we re identified for Zn XII to 
Mo XXIV (Kaufman et al . , 1989). This 
sequence illustrates a problem encountered in 
complicated cases where there are many levels 
and the eigenvectors for some of them change 
rapidly along the sequence . Kaufman et al . 
give two O-C curves. One of them shows a 
transition from a level that maintains its 
identity and the intensity of the transition 
throughout the sequence . The other 
represents a transition fr om a level whose 
designation is shifting to a new level along 
the sequence , as is the calculated intensity 
of the transition . The latter required the 
start of a new O-C curve af ter the 
theoretical crossing at Kr . 

Our work on the Mg I isoelectronic 
sequence (Sugar et al . , 1989) from Cu XVIII 
to Mo XXXI showed the great disparity between 
the amount of data that may be observed with 
a laser plasma compared with a tokamak 
plasma . For Cu to As obtained with a laser 
we observed transitions among the 
configurations 3s3p , 3s3d , 3p2, 3p3d and 3d2 

with at most 53 lines of Zn XIX classified. 
With the tokamak the 3p3d and 3d2 
configurations were not found and only 8 
lines were observed in Se XXIII. For the 
theoretical wavelengths we carried out Dirac
Fock calculations. The resulting O-C curves 
showed a scatter of the experimental data of 
about 20 cm-i, or well within our ±0 . 007 À 



uncertainty estimate . Va lues for Rb and Sr 
were read from the curves and have an 
estimated uncertainty of ±0 . 01 À. For the 
spin-forbidden resonance line 3s2 lS0 -

3s3p lP1 the first points, Cu and Zn, are 
deduced from our El measurements . From As to 
Mo they were observed with TEXT. 

For the Cl 1 isoelectronic sequence the 
3s23ps 2p ground term splitting is known from 
observed Ml lines for the elements Cu to Se, 
Kr, Y, Zr, and Mo (see Kaufman and Sugar, 
1986). Those of Br , Rb, Sr, and Nb were 
determined by Kaufman et al . (1989) from a 
plot of observed minus calculated values . 
Several transitions to the 2p term from 
levels of the 3s23p4 3d configuration were 
also reported by them . 

The remaining sequences S, P, and Si are 
much more complicated cases having 3p4, 3pl , 
and 3p2 ground configurations . The first 
step in treating them was to determine the 
energy levels of these ground configurations . 
Employing the method of the O-C curves we 
were able to derive these levels for Cu to Mo 
from the known Ml lines . For calculated 
values we used the Dirac-Fock calculations by 
Saloman and Kim (1988) for S, and by Huang 
(1984 , 1985) for Pand Si . The Ml data was 
taken from Kaufman and Sugar (1986) . 

Table 1 summarizes the new Ml predictions 

for the Si sequence . The starred values are 
the new predictions with indicated 
uncertainties about equal to the those of the 
observed data. Table 2 is a similar table 
for the S sequence. A large number of 
predicted values from the compilation are 
revised with much improved uncertainties . A 
table for the P sequence is in preparation. 
With these results all the levels of the 
ground configurations for the 3pD sequences 
from Cu to Mo are now known . 

Several applications of these data have 
been found. When the Na work was underway 
calculations were made with both the Desclaux 
and Grant Dirac- Fock codes and compared with 
the observed data (Reader et al . , 1988). 
There was a significant difference; the 
Desclaux results were found to diverge fr om 
the observed values of the 3s 2S1/2 -3p 2Pl/2 

transition with increasing Z but the Grant 
code did not. The latter contained an 
approximation for the QED effects for the n=3 
shell , namely l/nl scaling of the n=2 
calculations . Kim et al. (1988) did the same 
test with the Al sequence data by calculating 
the ground term 2p splitting with and without 
this correction. The difference between the 
observed splitting and the calculated value 
without n=3 shell QED diverges rapidly 
whereas with the QED correction for the n=3 

Table 1 . Complete Ml line-list (in À) for transitions within the 3s23p2 ground 
confi guration of Si-like Fe through Mo . Wavelengths > 2000 À are values 
in air . Newly predicted values are preceded by the symbol "*" The rest 
are observed values. 

3s23p2 (lpO - lP1) 
Spectrum 

Fe XIII 10746.8(4) 
Co XIV *8440.8(4.0) 
Ni XV 6701.7(4) 
Cu XVI 5375.8(3) 
Zn XVII 4355.0(3) 
Ga XVIII *3559.4(1.0) 
Ge XIX 2933.7(2) 
As XX 2438 . 0(3) 
Se XXI 2042 . 3(3) 
Br XXII *1722 .4(3) 
Kr XXIII 1462.65(3) 
Rb XXIV *1249.8(3) 
Sr XXV *1074.5(3) 
Y XXVI * 928.9(3) 
Zr XXVII 807 . 1(3) 
Nb XXVIII * 705.0(3) 
Mo XXIX 618.5(3) 
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10797 . 9(4) 
*9242 . 2(9.0) 

8024 . 1(4) 
*7067 . 7(5.0) 
*6298 . 3(5 . 0) 
*5676 . 1(4.0) 

5170 . 3(3) 
*4746 . 6(2.0) 

4396 . 5(3) 
*4096 . 1(2.0) 

3840.9(3) 
*3294 .6(1.0) 
*3426.1(1.0) 

3254.8(1.0) 
3101.1(3) 

*3055.7(1.0) 
2841.1(2) 

2578.77(1) 3388.5(4) 1216.43(1) 
2320. 4( 1. 0) 3099.2(2.0) *1120.6(3 ) 
2085 . 51(5) *2818.0(5) *1033.2(3) 
1871. 2(2) 2544.7(5) 952 . 8(3 ) 
1676.9(2) 2284 . 6(1) * 878.7(3) 

*1500.0(4) *2038.4(1.0) * 810.2(3) 
*1340.7(4) 1810.4(5) 746.9(3) 
*1197.6(4) *1602.3(5) * 688.2(3) 

1069 . 2(5) 1414.2(5) * 633.8(3) 
* 955 . 5(5) *1246.5(5) 583.6(1) 

853.8(1.0) *1098.5(5) * 537.2(3) 
* 764.0(4) * 968.6(5) * 494.4(3) 
* 684.3(3) * 855.2(5) * 455.3(3) 
* 613 . 7(3) * 756.4(3) * 418 .6(3) 

551. 3(3) 670.8(3) * 385.1(3) 
* 496 .0(3) * 595.6(3) * 354.4(3) 

446.9(2) 530.3(3) * 326.3(3)k 
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Table 2. Complete Kl line-list (in A except where otherwise indicated) for transitions 
within the 3s2 '3p4 ground configuration of S-like Cu through Ko. Wavelength 
between 2000 A and 5 ~m are values in air . Newly predicted values are preceded 
by the symbol "*" The remainder are observed values. 

3s2 3p4 

Spectrum 
epo- 3P1 ) (3P

2
_ 3P

1
) 

Cu XIV *14.18(12)~m 4183.4(3) 
Zn XV * 4.010(10)~m 3450 .4(2) 
Ga XVI * 2.014(10)~m *2870 . 7(5) 
Ge XVII *12125(15) 2406 . 9(3) 
As XVIII * 8020(9) 2032 . 6(3) 
Se XIX 56450(3) 1727.7(3) 
Br XX * 4146(4) *1477.8(4) 
Kr XXI * 3147(3) *127l.1(3) 
Rb XXII * 2451(2) *1099.3(3) 
Sr XXII * 1950(2) * 955.4(3) 
Y XXIV * 1579.5(l.2) * 834 . 3(3) 
Zr XXV * 1298.4(9) 73l.8(2) 
Nb XXVI * 108l.3(8) * 644 . 5(3) 
Ko XXVII * 910.9(5) 569 . 8(1) 

shell it is nearly linear. It is due to the 
accuracy of the data that this test of the 
theory may be made. 

Na-like spectra occur in many high-energy 
plasmas, including those generated to obtain 
Ne-like spectra for x - ray lasers. Eckart et 
al . (1988) obtained a spectrum of Se with a 
line focus of a high powered laser beam, 
looking down the axis of the line-focus where 
lasing is observed. Distributed among the 
lasing lines are Na- like lines, which provide 
wavelength standards to measure the lasing 
lines. Similar spectra of Ne-like Cu and Ge 
obtained by Lee et al . (1987) show a similar 
distribution of Na-like lines, and there is 
also astrong Mg-like line present. These 
lines were used by them as wavelength 
standards to measure the lasing lines . They 
note that "High precision wavelength 
measurements for the lasing lines are needed 
for comparison with theoretical predictions 
and atomic physics modeis." 
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A.P. Thorne and R.C.M. Learner 

Wavelengths and branching ratios with 
an ultra-violet Fourier transform 
spectrometer 

ABSTRACT 

The advantages offered by Fourier transform 
spectroscopy over grating spectroscopy for 
the a~curate measurement of wavelengths and 
1ntens1ty ratios in the visible and ultra
violet are discussed. The combination of 
very high resolution with high l i ght 
throughput allows the wavenumbers of strong 
lines from a stable laboratory source to be 
measured with an absolute accuracy of .001 
cm-' and a precision about 20 times better . 
The. resolving power can be varied up to a 
max1mum . of 1 . 5 to 2 million, so that the 
~esol~t1on of blends and hyperfine structure 
lS llm1ted only by true line widths. Good 
intensity measurements can be made over a 
wide spectral range because of the slow vari
ation in response of the instrument with 
wavelength, allowing accurate determinations 
of branching ratios and hence of relative f
values. 

INTRODUCTION 

Fourier transform spectrometry (FTS) has 
several distinct advantages over grating 
spectrometry in the measurement of wave
lengths and line intensities. FTS has been 
extended to the ultra-violet only rather 
rec~ntly, mainly because of the stringent 
opt1cal and mechanical tolerances required at 
short wavelengths, and is not familiar to 
many astrophysicists. We therefore describe, 
briefly the principal differences between the 
two types of instrument before showing how 
the characteristic features of FTS can be 
exploited to acquire very large quantities of 
high quality laboratory data relevant to the 
needs of astrophysics. 

The first astronomical FTS observations 
were made by Oonnes in the 1960's in the near 
infra-red, where detector noise dominated and 
the FTS improved signal to noise ratios by 
many orders of magnitude. Large Fourier 
transform spectrometers have now been built 
at Orsay, at the National Solar Observatory 
(NSO) on Kitt Peak, and at Liege and the 
~ungfraujoch, and as a re sult of improvements 
1n IR detectors these are photon noise 
limited from the near IR to the near UV, 
about 300 nm being the short wavelength limit 
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of their useful ranges. The NSO instrument 
has been used about equally for solar and 
laboratory measurements. The quantity and 
quality of the data emanating from these 
instruments convinced us of the potentialof 
UV FTS, and about 10 years ago we started to 
~esign and build at Imperial college an 
1nstrument to operate from the visible to 
175 nm . This is now producing laboratory 
data - of higher quality than we had dared to 
hope - much of which is complementary to that 
from NSO. The shorter wavelength data has 
direct application not only to the Hubble 
space telescope programme but also to obser
~ations a~ longer wavelengths. Astrophysics 
lS the SC1ence of blended lines·, and better 
UV data, particularly for Iron and the other 
tran~ition. elements, is constantly required 
for 1mprov1ng the accuracy and reliability of 
line lists in the visible and IR. In 
addition, astrophysicists are weIl known for 
th~ir insatiable demand for f-values, many of 
Wh1Ch are derived from branching ratios 
involving UV as weIl as visible transitions. 

GRATING AND FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTROMETRY 
COMPARED 

The Imperial College UV FTS is a Michelson 
interferometer with catseye retroreflectors 
instead of plane mirrors. One of these is 
scanned through a di stance ~L/2 from zero 
pa th difference, introducing a maximum 
optical path difference of L between the two 
beams. The catseyes reduce tilt sensitivity 
during the scan and a190 allow us to use the 
complementary interference fringe pattern 
that is returned, laterally displaced, in the 
direction of the source. All the radiation 
admitted to the interferometer is incident on 
the detectors all of the time, but different 
w~velengths a~e distinguished by their 
d1fferent spatlal modulation frequencies 0-, 
where 0- =1/ >.. The interferogram resulting 
from the superposition of all the sinusoidal 
s~gnals is sampled at equal intervals of path 
d1fference t:. x, as determined by a Helium
Neon l~ser following the same optical pa th as 
the slgnal, and the spectrum is recovered 
from the interferogram by means of a fast 
Fourier transform (FFT). The free spectral 
range .A cr- (cm- I) of the spectrum, and hence 
also the wavenumber scale, are determined by 
the sampling step accordipg to tn"= 1/( 26x ) 
whereas the resolution óèr (cm-I) depends on 
the maximum optical pa th difference: 
Ö~=1/2L. Note the contrast to a grating 
spectrometer where the sampling step deter
mines the resolution and the scan length the 
spectral range. 

The advantages of FTS over grating spectro
metry follow from these properties. First, 
the axial symmetry of the interferometer 
working with a circular ent rance apertur~ 
instead of a slit, allows a light throughput 
greater by one to two orders of magnitude 
than that of a grating instrument of the same 
resolving power (the Jacquinot advantage). 
Sec~n~,. the wavenumber precision and repro
dUC1b1l1ty relate directly to a laser 
standard and the wavenumber scale is 
accurately linear (the Connes advantage). 



This scale does, however, require calibration 
as explained below if an absolute accuracy of 
better than about 1:107 is needed. Third, 
the resolution can be increased as much as is 
necessary to resolve the source line (i.e., 
to eliminate instrumental contributions to 
the line width) by increasing the scan 
length. Since örr is independent of wave
length, the resolving power as defined by 
a"/érr or À/Ó)., increases at shorter wave
lengths, in contrast to the dec rea se shown by 
a grating spectrometer for which Ó). remains 
approximately constant. The multiplex 
advantage familiar in far IR FTS is not 
realised in the visible/UV where detector 
noise is normally negligible. There is, 
however, a fourth advantage in the complete 
spectra 1 coverage and computer compatibility 
of FTS. Every single spectral element in the 
selected bandwidth is automatically stored 
for future access . 

Learner and Thorne (1988) have compared 
the wavenumber accuracies attainable with FTS 
and grating spectrometry in some detail and 
have shown that FTS can achieve a wavenumber 
precision of about 6 parts per billion (ppb) 
on lines generated in a hollow cathode glow 
discharge lamp, which is a quiet, photon 
noise limited, source. Whereas precision is 
proportional to the width of the line divided 
by its signal to noise ratio (Brault,1988) , 
the absolute accuracy with which any line can 
be measured depends also on the calibration 
constant of the instrument. In principle 
this can be obtained from a single reference 
wavelength, in contrast to the set of 
references that are essential to calibrate a 
grating instrument, and the variation of the 
calibration constant obtained from different 
reference lines is an excellent indicator of 
the quality of the data. Furthermore, the 
high resolution of FTS eliminates instru
mental contributions to line width, and its 
high throughput maximises signal to noise 
ratio for any given resolution. An absolute 
accuracy of about 0.001 cm-I for the stronger 
lines of Fe all the way from 5.4 ~m to about 
180 nm is an attainable goal. 

Accurate measurement of transition prob
abilities requires data of high quality on 
the intensity axis. Laser spectroscopy has 
yielded a large number of lifetime measure
ments, and to obtain absolute transition 
probabilities from these one needs the 
relative intensities of all lines starting 
from the level concerned. These lines 
frequently extend over a wide wavelength 
range. FTS has two, perhaps three, advan
tages in this respect. First, if the optics 
have broadband coatings the spectra 1 range is 
limited only by the detectors and any filters 
used, in contrast to the limited spectra 1 
range offered by a blazed grating; second, 
since all wavelengths are observed all of the 
time, errors from drifts of source intensity 
during scanning are reduced. A third advan
tage of ten arises from the superior reso
lution and line shape information, which 
allows blending of weaker lines and incipient 
self-absorption to be more readily detected. 
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3. APPLICATIONS TO ASTROPHYSICS 

The high cosmic abundance and rich spectrum 
of Iron - and to a somewhat lesser extent the 
other transition elements - are largely res
ponsible for the demands of astrophysicists 
for accurate wavelengths and unambiguous 
identification of weak lines of these atoms 
and their ions. The resolution, wavenu~ber 
and luminosity advantages of FTS can and 
should be exploited to improve systematically 
the data bases used by astrophysicists. As 
an example, work on Ti I at Lund (Forsberg, 
1987) using FTS data has found roughly 100 
new levels . Much more important, however, is 
that it has led to the rejection of 50 
previously listed levels. By extending into 
the UV measurements made with the NSO FTS in 
the IR and visible, we are contributing to 
this improvement in four areas. 

The first is in the compilation of extreme
ly accurate wavelength standards. We have 
recently published a list of Fe I standards 
from the visible to the near UV with an 
absolute accuracy of 0.001 cm-I (Learner and 
Thorne, 1988), and we are now in the process 
of extending this list down to 180 nm. The 
relative accuracy - that is, the accuracy of 
the calibration constant that puts all 
spectra on the same relative scale - is 2 
ppb. This is illustrated in Figs . 1 and 2, 
which show the scatter in this constan~ over 
two broad spectra 1 bands, 4000 - 3000 X and 
2900 - 2400 X respectively. It is remarkable 
that the data compared in Fig.1 were obtained 
in different continents with different oper
ators using different spectrometers and 
different hollow cathode lamps running under 
different conditions, while the data in Fig.2 
show the relative accuracy to be maintained 
in the more difficult shorter wavelength 
region. 

The second area is the re-measurement of 
laboratory spectra of Fe and other astro
physically important atoms and ions to obtain 
better wavelengths for all lines, strong and 
weak, to make positive identifications of 
very weak lines, and to eliminate chance co
incidences with impurities. The UV measure
ments on Fe, for example, have yielded nearly 
three times as many lines in the reg ion 250-
190 nm as we re found by Crosswhite (1976) 
using a similar hollow cathode source and a 
grating spectrometer of similar resolution 
clear evidence of the luminosity advantage 
(Thorne, Harris, Wynne-Jones, Learner and 
Cox, 1987). Johansson and Baschek (1988) 
found these same measurements to give an 
improvement of almost an order of magnitude 
in wavenumber accuracy over those from the 10 
m. grating at the National Bureau of Stan
dards. It is also interesting that Johansson 
and Learner (1989), using IR FTS data from 
NSO, have found the lowest 4s4f configuration 
in Fe I, accounting for nearly 50 new levels 
and more than 350 lines near 1.6 ~m . These 
lines have intensity characteristics in the 
Sun that are systematically different from 
those of other Iron lines. 

The third area is the disentangling of 
blends and the resolution of hyperfine 
structure and isotope shifts, exploiting the 
high resolution attainable. Work in progress 
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on the spectrum of Pt 11 is reported in the 
poster paper by Learner , Thorne, Oavies and 
Federmann in the present meeting. 

Finally, the fourth area is the measurement 
of branching ratios for absolute f-values, as 
outlined in section 2 . An example of the 
power of th i s technique is furnished by 
Whaling and Brault (1988), who used the NSO 
FTS to generate transition probabilities of 
more than 2800 lines in the spectrum of Mo I. 
The uncertainties for the stronger lines are 
typi cally 8%. A similar exercise on Mo 11 
requires intensity measurements extending 
further into the UV, and we are in the 
process of providing these. It is worth 
noting that the completeness of their 
spectral information enabled Whaling and 
Brault, almost as a side issue, to find 27 
new levels in Mo land to eliminate as 
spurious about as many from the Atomic Energy 
Levels list. 

Apart from the general programme to im
prove the data base, we have applied the UV 
FTS to a few particular problems, of which 
two examples may be given. The first of 
these was a fortuitous rather than de1iberate 
use of the earliest data produced by the UV 
FTS: the analysis of the abundance of Boron 
in the Sun, cal led into question when the 
Boron line on which it was based appeared to 
coincide with a weak line in the spectrum of 
a laboratory Fe hollow cathode source, was 
confirmed when careful measurements of FTS 
wavelengths and intensity ratios tracked the 
weak "Fe" line down to a boron impurity in 
the source (Learner and Harris, 1987). The 
second example is among those presented in 
the poster paper by Learner et al . referred 
to above: the "stellar chronometer" of 
Butcher required absolute wavelength measure
ments on two very weak lines of Fe and Ni. 
The accuracy of better than 0.5 mK that we 
were able to achieve would simply not have 
been possible by grating or Fabry- Perot 
spectroscopy. The signal to noise ratio 
obtained was 30 for the weak Fe l i ne involved 
and no less than 100,000 for the neighbouring 
strong line used as the transfer wavelength 
standard. 

4.THE FUTURE OF UV FTS 

Interest in UV FTS has increased signif
icantly over the last few years. A multi
mil1ion dollar i nstrument at Los Alamos ; 
designed for very high resolution from the IR 
to 200 nm, has been recently commissioned. 
TWo commercial manufacturers, Bomem and 
Bruker, have extended the ranges of their 
instruments to the 200 nm region, and Chelsea 
Instruments have manufactured a commercial 
version of the Imperial College FTS . This 
last is the only one currently of proven high 
performance below 200 nm. 

We are now working on extending the cap
abilities of our laboratory instrument in two 
respects. The first , on which we are just 
beginning, is to extend the spectral range 
below the spectrosil cut-off by substituting 
a magnesium fluoride beamsplitter and up
grading some of the mechanical adjustments to 
mee.t the tighter tolerances. This would open 
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up the range from 200 nm to Lyrnan ~ , a range 
of great importance for solar spectroscopy 
from space . In this connection the European 
Space Agency has accepted in principle a 
proposal for an imaging UV FTS, using an 
array detector in the focal plane to add two
dimensional spatial information to the 
spectral information. The demands on data 
handling presented by the acquisition of up 
to 10000 simultaneous interferograms in 30 
seconds have warranted a separate special 
study. 

The second project, on which we have 
already achieved encouraging preliminary 
results, is to investigate the use of pulsed 
sources to allow us to excite higher stages 
of ionisation - Fe 111, for example - and to 
obtain spectra from pinch discharges, laser 
induced fluorescence and laser ablation 
plasmas. Experiments with a small commercial 
hollow cathode have shown virtually no degra
dation of signal to noise ratio in going from 
dc to pulsed operation, with careful synchro
nisation of the pulses with the sampling 
steps in the interferogram. pulsed UV FTS 
therefore seems a very real possibility for 
the near future. 

This paper has emphasised the quality of 
FTS data, but its shear quantity should not 
be forgotten. A 10 minute run can give a 
million data points - 1000 X bandwidth at a 
resolution of 1 mX , for example - and if 
several runs are co-added to improve the 
signal to noise ratio the acquisition time is 
still only an hour or two. In a rich line 
spectrum perhaps 1% of these data points 
contain useful information, but , even so, the 
analysis of the spectrum rather than its 
acquisit i on is the limiting factor on the 
ultimate data rate. This vast potential for 
gathering the data enthusiasti cally welcomed 
by astrophysicists is not enthusiastically 
supported by Atomic Physics funding bodies, 
to whom it smacks of large-scale stamp 
collecting . The flow of laboratory FTS data 
will have to be funded from astrophysical 
sources if i t is not to dry up. 
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R.C.M. Learner, A.P. Thorne, J. Davies and 
F. Federmann 

Astrophysical applications of high 
resolution laboratory FTS in the visible 
and ultra-violet 

There are a large number of topics in 
which high resolution and/or high wavelength 
prec1s10n are required in the laboratory data 
that underwrite observational astrophysics. 
We consider three cases in which recent FTS 
data are of relevance. 

The first is the stellar chronometer of 
Butcher (1987) In this case precise relative 
wavelengths are needed for four weak lines: 
two lines in the Thorium and Neodymium spectra 
that form the basis of the chronometer and two 
lines in the Iron & Nickel spectra that 
interfere and whose influence must be 
considered. 

It is fundamental to a measurement of the 
wavelength that the prec1s10n of the 
measurement depends on the signal to noise 
ratio of the observation and the width of the 
line (Learner & Thorne, 1988) . For the 
observations considered here, the noise is 
dominated by the photon noise) and can be 
minimised by co-adding several interferograms 
and by using narrow bandwidth optical filters 1 In the present case a filter of 490 cm
bandwidth and 40% peak transmission was used. 
Optimum line width is achieved by using 
sources with intrinsically narrow lines - low 
current (10 to 20 mA) Neon hollow cathode 
lamps - and by matching instrument al 
resolution to this line width. An 
instrumental line width one half that of the 
source is required for maximum signal to noise 
ratio and was employed for all lines studied 
except the Thorium line. The majority of the 
observations were taken using the Chelsea 
Instruments FT-500 FTS at UKAEA Harwell. 

Because the lines being studied are weak 
a staged calibration procedure was used. Data 
taken with the low bandwidth filter were used 
to relate each weak line to a stronger line in 
the same spe~trum. A second set of 
observations uS1ng a much wider filter then 
linked t~e st rong line to the Neon line at 
28937 cm- , which is of similar strength. One 
of this set of observations linked thÏ Neon 
line to the Fe I line at 24709.9345 cm- which 
was used to set the data on an absolute scale. 
The errors of observation are dominated by the 
first stage, the observation of the weak 
lines. 

The Fe I line proved too weak to observe 
under the above conditions and recourse was 
had to a very high current (750 mA) long 
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observation time (lhr 40 min) spectrum taken 
using the IC FTS. This line can be directly 
related to the 24709 cm- l Fel line, so Neon 
line shifts with current or pressure are 
irrelevant. 

The final set of wavelengths with their 
errors are set out in Table I. Relative errors 
are relative to Fe I 24709, absolute errors 
include the uncertainty in the wave number of 
that line the error analysis includes all 
uncertainties in line-to-line transfers. 

The second problem is concerned with the 
Pt I & 11 spectra. A Pt hollow cathode lamp 
has been developed as a wavelength and 
intensity standard for the Hubble telescope 
(Reader et al, 1988). Precise wavelengths 
depend on observations in the far UV and are 
influenced by hyperfine structure (Engleman, 
1989) . Observations with the FTS in the 
region 1750 - 3000 A show the hfs of many 
lines. 50 far the analysis has concentrated 
on lines relating to the lowest terms in the 
spectrum; once again a major gain in precision 
is evident. 

The third problem is that of high class 
absolute wavelengths in Fe I & Fe 11. Studies 
by Dravins et al (1981, 1986) on solar 
convection have shown that the principal 
source of error in that type of work is due to 
uncertainties in the laboratory wavelengths. 
We have published improved measurements of Fe 
I in the visible and report here the extension 
of those measurements to cover the ultra 
violet. The wavelengths observed with the IC 
FTS (Harris, 1986) were already known to be on 
a good relative scale (Johansson, 1988) but 
were not linked to the longer wavelength work . 

In order to minimise photon noise a 
novel technique using different detectors in 
the two FTS output beams was employed. This 
permits simultaneous observation of both UV & 
visible regions without each being degraded by 
the photon noise from the other region. We 
have also made observations, using deliberate 
misalignments, to show that the Fe I & Fe 11 
wavelengths are stable with respect to changes 
of illumination. One curiosity of the two 
detector technique arises from the fact that, 
due to absorption losses at the beam splitter, 
the computed phase correct ion is not of the 
standard form. 

A comparison of the new data with that of 
Harris and of Learner & Thorne, using st rong 
lines common to overlapping regions of the 
three spectra shows that the ran~om errors of 
the galibiation are ~ 1.8 x 10- (typically 7 
x 10- cm- or 6pA). We are confident that, 
using the many st rong lines in the three data 
sets, we can establish UV wavelengths to 
better than : 1 mK in Fe I and Fe 11 covering 
the region down to 2000 A. This represents a 
major improvement on older standards (Kaufman 
& Edlen, 1974; Norlen, 1987). 



TABLE 1 NAVELENGTBS OF LINKS OSED IN TBB BOTCBBR CHRONOMETER 

Element Relative Error 

cm- 1 mK nJ 

Th 24873.9780 iO.82 iO.13 

Ni 74 . 3670 2.0 0.32 

Fe 74.5141 2 . 5 0.40 

Nd 75.8576 2.7 0.44 
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Uit Litzén 

The Ni I spectrum and term system. 
A progress report 

ABSTRACf 

The Ni I spectrum is being analyzed in the region 
1600.-. 50. 000 Á. Th~ firs~ result~ comprise the 
classlflcatlOn of 375 lmes m the mfrared region 
and the establishment of numerous new levels of 
high configurations. 

INTRODUCfION 

The most recent analysis of the Ni I spectrum was 
published by RusselI in 1929, and no new levels 
have been reported since that work 60 years ago. 
Alth~)Ugh . ~ussell'~ analysis was very compre
henslve, It IS posslble to extend and improve it 
today by extending the observed wavelength 
region in the infrared, by improvin~ the wave
length ac.cu~acy, and by using th~oretlcal methods 
for predictIOns and mterpretatlon. Besides the 
interest inherent in the analysis of the complex 
structure ~f a system involving equivalent d 
electrons, mcreased knowledge of the Ni I 
spectrum is important for astrophysical work due 
to the high cosmic abundance of nickel. 

NEW OBSERVATIONS 

In the present investigation the nickel spectrum 
emitted from a hollow cathode has been recorded 
in the region 1600 - 4000 A on the 1O.7-m norm al 
incidence spectrograph at the National Institute 
for Standards and Technology (NIST) Oaithers
burg, and in the region 2900 - 55 000 A on the 
Fourier transform spectrometer at the National 
Solar Observatory at Kitt Peak. 

In the infrared region partly resolved isotope 
structure is observed for numerous lines connect
ing the two configuration types 3d9nl and 3d84snl. 
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THE ENERGY LEVEL SYSTEM 

From Russell's work the 3d9nl system was weil 
known as regards the configurations 3d94s, 5s, 6s, 
4p, 5p, 3d, 4d and (partly) 5d. In the 3d84snl 
system only 3d84s2 was completely known. A 
number of levels from higher parents were missing 
in 4s4p, and only levels from the lower parents 
were reported in 4s5s and 4s4d. 

In the present work the analysis was started in 
the infrared region, where only 17 lines were 
previously known (Fisher et al., 1959). The ana
lysis has this far yielded levels of the configu
rations 3d97s, 6p, 4d, 4f, 5f, and 5g; and 3d84s5p. 
Furthermore, the accuracy of the relative energy 
values of the high levels has been considerably 
improved due to the identification of numerous ir 
lines connecting these level~. 375 observed lines in 
the region 11 150 - 55 000 A have been identified 
th is faro 

The continued work will mainly lead to an 
extended knowledge of the 3d84snl system, thus 
increasing the number of classified Ni I lines over 
the whole observed region. 

Ni I IN THE INFRARED SOLAR SPECTRUM 

By comparing nickel hollow cathode spectra with 
the infrared solar sp'ectrum, Biémont et al. (1986) 
were able to identlfy so.rne 200 solar lines in the 
region 11130 - 41 500 A as due to Ni I or Ni 11. 
130 of these lines have now been classified as tran
sitions between high Ni I levels, i.e. transitions of 
the types 5s - 5p, 5p - 6s, 5p - 5d, 4d - 4f, 4d - 5f, 
and 4f - 5g. Increased knowledge of the configu
rations 3d84snl will greatlr increase the 
possibilities for further identlfications in th is 
region. 

As an example of the solar identifications all 
the Ni I 4d - 4f, 4d - 5f, and 4f - 5g lines present in 
the solar spectrum are reported in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Ni I lines in the infrared sol ar spectrum 
classified as 4d-4f, 4d-5f and 4f-5g. The laboratory 
data are preliminary. 

Laboratory 

Intensity cr (enf l ) 

84 
79 

154 
380 
306 
678 

76 
46 

1123 
155 
550 
206 

39 
1404 

101 
300 

68 
58 

116 
218 
195 

60 
17 
78 
19 

2506.057 
2506.494 
5400.934 
5418.860 
5484.603 
5519.013 
5540.043 
5540.735 
5541. 465 
5541. 906 
5549.511 
5557.590 
5557.752 
5558.192 
5567.385 
5568.940 
5571.994 
5678.769 
5745.052 
5745.759 
5758.570 
8030.306 
8039.959 
8046.949 
8054.047 

AlITHOR'S ADDRESS 

Sun 

.054 

.491 

.956 

.845B 

.604 
8.986? 

. 028 

.789B 

.453B 

.907B 

.568B 

.588 

.744 

.186 
B 

.930 

.993B 

.782B 

.040 

.752 

.562 

.303 

.967 

.945 

.023? 

Combination 

4f(5/2) [11/2]6 - 5g(5/2) [13/217 
4f(5/2) [11/2]S - 5g(5/2) [13/2)6 

4d f302 - 4f(5/2) [5/2lz 
4d e l F3 - 4f(3/2) [7/2]4 
4d f l 02 - 4f(3/2) [5/2]3 
4d e l G4 - 4f(3/2) [9/2]5 
4d e3P2 - 4f(5/2) [1/2]1 
4d e3PI - 4f(5/2) [3/2]1 
4d e 3G4 - 4f(5/2) [11/2]5 
4d e3PI - 4f(5/2) [3/2lz 
4d e 3G3 - 4f(3/2) [9/2]4 
4d e3PI - 4f(5/2) [5/2lz 
4d e 3GS - 4f(5/2) [11/2]5 
4d e3GS - 4f(5/2) [11/2]6 
4d e 3G4 - 4f(5/2) [9/2]4 
4d e 3P2 - 4f(5/2) [5/2h 
4 d e 3G3 - 4 f (3/2) [7/2]3 
4d elp! - 4f(3/2) [3/2h 
4d e3s1 - 4f (5/2) [1/2]0 
4d e3s1 - 4f(5/2) [1/2]1 
4d e3s1 - 4f (5/2) [3/2 h 
4d e 3G4 - 5f(5/2) [11/2] 5 
4d e3PI - 5f(5/2) [5/2lz 
4d e3GS - 5f(5/2) [11/2]6 
4d e 3P2 - 5f(5/2) [5/2h 
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AE. Nilsson and Se. Johansson 

The 4d4f configuration in VII 

ABSTRACT 

Hollow-cathode spectra of yttrium have been 
registered in the wavelength region 1000À -
28000À. New high-Iying levels, belonging to 
e.g. the 4dnf configurations (n = 4-8), have 
been established. The levels of the 4d4f con
figuration, which are reported here, give 
strong I ines at 1600À in t~ansi t ions to t~e 
low even configurations 5s, 5s4d and 4d . 
This is due to a selective excitation by the 
charge-exchange reaction between Ar· and V 
which effectively populates the 4d4f levels 
of VI I when Ar is used as a carrier gas in 
the hollow-cathode lamp . 

INTRODUCTION 

Singly ionized yttrium is the second member 
of the Srl isoelectronic sequence . AI}ke Srl, 
VII has the groundconfiguration 5s, while 
higher members of th~ sequence have the 
groundconfiguration 4d . In VII the two 
lowest excited confi~urations 4d5s and 4d

2 

I ie very close to 5s. This structure makes 
the system a good example of the competition 
between 4d- and 5s-orbitals regarding the 
lowest energy. 

The first analysis of V was done by 
Meggers and Russel in 1929 (Meggers, 1929). 
They established 61 energy levels of VII and 
145 levels of VI. In a later study of V, 
(Palmer, 1977) improved level values of VI 
and VII were given together with 47 new 
levels of VI. However, no addi ti ons to the 
old analysis of VII were done. The present 
analysis of VII has improved the earl ier 
known energy levels, and led to the 
establishment of 134 new high-lying levels. 

This report - describes parts of the 
analysis that can be of astrophysical 
interest e.g . the strong 4d-4f transitions. 
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EXPERIMENT 

The uv spectra (1000À-2400À) were regis
tered by use of the 10.7 m normal incidence 
spectrograph at NIST, Gai thersburg, Md. The 
strongest VII spectrum was obtained when the 
hollow-cathode was run in a continuous mode 
with Ar, at a pressure of 0.2 Torr, as a 
carrier gas. Spectra were also registered 
with Ne, at a pressure of 1.0 Torr, as a 
carrier gas . A comparison of the spectrograms 
from these different runs, shows that the VII 
lines appear much stronger in the hollow
cathode run with Ar. Figure I, which shows 
the region 1580À-1630À with some of the 
strongest 4d-4f transitions, is a good 
illustration of this phenomenon which we 
refer to as charge-transfer (Johansson, 
1978) . 

a 1111 I III III IIUIIII II IIIIIIIIUIIIIIIII 1111111111111 111 1 1I1I11 
b I I11 Iljll ,lll I I 111 11 I1 11 11 

, 
1500 1590 111'00 

Fig. 1. Hollow cathode spectra of V run wi th 
a) Ar and b) Ne as a carrier gas . 

In this case the charge-transfer process 
is evident, as the excitation potential for 
the 4d4f-Ievels is approximately 9 eV, which, 
together with the ionization energy _ for VI, 
weIl match the ionization energy for Arl 
(fig . 2). The enhancement of the VII lines 
thus makes them easy to distinguish from VI, 
VIII and carrier gas lines in a comparison 
with V-Ne spectra. 

_t:lg':.. 
~ 20 

> 
Ar+ 

~ ---]/If .... 
10 

Ne Ar Y 

Fig . 2. The charge-transfer reaction 

V + Ar 
. .. 

-+ Y + Ar + /IE 

The wavelength region 2100À-28000À has 
later been covered in order to enable a 
complete analysis of VII. (To be reported 
elsewhere.) Those spectra were registered by 
use of the 1 m Fourier Transform Spectrometer 
(FTS) at Kitt Peak National Observatory, 
Tucson, Az. 

The hollow-cathode used in that experiment 
had a slightly different geometry than the 
one used at NIST. Unexpectedly, this meant 
that the hollow-cathode could not be run with 



100X Ne as a carrier gas. The only way to 
make the light source burn wi th Ne , was to 
mix equal parts of Ne and Ar . Consequently, 
the easy method of distinguishing YII from YI 
and YIII , applied in the UV, is not so 
powerful here. 

ANALYSIS 

In this analysis, 82 lines in the wavelength 
reg ion 1387À-1849À, have been identified. 
Th~y conneet the}9 new 4d4f levels with the 
~s , 4d5s and 4d levels. The missing 4d4f 
Po does only have two allowed transitions to 

the lowest even configurations . There are a 
number of plausible candidates for this 
level, which at this moment cannot be 
established unambiguously. 

On the spectrograms, most of the st rong 
4d-4f transitions can clearly be seen to form 
a prominent group around 1600À. The estimated 
error in the wavelengths is around ±0.002À. 
50me of the strongest 1 ines wi th very broad 
profiles have a somewhat larger error . This 
means that the energy levels established by 
use of_pv-lines, have uncertainties as big as 
±0.3cm . 

The level values given i n Table 1, have a 
much higher accuracy, which has been obtained 
by means of the FTS data. Af ter being 
establ ished by the 4d2-4d4f transi t ions in 
the UV, the 4d4f levels have been connected 
to the ground state via the 4d5d and 4d5p 
configurations through FTS measurements. The 
estimate~1 error in the energies is less than 
±0.005cm . 
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Table 1. The 4d4f configuration of YII 

Term J Level (cm-I) 

l
G 4 69746 . 436 

3
F 2 69901 . 161 

3 69977.806 
4 70415 . 225 

3
H 4 70081. 961 

5 70285 . 156 
6 70786.579 

3
G 3 70267 . 625 

4 70787 . 460 
5 70913 . 028 

10 2 70594 . 407 
3
0 1 70619.987 

2 70977 . 232 
3 70845 . 933 

l
F 3 71178 . 484 

3p 0 
1 71550 . 657 
2 71448 . 656 

l
H 5 71635 . 626 

lp 72079 . 803 
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A.J.J. Raassen·, AA van der Valk· and 
YN. Joshî· 

Atomie data for the elements of the 
5d-sequenee 

A review is given of the availability of 
atanic data for the elements of the 5d
sequerre ani of the reliability of these data. 

AVAIIABILl'lY OF ~ 

~ of the data ~ were obtained in 
the thirties, ani these investigatioos were 
limit.ed to the lower stages of icnizatien, in 
whidl the gram ooofiguratioos are !)dIl""26s2 

or !)dIl"" l(is. In these ~ the lC70leSt ocki 
ooofiguratioos are !)dIl""26s6p ani !)dIl""16p. For 
higher stages of icnizatien the !)dIl 
ooofiguratien (0<n<10) will he the lower ale. 

'lbese data were very carefully cx:q>iled by 
Cllarlotte E. M:xlre in the Circ:ular of the 
NatiCX'l!ll. Slreau of st:arDards 467 (1958) rut 
sanetimes the data were of saoewhat 10./ 
quality . Initially in the 3d~ the 
situatien was the same bJt in the sixties, 
seventies aniearly eighties very many spectra 
were (re) anal ysed. 'lhis revival was made 
possible by the int.rodIrtien of large 0CIIpl1:er 
syst.em:; to calc:ulate the cx:q>lex structure of 
d"-systens. '!he differen::le between the 3d- ani 
~lement.s, hoIoever, is that in 3d-syst.em:; 
the electrostatic interactioos daninate the 
energy-level structure, while for 5cl-syst.eIIs 
the magnetic influerx::e, whidl is DDre 

diffic:ult to describe theoretically, is DDre 

~. 'Ihis effect is due to the larger 
m.x:lear charge. For this reasat there are 
OCI'ISiderably less data available for the 5d
element.s than in the 3d-sequenoe. 'lhis is 
shown in tables l ani II. 

'lbose 5d-spa:::lta that have been analysed 
thus far are the least cx:q>lex. cnly !)dIl 
coofiguratioos (start.iJ'ç to he the gram 
ooofiguratien fran the lII-spectra)with small 
n or n close to 10 were investigat.ed. 'lhis is 
shown in table IIl. 
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RELIABILl'lY OF ~ 

Reliability of data is diffic:ult to prove 
witlnJt re-analys.i.rç or re-investigating the 
spectra. 'Ibis, hoIoever, is seldan da1e. 
5anetimes there are suspicioos abwt the 
COl:[e=t:ness of an' analysis en theoretical or 
ether gI"WI'KÈ. Af ter calc:ulatioos of the 
average energy of the d 9 ani d 8s 
ooofiguratioos by EkUén doobt:.s were raised 
abwt the corre=t:ness of the ~lished 
abalysis of ~ IV in whidl the gram tenn 
belcn;rs to 5d 6s, while in the calc:ulatioos 
5d9 definitely is the IC70leSt ale. A recent 
analysis by Joshi et al. (1989) sb:7.rIs that 
EkUén's doobt:.s were justified. '!he earlier 
(faulty) ani the new (cx:q>letely revised) 
analysis of liJ IV are given in table IV. 

Af ter the analysis of Tl IIl ani R:> IV by 
Gubnann ani croaker (1973) sane revisien was 
made by us in the spec::ltum of Bi V also 
(Raassen et al. 1989). '!he changes were, in 
this case, ~ by the isoelectrooic 
tren:l fran Tl IIl to Bi V. 

A new tooI for proving the corre=t:ness will 
he parametric calc:ulatioos alaç isoelectrooic 
as well as isoicnic ~ us.i.rç the 
recently introchx::ed ex:qllete sets of operators 
(Hansen et al. 1988a ani 1988b) ani (Uylin:Js 
et al. 1989). Inclusien of the recently 
developed magnetic operators is essential for 
calc:ulatioos in 5d-&pa:::lta. A sillple exzmple 
is gi ven in table V. lt sb:7.rIs the calc:ulatien 
of the d9s ooofiguratien in the 3d- as well as 
in the 5d--seque:00e. 

-tb;t of the spectra of higher stages of 
icnizatien arrl with DDre cx:q>lex di'l gram 
ooofiguratioos in the 5d--seque:ooe are still 
UI'Ikn:Iwn • 
-Analyses da1e in the past need 
reinvestigatien. 
-ParmDetric treatment us.i.rç a cx:q>lete set of 
qlerIltors is helpful to firrl errors in fonner 
analyses arrl to analyse UI'Ikn:Iwn spectra. 



Table 1 Percentage of levels kncwn in lowest even oaûiguratioos. 

Ti V cr MIl Fe Co Ni CU zn Ga Ge 

I >90 >75 >75 >75 >90 >90 100 

II 100 >90 >90 >90 100 >90 >90 100 

III 100 100 >90 >75 >90 100 100 100 100 

IV 100 100 100 >90 100 >90 100 100 >90 100 

V 100 100 100 100 100 >90 100 100 >90 100 

VI 100 100 100 100 100 >90 100 100 >90 

VII 100 100 100 >90 100 100 100 

VIII >90 100 100 

Table II Percentage of levels kncwn in lowest even oaûiguratioos. 

Hf Ta W Re Os Ir pt Au 

I >90 >90 >90 >90 >90 >90 100 

II >90 >90 >90 >90 >75 >90 >90 100 

III >90 >90* >90 

IV 100 100 100 

V 100 100 

VI 100 

VII 100 

VIII 100 

* = pJblication in preparation 

Table III N\mtler of oaûiguratioos i.nvestigated. 

3d 

5d 

5 

5 

6 

3 

A.J.J. Raassen et al. 

6 

1 

5 

1 

5 4 4 
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li;J 

100 

>90* 

>90* 

6 

4 

Tl 

100 

>90* 

>90* 

5 

5 

Ft> 

100 

>90* 

>90* 

4 

4 

As 

100 

100 

100 

Bi 

100 

>90* 

>90* 



Table IV 

1Ç IV (old) 1Ç IV (new) 
Ccnfig. Desig. J Level Ccnfig. J Level 

5d8(JF)6s 6s 4F 4~ 0 5d9 5/2 0 
3~ 7557 3/2 15685 
2~ 12084 
1~ 15438 5d86s 9/2 60137 

7/2 66108 
5d9 5d920 2~ 2192 5/2 69941 

1~ 10376 3/2 71761 
5/2 77674 

5d7 6s2 6s2 4F 4~ 5653 7/2 78852 
3~ 7897 1/2 82389 
2~ 9476 3/2 83914 
1~ 10592 5/2 86029 

3/2 88899 
5d8(3p)6s 6s'4p 2~ 21011 9/2 92352 

1~ 23270 7/2 93179 
O~ 24564 1/2 93405 

3/2 100153 
5d7 6s2 6s2 4p 2~ 24054 5/2 100911 

1~ 25001 1/2 
O~ 25802 
4~ 42131 5d86p 7/2 130813 

2~,3~ 44599 9/2 133616 
3~ 53342 3/2 138710 
3~ 55664 5/2 139262 
2~ 57122 5/2 146768 
3~ 57270 7/2 147286 
3~ 59490 1/2 

11/2 150231 
5d8(3F)6p 6p 4~ 4~ 70567 3/2 152092 

3~ 75655 9/2 152492 
2~ 79688 7/2 153354 
1~ 82884 5/2 154125 

1/2 154238 
5d8(3F)6p 6p 4c<> 5~ 74419 5/2 155956 

4~ 81039 3/2 156773 
3~ 87825 7/2 159698 
2~ 92237 5/2 160553 
3~ 74702 9/2 161406 
3~ 75388 1/2 162542 
2~ 75772 7/2 164146 
3~ 77045 3/2 165069 
3~ 78556 5/2 165172 
3~ 79919 9/2 165900 

7/2 167726 
5d8(3F)6p 6p 400 3~ 85056 3/2 168415 

2~ 88216 5/2 169343 
1~ 89513 3/2 172765 
O~ 90327 5/2 173046 
2~ 85091 7/2 173307 
3~ 86380 1/2 173589 

1~,2~ 87185 3/2 173841 
2~ 91752 1/2 177882 

1~,2~ 101826 5/2 178025 
2~ 102255 3/2 178149 
2~ 102353 11/2 178694 

1~,2~ 106210 5/2 179890 
2~ 106385 3/2 180159 
1~ 106748 7/2 183308 

1~,2~ 108798 9/2 184942 
2~ 113648 3/2 186779 
2~ 114508 5/2 188791 

7/2 188868 
1/2 191225 
1/2 
3/2 
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Table v Elcperimental arrl calculated values in a 3d94s arrl 5d96s oonf. 

·3d94s (Ge V) 5d96s (Ib V) 

J Exp. Calc. Exp. 
3 234231 234234 -3 110768 
2 235971 235966 5 114705 
1 238767 238767 0 132711 
2 241947 241948 -1 135997 

Eav 237275 
~ 2127 
Zeta 1813 
Amso 0 
.\ss 0 

Grt:mann, F. arrl Croaker A.M., 1973 -
Extensia'lS in the Sparlt Spectra 
of .Tl 111 arrl Ib IV. In: ca. J. 
Rlys., 21., 1823-1830. 

Hansen, J.E., Uylllçs, P.R.M. arrl 
Raassen, A.J.J., 1988a -
Parametric fittirg with 
orthogalal operators. In: 
Rlysica SCripta, :Jl , 664-672. 

Hansen, J.E., Raassen, A.J.J., 
Uylllçs, P . R.M. am Li.ster, 
G.M.S., 1988b - Parametric 
fittirg to ~ oonfiguratia'lS 
usin;J orthogalal operators. In: 
N\J:l. Instr. MetlxxIs Rlys. Re!;._ 

Wl, 134-138. 
Joshi, Y.N., Raassen, A.J.J. am 

ArcinDwicz, B., 1989 - FQlrt:h 
spectrum of mercury: 
IÇ IV. In: J. ~. SOC. Am. ~, 
534-538. 

A.J .J. Raassen et al. 

Calc. 
110845 
114592 
132577 
136083 

121351 
3141 
8693 

0 
0 

-77 
113 
134 
-86 

205 

Calc. 
110764 4 
114713 -8 
132698 13 
136003 -6 

121351 
3141 
8693 

81 
0 

Raassen, A.J.J. , Van der Valk, A.A. 
am Joshi, Y.N., 1989 - Revised 
am extemed analysis of Bi V. 
In: J. Rlys. B: At. tt>l. 
~. Rlys., ~, 13-20. 

Uylllçs, P.R.M., Van het Hof, G.J. 
am Raassen, A.J.J., 1989 -
ortmgalal operators for ~ 
oonfiguratia'lS: definitioo arrl 
interpretatioo. In: J. Rlys. 
B: At. tt>l. ~. Rlys., ~, Ll.
lA . 

Al1lHR'S A[.(EESS * 
Zeeman-IalJaratori\DII 
Plantage !l1idergradlt 4 
1018 'IV NtSI'FHW4, 'lhe Netherlan:ls. 
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E. Jannitti+, P. Nicolosio and G. Tondelloo 

Inner shell photoabsorption spectra of C 
ions 

ABSTRACT 

The absorption spectra of ionized and neutral 
carbon have been obtain in the soft X-ray 
range by using two laser produced plasmas. 
They correspond to the transitions of the ls 
inner electron. The CIV and CIII spectra, in 
addition with the CV one already studied, are 
reported. Furthermore the absorption spectra 
of neutral carbon have been observed for the 
states: solid, vapour (clusters) and Cl 
atoms. 

THE EXPERIMENT AND THE RESULTS 

Absorption spectra of moderately charged ions 
can be obtained with two laser produced 
plasmas, one acting as the background 
continuum souree, the other as the absorbing 
medium. This technique has been widely used 
both in the normal and in the grazing 
incidence spectral regions (Jannitti, 1987 
and references). 

Here we report on the absorption 
measurements of the spectra of carbon ions 
(Cl, UI, IV) in the grazing incidence. In 
the same spectral region the spectra of 
graphite vapours and for comparison of an 
amorphous graphite film have been observed. 
The experimental technique has been described 
in detail in a previous paper (Jannitti, 
1987). In fig. 1 the absorption of the CV, IV 
and 111 ions between 25 and 45 Á is reported. 
The CV spectrum is due almost to the optical 
electron and is shown here for comparison 
with the other spectra. It was obtained by 
focusing about 1.3 J of laser energy in a 1 
mm diameter focal spot size on a graphite 
target and delaying the cOntinuum irradiation 
of the absorbing plasma about 4.5 ns. 
Furthermore the absorbing plasma has been 
probed at y-O. 5 mm from the target surface . 
The photoionization cross-section measurement 
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Cv 
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KI 

0.8 CIV 

0.4 

0.0 
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25.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 45.0 Ä 

Fig. 1 . Experimental absorption coefficient 
of the C lIl, IV, V ions. 

has been already reported (Jannitti, 
1988).The CIV spectrum has beenproduced with 
0.7 J focused in a spot of 1.2 mm diameter 
and the absorbing plasma has been irradiated 
at y-l.l mm with a delay of 30 ns. On the 
other hand the CIII spectrum has been 

2 produced by focusing 1.4 J in 0.3x16 mm and 
the plasma has been probed at y-O.7 mm with a 
delay of 18 ns. The long wavelength portion 
of the two spectra showing the discrete 
transitions has been deconvoluted by applying 
a constrained deconvolution procedure to the 
absorptance (Jannitti, 1989). With respect to 
the CV spectrum there is apparent an 
increased mixing between the ionization 
stages. The main reasons can be: the range of 
the abundance ratio of the Li- and Be-like 
ions in an ionization balanced plasma, the 
duration of the background continuum emission 
(- 20 ns) compared to the life time of the 
Li- and Be-like ions, the poor uniformity of 
the laser power density distribution in the 
focel spot on the graphite target . The CUI 
and CIV spectra are due to inner shell 
transitions of the ls electron to np (and Ep) 



levels . A complete analysis of these spectra 
is in progress while a preliminary 
identification of the observed transitions 
has been already reported (Jannitti, 1989). 
The CIV transitions can be mostly attributed 

2 2 to the Is 2s-ls2snp and Is 2p - ls2pnp 
configurations . 

I~~' 
' .1 

0.' 

I . C lil", 

O.OL.....-....,2~5-~--;I';;-O-~--tlr5 -~-t7:---~i':-... 

Fig. 2. Experimental absorption coefficient 
of neutral carbon. 

The absorption spectra of neutral carbon 
are shown in fig. 2. Also the long wavelength 
portions of the Cl and C vapour spectra have 
been deconvoluted . The experimental 
parameters were respectively for the Cl case: 
0.45 J las'er energy, focal spot size O. 7x7 

2 
mm , y-l.5 mm and delay - 100 ns; for the C 

2 ' 
vapour: 0 .07 J, 4. 2xlOmm, y-O. 25 mm and 
delay 100 ns.Finally the spectrum of 
amorphous graphite has 2 been obtained by 
positioning a 30 ~g/cm graphite film in 
front of the spectrograph entrance slit and 
by using the laser produced plasma continuum. 
It is evident that by decreasing the laser 
power density on the graphite target the 
spectrum changes deeply. The Cl 
photoionization spectrum extends down up to 
about 35 Á with the threshold at about 41. 5 
Á. It corresponds to the ls photoioni-

222311 zation from the Is 2s 2p P, 0, S states . 
Some preliminary wavelength measurements and 
the corresponding tentative assignments have 
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been already reported (Jannitti , 1989). Work 
is in progress also on this spectrum. The C 
vapour spectrum looks like those 
corresponding to core level-valence state 
transitions of solid or clusters compounds. 
The graphite film spectrum has been recorded 
for comparison . It . shows clearly a bulk 
absorption starting at about 43 Á. The shape 
at shorter wavelengths eppears different from 
the clusters and Cl cases while an absorption 
peak is present at wavelengths longer than 
the absorption edge in a perfect agreement 
with the high resolution spectra obtained 
with synchrotron radiation (Del Grande , 1988) 
It appears a true structure ' of carbon 
absorption and corresponds in wavelength to 
the peak observed in the cluster vapours 
spectrum. On the other hand there is not an 
immediate correspondence with the discrete 
lines of the Cl spectrum. In conclusion these 
spectra show a smooth transition fr om the 
solid state to the atomic behaviour and once 
again confirm that in absorption spectroscopy 
LPP' s compare favourably, as continuum 
source, with synchrotron radiation. 
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Fusion and other uses of atomie data 





H.P. Summers, R. Giannella, M. von 
Hellermann, N.J. Peacock and members of 
Experimental Division 11, JET and 
Diagnostic Group, UKAEA, Culham 

JET spectra and their interpretation 

ABSTRACT 

The scope of spectroscopie diagnostic studies on 
the JET tokamak is summarised. The atomie data 
and modelling required to analyse JET spectral 
observations are illustrated by some case studies. 

INTRODUCTION 

Spectroscopy on JET is committed to 
interpretative diagnostics for fusion plasmas. The 
theoretical modelling necessary to achieve these 
ends requires extensive atomic data, including 
energy levels and oscillator strengths, but 
especially electron-ion, ion-ion and ion-alOm 
collision cross-sections. In keeping with this 
meeting, however, it is atomic structure and the 
spectra themselves which are emphasised. It is 
intended to provide an overview of the areas of 
current excitement, an outline of the reduction 
methods used and of the atomic data exploited. 

Within the constraints of the fusion objectives, 
a flood of spectroscopie data is available at JET 
which, in principle, can be accessed together with 
other extensive diagnostie information in the JET 
database. At this time, more than 20000 pulses 
each with about 12 Mbytes of information have 
been recorded and a rich phenomenology has been 
observed. It is apparent that many features of 
such large volume, strongly heated fusion plasmas 
of the JET type are somewhat different from those 
of the familiarjidealised high temperature low 
density plasmas of the astrophysical type. The 
reasons are evident, namely:- powerful influence 
from interactions with the limiting surfaces of the 
plasma; high neutral deuterium presence due to 
neutral heating beams and recycling from 
boundary surfaces; a confining magnetic field 
whieh can be configurated to create plasma zones 
of different diffusive character; transient 
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perturbation of the plasma by pellet injection and 
gas puff; active feedback control of selected plasma 
parameters . 

Fig. 1. A plan view of JET with the lines of sight 
of the principal spectrometers indieated. Note the 
two neutral deuterium beam injector (NBI) 
assem blies . 

The characteristics of the various spectrometers 
are summarised in table I. There are 
approximately fifty further diagnosties including 
various techniques for measuring . the electron 
parameters n,(r) and T,(r) ( L1DAR Thomson 
scattering, ECE , interferometry, reflectometry), 
infrared cameras, x-ray camera diode arrays 
allowing tomographic reconstruction in the 
poloidal section at very high time resolution etc. 

Table I. Characteristics of principal spectrometers. 

Bcam diagnostics 
KS4 4000 ·7000A 
KS5 4000 -7000A 

Edge diagnostics 
KT 3 4000-7000A 

Spatial scan spectroscopy 
KTI IOO -2500A 
KS2 1·24A 
KT4(1 12) IO ·340A. > 2000A 

Survey spectroscopy 
KSI 1-24A 
KT2 100· 1700A 

lligh resolutian spectroscopy 
KXI 1·3A 

Other 
KlU 
KZ3 

> 4kev 

multi ·chord 
multi ·chord 
fibre optie link 

sevcral lines 

grating 
2-erystal 
grazing incid. 

grating 

bent crystal 

Pulse height 
laser ablat 

http://iir.es


A more limited set of radiation protected 
spectrometers will be available in the active 
(deuterium / tritium) phase of JET operation. 
NBI together with ion cyclotron resonance heating 
(ICRH) supplement the direct ohmie heating of 
the plasma by the induced toroidal current in the 
tokamak. Combinations of the plasma heating 
methods, con trol of the position and e\ongation of 
the plasma in the poloidal section, vessel 
conditioning, con trol of intern al instabilities and 
X-point operation have achieved the plasma 
parameters in tabIe' 2. X-point refers to the 
operational mode in whieh a poloidal magnetic 
field null is created within the vessel so separating 
the plasma from material limiters. TE and T; are 
respectively the energy and particIe confinement 
times. OO.T is the predieted ratio of the total 
thermonuclear power output to the power input if 
the deuterium in the plasma were to be replaced 
by a fifty per cent mixture of deuterium and 
tritium. 

Table 2. Selection of plasma parameters. 

Param. Achieved Range 
I. 7 MA < 5MA X'point, 

7MA limiter 
Plot 35MW < 7 OH, < 18 ICRH, 

<: 21.5 NBI 
T, 12 keV(eentre) < 12 keV 
T; 25 keV(eentre) < 25 keV 

i:fT 
2.8xlO14 cm" (eentre) 1012.2.1014 

1.3 1.5 - 6.0 
TE 1.2 see(global) 0.2-1.2 sec 
T, < 3.0 sec 
QO'T 0.2-0.5 ! 

The vessel, composed of the alloy Inconel, is 
protected at the inner wall of the torus by graphite 
tiles and at the outer wall by two graphite toroidal 
belt limiters. Further graphite tile protection is 
present especially at the top and bottom of the 
vessel for single and double null X-point operation. 
There has been a policy of carbonising the vessel 
interior by discharges in methane. This trend to 

Table 3. Principal fractional impurities relative to 
n, and their sou rees. 

Impurity Conc. Source 
He arbitrary initial gas fill 
Be <0.01 evaporators·· > walls 

& limiters. 
C 0.05 timiters,inner wall, 

X ·pt. strike pis. 
0 0.01 wallst limiters 
Ni <0.001 anlennae sereens, 

wall. 
a <0.007 uncertain 
Ne.Ar.Kr arbitrary gas pufT 
Fe,Ni,Mo, arbitrary laser 
etc. ablation 
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light impurity contact materials is continuing. 
Presently beryllium evaporators are in use. The 
oxygen gettering effect of beryllium and other 
bene fits of the beryllium coating appear quite 
marked and there is an intention to use beryllium 
as the material for limiters and antennae screens 
in the near future. 
A general description is given in the JET Annual 
Reports (Keen, 1987) (see also Schumacher et 
al.,1989; Pasini et al.,1988; Bartirómo et al., 1989) 

SPECIFIC SPECTRA AND STUDIES 

Table 4 itemises the va rio us spectroscopie studies 
carried out, their fusion related objectives and the 
specific atomie data adopted. The purpose is to 
drawattention to the atomie data in use and to 
indicate the paths along which the JET 
spectroscopie studies are likely to evolve. It will 
be evident where particular weaknesses exist or 
new data will be required. Limitations in space 
allows illustrations in only three areas which have 
been particularly active in the recent JET program. 

CXRS & ABAS - Q new spectroscopy 

.. IO~ 

• 8 

o 6 ~ , 
s 

(111 

.. " 

8 •• 

Fig. 2. Charge exchange signals from BelV & 
HeIl. Insert iIIustrates resolution of HelI line into 
hot (centra\) beam induced CX part and cold 
(edge) part 

It is perhaps surprising to begin with observations 
of hydrogen (in fact deuterium in JET) and 
hydrogenic ions of low z, since from an atomie 
structure point of view, Iiule has been added for 
many years. Nonetheless emission from such low 
z hydrogen-like ions has revolutionised the 
spectroscopie diagnostic capability for fusion 
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Fig. 3. 0", in the vicinity of 6561A showing plasma 
and bcam emission. 

plasmas. Strong 0+ 7 emission is common in many 
plasmas, but not so common at tempcratures of 
order 15keV and in the n = 10-9 transition. The 
reason is of course neutral hydrogen beams. 
Figure 2 is a very recent spectrum from JET and 
illustrates spectra influenced by charge exchange 
from neutral deuterium (E =40keVjamu) in the 
heating beams. In the absence of beams, both 
Heli and BelV show only narrow features similar 
to that of Bell and originating in the cold plasma 
periphery (T, of order 100-500eV). The observed 
widths in figure 2 arise from hot component 
emission from the beam/viewing line intersection 
following capture by the corresponding bare 
nuclei. The hot feature separated from the cold 
'edge features ' allows diagnostics of light 
impurities in the plasma centre where they are 
normally fully ionised . lts width and displacement 
givcs the ion temperature and plasma rotation. 
Exploitation depends on confident subtraction of 
the cold components and the bremsstrahlung 
background. For Heli, the cold feature arises 
from at least two populations which evolve during 
the neutral beam heating period. The shape of the 
hot feature at high plasma tempera tu re is modified 
by the variation of the charge exchange 
cross-section with energy. Evidently the analysis 
procedures arc improved by exploiting passive 
viewing lines (which do not intersect the beams), 
calibrating observations using the unviewed beam 
line and pulsed operation of the beams. 
Theoretical modelling of the effective emission 
coefficients allows reduction of the calibrated line 
of sight emissivities of the hot feature to an 
emission measure. The deduction of the effective 
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coefficients is complicated by the n-shell 
distribution of charge exchange capture and its 
cnergy dependence, redistribution by collisions and 
Lorentz fields ; cascade, fractional energy 
components in the beam and capture from excited 
states of deuterium. With the additional 
knowledge of the beam attenuation with pa th 
lcngth , the emission measure of the observed 
volume can be :esolved to alocal impurity density. 
Such procedures termed 'charge exchange 
recombination spectroscopy' (CXRS) are practised 
at JET for He, Be, C and 0 -the primary light 
impurities (Boileau et al.. 1989a,b). 

Similar obscrvation for deuterium itself is 
illustrated in figure 3 before and during beam 
injection. The Balmer alpha features become very 
complex during injection. Their exploitation has 
been termed 'active Balmer alpha spectroscopy' 
(ABAS). The hot and cold components at the 
unshifted wavelength have the same interpretation 
as before although the cold part is complicated by 
recycling deuterium from limiters which can 
penetrate quite deeply into the plasma and so have 
a relatively high temperature. The blue displaced 
emission is from the deuterium in the beam. The 
DoppIer displacement follows from the 
beam/viewing line inclination. There arc th ree 
components due to full, half and third energy 
fractions in the beam. Each of these is resolved 
into Stark components of n: and a polarisation by 
the large vxB electric field (of order lOs V/cm) 
arising from the cross-field motion of the beam 
particles. Because of the beam speed, the 
excitation is primarily by positive ion impact. 
These observations have huge diagnostic potential. 
Precise geometry is checked by the net DoppIer 
displacements, the n: and a separations give the 
projected internal magnetic field. The variation of 
the signals along the beam path measures the 
beam attenuation and the differential attenuation 
with beam energy. The composition of the beams 
at source is also revealed . Zeff may be derived 
from the ratio of the Stark to main charge 
exchange feature ratio and is to an extent 
calibration independent. Clearly the interpretation 
is strongly dependent on accurate fundamental 
cross-section knowledge with particular sensitivity 
to beam stopping data (Boileau et al., 1989c). 

On the other hand the transition probabilities 
and energy levels are well known. However the 
range of such observations is expanding rapidly. 
Similar high n-shell emission following charge 
transfer has been observed for He-like (Rice et al., 
1987), Li-like, Na-like and K-like ions.(eg Si +1J 

n = 11-10, .. ,15-14; Kr+ 2S n = 16-15, .. ,23-22; 
Kr+17 n=15-14 - Hofmann (1989)). The Rice 
results followed capture from thermal hydrogen. 
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inelude All, AIII, Sil , Sill 
Dcnsity depcndent co rrections 

As (2) above, cxtended to 
include Mol , !\<toII, WI, Wil 

Evidence of CX from excited 
states of D to fully ionised and 
helium- likc ions 

Direct evidence ror chemica I 
sputtering; statcs & kinetic 
energies of atomic/ ionic 
constituents after dissociation 
Equivalent approach to S /Xn ? 

Evidence of CX from ground & 
excited states of 1) to str ippcd 
impurities 

Evidence of CX from ground & 
cxcitcd states of 0 l O partially 
strippcd light impuritics 

Stages, radial. power, obse rvable 
spectral features for 10-200 eV 
plasma. Shell group I pseudo -
band Slructure approach? 

Secondary electron emiss ion by 
impact of high ly ionised ions on 
graphite & metal surfaces 

Illustration Encrgy & transition probability 
data 

1. 0 1l (435IA) & n - 3·3 & 4·3 A·values; 

Dy rel ativc 2-c lcctron transitien probs. from 

intcnsitics n = 3; cascade palhs from n <: 7 

JET pulscs #10353 , 
# 10354 

2. Crll(2835·2862A Associatien of lines with 
mult iplet) melaslabics; A-values; branching 
JET pulse #2470 to to dirrerenl metastables; 

pare nt mixing 
3. not availablc not dctermincd 

4. not availablc not dctermined 

5. Composition of Energies of high nl levels of 
CV I (5290A) eold hlhium -like ions in terms of 
feature polarisabilities 
(sec refs.) 

6. Cf! band Suitablc bands for CH ,CH + , 
spectrum 011, 11 2, Bell etc; emi~sion & 
(rog. 10 .) dissociation probabilities -

uncertain requircmcnts 

7. CVI I.yman weU known 
series, inner wall 
discharge 
JET pulse #13751 

8. e ll I disruption Radiative &/or Auger 
spectrum in KT4 probabilities for 2snl & 2pnl 
JEr pulse #11011 (2': n < 6): state selectrive 

dieleclronic coeffts. 

9 . Moill • \-IoXIl Energies & A-vaJues for 
transition arrays c.Je sc ribing inlegral emission of 
(rog. 9.) pseudo bands and shell-shell 

ionis./ recom. M 0, W 

10. not availablc Radiat. /Auger probs. & cascade 
paths fo r multi - spectator & 

~~ro~~7 4 ~~~el· e~~ .ulralisation 

Sourees & Comments 

most ly reasonably known . 
some exccplions 

Kuruez(1972), 
Johannson(1987), Litzen( 1987), 
Hibbert(1988)· uneertain! 

probably available 

quite uncertain! 

weil known - E<i1en. 

not investigated - uncertain 

I 

M ostly known; Badnell(l986) 
for Auger{die l 

uncertain - Klapisch , Cowan ? 

unknown 
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In non-hydrogenic cases, the low I transition arrays 
diverge from the hydrogen-Iike transition energy 
and potentially cause a distorted non ' profile. 
Essential fo r analysing this are precise high 
Rydberg state energy levels and a sub-shell direct 
capture and redistribution model which gives the 
Ij relative populations. The redistribution within 
an n-shell is strongly sensitive to the precise level 
separations. n-shells up to about 40 need to be 
included. A most useful presentation of this 
extensive energy level data is as polarisabilities. 
Such polarisabilities are useful in an other context 
to be described later. An associated set of 
problems and data requirements occur with 
partially stripped species and thermal hydrogen 
(see tab Ie 4). 

Injlux of Bel and Cri contrasted 

Deduction of the flux of an impurity from a 
localised surface from observed column emissivities 
along a line of sight directed at the surface can be 
inferred if the theoretical quantity termed the 
' ionisation -per photon ' or 'SjXB' ratio for each 
observed line is known. The inference is valid 
from any low ionisation stage of an element 
provided it has not significantly spread from its 
source before being ionised . Fluxes of both light 
and metallic impurities have been measured 
systematically from limiters, inner wall RF 
antenna screens etc. by this means. The 
calculation of the 'ionisation per photon ' is 
interesting for a number of reasons. Firstly an 
inflowing ion gene rally has ground and metastable 
states whose populations are not necessarily 
strongly coupled in the highly ionising 
environment of the plasma edge. It requires 
therefore separate line observations, from each 
spin system at least, to evaluate the total flux. The 
choice of lines is also governed by the wish to use 
visible spectroscopy. For light impurities, the most 
suitable lines therefore have upper levels with n = 3 
or 4 shell electrons and no dipole decay to the n = 2 
shell so as to give favourable branch ing. A 
comprehensive collisional radiative model with 
uncouplcd metastables is used to evaluate the 
populations and thence the ionisation per photon 
for the selected lines. Essential ingredients are 
non-dipole excitation cross-sections for àn > 0 
transitions, two-electron transition probabilities 
which tend to compete with the observed lines and 
corrections for cascading from higher quantum 
shells not included directly in the collisional 
radiative model. Further checks are necessary that 
charge transfer from the co-Iocated neutral 
recycling hydrogen cloud is negligible. A valuable 
and consistent picture appears to have been 
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established at JET for influx of CII, CIII, 011 and 
0111 using these methods. (Behringer et al., 1989) 

S/XB •• 1 

1. 2,2 '5 
2. 212p lp 8254-1111 

4S7H 11) 

)321-212" 

2494-6 121 

USO-6 121 

21108-6 (1) 

Fig. 4. S/XB ratios for Bel. * indicates preferrcd 
Iines. 

er+ O tnergy Itvets 

4p=5H 

',. ~'] 

.d:J "-'0 
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10 

3cl5,6S1 3Ij5,4GI 3Ij4,501 

Fig. 5. Partial Grotrian diagram for CrI. 
(Behringer et al., 1989) 

Considcr however the situation for beryllium. This 
species has only been present in JET during 1989 
and is under intense study. Clearly Bell with the 
2s-2p resonance linc at 3130A is thc simplest ion 
for flux dctcrmination, but thc wish to know more 
about release from the wall prompts study also of 
Bel. The atomic structure of Bel has been studied 
extensivcly. It displays strong configuration 
interaction, most notably the perturbation of the 
2snd ID series by the 2p' ID term. Doublyexcited 
states of the form 2pnl (n > 2) generally Iie in the 
continuum. The very small oscillator strengths for 
2s' IS - 2s3p lP and 2s' IS - 2s4p lP are of note as 



is the large oscillator strength for 25' IS - 2p3s lP (a 
two electron transition with the upper state in the 
continuurn. These complexities have created some 
anxiety and prompted us to select 2s2p lP - 2535 
IS at 8254A as a possible visible line for monitoring 
the singlet side. On the triplet side 2s2p 'P - 2535 
'S at 3321A may just be usabie. There does not 
appear to be a modern cross-section calculation 
a,,:ai labl~ and 50 at present JET modelling uses 
falrly slmple data. Preparatory studies on the 
UNITOR tokamak showastrong variation of 
metastable to ground population down to as low 
as 0.4 and with deviations of order 3 between 
theory and measurement for some lines. These are 
important issues for JET interpretation, but clearly 
the atomie data base must be made secure before 
proceeding much further (Forrest ct al., 19!19). 
Figure 4 shows S/XB ratios for Bel. 

For the first and second ionisation stages of 
medium \\'eight metals such as Cr, Fe and Ni the 
situation is rather different, partly because dipole 
allowed resonance transitions occur in the visible 
region, but mostly because of laek of detailed 
knowledge of energy level structure whieh allows 
association of lines with metastables (in practise, 
the best we can usually achieve is a linearly 
independent but non-orthogonal set of lines, 50 
that a matrix equation must be solved for the 
metastable fluxcs). A fortiori, good quality 
collision cross-section data is very limited. A 
detailed collisional radiative model cannot be 
supported . A partial Grotrian diagram for CrI is 
shown in figure 5. This indicates metastable states 
which might be important and spectrum lines 
which might be used to measure their fluxes. It is 
largely based on the work of K urucz and 
Peytremann (1975). Measurements of metal 
influxes in JET are by far less complete than for 
light impurities. Furthermore a survey of limiter 
spectra based on different plasma pulses is 
unreliable because of the strongly varying metal 
coverage of the carbon tiles. Thus only the CrI 
4254A (multiplet I) line has been monitored 
routine ly from the limiters and the quintet line 
520SA (muItipICt 8) has been measured on 
occasion. Thc chromium influxes for a strongly 
metal coated limiter case tend to indicate a small 
population for the sS state. In general no 
discrepancies have been encountered wh en 
asssuming the 4254A transItion to be 
representative of the total neutral chromium flux. 
A capability for analysing metal influx is likely to 
become more important at JET in the light of 
possible divertor developments, as it is already in 
divertor machines such as ASDEX. For this 
reason we have a basic atomie physics study in 
progress on transition probabilities and collision 
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cross-sections for CrI (Hibbert et al, 1988) 

Line ratio diagnostics in JET 

I The powerful independent diagnosties for 
electron tempera tu re and density profiles in the 
bulk plasma in JET have rendered line ratio 
methods for these quantities unnecessary. The 
dominant issues for spectroscopy are rather 
diffusion, impurity abundance and radiated power 
and 50 spectrum lines from different ionisation 
stages are compared with a view to infering ion 
transport. Large quantities of ionisation, 
recom!)ination and line excitation data are used in 
the impurity transport codes and other global 
particle and power balance codes. The detailed 
interactive return to atomie physicists / 
spectroscopists from the use of their data has been 
rather low, partly because of calibration 
difficulties, partly because of the multiprocess 
dependenee of most measurements, but mostly 
because of the complexity of the diffusion problem 
alone. The most direct information on ion diffusion 
is in fact obtained by transient injection of 
impurities either accidentally or intended by laser 
ablation. Such a system is in operation and a wide 
range of species have been used (Fe,Ni,Cu,Mo,Ag 
etc) (Magyar et al., 1988). Similarly rare gases 
have been introduced by gas puffing. The high 
plasma temperatures in JET have allowed spectra 
of very highly excited states to be acquired of 
interest for identification and pree is ion wavelength 
studies as a by-product. Figure 6 shows such a 
molybdenum spectrum with the Li-like and Be-like 
resonance lines identified (Denne et al., 1989). 
Experience on ion diffusion and partieularly the 
identification of zones where there is confidence 
that ionisation balance exists suggests that it would 
be worthwhile to invert the problem and try afresh 
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to use !ine ratios from different ionisation stages to 
assess ionisation and recombination cross- sections. 
It is worth noting that dielectronic recombination 
of nickel ions around the Ne-like to AI-!ike stages 
is inlluenced by the finite plasma density in JET 
(factor of order 2) (Summers et al., 1987). Also it 
is desirabie to adopt the more complete treatment 
of ionisation and recombination which hand les 
metastables consistently in plasma modelling. 
High n-shell structure again plays a role (eg. 
dipole polarisabilities for metastable cores) 
Calibrated radial profiles from spectrometers such 
as KS2 (Tabie I) · with associated local densities 
and temperatures are very powerful for this. Also 
large statistical studies are possible exploiting the 
JET data base. For example, Ni+" line ratios 
have been mapped and compared with theory for 
hundreds of samples over an electron temperature 
range from 3keV to 13 keV as illustrated in figure 
7. (Zastrowet al.; 1989) 

The limited number of studies on single stage !ine 
ratios have tended to be primarily for 
cross-calibration or for simple checks on 
theoretical cross-sections. A possible exception 
may be highly ionised boron-like systems such as 
NiXXIV and KrXXXII where the forbidden line 
from the upper ground term fine structure level is 
observable and the competing collisional 
deexcitation is by ion impact. For NiXXIV in 
JET, it is more convenient to exploit the nearby 
lines at 118A and 138A (which arise from electron 
impact excitation from the ground and metastable 
to the 2s2p' 'D levels) rather than the forbidden 
line itself which occurs in a more remote 
wavelength region. At first impressions, this might 
be thought to be exploitable as an ion temperature 
indicator, but in practise, the ion tends to locate 
alwavs at the same electron temperature. In 
circuOmstances wh en T; and T. are expected to be 
equal, the line ratio seems to be an indicator of 
'dilution' (ie. the ratio of deuteron to electron 
density). Note this is most probably the 
dependence rather than Zeff because of the ion 
impact cross-sections' behaviour with energy. The 
preliminary study is promising and work is 
con tin u ing. 

FUTURE TRENDS 

The active phase 

Towards the end of JET, the machine will be 
prepared for deuterium/tritium operation in 
pursuit of one of its original goals, namely, plasma 
behaviour in the presence of significant heating by 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of 'x' and 'w' line ratio for 
nickel. Solid curves show theoretical range. 

fusion alpha particles. It will be necessary to 
measure these alpha particles, bom at 3.5MeV and 
slO\ving by friction with electrons. It is possible 
that these cooling alpha particles might be detected 
spectroscopically following charge transfer from 
the neutral deuterium heating beams and the 
source function and parameters of the cooling 
distribution function determined . The Heli n = 4-3 
spectral feature will have a finite width (of order 
IOOA) beeause of the rapid fall of the charge 
exchange cross-section with relative speed above 
about 1.5 au. Figure 8 ilIustrates the form of the 
composite profile. Evidently the alpha particle 
feature must be detected against interfering 
species, which now include beryllium, the thermal 
helium feature and bremsstrahlung. The initial 
study for 80kevjamu beams suggests that detection 
will be possible at Q D.T = I. 
The assessment of spectral features arising from 
non-therm al distributions is a problem at JET and 
is perhaps appropriately mentioned here. The 

._----.-----,-~-- -..-.------, 
C1ll 40"7.4 

cu. 4 .... a 

Fig. 8. Anticipated Heli (n = 4-3) profile (much 
amplified intensity) in the active ph ase. 



a lpha particle situation, in principal , is mimicked 
by ICRH heated helium minority species. A 
program is underway to seek evidence of such 
distorted features . Manifestly the whole cold and 
thermal feature emission must be isolated first with 
high confidence. High precision charge exchange 
data is essential, and JET is supported by 
AMOLF (Amsterdam) in this study. 

Evidence for non-Maxwellian electron 
Jistributions , especially high energy tails in very 
high temperature fusio'l plasmas, is a perennial 
problem in which interest will increase again with 
the projected electron cyclotron resonance heating 
(ECRH). ft must be admitted that there was some 
hope of obtaining clear evidence for a high energy 
electron tail from the Ni · 26 KX 1 study, but within 
the theoretical cross-section data errors this was 
not found . There is a further point, th at kinematic 
rclativistic corrections to electron impact rate 
coefficients is probably required . 

Pumped divertors 

It is certa inly the case that any future large fusion 
mac hine will have a poloida l divertor designed to 
remove impurities and. ash from the main plasma 
and seek to prevent (by efficicnt radiative cooling) 
sputtering of impurities and their migration back 
into the main plasma. ft is possible that JET itself 
may be converted to a divertor machine at some 
stage . There is of course a substantial body of 
knowledgc about divertors from the ASÖEX 
tokamak, for example. It is within the relatively 
cool (I0-150eV) divertor that the most pressing 
atomic and spectroscopie problems are expected. 
ft is necessa ry to investigate the most suitable 
species for the target plates of the divertor and any 
other materials actively added to the divertor 
volume to achieve the required temperature and 
power shedding capability, and to assess by 
spectroscopic measurement whether the planned 
flows and inhibition of ion migration are produced. 
We anticipate making spectroscopic measurements 
on elements such as aluminium , silicon, nickel, 
copper, molybdenum and tungsten in the visible 
and uvjxuv. For example, molybdenum will be 
have to be studied as an inflowing species in stages 
Mo ' o and Mo +' ,as a main radiating species in 
stages Mo · ' to MO +II and then on into high 
stages of ionisation to establish any link to the bulk 
plasma. It is antieipated that bothspectral 
observation and transport modelling will require a 
pseudo-band structure approach base on shell 
groups of ions treated as a whole and evolving 
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from one to another. We are planning on this 
basis at the present time using rudimentary atomic . 
and spectroscopie data. Figure 9 shows the 
spectral locations of the transition arrays for some 
of the relevant molybdenum ions. 
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Fig . 9. Wavelength positions of transition arrays 
of MoIlI - MoXl1. 

SU/face interactions 

It is at the bounding surface of the plasma that the 
grea test deficit of atomic/molecularjspectroscopie 
understanding appears to Iie, at least in our 
awareness of it at JET. The release of impurites 
from surfaces clearly has a chemica I d imension but 
as yet we have made no studies of molecular 
species and their catabolism in JET. Figure JO 
identifies the CH band in a JET spectrum to 
demonstrate that the molecules do exist (Behringer 
et al., 1986). We wish to model molecular 
break-up and emission in the same manner as the 
collisional-radiative modelling for atomie ions in 
an effort to understand impurity release and the 
state and speeds of the inflowing atoms. We 
anticipate significant development of application 
of molecular spectroscopy and reaction kinetics to 
fu sion plasma boundaries. . 

Energetic highly ionised ions striking surfaces 
are of course very effective also in releasing 
secondary electrons. There is at the present time 
no consistent model of the scrape-off-layer and the 
surface sheaths which incorporates an atomie 
description of this release, yet independent 
beamjsurface experiments are successfully showing 
these effects and establishing a spectroscopie 



signa tu re of the emission associated with the 
cascade/Auger neutralising of the impacting ion . 

Fig . 10. CH band in a J ET spectrum 

CONCLUSION 

This paper has identified some main a reas of 
ac tivity in atomie physics a nd spectroscopy in JET 
a nd has speculated on where future activities may 
occur. It has been pointed out that there is an 
extensive a nd still developing spectroscopie 
capabllay on JET reinforced by a large diagnosic 
a nd comput~tional infra-structure. It is hoped 
that the mtngumg behaviour of the plasma will 
prove an incentive to atomic phys icists and 
spectroseopists to support a nd become involved in 
some of these studies. 
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R. Hoekstra, F.J. de Heer and R. 
Morgenstern 

The importanee of transition 
probabilities in atomie eollision 
experiments 

ABSTRACT 

The role of transition probabilities in Photon 

Emission Spectroscopy of charge changing 

collisions is discussed on the basis of 

collisions , like H 2+ e - and 03+ - H. For these 

systems an accurate knovledge of transition 

probabilities is essential to deduce state 

selective electron capture cross sections . In 

addition to these physical aspects, the 

practical aspect of calibrating the sensi ti

vi ty of a vuv monochromator by the branching 

ratio method is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Electron capture in collisions of multiply 

charged ions and neutral particles, especially 

atomic hydrogen is a subject of extensive 

theoretical and experimental studies (Janev 

and Vinter, 1985). The interest in these 

charge transfer processes sterns not only from 

fundamental aspects but also from their impor

tance in fusion plasma research and astro

physics. Ve study these electron capture 

processes by means of Photon Emission 

Spectroscopy -PES- (Hoeks tra et al, 1989a and 

Dijkkamp et al 1985). The process for single 

electron capture is schematically given by 
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Aq+ + B ~ A(q-l)+'(nl) + B+ 

c=: A(q-l)+(n' l') + hu 

In vords: a multiply charged ion Aq+ collides 

on a neutral target Band captures one of the 

target electrons into an excited state 

A(q-l)+(nl). This state viII decay byemission 

of a photon, hu, and hence measurement of the 

photon emission gives direct information on 

the electron capture rate into A(q-l)+(nl). 

The set-up used for this kind of measu

rements is shovn schematically in fig. 1. In

side the collision chamber the multiply char

ged ions, produced by the Electron Cyclotron 

Resonance ion source installed at the KVI, 

cross a target beam. The photon emission is 

observed vi th tvo monochroma tors, one being 

sensitive in the "visible" spectral range 

(200 - 700 nm) and the other in the vuv range 

(10 - 80 nm). The monochromators can be 

positioned in such a vay that there is no 

influence of polarization effects (Hoeks tra et 

al 1989b). The absolute target beam densi ty 

profiles are determined by electron impact 

induced radiation (Ciri~ et al, 1985). This 

radiation is measured vith the spectrometer 

for "visible" light, vhich is equipped vith an 

imaging lens system vhich enables measurements 

along the beam axis. 

In this type of measurements there are 

three main 

probabili ties 

applications of 

and the related 

transition 

quantities: 

branching ratio and lifetime, namely 

I - Sensitivity calibration of the vuv 

monochromator 

11 - Identification of contributions from 

degenerate states in hydrogenic ions. 

111 - Determination of capture cross sections 

from complex emission spectra. 

These three aspects viII be discussed 

separately in the next sections on the basis 

of some collision systems of current interest. 
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Pigure 1. Schematical view of the experimental 

set-up. 

I - SENSITIVITY CALIBRATION OP THE VUV 

HONOCHROHATOR 

The vuv monochromator used is a grazing 

incidence vacuum spectrometer equipped with a 

position sensitive microchannelplate detector, 

enabling simultaneous detection of emission 

lines within ranges of about 20 nm. To de ter

mine the absolute sensitivity of this vuv 

monochromator, absolute emission cross sec

tions for electron and ion impact processes 

are used. These cross sec t ions are gi ven in 

table 1. The wavelengths cover a range from 

20 - 75 nm. If oscillator strengths are known, 

i t is possible to get a few more calibration 

points in the range of 50 - 80 nm by measuring 

the intensity of resonance radiation af ter 
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impact of electrons on noble gases (van Raan, 

1973). In this range the sensitivity increases 

smoothly wi th decreasing wavelength (see 

fig. 2) and therefore an interpolation between 

the measured sensi tivi ty points seems to be 

justified. However extrapolating to lower 

wavelengths is tricky since the sensi ti vi ty 

not only depends on the photon energy but also 

on the reflection coefficient of the grating. 

To extend the sensitivity calibration down to 

lover wavelengths we make use of branching 

ratios in Li-like ions (N4+, 05+ and p6+). Por 

these ions the 4t ~ 3t' transitions yield 

radiation in the range of 35 - 65 nm where the 

sensitivity is known, whereas the 4t ~ 2t' 

transitions yield radiation in the range into 

which we want to extend the absolute 



Table 1 Absolute emission cross sections (in 

10-1Icm2) used for the sensitivity ca1ibration 

of the vuv monochromator (Oijkkamp et al, 1985 

and references therein). Typical error: 20-25% 

system 

energy (keV) 

transition 

ion 

upper level 

lower level 

cross section 

system 

energy (keV) 

transition 

ion 

upper level 

lower level 

cross section 

wavelength in nm 

20.8 + 21. 3 30.4 

N 4+ e + He e + He 

60 0.2 

NeIV 

3s 4 p 3s 20 

2p3 4 SO 2p3 200 

470 0 . 56 

wavelength in nm 

46.1 71.8 - 73.1 

e + Ne e + Ar 

0.20 0.20 

Nel! Arl! 

2s2p6 2S 3p44s 2p 

2s 22p5 2po 3p5 2po 

4.80 1.71 

sensitivity calibration, namely 9 - 20 nm. 

As an example of the branching ratio 

method we will discuss the case of NV(1s 24p), 

which is shown in fig. 3 . The branching ratios 

have been deduced from the transition probabi

lities calculated by Lindgárd and Nielsen, 

1977. The sensitivity at 16.3 nm, K(16.3) is 

related to the known sensitivity at 62.9 nm, 

K(62 . 9) by 

K(16.3) = ~:~~ ~~~~:~~ K(62.9) 

with S(16.3) and S(62.9) the measured signals 

at 16 . 3 and 62 . 9 nm. Unfortunately the signal 

at 62.9 nm includes the third order of the 

20 
GRINS calibration 

18 

16 

VI 

iii 8 
VI 

6 

4 

2 

wavelength À-

Pigure 2 . Sensitivity calibration curve of the 

vuv monochromator (GRINS). Branching ratio 

method:O- p6
+, .- 05

+, Ä- N4
+ and 0 - He. 

• - direct processes (tabie 1) 

l----

4 
s p d 

f 

t 
c 

3 

-~ 0·71 ' ·00 

~ 20_.9 __ 

2 

Pigure 3. Schematic energy level diagram of 

NV. The relevant transitions have been 

3p ~ 2s transition (3*20.93 = 62.8nm). Since indicated together with their branching ratios 

the excited N4
+' ions are produced in charge and wavelengths (in nm) . 
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changing collisions of NS + the excited state 

population can be steered by choosing an 

appropriate target. Charge transfer in 

collisions on H
2 

populates 3l and 4l states, 

whereas collisions on He populate only 3l 

states (Dijkkamp et al, 1985) . Hence 

collisions on He can be used to deduce the 

ratio between the first and third order of the 

3p ~ 25 line. Charge exchange between NS+ and 

H
2 

is used to populate N4+"(15 24p). It should 

be noted that at typical impact energies of 50 

and 75 keV the contribution by the third order 

of the 3p ~ 25 line to the signal at 62.9 nm 

is about 75 and 50%, respectively. Therefore 

the measurements have to be performed with 

optimal counting statistics. The results of 

this type of calibration procedures for 

Li-like ions are shown in fig. 2 together with 

the direct results of the processes given in 

table 1. Furthermore the figure inc1udes the 

result of the branching ratio method for 

HeI(153p) which has a branch in the visible 

spectral range (501.6 nm, 3p ~ 35) and one in 

the vuv (53.7 nm, 3p ~ 15), which links the 

sensitivity of the vuv monochromator to that 

of the spectrometer for visible light. The 

latter is calibrated on sensitivity (error 

15%) by standard lamps and known electron 

impact emission cross sections. 

Due to the accurate knowledge of 

branching ra tios (ratio of transition 

probabilities) it has been possible to extend 

the sensitivity calibration of the vuv 

monochromator into the wavelength range of 

9 - 20 nm. 

11 - IDENTIFICATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM 

DEGENERATE STATES IN HYDROGENIC IONS 

In hydrogenic ions the l levels are quasi

degenerate and therefore light emission from 

different l levels can not be resolved 

tions in H-like ions have to be compared with 

the sum of the various theoretical contri

butions. Comparing in this way experiments for 

C6 + and Oe+ - H collisions with the most 

elaborate calculations it was found that there 

is good agreement between theory and 

experiment for the dominant capture channels, 

whereas for the non-dominant high-n states 

there were considerable differences (Hoekstra 

et al, 1989a) . However these transitions 

between high-n states, yielding light in the 

visible spectral range are particularly 

important for future plasma diagnostics 

(Boileau et al, 1989) • Due to the strong 

fields in a tokamak the l states are mixed 

(Fonck et al, 1984) and hence it is essential 

to know all the l state electron capture cross 

sections separately. For the case of He 2+ 

colliding on atomic hydrogen we have deduced 

the separate 4l cross sections from the 

measurement of the 4 ~ 3 transition (Hoekstra 

et al, 1989c). To that end we have exploited 

the fact that the lifetimes of the states are 

different. For these HeII(4l) states the 

lifetimes and branching ratios for transitions 

to n = 3 are given in table 2. Radiation from 

shortlived states, e.g. 4p is mainly concen

trated on the target area, whereas radiation 

from longlived states, like 45 is still 

Table 2 Lifetimes, ~41' branching ratios for 

decay to n = 3, 13(4l ~ 3). 

~41 (nsec) 

13(4l ~ 3) 

state 

45 

14.2 

0.42 

4p 

0.77 

0.042 

4d 4/ 

2.26 4.53 

0.25 1.00 

emitted dovnstream the ion beam axis (fig. 1). 

Therefore the measurement of the emission 

spectroscopically. So measurements of transi- profiles along the ion beam gives information 
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on the ! state population. This method, of ten 

used in collision experiments on static 

targets and in beam foil experiments, has only 

once before been used in a beam experiment, 

namely by Aumayr et al 1984 for H+ - Li 

collisions. 

Neglecting cascades the emission profiles 

along the ion beam axis, P
41 

are described by 

• -(z' - z)/v~ 
P (z) ~ _1_ f T(z') e 4l dz' 

4l v~ 
4l 0 

with v the velocity of the ions and ~41 the 

lifetime of state 4!, z the position along the 

ion be am axis and T(z') the target density 

profile. The measured signaIs, S(z) are equal 

to 

S(z) K I) 13(4! ---7 3) P (z) a Ir 4l 41 

with K an absolute calibration constant, 

13(4! ---7 3) the branching ratio for decay to 
n ~ 3 and a 

4l 
the electron capture cross 

sections. By ~easuring the signals at some 

25-30 positions along the ion beam axis, it is 

possible to deduce the cross sections from a 

3 

o 

Figure 4. Electron 

E
S 

v_ 

capture 

capture 
into 4 f 

06 

into 

O·ra.u. 

He + (4f) 

deduced from emission profile measurements. 

Solid curve - Atomic Orbital calculation by 

Fritsch, 1988 
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least squares fit . This is feasible since the 

emission profiles P
41

(Z) are weIl known, which 

also is due to the fact that the transi tion 

probabilities, lifetimes and branching ratios 

are accurately known. As a typical example of 

the experimental results obtained in this way 

fig. 4 shows the results for the 4f state, 

together wi th the theoretical predictions by 

Fritsch, 1988. It can be seen that the 

experimental results increase smoothly, 

whereas the theory shows a structure around 

4 keV/amu. 

Vith knowledge of lifetimes and branching 

ratios of the HeII(4!) states it has been 

possible to deduce for the first time high-n 

(n ~ 4 is a high-n level since the capture 

goes predominantly to the n ~ 2 level) state 

selective cross sections in He 2+_H collisions. 

111 - DETERHINATION OF CAPTURE CROSS SECTIONS 

FROM COMPLEX EMISSION SPECTRA 

Photon emission following electron capture in 

0 3 +_ H (03+(1/2/2p) ---702+ (1s22s22pn!) plays 

an important role in astrophysical studies 

(Heil, 1987). Therefore fully quantal calcula

tions have been performed (Heil et al, 1983 

and Bienstock et al, 1983), which predicted 

that the 3p SL states are dominantly 

populated. However translational energy 

spectroscopy (Vilson et al, 1988) and PES 

(Hoeks tra et al, 1989d) showed that the 3s SL 

are dominantly populated. 

A useful evaluation of the PES measure

ments is only possible wi th a fair knowledge 

of transition probabilities, since a conside

rable number of emission lines falls outside 

the wavelength ranges covered by the 

spectrometers. Since a complete set of 

transition probabilities was not available, 

- especially two electron transi tions of the 

type 2s
2
2p3p ---7 2s2/ were lacking - cal cu la-



tions have been performed (Hansen, 1989). The 

importance of these two electron transitions 

can be shown from measurements on the 3p lp 

and 3p 3D states. Fig. 5 shows the emission 

profile for the 3p lp state. The solid curve 

is a least squares fit with a lifetime of 

10 nsec, the dashed curve is a profile with a 

lifetime of 27 nsec, which is the lifetime 

deduced from the transition probability gi ven 

by IHese et al, 1966 for one-elec t ron 

transition to 2s22p3s lpO. The lifetime 

calculated (Hansen, 1989) is 11.8 nsec, which 

is in fair agreement with the measurement. His 

Figure 5. Emission profile along the ion beam 

axis of the 2s2 2p3p 1 P ~ 2/2p3s 1 ~ transi

tion. Solid curve least squares fit and dashed 

curve profile calculated with the lifetime 

deduced from Viese et al, 1966 see text. 

calculations show that for all the 6 

2s
2
2p3p states some 25-45% of the population 

decays via two-electron transitions to 
2s2p3 states. Ve have measured the ratio 

between one- and two- electron transitions for 

3p 3D and found it to be 1.8 ± 0.4 which is in 

agreement wi th the calculated value of 2.1 
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(Hansen, 1989). More details will be given in 

a forthcoming article. Knowledge about these 

two-electron transitions is essential for 

determining level populations and interpreting 

the measured emission spectra. 

CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that an accurate knowledge 

of transition probabilities is important for 

photon emission spectroscopy of charge 

transferring collisions . Vi th this knowledge 

it has been possible to extend the sensitivity 

calibration of a vuv monochromator. Further

more it has been possible to resolve 

contributions from degenerate states in 

hydrogenic ions and to determine capture cross 

sections from complex emission spectra. 
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P.W.J.M. Boumans 

A view at the needs of and activities in 
the analytical atomie spectroscopy 
community with respect to fundamental 
reference data 

ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses why analytical atomic spec
troscopists need fundamental reference data, which 
data they need, and which actions have been 
undertaken in the recent past to establish the needs, 
to improve communication about fundamental 
data, and to expand the databases. As examples of 
new compilations the paper refers to work in 
Philips Research Laboratories dealing with the 
measurement of the physical widths of 350 
prominent Iines of 65 elements emitted from an 
inductively coupled plasma (ICP) and "pseudo 
physically resolved" spectra of rare earth elements 
(REE), covering 80-pm wide spectral windows 
about prominent REE lines, also emitted from an 
ICP. In that context the paper refers to a spectrum 
simulation program with, inter alia. spectral band
width as parameter, operational on a personal 
computer. Finally, the paper discusses the 
potentials of e1ectronic publications in genera I and 
a propos al to start with an electronic supplement 
of Spectrochimica Acta. 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to pro vide information 
about the needs of fundamental reference data in 
the analytical spectroscopy community and about 
some activities aimed at improving a situation, 
which, needless to say, is not as rosy as one might 
wish. Analytical atomie spectroscopists use and 
study plasmas, and therefore we have many 
interests in common with atomic physicists and as
trophysicists. Although our goals, scope, and 
approaches are different, it appears useful to 
intensify the contacts between the various 
communities of scientists concerned with the 
compilation or application of spectroscopic data. 
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This may at least increase the awareness of shared 
needs, on the one hand, and improve access to 
available, but apparently hidden data, on the other 
hand. 

GOALS AND CHARACTERIZA TION OF 
ANAL YTICAL ATOMIC SPECTROSCOPY 

The umbrella "analytica I atomic spectroscopy" 
might cover all spectroscopic methods at present 
used for material characterization, as to both bulk 
chemical composition and structure. 1 shall limit 
the term, ho wever, to spectroscopic methods for 
elemental analysis covering trace, minor, and major 
constituents, in solid, liquid, or gaseous samples. I 
thus exclude from discussion techniques for surface, 
interface and thin layer characterization. 

Main types ofspectroscopy usedfor elemental 
analysis 

• Classical optica I spectroscopy: 
atomic emission spectroscopy (AES) 

- atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) 
- atomic fluorescence spectroscopy (AFS) 

• Mass spectroscopy (MS) for inorganic analysis 
• Laser spectroscopy for inorganic analysis: 

laser enhanced ionization spectroscopy 
(LEIS) 
laser enhanced atomic fluorescence 
spectroscopy (LEAFS) 
resonance ionization spectroscopy (RIS) 
resonance ionization mass spectroscopy 
(RIMS) 

• X-ray spectroscopy, such as X-ray fluorescence 
spectroscopy (XRFS) 

Common feature of optical. mass and laser 
spectroscopies 

• Analysis of solids and liquids requires atomizers: 
• emission sources (AES) 
• atom reservoirs (AAS, AFS) 
• ion sources (MS) 

Global characterization of sourees and atom 
reservoirs 

• Gas temperature 
• Electron temperature 
• Pressure 
• Gaseous atmosphere 
• Á.-region used 
• A tom ic species used 

2,500 - 10,000 K 
2,500 - 50,000 K (?) 
1 torr - 1 atm 
Ar He N2 O2 air 
160 - 800 nm 
I 11 (lIl) 



Atom reservoirs and sourees 

• Carbon furnace 

• Flame 

• Arc 
• Spark 
• Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) 
• Microwave induced plasma (MIP) 
• DC plasma (DCP) 
• Laser induced plasma (LIP) 
• Glow discharge (GD) 
• Hollow cathode discharge (HCD) 
• Hybrid sources (e.g., ICP + LIP) 

AAS 
LEAFS 
AAS AES 
LEIS 
AES 
AES 
AES MS 
AES 
AES 
AES MS 
AES MS 
AES 
AES MS 

Basic requirement in analytical atomie spectroscopy 

• Con trol of: 
• sample evaporation/ablation 
• sample introduction into source or atom 

reservoir 
• sample atomization 
• the interaction of the sample components 

with the source or atom reservoir 
• the con di ti ons in the source or reservoir 

(temporal and spatial stability, reproducibil
ity of transients) 

Ultimate analytical requirement 

• Optimization of all parameters to achieve 
• low detection Iimits: Jlg g - I ..... ng g-I t 
• high precision (= reproducibility): 0.3% 
• high accuracy (= correctness) t 
• multielement capability 
• high speed and reliability 
• low cost 

t Optimization of detection Iimits implies minimi
zation of the noise (i.e., the relative standard 
deviation of the background) and maximization 
of signal-to-background ratios. 

::: Generally an analysis is not made in an absolute 
way, but is based on empirical calibration 
functions obtained with standards of known 
composition. A major problem is that standards 
and samples should behave entirely identically, 
which, in general, is not so: differences in both 
chemica I composition and physical structure 
may give rise to differences in the analysis 
signals between standards and samples for 
similar concentrations of the elements to be 
determined (termed "analytes"). The associated 
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potential errors are designated "interferences" 
and the responsible components "interferents". 

Fundamental knowledge needed for rational 
"analyticar optimization 

• Overall plasma characterization: 
LTE, pLTE, non-LTE, T, T., n. 

• Spatial distributions of T, T., n., and heavy 
particIe densi ties 

• Atomization, ionization-recombination, and 
excitation mechanisms 

• ParticIe transport mechanisms 
• Accurate composition of the atomic spectra and 

the background [resolution: physical; dynamic 
range: > 10 6 ] 

Eventually, "analytical plasmas" are always com
plex chemical systems, because we have to 
contaminate them with the samples, and these 
samples usually exert a major influence on the 
plasma characteristics and the spectra. 

Conc/usion 

On the whoie, if we want to approach our problems 
in a rational, systematic way, we are basically 
concerned with 
• dia gnosis of sample conversion, 
• plasma diagnostics, and 
• spectrum analysis. 

Therefore we need fundamental reference data in 
the same way as other scientists dealing with 
plasmas. 
What did we do with respect to these needs and 
what are we trying to do? 

NEEDS FOR FUNDAMENTAL REFERENCE 
DATA FOR ANAL YTICAL A TOMIC 
SPECTROSCOPY 

Actions organized in the past three years 

• Organizers: 
• Prof. Alexander Scheeline, Department of 

Chemistry, University of IIIinois 
• Prof. Paul Boumans, Philips Research Labo

ratories and Spectrochimica Acta, Part B, 
Atomic Spectroscopy 

• Flags: 
• National Research Council Committee on 

Line Spectra of the Elements 

• Titre personnel 

http://Opt.mizat.on


• Spectrochimica Acta, Part B (SAB) 

• Specifica ti on of actions: 

• Worldwide circulated questionnaire (1986) 
• Workshop in Scarborough, Ontario (1987) 
• Edited Workshop Proceedings (including 

reports of questionnaire and transcribed 
discussions) pubhshed in SAB (No. 1, 1988) 

• Column "News on Fundamental Reference 
Data", with cooperation of the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST), formerly NBS, started in SAB (1989) 

• Symposium on Fundamental Reference Data 
at the XVlth Meeting (Oct 1989) of the 
Federation of Analytical Chemistry and 
Spectroscopy Societies (F ACSS) in Chicago, 
with cooperation of NIST 

• Proposal for starting an e1ectronic supple-
ment of Spectrochimica Acta 

The questionnaire was circulated to help estabhsh 
the scope of the workshop. Approximately 100 
responses from laboratories worldwide were 
received. These responses ranged from requests for 
retabulation of data which have been known for 
many years, to requests for impossibly huge 
amounts of information. 

The results of the questionnaire are summarized 
in the first two papers of the Proceedings of the 
Workshop (Boumans, 1988; Scheeline, 1988b), 
which have have been published as a special issue 
of Spectrochimica Acta B (Boumans and Scheehne, 
1988); the conclusions have been summarized in· the 
Preface (Scheeline, 1988a). 

Discussion during the Workshop did not em
phasize new work. Rather, it focused on problems 
which could not be adequately solved using 
currently available fundamental data tables of line 
wavelengths, hne shapes, transition probabilities, 
energy exchange cross-sections, and assorted 
reaction rate constants. The diversity of the spec
trochemical community can be seen from the range 
of points of viewexpressed. Some people desire 
source-specific information. Others want source-in
dependent data. Still others are as concerned with 
the storage and retrieval of data as with the actual 
data values. It became c1ear that the individuals 
and organizations collecting reference data have 
been obhvious to the concern of analytical spec
troscopists and vice versa. One effect of the 
workshop was to start a dialogue concerning 
reference data which can only benefit both the 
producers and consumers of such information. 

The start of a column "News on fundamental 
reference data" in Spectrochimica Acta B is a direct 
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and permanent follow-up of the Workshop 
(Scheehne and Boumans, 1989; Scheehne, 1989). 
Important is that we now have established some 
type of hot hne with NIST via Dr. Wiese. The first 
result is that we can rapidly inform the analytical 
community about new data compilations and also 
make them aware of older compilations that may 
have escaped their attention. Evidently, this initial 
step primarily concerns an improvement in the 
access to existing and forthcoming information. In 
the next stage we hope to be able to exert some 
influence on the filling of the gaps in the data and 
on the way in which data are disseminated. 

Categorization of needs 

• Fundamental analytical spectroscopy 

• Reference information for fundamental studies 
of emission sources and excitation processes: 

Wavelengths , Transition Probabilities, Fine 
Structure Data , Cross Sections 

• Applied analytical spectroscopy 

• Data on spectra I interferences, notably to predict 
hne overlap, for at least 50-pm wide spectral 
windows centred about 300-400 prominent 
analysis hnes: 

Wavelengths, Sensitivities, Line Shapes and 
Widths, Fine Structures 

With respect to fundamental analytical spectros
copy the the following detailed recommendations 
from the Workshop should be mentioned. 

(i) From 180 to 600 nm, all emission hnes of 
He I, Ar I, and either Fe I or Mo I should be 
observed and tabulated as to wavelength, fine 
structure, and transition moment. Any properties 
of continua and line broadening within this range 
which can be determined should be accurately 
measured. This will provide reference information 
for fundamental studies of emission sources and 
excitation processes. Implicit in this recommenda
tion is further consultation between physicists, as
trophysicists, and analytica I spectroscopists so that 
all agree on the quality of the collected data. 
Jack Sugar of NIST pointed out that the accuracy of the 
known Fe I transition probabilities is high, and that an 
additional reference, more or less equivalent to Fe I, may weil 
be the Mo I spectrum, which recently has been investigated 
with considerable care by Whaling and his co-workers at the 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, using an 
inductively coupled radio frequency argon plasma (ICP), 
which also is one of main excitation sources at present used in 
spectrochemical analysis (cf. Scheeline, 1989). 

(ii) A clearinghouse, perhaps at NIST, should 
be estabhshed for the collection, confirmation, and 



dissemination of atomic reference data. Discrep
ancies between published and observed data, un
documented spectral lines, and other experimental 
data would be submitted to this clearinghouse to 
aid in resolution of conflicting data, confirmation 
of unexpected results, and notification of the 
scientific community of significant improvements 
in measurement. The Office of Standard Reference 
Data at NIST may already offer such a forum, but 
the use of the Office as a routine clearinghouse for 
data is not part of the community's modus 
operandi. Should it be desirabie to make it such, 
means of access should be widely publicized. 

(iii) Currently, data are available from NIST, 
the Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics 
(JILA), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), 
and individual researchers. A single, central facilty 
should perpetually maintain a list of current data. 
NIST's Bibliographies of reference data form a 
solid basis for this central effort. This is a corollary 
of the need for a data clearinghouse. 

Symposium at 1989 FACCS Meeting 

The symposium during the forthcoming FACSS 
Meeting in Chicago, organized by Boumans and 
Scheeline, Iists the following speakers and topics. 

• W.C. Martin (NIST): Atomic wavelengths, 
energy levels, transition probabilities. 

• J.W. Gallagher (NIST): 
cross-sections. 

Atomic collisions 

• J.E. Lawler (Univ. Wisconsin): Laser and 
Fourier transform techniques for measurement 
of atomic transition probabilities. 

• P.W.J.M. Boumans (Philips): Measurement and 
simulation of atomic spectra: towards an 
electronic publication. 

MEASUREMENT AND SIMULATION OF 
A TOMIC SPECTRA 

Detection limits 

Obviously, in spectrochemical analysis, detection 
limits form an important issue. In AES, detection 
Iimits are dictated by the following factors : 

• Intrinsic properties of the lines 
.... prominent Iines 

• Source characteristics 
.... optimization of source condi.tions 

• Structure of background spectrum as dictated 
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by the sample composition .... line interference 
.... remedies: 

.... high-resolution spectroscopy 

.... mathematica I (chemometric) techniques 

However, part of the problems connected with line 
interference stem from 

(a) the lack of quantitative spectral data appro
priate to each of the common excitation 
sources, and 

(b) the intransferability of available data between 
different spectrometers. 

Spectrum simulation: ab initio approach 

The absolute ideal would be to have available the 
transition probabilities of "all" spectrallines as weil 
as quantitative models for ca1culating the spectra I 
emission distributions for the various sources. An 
interesting attempt to spectrum simulation using 
this approach has been made by Burton and Blades 
(1986, 1987) for spectra emitted from an ICP. The 
approach is currently Iimited by both the lack of 
accuracy and the limited availability of transition 
probabilities for all elements. The simulated spectra 
are only as complete and accurate as the gA-values 
used to genera te them. 

Spectrum simulation: compilation of new data 

In Philips Research Laboratories we also made an 
approach to spectrum simulation (Boumans et al., 
1988b, 1989). We measured high-resolution spectra 
in 80-pm wide spectra I windows about prominent 
analysis lines, deconvoluted the spectra, stored the 
physically resolved spectra I data in the computer, 
and simulate spectra I scans by convoluting the 
physical spectra with the instrument function. 

To cover a maximum of pitfalls during the 
design and development of the measuring and 
simulation procedures we chose the complex 
spectra of rare earth elements (REE) for the 
exploration of the approach, which is further 
specified as follows . 

• Excitation source: inductively coupled plasma 
• Prominent Iines: 26 lines of the most abundant 

rare earths: Ce, La, Nd, Pr, 
Sm 

• Interferents: 
• Dynamic range: 
• Number of lines 

of interferents: 

all rare earths 
6 orders of magnitude 

1100 

To cover also very weak lines we exploited a 
dynamic range as large as 10 6, but this demanded 
some sacrifice from the resolution, so that we 



eventually obtained what we called "pseudo phy
sically resolved spectra I data", which for the time 
being are entirely adequate and can be treated in 
convolutions as truly physically resolved data, 
except at very small spectra I bandwidths. This 
approach was feasible as a result of exploiting the 
basic outcomes of the measurement of the shapes 
and physical widths of 350 prominent lines of 65 
elements emitted from an ICP (Boumans and 
Vrakking, 1986). 

The publications (Boumans et al., 1988b, 1989) 
describe the approach and cover assessments of the 
results for internal consistency and vis-à-vis 
classical data compilations (Gatterer and Junkes, 
1945; Norris, 1960; Harrison, 1969; Meggers, 
Corliss, and Scribner, 1969) and a recent 
compilation for an other ICP (Tielrooy, 1987; 
Boumans et al., 1988a). This asssessment demon
strates the poverty and, in fact, the definitive 
bankruptcy of the classical tables! 

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING IN 
SPECTROSCOPY 

The publications on spectrum simulation (Boumans 
et al., 1988b, 1989) describe the approach and its 
evaluation, show examples, and cover the 
underlying data . The only shortcoming is that the 
reader is doomed to passiveness whereas the subject 
urges him to activity! The" reader would absorb the 
quintessence of the approach far more easily if he 
could himself specify parameters, choose ex am pIes 
from the infinite variety of possibilities, and watch 
the outcome on the computer screen. Not only 
would this facilitate his job as a reader, it could 
also fruitfully contribute to the development of new 
ideas and induce cross-fertilization. 

Recognizing that this wealth of spectroscopic 
data including the simulation program may be 
important for the spectroscopy community as a 
benchmark and milestone as weil as for its 
didactica I value, we have redesigned and extended 
the program and data to make it operational on 
petsonal computers (PC) using a compiled version 
on diskette. 

These are the main features of this potential 
"electronic publication": 

• Compiled program: operational directly from 
"floppy" on IBM compatibles. 

• Simulates about 240 REE spectra (80-pm) 
centred about 26 wavelengths. 

• Parameters: DoppIer temperature, a-parameter 
of Voigt profile, spectral bandwidth, interferent 
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concentration. 
• Covers sim uIa ti on of interferent plus analyte 

spectra. 
• Covers superposition of spectra of various inter

ferents without or with analyte. 
• Provides a muliplicity of numerical data , either 

appended to the graphics or in separate tables. 

Obviously, the simulation program is only one 
example out of a plethora of potential electronic 
publications in spectroscopy. Generally speaking, 
I believe that there should be established adequate 
and "weil structured" ways for readers to obtain 
programs and data on electronic media in order 
that they can explore published approaches more 
efficiently and incorporate them effectively in their 
own research work. 

As Editor-in-Chief of Spectrochimica Acta B, 
I'm therefore considering the feasibility of starting 
with an electronic supplement of Spectrochimica 
Acta: SAE, Spectrochimica Acta Electronica (Bou
mans, 1989). A prerequisite for such a proposal is 
to establish the market of attractable e1ectronic 
manuscripts in the authors ' domain and the market 
of subscriptions in the readers ' domain. 

I do not see an electronic publication as a re
placement of classical journal publications, but as 
an extension (Boumans, 1989), and I am not the 
first to consider such a possibility. One example is: 
Tetrahedron Computer Methodology, TCM (Wipke, 
1988), which may be featured as follows . 

• TCM focuses on new computer methods for 
handling chemica I information, representing 
chemical entities, designing algorithms, and 
solving problems relating to organic chemistry. 

• TCM is published and distributed as hardcopy 
journal plus floppy disks. 

• The disks contain texts anq, where possible, 
graphics of the printed version, and also 
additional key information such as executable 
programs, source code, data files, and parameter 
sets. 

• Readers can reproduce published computer 
chemistry "experiments", apply a new algorithm 
to their own data, or use their own three-di
mensional display software to view a molecular 
model. published in TCM, in ways not pictured 
in the printed article. 

• The electronic version of TCM text offers the 
reader on a PC full text search capability. 

• The readers can easily transfer references, mole
cules, reactions, and figures into their own 
personal documents or databases. 



A major problem for research workers in an 
industrial organization may be the odium that 
sticks on "making software available to third 
parties" , where the sting is in the term 
"software". Making a clear distinction between 
"electronic publication" and "software" appears 
indispensable to pull down possible "psycholog
ical and political barriers". The following 
definitions and explanations may be helpful to 
settie this point. 

• Software is a commercial product, which is 
brought onto the market with the purpose of 
making money. 

• Software should fulfil a particular specification 
and the vendor should guarantee the customer 
that the software does what the specification 
promises. 

• The "power" of the software package and the 
degree of development are reflected in the price. 

• An e/eetronic pub/ication is not the author's 
commercial product, but an extension and 
partial replacement of a classica I publication, 
having the purpose to provide the "reader" (not 
the "customer" or "user") with information that 
mayor may not be communicated in printed 
form, but can be rar more effectively or even 
exclusively disseminated in electron ic form to 
enable the reader picking up .the thread of the 
work immediately and manipulating the author's 
data in the way described by the author. 

• The reader gets the eiectronic publication as part 
of his subscription to the journal. 

• The reader gets the same guarantees as a 
classical publication provides him: the author 
did his best to perform the research work in a 
scientifically correct and reliable way and the 
editor consulted reviewers to separate the wheat 
from the chaff. 

Types of information that might be covered by a 
possible e\ectronic supplement of Spectrochimica 
Acta: 
• Programs with data that enable the reader to 

become actively involved in the communicated 
work, with a minimum of additional program
ming. 

• Data such as transition probabilities, tab les of 
normal-coordinate calculations, and whatever 
atomic or molecular spectra I data in either 
numerical or graphical form. 

• A gradually built, efficient subject index for 
Spectrochimica Acta, with text search capabilit~, 
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possibly extended to other Pergamon journais, 
such as Progress in Ana/ytica/ Spectroscopy 
(rebaptized as Spectrochimica Acta Reviews) and 
Journa/ of Quantitative Spectroscopy and Radia
tive Transfer . 

An important issue is that the leading scientists of 
the various Spectroscopy Communities seriously 
reflect about the proposal and help defining 
concrete examples where this approach could 
enrich scientific commmunication. 

CONCLUSION 

We need more, and more accurate data, we should 
communicate better about the existing data and the 
needs for new data, and we should more and more 
exploit the media that befit communication in the 
Electronocento (Boumans, 1989). 
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André Heek and Fionn Murtagh n 

How can artificial intelligence help 
spectra I classification? 

ABSTRACT 

Spectral classifications have been carried out up to now 
basically through morphological approaches based on vi
sual inspections of spectra f!'Om specific wavelength ran
ges. Automatic and statistical methodologies have been 
developed and have proved their effectiveness in dealing 
with huge amounts of data and newly explored spectral 
ranges. Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques can allow 
further progress in this direct ion and can facilitate classi
fications based on data of different spectral ranges. The 
reasoning examplified here in a case dealing with IUE 
low-resolution spectra could also be of application in 
other fields of (astro )physics. 

SPECTRAL CLASSIFICATIONS 

Stellar spectral classifications are more than taxonomical 
exercises aiming just at labelling stars and putting them 
into boxes, through comparison with standards . They 
are used for describing fundamental physical p;!.rameters 
in the outer stellar atmospheres, for discriminating pe
culiar objects, alld for other subsidiary applicatiolls like 
distallce determinations, interstellar extinction and pop
ulation synthesis studies. 

It is important to bear in mind that the classification 
systems are built independently of the stellar physics in 
the sense that they are defined completely by spectral \ 
features in a given wavelength range in selected standards 
(see e.g. Morgan, 1984). If the schemes are based on a 
sufficiently large number of objects, it is clear that they 
are intimately linked with physics, but not necessarily of 
the same stellar layers if the classification schemes refer 
to different wavelength ranges. 

The example we shall follow in this paper deals with 
stellar low-resolution spectra collected by the Interna
tional Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE). The original indepen
dent classification, proper to the ultraviolet (UV) do
main, covered by IUE was carried out through a classical 
morphological approach (Jaschek & Jaschek, 1984) and 
led to a reference atlas (Heck et al., 1984) including ref-
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erence sequences and standard stars. Refer also to the 
review in Heck (1987). 

AUTOMATIC & STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATIONS 

Because of discrepancies arising between the MK spec
tral classifications (derived from the visible range) and 
the UV IUE ones, it was feit necessary to confirm in
dependently the lat ter ones. A statistical approach was 
selected because it would essentially be free from any a 
priori bias arising from existing schemes, either in the 
visible or the ultraviolet ranges. An additional advantage 
of statistical methodology lies in the fact that it is able 
to work at will in a multidimensional parameter space, 
while classical morphological classifications can rarely go 
beyond two dimensions. 

The results of this statistical study (Heck et al., 1986) 
confirmed the correctness of the IUE UV classification 
and the lack of one- to-Qne correspondence bet ween the 
results from the visual and the UV ranges. A detailed 
description of various statistical methodologies at hand 
(and applicable of course to a wide variety of data) can 
be found in Murtagh & Heck (1987) . The codes of the 
algorithms are listed in this book and are also available 
on floppy disks. 

Classification in itself has made significant progress 
over the past years, not only for dealing with spectra., 
but with objects and all kinds of data in general_ Refer 
to the review paper by Kurtz (1983) and other contri
butions in the field gathered in Murtagh & Heck (1988). 
With new algorithms and new machines, astronomy is 
heading towards the challenge it wil! face with the huge 
accumulation of data expected for the next decades from 
space and ground instruments, ever more llumerous, more 
powerful alld more diversified . 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES 

Because of the name, one should not be mistaken and 
cOllsider - as in the first years of the computer age -
artificial intelligence (AI) techniques as a panacea to be 
used as a black box for everythillg. One could simply say 
that applying AI, expert systems, or knowledge-based 
systems to astronomical problems is just programming by 
other means. AI techniques however emulate more closely 
the behaviour of human experts compare to traditional 
computing. 

A compilation of what is done currently in astronom
ical AI has been published recently (Heck & Murtagh, 
1989). Most of the chapters contain extensive bibliogra
phies that can be used as reference for further reading. 
Refer also to the proceedings of the first dedicated meet
ing on AI techniques in astronomy held this Spring in 
Strasbourg (Heck, 1989). 

Following the applications to IUE low-resolution stel
lar spectra described above, a rule-based c/assifier was de
vised (Rampazzo et al., 1988) from a commercially avail-
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able expert system shell. It required the develapment of 
a basic user interface and of a knawledge base, as weil 
as tests on a set of weil classified spectra. The system 
was linked ta ESO 's image processing system MIDAS , 
used far abtaining raugh measurements of the spectra! 
features necessary far the analysis . 

Important justificatians far using rule-based expert 
systems far classificatian purposes relate ta the user in
terface, ta the close relatian bet ween rules and physica! 
interpretatian, and ta the facility affe red by rules far ex
pressing an expert's knowiedge. 

The user interface can always be modified as the sys
tem expands . Rules can alsa be meaningfully related to 
the physics involved in the problem under investigation. 
Knowledge capture may be problematic in the context of 
many expert-system designs , but was not toa complex in 
this specific applicatian to IU E spectra. 

One can legitimately expect that systems will be in
telligent enough to detect new classes and classification 
criteria to be added to the scheme residing in their knawl
edge base as they are fed wi th new data. 

Ultimately it will be possible to build a procedure 
tackling all kind of data (continuous such as fluxes, bi
nary such as presence or absence of lines , qua!itative such 
as noise estimate, etc.) from various spectral regions, 
and even non-spectra! infonnation, in order to obtain the 
most genera! possible classification scheme of objects . 

CONCLUSION 

AI techniques are a logica! further step in dea!ing with 
ever more sophisticated methodologies for spectra! or ob
ject classification . The approach outlined in this paper 
can easily be extrapolated as a more genera! philosophy 
applicable to ot her fields and to the determination or re
finement of other basic astrophysica! quantities. 
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